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ABSTRACT 

This thesis-project is an attempt to fàcilitate a greater appreciation of the humorous 

perspective as it relates to the Christian tiiith in generai and biblicai interpretation in particular 

and to supply a specifk methodology whereby particular manifestations of humour found in 

selected gospel sayings mi@ be understood and cornmunicated to a contemporary audience. 

The theoretical portions of the wdy develop a theological rationale for the place of 

the humorous perspective in the Christian faith as weU as an appropriate methodology for 

interpreting the humour in selected gospel sayings. The latter is an adapted version of George 

Kennedy's rhetoricai critical rnodel. 

The target audience for the study was composed of practising miniaers among the 

Christian ChurchedChurcha of Christ in Prince Edward Island, Canada. The purposes of the 

thesis-project were adapted into a workshop format and evaiuated. 

In ternis of conclusions, the thesis-project was deemed to be successful in that it was 

able to contribute to an enhanced understanding of humour in the Christian f ~ t h  and supply 

an effective methodology to incorporate this understanding into the tasks of biblical 

interpretation and preaching. 
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INTRODUCTION 

DeGning and andyzhg humour is a pasthe of hurnorless people. 

Robert Benchiey 

Purpose of the Study 

While admimng to Me experiaice in the art of matchmaking, it is the intention of the 

author to wed a threefiold personal interest with perceived deficiencies among some in 

conservative Christian circles in hopes of facilitating a happy union. The three interests are, 

in stereotypical alüterative f o m  hameneutics, hodetia and humour. The intended spouses 

o f  the above triad are preachers in conservative churches who desire and need to develop a 

biblical and effèctive understanding of humour in their ministries in general and in their 

preactnng in particular. This proposed 'ceremony' will be performed in a workshop format 

with the author as 'offi~iant' dong with the normai hopes for a growing and lasting 

relationship. 

Pro blem Statemeat 

There is a perceived need for many preachers sening conservative churches to 

increase their understanding of humour in its relation to the Christian faith. A greater- 

appreciation of the theologicd undeqinnings of humour may fiee the preacher to recowe 



humorous elements and devices in the process of biblical imerpretation which wi.ü in tum 

impact the preaching of those texts. 

Therefore this thesis-project is an attempt to facilitate a greater appreciation of the 

humorous perspective as it relates to the Christian faith in general and biblical interpretation 

in particular and tu mpply a specific methodology whereby particular rnaRiféstations of 

humour found in selected gospel sayings might be understood and communiateci to a 

contemporary audience. 

Just as wisdom dictates that an iraendeci marriage mpires the betrothed to seek some 

guidance as to what to acpect fkom their union, a few comments on the context and direction 

of this study will help to set the parameten for what lies ahead. 

Issues Related to the Subject Matter 

Many preachers are caught in a double bind. They speak to a church divided on the 

subjeci of humour. Some church members view humour with guarded appreciation; others 

with suspicion and wen antipathy. The other half of the bind is the worid in which preachers 

speak. Humour is everywherein the media, advertising and nomai conversation. Humour 

is highly prized. Odd is the contemporary person who does not want to be perceiveci as 

having a good sense of humour. Where is the preacher to stand? 

Responses may corne in two extremes. One is to join voices with the centuries that 

proclaim that the faith is serious business not funny business. Here laughter l a d s  to doubt 

and any notion of a jocular Jesus is heresy. This is the pious austerity demonstrated by the 

venerable Jorge in Umberto Eco's novel -c when he said, "The spirit is 



serene only when it contemplates the tnith and takes delight in good achieved, and tmth and 

good are not to be laughed at. Laughter foments doubt."' 

The other extreme is to ernbrace the spirit of the age and wmpete with the multitude 

of cornedians on their own t m s .  Here the preacher tums 60m being court herald to court 

jester. W e  the immediate entertainment value of nich a ploy wiIl be tempting, the long 

terni results are disappointing. if the wngregation wants to Liaen to a cornedian, they can 

find far better ones on television the night before the wonhip service. Nevertheless some go 

to great lengths to M c  what works in comemporary culture. A mse in point is the program 

in a Doylestown, Ohio church cded "Saturday Night Alive." The evening includes comic 

monologues, skits and Top Ten Lists Iike those on "Late Night with David Letterman"' 

However, complete cultural accommodation on one hand and a 'pious' obscurantism on the 

other are not the only options. Many find some rnidde ground. The question of the aability 

of this middle gound is still an issue. One can arrive at a position by default simply by 

rejecting the other options. 

An m e r  to this dilemma could corne in the form of a theolog of humour. Such an 

understanding might be the mortar needed to change these sifting sands into a concrete place 

to stand. Therefore part of the task of tbis study wdi be to set out the theological foundations 

of humour. 

'~rnberto Eco, The Narne of the Rose, trans. WiUiam Weaver (New York: Wamer 
Books, 1980), 151. 

'David Briggs, "Christians are Urged to Take Up the loy of Laughter," 
M-cript (9 Apil1994), 9. 



Once these underpiMings are seaued, dong with a basic understanding of the nature 

of humour, the participants in the proposed workshop WU be given the basis for a fieedom 

t O incorporat e the humourous perspective in their biblicai interpretation. In tum t his 

perspective will Iead to an enhanced ability to recognize and understand humorous devices 

within Scripture generaily and more specifïcaiiy in selected sayings of Jesus. These instances 

of 'divine comedy,' in tum, rnay be incorporateci into their sermons. This thesis-project, then, 

will focus upon the interpretaîîon and proclamation of humour as it is found with selected 

sayings of Jesus and is not a m d y  of the uses and abuses of humour e r  - se in the practice of 

preaching.' 

Lssues Related to the Methodology 

Once a fhm footing has been established for the understanding of the place of humour 

in both the Christian faith and in biblicai interpretatioq an appropriate methodology is needed 

to reap the exegetical benefits. The methodology chosen for this thesis-project is that of 

3 For guidance in the use of humour in preaching, cf John W. Drakeford, Humor in 
Preachinq (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1986); David Buttrick, Homilet . . rc- Moves and 
Structures (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1987), 95,96,146,147; Calvin Miller, Marketplace 
Preaching (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1995), 105-106; Warren W. Wiersbe, preacm and 
Teachine with Imzginatigg (Wheaton: Victor Books, 1994), 273-76; William H. Willimon, 
"Humor", in Concise Enc&Qpedia of Preachia Wfiam H- W h o n  and Richard 
Lischer, eds. (Louisville: Westminister/John Knox Press, 1995); Grant Lovejo y, " h l  pit 

ks of Pradcal The0 Humor," in L e a d e r s w d b o o  loer, J" Berkley, ed. (Grand 
Rapids: Baker, 19921, UO, Ul; James R. Barnette, "A T h e  to Laugh: Principles of Good 
hlpit Humor," P r e a c b  11.5 (MarcWApril 1996): 5- 1 1; John Vandorsdail, "Humor as 
Content and Devise in Preaching," Dialog 22 (Summer 1983): 187-90; James R. Barnette, 
"Using Humor in Preaching: An InteMew with Bob Russel.l,"(MarcWApril 1995): 5- 10; 
A. W. Tozer, "The Use and Abuse of Humor," in m e  Best of A. W. Tozer, Warren 
Wiersbe, ed. (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1978), 146-48. For a historical study of humour in 
the Amencan pulpit, cf Doug Adams7 Humor in the Ameriw. Pul~it: From &ors  

tefield t h r u h  H e m  Ward Reecher (Austin: The Sharing Company, 1975). 



rheto~cal criticism. Reasons for this choice are twofold. The suitable methodology must be 

able to do both hermeneutical and hodetical justice to the texî(s) and ais0 mua be 

acceptable to those who will be participating in the study. The former is the subject at hand 

and the latter will be addressed below in issues relating to the participants. 

The contemporary field of bibiical hermeneutics offen a cornucopia of competing 

and/or complementary exegetical rnethods. Each has its contniution to make to what is 

generally referred to as the histonco-grammatical method. W e  movement in the field is 

tending toward theories highlighting the role of the reader in fkont of the text, other rnethods 

give more weight to rnatten behind the text &or in the text itself. These emphases exkt 

simultaneously, each with their own dedicated disciples among biblical scholars. For purposes 

of this study a credible methodology must be found which wiU be amined to the humorous 

perspective and able to bear exegetical result S. 

Literary approaches in general and rhetorical cnticism in particular seem to hold the 

most promise for purposes of this thesis-project. A brief history of rhetoric and the 

development of rhetorical cnticism wil1 foUow in Chapter 3 of this study. It will Iead to a 

discussion of the chosen methodology which is an adaptation of George Kennedy's method 

of rhetorical criticism-that which this study dubs the rhetorico-contextual method. 

The chosen methodology also must dovetaii with the homiletical purposes of this 

research. A m e n t  wncern in homiletical circles is that the sermon should do justice to the 

form and function of the biblical text. Fred Craddock States, 

Sometimes the shape of the text will cany over into the sermon quite 
well...However, more important is attending to the form of the text to discem 
what it achieves-praise, correction, judgment, encouragement, defense, 



reconcilianon, instruction-and then asking if the sermon is designeci with that 
in ~ i n d . ~  

Thomas Long echoes this ConCern when he d e s ,  "The preacher should bring to the sennon 

both what the text says and what the text does; or, to put it another way, what the text does 

by its saying'" Since rhetoric in general and rhetoncai criticism in particular are aware that 

things are said and wrinen for a purpose, the rhetorico-contextual method should be sufncient 

for the purposes of this thesis-project. Therefore if indeed rhetorico-contextuai cnticism can 

be shown to have a sensitivis, to hurnomus devices in biblicai literatue, can produce credible 

exegetical resuits and can accommodate the homiletical concems for the 'finished product' 

of the process, it should stand as the method of choice. 

Issues Related to the Participants. 

This study has a general perception of the audience it wishes to address. Many of its 

particulars will be motivated, shaped and iimited by this target group. The author's 

understanding of the issues relating to these participants has been formed over many years of 

close association and s e ~ c e  in this ethos. Beyond the ground belief that these servants have 

a basic desire to be more effective preachers, several factors form parameters for this thesis- 

project. 

The main target aurCence is practicing preachers among conservative churches. OAen 

'Fred B. Craddock, Preachinp (Nashviiie: Abingdon Press 1985), 178; cf. also 
Thomas G. Long, P r e a u  the Forms of m i b l c  . .. (Philadelphia: Fortress 
Press, 1989), 50-52,61-65; and David Buttriclq Homiletic. Moves and Stnictures 
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press 1987), 3 3 3 -445. 

 homa mas G. Long, The Witness of Preaching (Louisville: Westminster/John Knox 
Press, 1989), 84,85. 



with several sermons to prepare in a given week, they struggle to be f?esh, creative and 

faitffil in their preaching. The term 'consenrative' is used intentionally rather than 

'fÙndamentalist7 or 'evangeiicai7. The former is discounteci due to its pejorative connotations. 

The term 'evangelica17 is not used because some among the potential participants would 

object to thaî as a setfdesignation even though generdy they would be seen from the outside 

to belong to this general clasntication. 'Conservative' would be more apropos since it is 

more than a d e s i d o n  of theological stance. It also speaks of the kind of caution regarding 

the 'new,' 'different,' or 'out-of-the-ordinary.' The possibility exists that those of 

considerably more 'progressive' theology might share this same cultural conservatism and 

also baiefit fiom this thesis-project. Their participation, however, would remah anciUary to 

the main thnist of the study. Even though the basic purpose of this thesis-project is remediai, 

it aiso may serve as preventive medicine for those still in training for ministry. Again, even 

though this group potentially may be larger than the former, this research stili wiii be 

formulated to meet the needs of the primary target group. 

Those targeted for this study often possess a native suspicion or antipathy toward 

methods of critical Bible midy. Some time will be spent attempting to d a y  those fears. The 

definîtion of the type of rhetorical cnticisrn empioyed will set it aparî firom the many differing 

approaches among rhetoncal critics. The perspective given on the history and operation of 

the discipline as weii as an outlinuig of the particular approach adopted in this study wiU help 

to focus attention on the benefits of this kind of Bible study and deal with possible prejudices 

that aiI critical methods mdercut the authority of Scripture. The discussions of Chapter 3 are 

especially aimed to deal with theses issues. 



Practid linntatom in the lives of the target group will also give shape to this shidy. 

Many who wen t iy  ocaipy pulpits have Little or no command of the onguial bibiical 

languages. Biblicai Greek and Hebrew, ifundemood at di, often are distant, not-so-pleasant 

memories eoom days in cdege. Most would not have the benefit of seminary education. 

Therefore the methodological component of the thesis-project must be based upon the 

English text of the Bible. The language parameters will delimit the breadth of humourous 

devices studied. For example, since puns and examples of double entendre require 

sophisticated understanding of the nuances of the language studied, they wili be omitted fkom 

the forms of humour under observatiod 

A h a 1  parameter is time. Many in Christian ministry already have over-crowded 

caiendars. Tirne off to take a fidl semester course would not be possible for most. Lack of 

finances would also corne into play at this point. The option of a workshop format would 

enable the basics of the thesis-project to be taught wwhile giving participants motivation and 

keedorn for subsequent experhentation with their new understandings within-their preaching 

ministrîes. Mary preachers already are tàmiliar with the workshop format as this is a common 

form of continuhg education in ministry. 

The workshop format also might be arnenable to the future development of the kind 

of approach advocated in this thesis-project. This material might serve as a module in a 

'For extended treatments of puns in biblical Literature, cf John Moore Bullard, 
"Biblical Humor: Its Nature and Function" (Ph.D. diss. Yale University, 1962), 74-91; LM. 
Casanowicz, "Taronomasia in the Old Testament" (PbD. diss. Johns Hopkins University, 
1894); and E. Russefl, "Paronomasia and Kùidred Phenomena in the New Testament" 
(Ph.D. diss. University of Chicago, 1920). For a brief treatment of double entendre in 
Luke-Acts, cf Frank Connolly-Weinert, ccDouble-Talk and Double Entendre in the Lukan 
Writings, " (Boston: A AR/S .B.L. Triregional Meeting, 1995), photowpied. 



longer course of midy if the application of the rhetonco-contexhial method is applied to 

humour in other genres of bibiical literature (eg. parables, proverbial sayings, prophetic 

literature and epistolary literature). Whde this possibility lies beyond the purview of this 

study, it yet may bear W. This workshop module also rnight be inserted in a longer course 

examining current issues in preaching. The materiai on humour in this midy also might be 

separated from the rea and presented with benefit to a broder audience. 



CHAPTER 1 

HLMOUR lN PROSPECT: FOL'NDATIONAL C O N S I D W O N S  

Gary Larson 

What is the relationship between humour and holiness? Can faith and hnniness 

coexist? An affirmative response to these questions assumes a basic understanding both of 

the Christian faith and the nature of humour. While it may be d e  to assume some 

nidimentary knowledge of both subjects, they both have aspects that surpass rational 

penetration On investigation of these rnatters severai surprises may unsettle well-wom but 



untested assumptions. Therefbre with a source of expectation and honest hmility, the 

relationslip between these domauis will be explored. Since "...a God d&ed is no God at 

all,"' one's unfiagging trust in God is best expressed in an anmide that recognizes his 

dedaration "for as the heavens are higher than the earth, So are My ways higher than your 

ways and My thoughts than your thoughts" (Isaiah 55:9). In the same spirit, the aphorism of 

E.B. White is weii heeded: "Humor can be dissecteci, as a fiog can, but the thing dies in the 

process and the inoards are discouraging to any but the pure scientSc mind''.' A backward 

glance to the cartoon epigraph should keep one fiom making too rnany d o p t i c  assertions 

about the nature of somethg as cornplex as humour. 

A Working Defmition of "Humour" 

Regardless of the inherent limitations of the process, a worlang definition of "humour" 

m u t  be presented to give focus and direction to the study. Shades of meaning abound, but 

an appeal to the Mord Engiish Diaionaiy w i U  supply the foundational definition for this 

mi&. Humour, thm is 'Viat quality of d o n ,  speech. or wziting, which excites amusement; 

oddity, jocularity, facetiousness, comicality, fun.' Likewise one's sense of humour is "the 

fàculty of perceking what is ludicrous or amusing or of expressing it in speech, writing or 

'Krister Stendahl, "The Walter Pope Binns Lechire Series," (Liberty: W ~ a m  
JeweU College, 1987), 3 .  

' E.B. White7 of Amencan Humor (New York: Howard McCann, 
Teachiw with Imagyatim 

. . 1941), XW; quoted in Wmen W. W~ersbe, Preachingand 
(Wheaton: Victor Books, 1994), 274. 

nâq, 2" ed., S.V. "Humour". 



other composition; jocose, imagination or t r m e n t  of a subject.' 

W e  a basic &finition gives initial focus to the snidy greater clarity can be given to 

the subject by comparing and contrashg 'humour" with its cognate terms. 

The undadaoding of wit has evoived fiom denomig W d  agility to what henry 

a kind o f v a  expression which is d e  and intentionally conuived to 
produce a shock of wmic surprise. The nûprise is u d y  the r d t  of an 
unforseai wmection or distinction between words or concepts, which 
&utrates the listenefs eqectation only to samfy it in a different way.' 

Wfi and humour are dody reked and to differentjntfl baween the two is notoriousiy 

difficuit. Lfany fine couid be drawn between them it would be that 

... wiî is primady imdectuai, the perception of simiiarities in seemingiy 
dissimilar thgs-the 'swifk play and Bash of mindn-and is exqxessed in 
s W  ptrraseology, play on words, airprimie co~trasts, paradoxes, epigrams, 
and u, forth, whereas hwnor impiies a q&athetic recogition of human 
values and de& with the foibles and incongnuties of himan nature, g d -  
natur* exhiited.6 

I?it H. Abrams- A G b s ~  of Literaq Ter- 3" ed (New York: Holt, Rinehan 
and W~~l~tcm, 1971), 179. 

6C. HU@ Holman and William Harmon, A Han-k to Lit- 6& ed. (New 
York -;MacMillan, 1991), 502. 



This distinction is difncult to maintain in practice and ewnples of J a u s '  humour wili be 

found in both the above categories. The wisest option for purposes of this study and in 

concert with Literary convention is to wnsider the terms to be synonymous. in mm, the 

peMn who attempts to dkhngmh h e m  the two dernomrates "the possession of neither 

wit Cm the sense of superior memal powers) nor humor (which implies a sense of proportion 

and seff-evaluation that would show one the cüfEculty of attempting a cold analysis of so 

fiigihve a thing as humor)."' Another flashback to the cartoon epigram may help to maintain 

an appropriate attitude in this regard. 

Lauehter 

Humour and laughter appear prim;t facic to be twins. Upon closer examinarion 

howwer. it becornes clear they are not Siamese twins or men identical twins for that matter. 

Nonetheless their close relationship cannot be denied. As a rnatter of fa* as will be seen 

below, humour theorins oflm couch their theuries given the assumption that laughter and 

humour are almoa undistinguishable. 

At kast t o  distinctions need to be made before the reiationship of the two is 

undemood. First is that they Mer basically a s  to nature, sunilar to stimulus and response. 

Laughter is the physiologic.1 response to cenain Nrnuli. Humour is one of these stimuli but 

not the ody one. The phenornenon of inappropriate laughter would caution againn a 

simplimc causai reiatiombip and opens the study of laugher to the approaches of physiology, 



psychology, sociology, anthropology and linguistics. 

Second, there are ciiffiirent kinds of laughter ranging fiom the rather innocent laughter 

of child's play to laughter that is meant to injure and demean. Some forms of laughter can 

be w holesome, cathartic and Uuminating therefore should be encouraged. ûther kinds are 

to be condemned and discoliraged. It is a mistake to lump aii laughter together-some 

understanding of its variegated nature is needed. 

This understanding is especidy important in undernanding the relationslip between 

laughter and the Chriman M k  h g h t e r  can run the garnut from the recent phenornenon of 

'The area of humour studies is a rapidly expancihg field of study. Significant 
recent works include: Mahadev L. Apte, Humor and Lauaer. An hthrppoloplçgl 
&proach (Ithaca: Comell University, Press, 1989); JeBey Goldsteii and Paul McGhee, 
eds. The P~chobgyofHu1a1~~ (New York: Academic Press, 1972); JeEey Goidnein and 
Paul McGhee, eds. Handbook of Humor Research, 2 vols. (New York: Springer-Verlag, 
1983); Antony Chaprnan and Hu@ Foot, eds. Theop. R w c h  

d AD . . 
~ ~ 1 ~ 1 1 s  Gondon: John Wdey and Sons, 1976); Antony Chapman and Hugh 

Foote, eds. Ils a Fumy ThingJumour (Mord: Pergamon Pess, 1977); Michael Mulkay, 
On Humour. Its Nature and Its PIace Modem Societv (Mord: Polity Press, 1988); 
Victor Raskin, Seniantic Mechanisms of Humor (Dordrecht: D. Reidei, 1985); N o m  
Cousins, The An-v of an nlness as Perceived by the Patiem (New York: W.W. 
Norton, 1979); and Don L. F. Ndson, -or Schol 
(Westport: Greenwood Press, 1993). An international and imerdisciplinary society known 
as the uiternational Society for Humor Studiu has been estabfished which holds annual 
conferences and publishes the research journal mmor to promote research in the field of 
humour studies. 



holy iaughter found in some charismatic chur~hes,~ to a laugh of sc~rn,'~ to laughter n o d y  

more appropriate to believers in Christian community. l1 The latter two types of laughter wiii 

be those which affect this snidy. 

A spint of playfulness seems akin to a sense of humour. Indeed there is some relation 

between the tems and the theological importance of play as it relates to the foundations of 

%cent studies of this phenomenon in the broader context of "The Toronto 
Blessing" include: Guy Chevreau, mh the Fire The Toronto BI* (Toronto: Harper 
Collins, 1995); Patrick Dixon, mofRevival (Eastbounie: Kingsway Publications, 1994); 
David Roberts, The Toronto B l e  (Eastbourne: Kingsway Riblications, 1994); Robert 
R Kuglin, The Toronto Blessing What Would the Holy Soirit Say? (Camp W: Christian 
Publications, 19%). 

''A study of the biblical data relating to terrns for laughter dernonstrates that the 
vast majority of cases of both divine and humour laughter express scorn. CE E.M. 
Embry, 'Zaugh," in The New International Dictionq of New Testament Theo 

. . los; K. H. 
RengstorS "gelao, " in Theoloaçal Dictionary of the New Test-; Gaq Webster, 
Launhter in the Bible (St. Louis: Bethany Press, 1960), 35-82 et and A. Brenner, 
"On the Semantic Field of Humour, Laughter, and the Comic in the Old Testament" in 

umour and the Comic in the Hebrew Biblg eds. Yehuda T. Radday and A. Brenner 
(Sheffield: Almond Press, 1990)' 3 9-58. 

"Reference to the laughter of Abraham (Gen 17: 17) and Sarah (Gen 18: 12) as it 
related to the promise of Isaac's birth demonstrates how the laughter of increduiity, which 
includes an element of scom, can be transformeci into the laughter of thanksgiving (Gen 
2 1 :6). Walter Brueggemann, taking his clue from the flow of the narrative here, interprets 
the initial laughter of Abraham (Gen 1 7: 1 7) and Sarah (Gen 18: 12) as evidence of their 
initial resistance and mockery of the inscnitable promise of a son to be bom in their old 
age (Genesis (Atlanta: John Knox Press, (1982), 158). Karl Barth, fiom a more 
'theologicai' perspective, considers their initial laughter as airned toward themselves. "1s 
not the contrast between man himselfand the honor done him by God really too great for 
man to take W e l f  cerernoniously, and not to laugh at himseIS in his quality as its bearer 
and possessor? Is not the proof of the genuineness of his thankfùIness and humility the 
fact that his own Uiadequacy, the distance between the Giver and His g& on the one hand 
and hùnself as the one to who it is given on the other, mua  aiways be clear to hun (w 

3.4 (Edinburgh: T and T Clark 1961), 665)? 



a biblical understanding of humour will be developed below. In the sirnpiest t ems  play is 

seen as joyous, spontaneous and completely fiee activity. The tem, however, bears a great 

deal of metaphysical freight, being an indispensable grid for human activity. 

Play is often d&ed by listing its attributes. Donald Handlerna~ gives a representative 

A e s t  attribute of play is that its assumptions are preeminently conditional, 
for play is a medium through which the de-believe is brought into being and 
acquires the statu of redty. .. .A second attribute of play is the necessity of a 
form of reference that cm be altered in systematic ways.. . .A third attribute of 
play is that any phenomenal form can be transfonned through a sense of 
haghtion that itselfremains constrained to a degree by the composition of 
the "original" fo m.... A fourth atîribute of play is that it b ~ g s  into being 
something that had not existed before by changing the shape and positioning 
of boundaries that categorize phenornena and so altering their meaning.. . . A 
fifth attniute is that it is an amoral medium, one that is marked by plasticity, 
by lability, and by flexibiiity in ideation-quaiities closely related to those of 
imagination and creati vity.... A sixth attnbute of play is a penchant for 
questionhg the phenornenal stability of any form that purports to exist as a 
valid proposition and as a representation of "tnith".'* 

From this description it can be seen that recognition and appreciation of humour could be 

heightened by a spirit of playfulness. 

?Inr 

Ofien joy and its expression (Le. enjoyment and/or joyfulness) are linked wit h humour. 

From a theological perspective, it might seem that joy is both a source of humour and one of 

its results. A simple definition ofjoy might be the believer's response to God's love, grace 

and peace that is demonstrated in an attitude of thmkfùl gladness even in the midst of the 

12~on  Handleman, "Play" in The En b e d i a  of Reliaon, Cf also Johan 
Huizinga, Homo Ludens. A Studv of the Play Element in Culture (London: Temple Smith, 
1949), 32. 



most trying circumstances (e.g. James 1:2,3; Heb 12:2).13 Given this definition, the joyful 

beiiever may weii be in a state of rnind conducive to the humourous perspective. Both joy 

and humour are able to maintain perspective in spite of (and sometimes "because of') the 

incongrtities of human existence. So long as room is lefi to understand the compleltines of 

both terms," no strict causal relationship is asserted from joy to humour or vice versa, and 

various modes of expression are deemed appropnate to both, the nexus between joy and 

humour is a helpfùl one to recognize. 

Comedv 

Comedy mocks easy description At its root, comedy is a dramatic genre, composed 

of severai sub-genres (e-g. romantic comedy, high comedy, low comedy, comedy of manners, 

and cornedy of morals), desiiped primarïly for purposes of amusement. Many, however, 

consider any work which deais with the limitations, foibles, fdures and incongmities of the 

human state and cornes to a happy ending to be a comedy." The surpnsing reversai of 

fortunes involved in the restoration of the comic hero prompts some to use comedy as an 

interpretive grid for the biblical story. Northrop Frye, for instance, States that "the entire 

Bible, viewed as a "divine comedy7', is contained within a U-shaped story of this sort, one in 

Preachi ''cf'. R. Alan Culpepper, "Joy," in mdbook of Themes for nq, ed. James 
W. Cox (Louisville: Wesmiinster/John Knox Press, 1991), 148; Mark Lee, Humor is No 
Lau~hing Matter (Beaverlodge: Horizon House, 1981), 68; and Ham C o n r e h m ,  "chara", 
in Theological D 

. . 
1aiona.q of the New Testament. 

14CCE William G. Momse, Jov in the New Tesmem (Greenwood: Attic Press, 
1984), 17-82 for a study of the New Testament terms w i t h  the semantic domain of c'j~yy7. 
A popular treatment ofjoy in relation to Jesus can be found in Shenvood E. Wh, a 

an of Jov (Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 1991). 

15Holman and Hannon, Wdboak 95; cf Abram, S L Q S S i  25. 



w k h  man loses the tree and water of life at the beginning of Genesis and gets them back at 

the end of ~evelation."'~ 

Caution should be exercised, however, in ernploying the comic genre too liberdy in 

relation to the lives of biblical heroes and individual books of the Bible. Some hero cycles 

(e-g. Samson) and books (e.g. Jonah and Job) are more conducive to this kind of analysis 

than othen." Therefore, the wisest course is to W e e  with Frye and view the over- arching 

movement of the biblical mat ive  as comedy . This aiiows room for the rich diversity of 

literacy phenornena in Scripture and thwarts any attempts toward simplistic reductionism. 

Such an understanding helps to svpply the background hues on the canvas against which the 

particular colours of the picture are viewed. It supplies a macro perspective h m  which the 

micro (Le. individual instances of humorous or cornical perspective nich as those to be 

studied in this thesis-project) cm be interpreted. The validity of this approach will await 

further validation below when a theology of humour will be discussed. 

An adequate understanding of humour, then, begins with a basic definition but must 

16Nortbrop Frye, The Great Code. The Bile and Literaturc (New York: Harcourt, 
Brace and Jovanovich, 1982), 167; cf Frederick Buecher, Tellia the Tmth. The Gosa 
as Trac- Comedy and Fairv Taie (New York: Harper and Row, 1977), 49-72. Michael 
Edwards contends that the bibiical narrative more closely resembles a check mark than a 
"V' because the end of the story is seen as higher than the beginning (i.e. heaven above 
Eden). Cf Michael Edwards, "The World Could Not Contain the Books," in The Bible as 
Rhetonc7 ed. Martin Warner condon: Routledge, 1990), 181. 

"Cf. Chexyl J. Exum, ed. "Tragedy and Comedy in the Bible7' Semeia 32 (1985): 
5-96, Note also the insightful responses by David Robertson, Yak Zakovitch, David GUM 
and Francis Landy Ui a 32 (1985): 99-148. 



interact with the cognate t e r m ~ ' ~  each of which adds a nuance to the complex nature of this 

subject. W e  humour is not to be equated with any of its cognates, it shares a deep b h i p  

with them d. In some way, each c o p t e  enriches one's overali understanding of humour. 

Theories of Humour 

The diffiailty of d e m g  humour is surpassed when attempts are made to analyze it. 

Again, it is wise to be mindftl of the cartoon at the beginning of this chapter lest this attempt 

to  explain humour ends in a similar fishion. CG.  Prado explains that "the propensity toward 

amusement regarding analysts and anaiysis of humor signais a deep understanding that humor 

defies the sort of circumsctiption or delineation n e c e s s q  for wmprehensive analy~is."'~ 

Guided by this waming and somewhat daunted by the fact that experts estimate the current 

number of humour theones to be over one hundred,'' the major theones of humour wiii be 

presented. 

Classical Theories of Humour 

Any treatment of humour must go back at least as far as ancient Greece. Since the 

theory of humour had only random formulation during the penod of the pre-Socratic 

''Cf. John Moore Bdard, "'Bîblical Humor. Its Nature and Function" (Ph-D. diss., 
Yale University, 1962), 230-39 for a treatment of the cognate tenns for "humour" in the 
Bible. 

Internationa 19C.G. Prado, "Why Analysis of Humor Seems Funny," Humor. 
Journal of Humor Resear& (8.2) (1995): 156. 

Don L. F. Nisen, Schol* (Westport: Greenwood Press, 1993), 304. 



 philosopher^,^' this shidy will begin with Plato. 

Plato (c.42û-347 B.C.E J 

References in Plato to humour and laughter are few, scattered and incidental to his 

major arguments. While discussing the nature of mixed pleasures (those which contain an 

element of pain) in Philebus. he considers laughter to be a mponse to weakness and seE- 

ignorance, 

Those of them who combine their delusion [to be someone they are not] with 
weakness and hcapacity to be revenged on a scoffer you may truly c d  comic 
figures.... Thus the conclusion is that when we srnile at a fiiend's absurdities, 
once more we are blending pleasure with rnaiice, or in other words, with 
pain? 

Other incidental references, including a prohibition against gardians of the republic 

indulging in laughter," have caused Mary Grant to s u d e  Plato's contribution to humour 

theory as presentuig several ideas, namely: 

. ..the lcinship of the ridiculous with what is moraily or physicaiiy faulty; the 
justification of laughter as a means of understanding serious things;and the 
beginning of the conception of the spoudaioizeloion [earnest laughter]; the 
need of restraint in laughter in everyday conduct; the distinction between 
good-natured and ill-natured jests; and W y  the moral justifkation of the use 
of laughter against vice and folly ." 

in sum Plato gave a cautious, almost gnidging approbation of humour and laughter 

"Cf Mary A. Grant, The Ancient Rhetorical Theories of the Laughablc (Madison: 
University of Wisconsin Press, 1924), 13-17 for treatment of this era. 

"Grant, Theories of the L a m ,  22. 



dong with prescribed mamers for its use, but at the same time set the stage for subsequent, 

more systematic treatments of the subject. 

Humour theory becornes a bit more systematic in Aristotle but the major obstacle to 

understanding his treatment is the 10% of the second book of What remains are 

scattered refefences to the subject in his Meto& and Mc- Ethia. His definition of 

the humorous is similar to that of PIato: 

As for Comedy, it is.. .an imitation of men worse than the average; worse, 
however, not as regards any or every sort of f d t ,  but oniy as regards one 
partiailar kind, the Rididous, which is a species of the Ugly. The Ridiculous 
may be defbed as a mistake or deformity not productive of pain or h m  to 
  th ers.^^ 

Aristotle's reasons for humour or delight, however, are more inteUectua1 and aesthetic 

that Plato's. 

Imitation is natud to man fkom childhood, one of his advantages over the 
lower anirnals being this that he is the most imitative creature in the world, 
and leams first by imitation. And it is also naturai for di to delight in works 
of imitation ... The expianation is to be found in a fùrther fact: to be learning 
something is the greatest of pleasures not only to the philosopher but also to 
the rest of mankind.17 

%s passing comment, "reserving hexameter pomy and Comedy for 
consideration hereafter.. . .(Poetics 1449 620) lefi everyone in anticipation of a M e r  
treatment of comedy which is not extant. Umberto Eco's novel n m e  of the Rose is 
an excellent fictionai treatment of the cirnimstances surrounding the discovery of 
Aristotle's second book of Poetics. This novel is very insighd'ul as to the relationship of 
humour and the Christian faith. 



A good portion of Mstotle's attention is paid to the propriety of humour or wit. Ln 

his typical fashion, he decides that tme wininess is the mean between two extremes. 

Those these who go to excess in ridicuie are thought to be buffoons and 
vulgar fellows, who itch to have their joke at ai i  costs, and are more 
concerned to raise a laugh than to keep within the bounds of decurum and 
avoid giWig pain to the object of their raillery. Those on the other hand who 
never by any chance say anything fiuiny themselves and take oEense at those 
who do, are cunsidered boorish and morose. Those who jest with good taste 
are called witîy or venatile-that is to say, fidi of good turns; for such sallies 
seem to spring Eom the character, and we judge men's characters, iike their 
bodies, by their movements? 

In total, m o t l e  eeated the ongins of humour and its relation to greater ends in life, 

gave directions on dserentiating proper and improper j e d g  and paved the way for others 

to deveiop the relationship between humour and rhetonc? From Aristotle the torch is passed 

to the ancient Latin rhetokiam who built upon his foundation. 

Cicero 1106-43 B.C.E.1 

ûther Latin notables discussed h u r n o ~ r , ~  but in the works of Cicero it receives the 

most systernatic treamient. He q e e s  with his predecesson as to the origins of the laughable, 

stating, ". . .the seat and as it were province of what is laughed at. ..lies in a certain 

wGrant, Theories of the Lauqhable, 30-32. 

m~ summary treatrnent of the contribution of Plutarch, who seems heavily 
dependent upon Theophrastus and therefore in turn to Ariaotle, is given by Mary Grant, 

nes of the L a ,  35-37. Cf. also Quintilian, w t i o  Oratpeô W 3 .  



offênsiveness and d e f o m ,  for those sayinss are laughed at solely or chiefiy which point out 

and designate something offensive in an unoffensive mariner." 

What mi@ be detected arnong earlier humour theorists becomes obvious in Cicero. 

Humour therefore origuiated as an ancillary discipline, serving other ends than its own. The 

nature of humour was valuable because it aided one's &&enes in the context of rhetoricai 

exchange. Whether the context was infiormal, such as banquets and other social events, or 

more fond, such as in the courts, acadernies or legislative chambers, humour was used as 

a device against and arnong feUow cornmunicators. Since humour served such practical 

purposes in rhetonc, more emphasis was placed upon its contribution to the speaker's 

credibility and the emotional response to the speech than to its innate structures and 

purposes.'* Most ancient treatments of humour, consequently, read more Wte d e s  of 

etiquette or propriety in the use of humour or ridicule. Cicero7s are no e~ception.~' 

The ethics of humour, at least in theory, is detemineci by what Cicero thought to be 

proper. The pidelines include: proper and irnproper subjects of ridiaile; appropriate 

32Grant, Theones of the Laughablb 138,39. in ancient rhetonc the three modes of 
persuasion included ethos (the credibility of the speaker), pathos (the emotional 
component of the speech and its reception) and Iogos (the component of the speech itself). 
These terms will be put into theu proper context below in the discussions on ancient 
rhetonc in Chapter 3. 

"Grant, Thmries of the Laughablg76. 



langage for inimow, appropriate timing; the appropriate place and the suitability of the jea 

to the jester? in short, 

The liberal jest then, is one that confom to these Merem propneties. It is 
worthy of a gentleman in all respects, for although by its very nature it must 
ridicule faults and follies, it ridicules only rninor ones, and is not directed at 
niends the unfortunate, or those in high positions; it is expressed in rehed 
language; it is not abusive in spirit except when there is a worthy purpose to 
serve; it observe: the proper t h e  and place. Above di, it reflects the 
hdliness, dignity and re£kement of the speaker." 

Despite the oratorical context given to humour, Cicero makes a? least two incidental 

comments that muid be considered embryonic advances in humour theory. The fin is his 

recognition of the distinction between the humorous nanire of the panicular subject addressed 

and the use of humorous language for effect. 

There are two sorts of jokes, one of which is excited by thing, the other by 
words.. . . hatever is expressed winiiy, consists sornetimes in the mere 
Ianguage but.. .men are mon deligtited with a joke when the laugh is raised by 
thought and the language in ~ n j u n c t i o n . ~  

The other comment su~ests Cicero's understanding of humour wart beyond its utility 

in oratorical setthgs to a basic perception of the nature of humour itself. He notes that. 

. ..you are aware that that is the moR common kind of joke. when we expect 
one dung and another is said, in which case Our own disappointed expectation 

Y ~ t  the beginning of his discussion of humour, Cicero introduces his own order of 
treatment, "Concemkg laughter, there are five things which are subjects of consideration: 
one, 'What it is,' another, 'Whence it originates;' a third, 'Whether it becomes the orator 
to wish to excite laughter,' a fourth, 'To what degree;' a £ifth, 'What are the severai kinds 
of ridiculous' (Pe Oratore II 58) ? For purposes of this m d y  the preferred approach is 
taken from Mary Grant's mono_mph Ancient Rhetorical Theories of the Laughablg, 78- 
89. 



makes us laugh. But if something of the ambiguous is throm in with it, the 
wit is heightened." 

In surnrnary, the classical theorists propounded an understanding of humour which 

gave it pendtimate significance. Humour was the handmaiden of rhetoric. As such humour 

m e d  the purposes of speech in order to make it more platable. Little developed in regard 

to the nature of humour itselfbecause al1 the theorists, even with the two isolated staternents 

f?om Cicero noted above, were bound to a theory of humour that related it to ridicule.38 

Therefore their chief preoccupation was to supply the boundaries within which this ridicule 

could be employai with dignity and propriety. 

Modem Theones of Humour 

Despite the contemporary proliferation of humour theones, most of them can be 

explained as personal variations of one of three major theones: superionty theories, release 

and relief theones and incongruity theorie~.'~ Each of these three will be explained M y  in 

m. 

"Ibid., II 63; cf. also John Momeall, ed. The Philoso hv of Launhter and Humor 
(Albany: State University of New York, 1987), l7,l8. 

"Due to the incidental status given to humour especially in the writings of PIato 
and Ariaotle, it would be stretching the point beyond credible limits to credit Plato as 
being the weUspring of "dark" comedy and Aristotle of "light" comedy, contra George 

l o g  as Corn Aichele, Jr. Theo (Washington: 
University Press of Amerka, 1980),80. 

'Tor a slightly expandeci treatment of these and other theorîes, cf. Patricia Keith- 
Speigel "Early Conceptions of Humour: Varhies and Issues,77 in Je5ey H. Goldaein and . * 
Paul E. McGhee, eds. The Psychology of Humor: Theoretical Perm- 
b e s  (New York: Academic Press, 1972), 543. 



This school of thought, wliich is rooted in the classical period, recognizes humour as 

a fom of ridicule or mockev at the expense of other persons or circumstances. One's self- 

estimation is raised at others' expense. One proponent of this theory was Thomas Hobbes 

(1588-1679 C.E.) He States 

Sudden giory, is the passion which rnaketh those grimaces called 
LAUGHTER, and is caused either by some sudden act of their own, that 
pleaseth th- or by the apprehension of some deformed thing in another, by 
corn parison whereo f they suddenly ap plaud themselves. And it is incident 
rnost to them, that are conscious of the fewest abilities in themselves; who are 
for& to keep themselves in theh own favour, by observhg the imperfections 
of other men. And therefore much laughter at the defects of others is a sign 
of pusiianimity. For of great minds, one of the proper works is, to help and 
fiee others fiom scorn; and compare themselves only with the most able." 

While this grouping of theones predorninated for two rnillenniq it has fdlen out of 

favor due to its reductionistic conneaion between scom and heur.*' D.H. Monro atternpts 

to redeem the superionty perspective by broadening its focus and stating, "...that in humor 

at its best we are conscious of surveying the whole humor scene fiom some'godlike level at 

which al1 men and women look pretty much aiike: al1 weak, al1 Iovable, dl transparently 

obvious in their petty pretaises.'* This approach is vaiid in as far as it goes but requires the 

aid of incongniity theory, which is discussed below, in order to cornplement its deficiencies. 

The humour fkom this 'exalted' position may not corne as much through the cornparison of 

human foibles with onself as through the innate incongruities evident between reality and 

%ornas Hobbes, Leviathan 1 652. 

"John Morreall, Philosophy of Launhter, 3,4. 

'2D.H. Monro, "Humor", in The Encvclopedia of Philoso 
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hurnan pretension, not the least of which wodd be illustrated by the merited vaulting of 

oneseif to the level of an objective observer removed fiom these 'shgs and arrows of 

outrageous fortune. ' 

. 
neg 

According to this fàmily of thmies, humour results fiorn a release of nervous energy 

whenever one is liberated fiom some tension or social constraint. While nineteenth century 

scientific thought guided Herbert Spencer (1820-1903 C.E.) to suggest that built up nervous 

energy needed to be released through muscular movement," modem release theories have 

most of their influence in the field of psychology. Sigmund Freud (18564939 C.E.) put his 

own twist to Spencer's theory by recasting it in ternis of the intrapsychic codict between the 

i& ego and super ego. Humour was a means whereby one's sexual and aggressive impulses 

could outwit the censor (the super ego) and gain expression in some veiled fonn. Freud 

realized, however, the difference between this form of humour, which he called "tendency 

wit" and the innocent pleasure of playing with words and ideas, which he termed, "hardess 

wit.'* Release theories of humour are the least germane to this study in that they bea explain 

the physiological and psychological benefits for the one am& without adequately explaining 

'%E Morreall, Philospphv of Lilphter, 99-110 for the text of Spencer's "The 
Physiology of Laughter" fiom his Essays on Educati~n etc- (London: Dent, 19U). 

"D.H. Monro, "Humor7" 92, 93; aiso Sigmund Freud, J--ndon to 
tram. by James Strachey (Hmondsworth: Pelican Books, 1976). A . - 

more accessible edition of Freud's volume can be found in Basic Wntings of &pund 
Freud, trans. by AA Brill (New York: Modem Library, 1938). 



the nature of that which has causeci the amusement.45 

The essence of humour, according to the incongnllty theories, is the 

conceptual jolt one receives by encountering ill-suited pairings of ideas or situations that 

deviate fiom what is expected or customary. The juxtaposition of incongmous elements is 

then what one perceives to be humorous. The amount of incongruity evident may Vary and 

contribute toward the broad range or responses to any given incongruity-from mger, to 

confusion, to laughter. 

The philosopher Immanuel Kant 07244804 C.E.) suggested a rather physiological 

expianation of humour dong the lines of incongruity. 

Laughter is an affection arising f?om a strained expectation being suddenly 
reduced to nothing. This very reduction, at which certainly understanding 
cannot rejoice, is mil indirectly a source of very iücely enjoyment for a 
moment. Its cause mst consequently be in the i&ence of the representation 
upon its body, and the reciprocal eEect of this upon the mind. This, 
moreover, m o t  depend upon the representation being objectively an object 
of gratification, (for how can we derive gratincation fi-om a disappointment?) 
but must rest solely upon the fact that the reduction is a mere play of 
representations, and as such produces an equiiibrium of the vital forces of the 
body? 

A weakness of this presentation of incongnllty theory and others iïke it," is that it 

CO& Iaugher and humour. Incongniity does not fuUy explain laughter but, in the position 

"~orne&, Philosoghv of Launhter, 6. 

'Immanuel Kant, n e  C w e  of J u w  . * 
1 2.54. 

"CE Morreall, Philos~~hv of L e t e r ,  45-186 for treatment of other theorists who 
hold to incongniity theories of humour. 



taken in this thesis-project, best explains the nature of humour. Incongniity is to be seen in 

a broad sense with a large number of possible oppositions such as: the ided versus the real, 

the spllmial versus the material or mechanical, propriety versus vulgarity, expectation versus 

surprises, balance versus exaggeration and niperiority vernis inferiority. 

The obvious critickm of this theory is related to its broadness. Incongmity rnay 

become so wide a tenn that it loses any significance. Given certain conditions, almoa 

anythg rnay be considered incongruous. For instance a single piece of white paper placed 

by dself on a large library study table may strike someone as incongmous, yet few may 

appreciate it as such. Also a naturai disaster, such as an earthquake, which causes great 

damage and loss of life may indeed be seen as incongnious, but is humour the most 

appropriate response in this case? Added to the discussion are the many cultural variables 

involved in the process. What might be termed humorous in one culturd context might be 

understood as aagic or even d g a r  in another. Therefore while incongruity may provide the 

key to understand the nature of humour, some funher focus is needed to make the theory 

usable. At this point, then, it would be wise to agree with the basic assertion of John Men 

Paulos: "Together then, two ingredients-a perceived incongruity with a point and an 

appropriate exnotional climate--seem to be both necessary and sufficient for h~rnor.'~' The 

Christian preacher, therefore, needs a theological framework fiom which humour (in its 

relation to incongruity) rnight be recognized and appreciated (which includes the ability to 

discern between helpful and hannfùl kinds of humour). It is necessary at this point, then to 

*'~ohn Allen Paulos, Mathematics and Humor (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1980), 10. 



formulate a basic theology of humour. 

A Theology of Humour 

Any attempt at a theology of humor must combat the generai impression that there 

is iittle room for the humorous in a fiaith system as serious as Christianity. Zen philosopher 

D.T. S u d i  facetiously summed up Christianity by saying, "God against man. Man againa 

God. Man against nature. Nature against man. Nature against God. God against nature- 

very funny religi~n.'~ Christianity is seen to be cloaked in seriousness. This attempt at a 

theology of humour is not to deny this seriousness but to gain a different appreciation of it 

from the perspective that if one takes God seriousiy, everyiliing else should be taken less 

seriou~ly.~~ The somber robes of Chnstianity predominate due in part to the predeliction to 

"ew everythuig, including God, in light of the seriousness of the human condition. This may 

'%on L. F. Nilsen, Humor Scholarship (Westpon: Greenwood Press, 1993), 233. 

'qeter L. Berger, "Christian Faith and the Social Comedy," in Holv Laughter, ed. 
Conrad Hyers (New York: Seabury Press, 1969), 129. Theologian Thomas Oden labels 
this approach "theo-comic perception." He writes, "One who leaves no room for the utter 
unseriousness of theology will not be taken senously in speaking of God.... The healthier 
the snidy of God, the more candid it rernains about its own finitude, the stubborn limits of 
its own knowing, its own charades, Band-Aids, closets, masks and broken windows. That 
is why the study of God is best understood fkom within a caring comrnunity that laughs a 
little at its own sombre efforts. Those whose faith offers corrective love empathetically to 
others give a great g*. The g& is best wrapped in the brightly colored tissue of hope, in 
an atmosphere where theo-comic lightness about the pretended gravity of our words . . 
abounds." Ik Living God (New York: Harper and Row, 1987), 406. This attitude difers 
from the postmodern conception of comedy where nothi~zg is taken senously. Cf J. 
Richard Middleton and Brian J. Walsh, Tmth is S t r w r  Than It Usdto Be (Domers 
Grove: InterVarsity Press, 1995), 53. Conrad Hyers writes, "Comedy presupposes some 
frame of reference, sorne article of faith, some vision of hope, some sense of mystery that . * .  . . has not been reduced to an absurdia credo." The Comc Vision andthe Chnaian Faith 
(New York: Pilgrim Press, 198 1 ), 167. 



amount to self-wonhip and ~elf'+rw>caipation dressed in pious clothing. SeKpreoccupation 

is idolatry. Therefore, to some extent a theology of humour m u t  be iconoclastie." 

The growing interest in h o u r  among bibiical scholars is not a sufncient bais upon 

which to build a theology of humour. Exegetical treatments of humorous devices in various 

biblical texts may simply be explained as isolated ewmples of linguistic clevemess or 

occasional 'exceptions to the d e '  if they are not connectai to a larger theological 

perspective. In the words of philosopher, John Morreall, "humor requires more than 

clevemess; it requires a playful attitude toward what one is joking ab~ut.'"~ Therefore the 

challenge tàang a theology of humour is to elucidate the connedon between the humorous 

perspective (or comic vision) and traditional ~hristianity." This comic vision is describeci by 

Conrad Hyers: 

...vt ] is not intended to suggest that d manifestations of the comic spirit are 
hilariously -y, or necessarily provoke laughter. Laughter is not always a 
reiiable signature of the cornic spirit; nor does the comic spint aiways reveal 
itself in iaughter. The comic spirit is fundamentally a certain attitude toward 
and perspective upon We. The essential element in relation to the sacred is the 
penodic suspension of seriousness and sacrality (the comic spirit) and the 
reabation of the playfbi, gamelike quality inherent in di human enterprises, 
however holy (the cornic perspective). The spirit of comedy is kindled by that 
same spint of play that Iies within the vey nature of things themselves, from 
atoms to "linle creeping things' to whiriing galaxies to homo sapien$ who 
nervously tries to cornprehend the whole in neat Iittle packages of rationality, 
order, and meanuig-the element of indetenninacy and randomness, of 
vitality and spontaneity, yes, of purposeless being and becoming for the sake 

"CE Richard G. Cote, Wv Mirth: A Theolpgy of 1- (Stoughton: Alpine 
Press, I986), 10. 

" John Morred, L a w  Seriou& (Albany: State University of New 
York Press, I983), W6. 



of being and becoming." 

No attempt will be made to be either exhaustive or original in this brief outhe of 

theoiogy." AU îhat is necessary for purposes of this thesis-project is to supply a theological 

outhe which is deemed sufficient to debunk the jaundiced perspective that faith is a wholly 

serious thing. This is not to deny that faith should be addressed seriously-oit is the imbalance 

of the treatment which will be countered. Hyers indicates the imbalance exhibiteci by past 

generations of theologians by stating that "even granting both the ontologicai and 

psychologicai priority of the sacred and the serious, to have presented only one term of what 

is clearly a polanty is to have been unfàitffil to the professed object of inquiry: man and his 

response to the sacreci.'* Mer ewnining a few recent precursors to a theology of humour, 

a brief treatment of theology proper and some issues related to biblical anthropoiogy and 

sotenology wiil follow. The treatrnent of Christology will be reserved for Chapter 2. 

TheoIogicai Precursors to a Theology of Humour 

A somber tone has ruled Christian theology throughout most of its existence. 

Assuming lesus' use of humour in his preaching and teaching, which is the burden of 

subsequent chapters of this thesis-project, it is difncult to see this same blending of the senous 

and the humorous among his theologians. instead of sharing the lively, dialogical and 

"Conrad Hyers, "Introduction," in Hoiv Lauehter (New York: Seabury Press, 
1969), 7. 

"For use within the workshop component of this thesis-project oniy, the newly- 
phrased coUoquial term "mirthology" will be used to designate this attempt at a theology 
of humour. 

%Iyen, ibid., 4. 



personai style of the Master, Christian theology has dered Eom a 'hardening of the articles' 

and has taken theology f?om the streets to the ivory tower. Christian pedagogy has replaced 

rapport with reports and application with abstraction and in the process lost its sense of 

humour in its imbalanced quest of serious sudy. Harvey Cox feels that Protestant ism should 

shoulder a large part of the blame for this emphasis in the p a s  five cen~ries.~ '  Regardless 

of who or what is to blame, the Unbalance in Christian theology is obvious, and to paraphrase 

Marx, the important thing is not tu understand the situation but to change it. 

A few recent theological cuments have stirred up the waters in the sense that they 

challenge the prevding Zeiteeia of seriousness and chide Chnstendom to examine her 

cherished theological and methodological assumptions. Some of these movements might 

rightly be termed fa& but some carmot. In a sense they may have paved the way for a 

theology of humour at this time, when it would not have been possible just a few decades 

earlier. These would include: the Death of God the~logy,'~ Christian aesthetic theory," 

to trace this developrnent and the possible reasons for it 
would be a task for historical theologians. It is beyond the parameters of this thesis- 
project . 

58~arvey Cox, The Fast of Fool~ (Cambridge: Harvard University Press 1969) 
15,70; cf also Yehudah T. Radday. "On Missing the Humour in the Bible: An 
Lntroduction" in On Humour and the Cornic in the Hebrew Bi&, ed. Y.T. Radday and 
A. Brenner (Sheffield: Almonci Press, 1990) 35; and Joseph W. Bastian "Humor and 
Satire," in The Encyclopedia of Reliàoa. 

SgThis movement was confined to the 1960's although its intellectual roots went 
back at leas? as far as Friedrich Nietzsche. It was a radical and iconoclastie ideology that 
advocated the death of God as he had been understood traditionally and the crowning of 
secular man as king. Hardly a positive influence, it did draw attention to some of the 
deficiencies of classical liberalisrn, neo-orthodoxy and the hyper-rationalism of Christian 
onhodoxy. Cf J.M. Frame, "Death of God Theology," in Evangelicai Dict . . Ionarv . . - of 
Theoloa and S.N. Gundry, 'Death of God Theology," in Evaneelical Dictionap of 



process theol~gy,~' the theology of p i q a  and narrative theology." AU of these, with the 

Theology for brief ueatrnems of this movernent. The radical iconoclasm of this movement 
has atfinties with similar impulses in darker forms of comedy and play. Cf. George 
Aichele, Theology as Corne& (Washington: University Press of Arnerica, l?8O), 59-79 
and David Miller, M s  and Games (New York Harper and Row, 1973), xix-xxv. 

MAlthough there is no univocal voice for Christian aesthetic theory, in general 
h s t  it anernpts to appreciate God7s beauty especially as it is evident in Creation and to 
respond to that beauty by in tum creating things of beauty to God's glory. Brief 
treatments of the subject may be found in: C. G. Seerveld, "Christian View of Aesthetics," 
in E v m m  and L. P. Zuidervaart, "Aesthetics," in New 
m. The revolutionary aspects of aesthetics, which properly is a 
branch of phiiosuphy, are the ways and means in which God's beauty is comprehended 
and expressed. Amstic modes of expression may become pointedly and sometimes 
obviously iconoclastie as evidenced in some forms of modern art. For a helpfbl 
introduction to the arts fiom an evangebcal perspective, cf Leland Ryken, 
Imatjnation (Wheaton: Harold Shaw, 1989). 

6'Process theology is built upon the ontological theory of A.N. Whitehead wherein 
the essence of being is "becoming ' . in sum, Whitehead has revived the ancient Hereclitan 
concept of flux over the Paramedean view of static realty to the point where even God is 
'becorring'. This movement began in acadernic circles but is finding popular proponents 
in more ment times. Cf John Cobb Jr. and D. Gnffin, Process Theolow: An 
Introductory Exposition (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1976). For a conservative 
evaluation, cf. Ronald H. Nash, process Theolw (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1987); D. W. 
Diehl, ccProcess ïheology, " in E v a n g & i j i a r y  of Theoloq, and W. D. Beck 
"Process Theology," in New Diction- of Theoloey. 

6%rious theologies of play appeared in the Iate 1960's and early 1970's as an 
atternpt to understand God and reality using the categories of play and games. Some of 
these inciude: Harvey Cox, The Fast of Fools (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
1969), David Miller, G-o Gama (New York: Harper and Row, 1973); Hugo Rahner, 
Man at Plav, tr. by Brian Battershaw and Edward Quinn (New York: Herder and Herder, 
1967), Robert Neale, In Praise of Plpy (New York: Harper and Row, 1969), and Jürgen 
M o l t m i ,  Theolo gvofPlay, (New York Harper and Row, 1972). For Hans Georg 
Gadamer's view of plan, cf Truth and Method trans. Garrett Barden and John Cumming 
(New York: Seabury Press, 1975), 91-99. For a theology of play nom an evangeiical 
perspective, cf. Robert K. Johnston, ne ma . . ian at Play (Grand Rapids: Eerdrnans, 
1983). David Miller d e s  the sigdcant point that ifplay is the lem through which 
reality is undemood, then theologies of play shouid adopt a more playful language, 
method and structure than other theologies. For his proposai, cf Gods and Games (New 



partial exception of the iast, have been vigorously opposed by the segment of Protestantism 

targetted for this thesis-project. The issue, however. is not to fear guilt-by-association but 

to illustrate the need to recapture the playful part of orthodox Christian thought by 

rediscovering a fw emphases over- shadowed by many centuries of rationalistic SC holasticism 

and pietistic asceticism. 

One observation is worthy of note at this poim. For reasons of consistency if nothing 

else, the language and structure of a theology of humour must coincide with its perspective. 

Therefore, it would be inconsistent to expect a 'serious' theology of humour (assuming 

'serious' scholarship means the normal language, structures and methods approved by the 

academy). When one is attuned to the hurnorous perspective, tasks are colored by different 

hues than before. Suddenly the prosaic plains of Kansas are no longer ultimately satisfjmg 

until they are juxtaposed to a land where paradox, incongmity, mystery and word play line 

the golden streets (Le. m e t s  ofyeUow bricks not gold; thk is humour, not heaven!). A more 

complete theology of humour, therefore would be drasticdy dflerent from other theologies 

York: Harper and Row, 1973), 137-56. He states, "It is therefore not enough for a 
theologiu hdem to be a theology about play, interpreting traditional doctrines of the faith 
nrb specie ludi.. .something more is needed. It must not only be abou1 play; it must aiso 
be in theology pf play, hy play, and &r play. It must wittingiy incarnate its content" (p. 
259). CE also George Aichele, Theolo~y as Cornedy, 99-107. 

"Narrative theology uses the category of 'aory' to explain reality. It is more than 
a form of literacy cnticism, although related to it, in that it insists that r d t y  has a 
narrative cast to it. It becomes a new way to understand and respond to tmth not 
completely dependent upon cognition but also upon an appeal to the imagination. For an 
example of Christian narrative theology cf Gabriel Fackre, The Christian Stoa . . , VOIS. 1-2 
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1978-87). For a collection of essays exploring the named for 
narrative, cf Stanley Hauenvas and Gregory Jones, eds. Whv Narrative? Readin~s in 
Narrative Theology (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1989). 



in ternis of language, method and stnict~re.~ However, for purposes of this study, a very 

elemenîary approach is called for. This 'Ihistheogy will rnereiy ride alongside acisting traditional 

theologies and contribute imerpretations to supplement them as  the need arises. 

God The Father 

Pivine Character 

The limitations of human laquage are mon evident in attempts to understand God. 

Many nom and adjectives are used to descrii his character as can be evidenced by glancing 

through the index or table of contents in any systematic theology. Howwer, one underused 

adjective is "beauuful". What does it mean to say that God is beautiful? C m  God be love, 

holy, rnajestic and beautifil at the same tirne? 

Karl Barth discusses God's beauty as an aspect of his @os.. 

It is to say that God has this superior force, this power of attraction, which 
speaks for itself, which wins and conquers, on the fact that he is beautfil, 
divinely beautifid, beautifully in His own way, in a way that is His alone. 
beautitùl as the unattainable primai beauty, yet really beautifid. He does not 
have it. therefore, merely as a fact or a power. Or rather, He has it as a fact 
and a power in such a way that He acts as the One who gives pieanire, mates 
desire and rewards with enjoyment. And He does it because He is pleasant, 
desirable, fÙU of enjoyrnent, because &a and last He alone is that which is 
pleasant, desirable and full of enjoyment. God loves us as the One who is 
wonhy of love as God. This is what we mean when we say that God is 
bea~t i f id .~~  

"Some anempts at a theology of humour have been made. The best of these is 
Conrad Hyers, And Creapd 1 *a@ter (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1987). An attempt 
to deaf with humour from a Tillichian perspective can be found in Bob Parron, n e  
Ontology of Humor (New York: Philosophicd Library, 1982). 

%ad Barth, -, vol. 2.1, The G- W. Brorniley 
and T. F. Torrence, eds. (Edinburgh: T and T. Clark, 1957), 650,651. He gives three 
illustrations of this beauty: God's unity, trinity and the incarnation, pp.65746. 



The resporise of humanity to the divine attributes may corne from these attributes as 

wefl as bear witness to than For acample, the majesty of God l a d s  to wonder and worship, 

and the love of God leads to a response of love (1 John 4:19). To what response does God's 

beauty lead? Barth answers with, "Joy". 

Joy in and before God-in its pdcular nature, distinct fkom what we mean by awe, 
gratitude and the rest-has an objective basis. It is something in God, the God of all 
perf'ections, wfiich justifies us in having joy, desire and pleasure towards HUn, which 
indeed obliges, çummons and attracts us to do this? 

In the presence of a beautifid God one is compelled to worship joyfuIly. Our purpose may 

be so dehed in the famous words fiom the Westminster Shorter Catecbïsm that Our chief end 

is to worship God and enjoy him forever. Although underscorhg God's beauty and the 

response of joy does not establish an irrefutable argument for a theology of humour, it 

reminds the believer of the basic tniths which serve to support it. A theology of humour gains 

a founding from such truths and others like it?' 

Divine Actions 

The divine activity in creation may be seen as another area giving support for the 

humorous perspective. Theologians nonnally speak of creation as "fkee". What this means 

is "God is fully himseif within the divine Trïnity apm from the world in that God is love 

within himself as the Triune One. Consequently, the existence of the universe cornes about 

67 ûther attributes of God which would warrant more detailed study in this regard, 
but which also receive more treatment by systematic theologians, are: love, mercy, grace 
and goodness. 



through a &ee act, and not by ne~essity. '~ This eee and gracious act is most ofken 

interpreted as an expression of God's sovereignty, that he created notwithstanciing any 

intemal or extenial neCeSSities. WMe that is true, many have missed the connection between 

fkeedom and playhhess. In fact, freedom is the essence of pfayfuiness. Free creation rnay 

indeed exhibit a sovereign God but also a playfüi one, one who created the world "for no 

apparent rea~on.'*~ 

The playfulness of God in creation receives direct support h m  a speech made by 

Wkiorn which is sometimes interpreted as relating to Christ's role in ~reation,'~ "1 was at his 

side, a master-workman, my deiight increasing with each day, as 1 made play before hun ali 

the while; made play in this world of dust, with the sons of Adam for my playfellows" (Prov. 

8:30,31 Knox translation). While this passage does not relate directly to God the Father, only 

massive arnounts of hwnourless rationalking could refuse to see the sense of play evident in 

this description of creation. In fact, one way to describe creation, since the worlds were 

spoken h o  existence (Gen. 1:3,6,9,14,1 5,20,24; Heb. 1 1 :3), is as primordiat word play. As 

a matter of act, the crowning glory of creation, hurnanity, evidences examples of word play 

in both the name of the man (Gen. 2: 7) and the wornan (Gen. 3:20) and in the relationship 

between the genders (Gen. 2:23)." 

"Stanley J. Grenz, Theology for the Community of Cmd, (Nashville: Broadman 
and Holman, 1994),130. 

'OGrenz, Theology, 1 3 5 .  

''~ohn Moore Bullard, "Biblical Humor: Its Nature and Function" (Ph.D. diss., 
Yale University, 1962), 83. 



To understand the playfulness within creation is not to deny the serious side of the 

issue or to assert that God acîed irmtionally or irresponsibly in creatioo. It is a basic attempt 

to understand reality. Creation gives ansvers to foundationai questions of identity and 

purpose and to misimerpret creation is to misinterpret Me. So if' the playful side of creation 

is recognired, especidy the playfid aspect of the Creator himseq a more balanceci view of 

life under this Creator can be realized. It is simply asking questions of creation: 

1s there no joy and deligbt in creating, no sense of creating for the sake of 
creating? 1s this creative labor not also a marvelous form of play, a 
prodigious frolicking of whiriing galaxies and whirhg atoms and whirhg 
whiriigigs? Are the gyratiow of the planets, or the ponderous seps of the 
elephants, or the darting of Little fishes actudy to be wnstrued as gravely 
serious motions?. . .Is this drama not also something of a great comedy, so that 
to fail to see it in both modes is to miss something of special sigrilficance and 
lose an important dimension of Me?* 

If such an appropriate sense of the Creator and his creaticn oin be gained then created 

beings, in tum, corne closer to what should be expected of them. 

Christian Ant hro pology 

Humanity is the apex of creation, the crowning achievement of God's 

creative work. 

Then God said, "Let Us make man in Our image, according to Our iikeness; 
and let them rule over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the sky, and 
over the cattle and over d the earth, and over every creephg thing that 

RConrad Hyers, The Meanhg of Creation (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1984), 191. 
One might sense a playfÙi spirit in Psalm 1û4:24-26 "O LORD, how many are Thy works! 
In wisdom Thou hast made them dl; The earth is &il of Thy possessions. There is the sea, 
great and broad, In which are s w m s  without number, Animals both small and great . 
There the ships move alon& and Leviathan, which Thou has formeci to sport with it." 



creeps on the earth." "So God created m a .  in His own image, in the image 
of God He created h . ;  male and female He created them (Gen. 1 :26,2?). 

While views of tbis image vary greatly arnong theologies," there is an agreement that it f o m  

the qualitative difference between humanity and the rest of aeation As a result of this special 

gdt, humanity is singled out for special honour. Barth described this honour as "...the 

si@cance, the worth, the distinction, which he @urnanity] now has in the eyes of God; the 

value, which is now ascribed to him by the mouth and in the word of God; the adornment, 

vesture and crown with which he is now clothed by  GO^."^^ 

This bestowed honour is manifest in a number of ways. One way in which humanity 

reflects the divine imprimatur, according to sociologist Peter Berger, is by signals of 

transcendence. Human tendencies such as: order, play, hope and damnation, dong with 

humour, give unique witness to the existence of ~ o d . "  The ability for seIf-transcendence 

places humanity above the rest of creation and an ability to view reality fiom a humorous 

perspective is an essential part of this divine gift. 

Humour is not only seen as an expression of the divine image but also as an 

appropriate human response to it. Baah outlines that pure thankfulness, deepest humility and 

fkee humour are the necessary human postures in relation to the honour beaowed by God. 

In relation to the last, he remarks, "humour is the opposite of aiS self-admiration and praise. 

 o or a summary of this issue, cf Grenz, w, 21 8-33. 

'%al Barth, Çhurch Dognatia, vol. 3.4, The Doctrine of Creation, G. W. 
Brodey and T. F. Torrence, eds. (Edinburgh: T and T. Clark, 1961), 663. 

"~eter Berger, W m o r  of Arg& (Garden City: Doubleday and Company, 1969), 
86-90. Cf also Bob Pmott, of Humor, 64,65 and Harry Blamires, The Christian 
Mind (AM Arbor: Servant Books, 1963), 98-100. 



The honour of man cornes fkorn the God who is alone to be adrnired and praised. How can 

it be recogniteà, afiïrmed, and seized except in the fiee humour which takes and keeps its 

Barth M i s  a good example of this sane seIf-estimation in the light of God's 

endowments. In light-hearted fashion he remarks about his theological efforts: 

The angels laugh at old Kari. They laugh at him because he tries to grasp the 
truth about God in a book of Dogmatics. They Iaugh at the fact that volume 
foilows volme and each is thicker than the previous one. As they Iaugh, they 
say to one another7 'Zook! Here he cornes now with his Little pushcart full of 
volumes of the -!n 

From tbis brief discussion, humour a p p a s  not to be a Wvolous option for those so 

included, but an integrai part of being human and a necessaxy part of responding to the human 

condition. 

Human Sinfulness 

To charge that the humorous perspective does not take sin seriously is to 

misundentand the situation. If humour is that quality which highlights the distinction between 

the idhite and the finite, it not only takes sin seriously but can interpret sin as seriousness- 

the idolatrous self-preoccupation of humans who take themsefves too senously. Such a 

realization gives a new perspective on the fdI of humanity and human sinfùlness. 

The fall is, ifanything, the lo s  of Iaughter, not the loss of seriousness. Adam and Eve 
feIl when they began to take themseIves, their "depnvations," and their ambitions too 
seriously. And we have taken ourselves, our opinions and beiiefs, our aatus and 

76Barth, Church Do-, 3.4 The Doctrine of Creatim, 665. 

" ~ a r l  Barth, Portrait of  Karl Bmh, trans. Robert McMee Brown and George 
Casalis (Garden City: Doubleday, 1963), 3. 



achievements, and our designs on the universe too Senously ever since." 

The humorous perspective engages sin and evil seriously in that it refuses to accept 

them as the final word in a world created by a holy and redeeming God. In other words, sin 

is taken seriousiy by not takmg it too seriously. Sin and evii are viewed with reaiistic fear and 

suspicion and are exposed and opposed by a sense of prophetic humour among other 

responses. 

This is not to say, of course, that Iaughter or humour themselves rnay not be affecteci 

by human sinfuiness. Conrad Hyers bas suggested at least three Ievels of humour. The first 

is the Iaughter of "paradise." This forrn of humour is innocent and childlike where one 

indulges in a h d e s s  bit of d h e s s  or absurdity . Elephant jokes belong to this category of 

pure playfulness. The laughter of ccparadise lost" is where innocence is lost, and one must iive 

with the tensions inherent within reality. This kind of humour may express itsdf in lower 

forms of base humour where it serves to be a vicious weapon. It may aiso be seen in higher 

forms as prophetic humour which aims to pop the bubble of human pretension and aids in 

catharsis. The final level is the Iaughter of "paradise regainecl." It is the most mature in that 

Our fieedom to laugh passes over judgrnent and arrives at mercy. It is the humour among 

close fiends based upon grace, caring and trust. It is Iaughter "with" rather than Iaughter 

. . .  
mConrad Hyers, The Comc Vis . . ion and the Christian Faith (New York: Pilgrim 

Press, 1981), 32-39. 



The Christian LXe 

Faith 

Reinhold Niebuhr investigated the relationship between humour and faith and found 

them to have a great affinity. He writes, "'the intimate relation between humour and fàith is 

derived from the fact that both deal with the incongruities of our existence. Humour is 

concemed with the irnmediate incongruities of Life and fàith with the dtirnate ones? 

Niebuhr' s remarks are insighttiil especidy in light of the postwar context in which they were 

written However, he may have undefesfimafed the degree of interpenetration between these 

two concepts. When one addresses a matter of ultimate incongmity, can it t d y  be said that 

the necessary faith lacks any sense ofthe humorous? Does faith debar any recognition of the 

tenuousness of the human condition in the course of addressing even the most threatening 

issues? Nebuhr's féar is that employing humour by itselfto deal with ultimate issues wiU lead 

to meaningiessness and to that extent he is correct, with numerous exarnples of humour gone 

awry to prove his point. Where he is mistaken is in missing the closeness of the relationship 

between humour and fàith. Their symbiotic relationship is better understood by agreeing with 

Hym,  "The relaàonship between faith and hurnor is an intimate one. On the one side is the 

peril of idolatry and pride. On the other side is the perd of unbelief and despair. Faith 

without hurnor becomes fmaticism; humor without faith becomes cynicisrn.'"' 

'('Reinhold Niebuhr, "Humour and Faith," in Holy Laughter, ed. Conrad Hyers 
(New York: Seabury Press, 1969), 13 5. 

'l Hyers, -ter, 27. He has stated this same principle elsewhere, 
'Wthout faith, humor becomes superficial, empty, and helpless. Laughter tum into 
mockery, banter into blasphemy, comedy into tragedy. Humor passes over into despair if 
it has no groundedness in the sacred, if it is not essentially and inwardly related to holy 



Humour recognizes the esctiatologid tension betweén the '&eady'and the 'not yet.' 

The present &ney between the inauguration and consummation of the age to corne, is fidl of 

al l  the incongniities one might expect for believers whose citizenship is in heaven (Phil. 3:20) 

whiie they continue to live as inhabitants of the earîh. Humour helps believers to cope with 

the many ciifncult situations of life by daring to beiieve in hope-in something more than the 

present aidaice of hopelessness. By responding to the inwngruities of present existence in 

good humour believers display Christian hope. In the words of Harvey Cox, "Only by 

assunEng a playfiil attitude toward our reiigious tradition can we possibly make any sense of 

it. û d y  by leaming to laugh at the hopelessness around us can we touch the hem of hope."* 

The abiiity to face Ue's incongruities is not a baseless hope or a hope against hope. 

Tme hope is based on a comil.iitment to the plans and purposes of God to bring about his will 

in human history. Hope and humour recognize the present in light of the fùture and so their 

response to the presem and their faith in the fùture honor the God who wüi bring his purposes 

to pass. Hope and humour become part of the interim ethic to guide believers und the 

eschaton Frederick Buechner sums up this basic trust in God's purposes by saying, "Where 

there is humor, there is hop; where there is hop, there is humor. The tragic is the inevitable; 

things, 'The Comic Profanation of the Sacred" in Holv La-, ed. Conrad Hyers (New 
York: Seabury Press, 1969), 27. George Aichele suggests that Christians rnay live out the 
faith by interpreting their lives in light of the &on of ancient Greek cornedies, T h e o l o u  
Cornedv. 123-28. For Hyer's critique of Niebuhr's position, cf Çiod Created La-, 
14. 

v o x ,  F m  lFools.6,157. For a bief disaission of the eschatologicai caste 
of humour, cf Gary Webster, -ter, 16'17 and Helmut Thielicke, D- 

nd Narrm (Stuttgart: Que4 1989). 



the comic is the UIlf~reseeabIe."~ Humour can be seen as an existenial appropriation of the 

eschatological promise of Jesus' blessing, "Blessed are you who weep now, for you s h d  

laugh" (Luke 6:21b). 

Gratitude is an appropriate response to the gift of salvation. ih the words of Karf 

Barth, "...gratitude means specitidy that 1 am gladly, Le. voluntarily and cheerfully, ready 

for what God wiIIs of me in acknowledgment of what is given to me by God and as my 

necessary response to a d ' s  Barth's argument is cornplex, determining gratitude to 

be an eschatological and free response, but it is his understanding of the expression of 

gratitude that is of interest here. Gratitude is to be expressed in play: 

At this point, where we understand the required character of ow action to be 
gratitude, it is in place to consider the bold thesis that our conduct bears the 
mark of good, of what is pleasing to God, when it is not done in eamest but 
in play .... Having said this, we should not fd to say that as God's children we 
are in fàct released Eom the seriousness of Me and can and should simply play 
before  GO^.^' 

Playfiil gratitude, accor~g  to Barth, is expressed in art and humour, and his view of 

humour is hardy cavalier but rather rooted in the eschaton. 

83~uechner, Tellirip the Tmth, 57. 

glKarl Barth, m, tram. Geo5ey Brorniiey (New York: Seabury Press, 1981), 
499,500. 

'' Ibid., 503,504. Barth gives three reasons for the legitimacy of the use of 'play': 
I) Believers are called God's && children and aii that such a tem suggests; 2) 
eschato1ogka.i tension prohibits final seriousness to what is done in the present; and 3) 
play confronts the seîf-conscious impulse of many to assert their 'emest obedience' as 
grounds for acceptame in God's sight. Ibid., 504-506. 



... humour undoubtedly means that we do not take the present with u i b e  
seriousness, not because it is not serious enough in itse& but because G d ' s  firme, 
which breaks into the present, is more serious. Humotx means the placing of a big 
bracket around the seriousness of the present. in no way does it mean-and those 
who think it does do not know what reai humour is-that this seriousness is set aside 
or dismissed. Humour arises, and can arise oniy, when we wrestle with this 
seriousness of the present. But above and in this wrestling, we cannot be totally 
serious as the children of ûod? 

Conclusion 

In summary, the tasks of th chapter have been to attempt a definition of humour, to 

outline the various theories of humour, both classical and modem, and to uncover a 

rudimentary theology of humour which will serve to supplement the interpreter's (or 

preacher's) approach to the Scriphires. Some of the complexities involved in defining 

"humour" have been highlighted as has the long history of humour theory. The bnef theology 

of humour has suggested an overbalance on the side of seriouswss may have prejudiced the 

common understanding and approach to the traditional Christian faith. A more balancd 

approach to the faith would ffee the interpreter to a greater appreciation of the wedth of 

humour found in the Bible. 

Upon completion of these foundational tasks, the thesis-project rnay begin t O narrow 

its focus to see how one might iden* and understand the humour found in the sayhgs of 

lesus. The foilowing chapter wiU apply these general insights to aid in understaochg the role 

of humour in the ministry of Jesus. 



CHAPTER 2 

MTRTH AMI THE MESSIAH: UNDERSTANDING HUMOUR 
AND THE MINISTRY OF ESUS 

There was some one thing that was too great for God to show us when he 
walked upon the earth; and 1 have sometimes fancied that it was his mirth. 

G. K. Chesterton 

Having given some theoretical bases for the roie of humour in the faith, practicd 

rnatters of how such information is to be assimilated need to be addressed. If indeed it is 

concluded tha~ the fdwe to appreciate humour has negatively affected our undernanding of 

S c r i p ~ e  in general and Jenis' sayings in particular, then this situation invites investigation. 

John Builard's conclusion that "A loss of sense of humor in studying the Bible has blinded 

exegetes to the profound subtleties of biblical authors rendering it more difficult. at times. to 

discuss their red purposes"' demands a response. 

A person's ability to see humour in the Bible wiil be conditioned by a number of 

factors. Jakob J O M W ~  niggests three, "...the aate of mind of the person, the attitude 

towards the object [in this case the existence of humorous devices in Scripture], and thirdly 

the philosophy of We."' It would seem, then, in rnatters regarding understanding humour in 

'John Bullard, "Biblicd Humor", 200. 

IJakob Jonssoq Humour and Ironv in the New Testament Iilustrated by Parallels ia 
Talmud and Midrash (Leiden: E.J. Bd, 1985), 23. This view would coincide with the 
emphasis of Canadian humoria, Stephen Leacock who downplayed humour as a literary 



Scripture, the issues relating to one's attitude toward humour would be the ûrst to be 

addresseci. 

Bamers to the Appmiation of Humour in Scripture 

Despite the arguments of the prevïous chapter, there are many Chnstians who would 

agree with Jorge in Eco's J'he Narne of the Ra= wtien he said ''Thât laugher is proper to man 

is a sign of our limitation, simers that we are .... Laughter, for a few moments, distracts the 

vitlein h m  fear. But law is imposed by fear, whose true name is fear of a d . " '  Barriers to 

the appreciaton of humour oui be d i a  into four main categories: intellechial, theologicai, 

ethicd and hermeneuticd. 

Intellectual Barriers 

The inteUectual reasons for suspecthg humour are not exclusively Christian but are 

widespread among those who place great value upon reason and rationality . Many of the 

intellectual bamers to humour appreciation can be traced back to nipenonty theories of 

humour and therefore lose sorne of their power when the infériority of superiority as humour 

theory is demonstrated. 

Howwer, it could be argueci that since humour deah with human shortcomings, those 

things that are ugly, base and 'laughable' in human nature, it may have a gradua1 negative 

effect on the character of those who enjoy it. Also, there is the beiief that humour and 

genre(s) and emphasized the more subjective aspects of humour as an essentiaily undefinable 
perspective on the wodd that was capable of viewing things humorously. Cf his Humor Its 

with E m ~ 1 e s  (London: John Laine, 193 5 ) .  

:ECO, The m e  of the Rose, 577,578. 



laughter are enemies ofreason and beauty and by engaging in thern persons lose control of 

their rational facilities and distort what is beautifil even to the point of having their facial 

features altered. De Lamemais States that, "Laughter nwer gives to the face an expression 

of sympathy or good wd.  On the contrary, it distorts the rnost harmonious features into a 

grimace, it effaces beauty, it is one of the images of evil.'" FoUowing this same train of 

thought, it could be argued from the superiority theories that aii humour and laughter is 

sconifui therefore antisocial and ~ncharitable.~ Again, these objections to humour rise and 

faii with the fortunes of the supenority theories. 

Theological Barriers 

Theological rnisgivings about humour run deeper in the church than the inteilectwl 

ones. 1s humour indeed a proper response to the rnajesty, nghteousness and hoiiness of God? 

Carnot humour be used to triviaiize its object, even God himself? Does not the Bible 

condemn laughter and frivolifl 1s humour a legitimate expression of piety? 

The church's response to these questions has sided against humour's validity. Ample 

Long-Chen-pa, The Natural Freedom of the Min& tram. by Herbert Guenther in 
Crystal Muror (Berkeley: Dharma, 1975), 4324-25 quoted in John Morreall, Takine Lauehter 
Seriou& (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1983), 87. 

=Momeall, Taking Lauehter Seriouslv, 85. M o r r d  goes into more detail on the 
hwnanistic critique of humour in his essay, "The Rejection of Humor in Western Thought," 
Philosophv East and Wed 39.3 (July, 1989), 243-57. 

6Possible arguments for this position might include: the repeated censure of the "fool" 
in wisdom fiterature, admonitions for sober mindedness and prohibitions of fiîvolity (e.g. 
Luke 6:25; Eph 4:29;5:4; Coi 33; 1 Thess 56-8; 1 Tirn 6:20; 2 Tim 2:16; Titus 2:7,8, las 4:9). 
S pace prohibits lengthy exegetical irement of these texts. S a c e  it to say that they are not 
aimed at the humorous perspective advocated in this thesis-project. 



ammunition can be found among the Church Fathers for this position. Jerome (c.347-49/20 

C.E.) wrote, "As long as we are in the vale of tears we may not laugh, but mus weep. So 

the Lord also says, "Blessed are those who weep, for they shall laugh." We are in the vale 

of tears and this age is one of tears, not of joy."' Augustine agreed when he said, "Humans 

laugh and weep, and it is a matter for weeping that they Iaugh!"' John Chrysostom (44445- 

507 C E )  joined the chorus in one of his homiiies: 

If you also weep such tears, you have become a foilower of your Lord. For 
he too wept, both over Lazarus and over the city, and he was deeply moved 
over the fate of Judas. And this indeed one may ofien see him do, but 
nowhere laugh or srnile even a M e ;  no one at least of the evangelists 
mentions this .... That is why Chnst says so rnuch to us about mouming, and 
blesses those who mourn, and calls those who laugh wretched. For this is not 
the theatre for laughter, neither did we corne together for this intent, that we 
rnay give way to immoderate mirth, but that we may groan, and by this 
groaning inherit a kingd~rn.~ 

Similar quotations could be stockpiled fiom every era in church history, 'O but the 

point already has been brought to light. Many of these objections to humour were anticipated 

in the treatment of the subject in the previous chapter. To respond to these legitimate 

concems, attention must be drawn to the fact that humour is not being presented as & only 

appropriate Christian response to faith and life but as Iegitimate and important one. f he 

humorous perspective based on a theology of humcur does not advocate irresponsible 

-Jerome, Tractatus in Psalmos LXXXIII, CCL 78, 99 quoted in Karl-Josef Küschel, 
Laughter. A Theological Reflection (New York Continuum, 19941, 45. 

'Aurelius Augustine, Sermo 31. Migne PL, quoted in Rüschel, Laughter, 45. 

Yohn Chrysostom, St . Chrysosto 
. . 

m: Homilies on the Gospel of Matthew, Post Nicene 
Christian Library, Hornily VI.6 quoted in Kuschel, Laughter, 46,47. 

"Cf. Morreall, Takinn Laughter Seriouslv, 86-88. 



frivolity in relation to God or to fellow humans. On the contrary, it supports a sane if playful 

estimation of aii thuigs in contrast to the oniy One whose knowledge transcends the 

incongruhies of human exqerience. The many biblicai îùhinations against the 'fool' are not 

targeted a.  such a mindset!" The rnany prohibitions of laughter heard within the w d s  of the 

church do not neceSSarify corne f?om God hirnseifbut fiom those who claim to speak for God 

and not to Gad- These authorities have announced with confidence the rnind of God as it 

relates to any subject under the sun and in the process oAen debar the childlike wonder that 

ghpses of the biblical God shodd engender. In the words oPDons D o ~ e u y ,  "Speaking to 

and not for God is a helpfùi warm-up exercise which enables the acquisition of a sense of 

humour (italics hers)."12 

Ethicd Barriers 

Ethical objections flow from the theological ones and concern themselves with 

appropriate attitudes and actions toward the seriousness of moral choices and the state of the 

worid's problems 

racisrn and tbreat 

1s laughter not hesponsible in iight of ali the oppression, violence, hunger, 

of nuclear ho10 caust ? Is humour merely escapi sm? 

Response to these criticisms wodd mirror that of the theological objections. Yes, 

humour cm be irresponsile and nivolous escapism, but that is not the kind advocated in this 

sîudy. A properly rooted humorous perspective is courageous, hopefùl and active in its 

response to serious ethicai dilemmas. Indeed it has been demonstrated that ruthless dictators 

lZDons Donnelly, "Divine Folly: Being Religious and the Exercise of Humour," 
Today 48 (Jan 1992): 3 88. 



feared the power of humorists and satirists as much as any armed insufection." In a real 

sense, humour is a way of putting ail things flawed and contingent in the perspective of the 

Ultimate. 

Hermeneutical Barriers 

Interpreters with little or no sense of humour ofien find it dBiailt to sense the humour 

in Scripture." In tum the Iack of exegetical results reinforces the conviction of the 

'senousness' of Scripture until this ongoing cycle might be tenned as  a 'hermeneutical vicious 

circle' . Ch the other han4 those who might be ' hypersensitive' to the humorous perspective 

may laugh at that which was not intended to be h y .  John Drakeford relates an anecdote 

of a wornan who was an admirer of Stephen Leacock's bnorous works. She laughed ail the 

way through his Elements of Political Econou (Leacock had a Ph.D in economics) before 

she realized it was a textbook in e~onomics.'~ The issue needs to be addressed- Yehuda 

Radday formulates the question using the terminoiogy of Iiteracy cnticism, c'How can one 

maintain that a given reader's response is contrary to the writer's intent when interrogating 

the latter is not feasible?" and then outlines three possible criteria: 

(a) the degree to which the reader has thorough command of the writer7s 
Ianguage in reading, writing and speaking; (b) the inmediate and, later, wider 
context of the passage in question; (c) the overall tenor and purpose of the 
entire book interpreted. l6 

"Y. Radday, "On Missing the Humour," 33. 

lSJohn W. Drakeford, &mor in P r e a m  (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1986)' 27. 

1-dday, "On Missing the Humor," 27. 



Raddayis solution is hardly revolutionaiy untü he twins this conceni for the writer's intention 

for the text with the need of bibl id  scholars to develop their sense of humour." 

Although the above objections have m e r s ,  they successfidiy raise the issue of 

limitations in regard to the humorous penpective. There is legitimate concem about humour 

ninning amok. How far is too fa in relation to humour? Exampies of unreined humour 

abound in conternporq cornersaiions and media It was in addressing the issue of iimits for 

humour t h .  Niebuhr UiZsted that humour remain in the church vestibule and not in the Holy 

of ~oiolies.'~ Jiirgen Moltmann also rnay be intelpreted in this way when he Uisists that there 

was no play involveci in the crucifixion of Christ.19 Bob Parrott contends that one cannot 

laugh at Truth-itseKM Indeed there are ways in which humour may be used that are simply 

not appropriate for anyone, let alone the Christian?' It is wise when in the process of 

showing the legitimacy of humour to ponder its illegitimate manifestations. The approach to 

humour adv~cafed in this thesis-project is rooted in an orthodox theological perspective. It 

makes no claims to supremacy but merely functions as a remedial supplement to both 

traditional theological understanding and the historico-grammatical method of interpretati~n.~ 

iqReinhold Niebuhr, Piscemine the SiQns of Times (New York: Charles Scnbner's 
Sons, 1 W6), 1 3 1. 

''Jürgen Moltmann, I k d s g p  of Play (New York: m e r  and Row, 1972), 32. 

'OBob W. Pmott; The of (New York: Philosophical Library, 1982), 
16,17. 

W E  Webster, w r  in the Bi& 55-73. 

22George Aichele draws six lessons that theology can learn ffom comedy: 1) the 
inadequacy of the partiai, biased and narrow in wntrast to the wholeness and completeness 



Penonal Devdopment of Humour AppmMon 

With the need for the development of humour appreciation estabLished, the treatment 

of the subject will include the entering attitudes and pruiciples for humour appreciation and 

the personai benefits of humour. 

Entering Attitudes for Humour Appreciation 

From the discussion of the theology of humour f?om the previous chapter, there are 

a few basic attitudes which may facilitate the process of humour appreciation in the context 

of Christian faith. The first of these is a sense of devoted detachment. In essence it is a 

response to the words of Jesus. "Ifanyone cornes to Me and does not hate his own father 

and mother and wife and children and brothers and sisters, yeq and even his own life, he 

cannot be My discipleY'(Luke 14:26). Believers cannot be free to foliow Jesus or see the 

humorous incongniities of this world if they are too entangled in the net of narcissistic and 

narrow personal wodds. Discipleship and humour both demand a larger perspective than the 

n o d  human pop& to see ail of Hie filtered through the lens of self interest. By looking 

to the larger pictuie, motivated by the hope that cornes fiom following the Lord of the 

universe, beiievers can walk with Jesus and see humour in the pitifui legalism of religious 

leaders and the rnindiess superstition of the curious but noncornmital. The paradox is that in 

being detached corn this world, tme fiedom is given to value Life in this wodd. 

of life; 2) the importance of the buffoon (h) as a hermeneutical tool; 3) the comical 
message of endurance despite and because of ali the ~UEcuity that He may entail; 4) comedy's 
exaltation of the primitRre and ordinary in contrast to the eitisrn evidenced in sorne theology, 
5) the relationship in comedy between ethics and aesthetics; and 6) the challenge to develop 
new foms which are more in tune with content, intent and purpose, T h e o l w  as Corne, 
13 3 -41. 



The second &de, then, is a meraice for We. The Christian's laughter is based on 

the conviction that the God of the Bible lives, has givea Me, loves We, has and is working to 

grant He eternal. Here is whae a Christian understanding of humour demonstrates the fixed 

gutfbetweai itselfand its darker forms. Much of contanporary inmiour seems to be bom out 

of despair and nihilism. Nothing couid be furth- âom the ground of 'holy' humour-it is a 

basic affirmation of lifè and a cuoperation in God's purpose for that Me. 

A thkd amhide is a Faniiliarity with God. Richard Cote sums up this entire discussion 

by stating, "IfChristian laughter origutates in the paradox of detachment, and thrives on a 

deep rwerence for life, it is u l h t e l y  provoked by a tongue-in-cheek familiarity with God 

best expresseci in Jesus' words: "1 have d e d  you fiiends" (John 15:15)."~ This is not 

presumption or blasphemy but the acceptance of the divine invitation to enjoy the privileges 

of salvation (Heb 10:19-25). The claimhg of the benefits of king children of God does not 

downplay the need to recognize the transcendent rnajesty and holiness of God but is part of 

tbat recognition Drawing f b m  the work of Rudolph ûtto, Conrad Hyers States, "Jus as the 

more serious reaction to the sacred is one of both shrinking back and drawing close, like the 

movement of the moth around the flame, so the cornic response to the sacreci is both 

withdrawing and aggressive. "" 

Principles for Humour Appreciation 

While there is no instant way to enhance personal skills in humour appreciation, a few 

23Ri~hard Cote,  fil^ Mi& 73. 

i4Conrad Hyers, The Diaiectic of the Sacred and the Comic," in Holv w, ed. 
Conrad H y m  (New York: Seabwy Press, 1969), 218. 



principles to aid in the process may be of help. Books and pro- on developing one's 

sense of humour are p l d  en0ugl5~ here space dictates that only a few principles be given. 

ur Prqfile 

This is the place to start. One helpful exercise is to surround oneselfwith the kinds 

of humour deemed most enjoyable and then draw some conclusions as to the nature of one's 

sense of humour. One might also ask some tnisted tnends to give their opinions of one's 

sense of humour There are several seIf-tests and other assessrnent instruments26 wbich might 

help one understand one's sense of humourits strengths and weaknesses. 

c 
As has already been qggested, there is a strong relationship between playfulness and 

humour. One's playfulness might be rediswvered by observing and pariicipating in child's 

play. The hocence and fieedom of children can put a person back in touch with the ability 

to gain simple plea~u~es by playing, entertaining thoughts unfettered by the yéars of personal 

and societal suichires and expectationd' Play and laugher can be very meaningful 

3 o m e  of the available resources inchde: Laurence J. Peter and Bill Dana, Thr: 
Prescogtion 

. . 
(New York: Bdantine Books, 1982); Harvey Mudess, -ter and 

L i b e o n :  Dev-e Your Sense of FiUmpr (Los Angeles: Nash Pubiishin& 1971); Paul E. 
McGhee, Health. Healirigand the Amuse Svstem. Humor as Sumival Training 2"6 ed. 
(Dubuque: Kendaii/Hunt, 1996), For a listing of 106 humour scholars who have courses or 
progams in humour shidies, cf. Don L.F. Nisen -or Sc- (Westport: Greenwood 
Press, 1993), 327-31. 

2Tad McGhee offers a 'Wumor Pre-test" and 'Thmor Post-Test" in his Amuse 
61-81. 

22aurence Peten and Bill Danq n i e t e r  Pr- 
. . 

193; McGhee, Amuse 
@stem, 237-44. 



communication with God. It might be helpful to r d  the simpiicity and trust of a chiid's 

prayers. 

av Life Bv Sensing L t s  fintour 

The humorous happens ail the time. It ody remains to sense and enjoy it. A person 

can develop this perspective by asking questions about almoa any expenence (e.g. "1s there 

anything in this expenence that reveals incongmity?--rny own or others' pretensions or 

idiosyncrasies?')). 

Sprnd Time w i t ~ u m o r o u s  Pm& 

Like so many other things, humour is contagious. One can Ieam a great deal f?om 

truly humorous people. However, some caution needs to be shown here. It is not wise to 

spend a lot of time around those prone to sarcasm and darker forms of humour. Exposure 

to scatological, indecent, nihilistic or oppressive humour can be very detrimental to a 

wholesome sense of b o r  and can desrroy Christian comrnunity rather than enhance it. One 

is also best advised to stay away fiom the one 'addicteci' to humour- the one who feels 

compelled to rnake everything into a joke. Aristotle's estimation of the compuIsive comic 

was not very positive. 

Do Humour A~oreciation Exercisa 

As one attempts to enhance one's humour appreciation, regular discipline by 

perfofmulg humour enhancing exercises may be of help. These rnay be as simple as reading 

good humorous iiterature for five or ten minutes daily. Resources abound here and there are 



many hurnorous works produceci fiom a Christian perspective? If one listens to comedy, it 

is better to b e n  to taleiad story tden like Bill Cosby or Garrison KeiUor rather than many 

of the contempomy stand-up cornedians. Another exercise wouid be to play with language. 

Laquage is the medium of most humour and so one's humour wiU be h c e d  by 

developing Zinguistic playfiiùiess. One shodd notice the language play in normal 

cornersaiion, media advertjing and on commercial signs." Something else that might be of 

help is actually to practice laughiag on a regular basis. Whiie this wiii feel srrange and 

awkward especially at 6 s t  but can be cathartic once one's inhibitions have been bettereâ. 

to Take Oneself 

Laughing at oneself can be very therapeutic. Hedthy forms of self-depreciating 

humour may actudy enhance a person's sell-concept by acknowledging one's common 

hum-. In this way, laughuig at oneself does not isolate one &om others but rather builds 

community through identification. On occasion a person's ego may rnake him unnecessariiy 

d e f i i v e  about an area of his Me? Humour may not always be the best way to deal with this 

few examples would be Cal Samra and Rose Samra, &ly m o r  (New York 
Master Media, 1996); Waam H. Willimon, nie Be F . . *a (Nashville: Abingdon 
Press, 1986); PM Calloway, ne Total Christian C w  . -  . - (Eugene: &est House, 1996); Calvin 
Miller, B e  P- (bwners Grove: InterVarsity Press, 1982), Tom Raabe, 

(Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1991), Edmund P. Clowney, ed. Eutyc- 
h m  (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1960); The Feilowship of Meny Christians is an 
eRlllzenical organization promothg humour. Thq. have a catalogue of humour resowces and 
publish a bi-momhly paper entitled ne Joml Noise u. Their address is: P.O. Box 895, 
Portgage, MI, 4908l-O895. 



soimation, but it oui serve as a diagnostic tool. Whenever one is offended by humour that 'hits 

too close to home', it is helpfûi to probe this reaction. A person can leam fiom both the 

things he laughs at and at the things he does not. 

w i m  

Most people have the capacity to find humour in a situation in retrospect. However, 

humour can be helpful when it speaks to the imediate situation-in the mida of a stressful 

situation One needs to be able to ask, '% there sometbhg about this difticult situation that 

is incongmous or humorous?" The realization of some humorous element in an otherwise 

trying circu~l~tance can help one cope. For example, the ability to answer an antagonist with 

d i s c e h g  humour rnight bring reiief to oneseif and possibly even to the antagonia. Doris 

Donndy recounts an occasion when humorist Robert Benchley came out of a restaurant and 

asked a man in unifoxm standing there to hail a cab for him. The man's indignant reply was, 

"Do you realize you are speaking to a rear admiral in the United States Navy?" Benchley 

retorted, "O.K., then, get me a battle~hip!"~' 

IJelp Others L a m  

Humour enjoyed is humour shared. There is something mutudy satis-g to both 

parties when they share humour together. Part of the process of growing in appreciation of 

humour is offering the results of one's insights. Again some restra.int is necessary lest in 

enthusiasm one becornes the kind of person most orducarily would avoid. 

"Cf. Doris Domefly, 'mivine Fouy," 397; for a humour development program 
designed for mess management, cf McGhee, b s e  Sv- 45-236. 

59 



ur When You 

In relation to this thesis-project, one needs to start reading the Bible with a more 

sensitive eye to the instances when humorous devices are used. This principle holds true for 

other readings as weli. Often good novels have instances of 'cumic relief woven into the 

plot. A developed sense of humour is sensitive to these moments and, therefore foms a 

closer bond to the author and his intentions. 

Personal Benefits of Humour 

The results of a good sense of humour can be wide-ranging. Only a few wüi be 

highlighted here. The fkst would be an over-aii sense of wehess. The psychological and 

physiologicai b e n e h  of a good sense of humour are well d~cumented.'~ Humour c m  relieve 

tension and stress, aid relaxation, aid the cardio-vascuiar system and contribute to the wüi to 

live. Indeed as stated in the book of Proverbs, "a joynil heart is good medicine" (17:22a). 

Another benefit is balanced perspective. E u e  is viewed in overly-tragic tems or 

weighted too heavily toward the sad and miserable aspects of life it will be hard to maintain 

a healthy and hopeful Christian Me. Humour helps to restore balance to this perspective so 

that this life is seen both as a vale of tears and laughter. Stanley Hademan writes, 

"Senousness implies gravity. Gravity is the force that puiis ail things to the center. It is what 

keeps us f?om flying. It is the opposite of levity, which is the force that raises things and 

32Cf Norman Cousins, boa tom^ of an lilnesswerceived bv a Patient.(New York: 
Bantam Books, 1979); Raymond A Moody, Jr., The H a  Power of 

(Jacksonville: Headwaters Press 1987); Laurence J. Peter and Bill Dana, . . 
er Pr- (New York: Ballantine Books, 1982); Mary Roach, "Can You Laugh 

Your Stress Away?" &&h (Sept 1996):93-96. 



makes them light. Religion is supposed to free the spint fiom gravity, raise it, lighten our 

Ioads, and d g h t e n  our rnind~."~~ 

A £inal benefit would be the increased opportunities for creativiîy. If humour views 

reality in unconventional ways the possibilities for Unaginative and creative communication 

a b o ~ n d . ~  S e g  connections in the juxtaposition of oppogtes can lead to a eee7 helpfiil and 

at tirnes prophetic perspective that is a vaiuable asset to any befiever but especidy one who 

is given the responsibility to share the mind of God with the people of God. 

Humour in the Ministry o f  Jesus 

On the basis of the preceding discussion, it is now possible to address the role of 

humour Ui Jesus' d s t r y .  With the words of John Chrysostom's assertion that Jesus never 

laughed still ~ g i n g  in the ears of rnan~,~' the insights of humour beg to be applied to his 

mission and message. The issue is not so much whether or not Jesus Iaughed-an argument 

tiom silence corn ather side-but whether or not he had a sense of humour." This snidy will 

attempt to demonstrate the afnmiative. 

"Stanley M. Handlemaq 'Trorn the Sublime to the Ridiculous: the Religion of 
Humor," in mof~umour-h eds. Paul McGhee and JeBey Goidaein (New 
York: S pringer-Verlag, 1983), 27. 

j4Doris DonneUy, ' D h e  Folly," 396; also Morreaii, "Rejection of Humor", 257-63. 

%ichard Cote States that rasons for refraining fiom attributhg laughter to Jesus 
were the low esteem with which laughter was viewed by many throughout history, the 
association of laughter with the Devii and a certain conception of Jesus' knowledge which 
exalts his divinity at the expense of his hurnanity. Holv 24-26. 

36Doris D o ~ e u y ,  ''Divine FoUy," 389, Cf &O Karl-Josef Kuschel, w e r .  A 
cal Reflection (New York: Continuum, 1994), 69. 



The Jewish Tradition of Humour 

To undastand the role of humour in the m .  of Jesus, it is of vital importance that 

the Jewish contsd of that m h h y  be explored. Jesus was not ra id  in a culwal vacuum nor 

were those to whom he preached. Therefore a broad understanding of humour âom the 

Jewish perspective is a prerequisite for this study. The Jewish hegemony in contemporaty 

North American humour is widdy recognized and most explanations of the Jewish conception 

of humour focus primarily on the 1st two centunes." The picture of contemporary Jewish 

humour as bitter cornplaint, wry and self depreciatin2' is a comrnon perception. To judge 

Jesus by present standards would be arii~chronistic~ although they are not completely irrelevant 

because those of Jewish descent are ones of tradition and "...Jewish hurnor did not advance 

in a shaight line 60m primitive to modem thes,  but rather developed in concentric circles, 

sometimes expanding, at others contracting which iliurninated the mores of the day."" 

The biblical and rabbinical eras of Jewish history are more apropos in the 

determination of Jesus' context. Both backgrounds, however, have historical ambiguities. 

It would be fttile to insist that the Palestinian context of Jesus's time was equally aEected by 

"Henry D. Spalding, w e d i a  of Jewi-or, (New York: Jonathan David, 
1969)' xv; Chaim Betmant, What's the Joke? A Stu& of Je- Humour through the A m  
(London: Weidenfed and Nicholson, 1986), 244; and Israel Knox, "The Traditional Roots of 
Jewish Humor," in ed. Conrad Hyers (New York: Seabury Press, 1969),150. 

3BSpdding, E ~ c y ~ u  xv-xviü; Bennant, What's the Joke? 237-43. 

3gSpalding, & ~ @ o w  xiv. Israel Knox comments, "Jewish humor is not merely 
a readon or response to circum~tances and environment but a produa of Jewish experience, 
and is alrnost as old as the Jewish people itself." 'Traditional Roots," 151. 



al1 eras of Jewish biblicai history." Likewise the sources of the rabbinical tradition are 

removed fiom lesus' time by several centuries, but do rdect some of the same perspectives." 

Nor would it be wise to "homogenize" completeV the humour of biblical and rabbinical times 

since the approach to humour in the latter is judged to be more subtle than that of the 

former." A nuanced composite perspective of Jewish humour will be presented here as an 

appropriate context for looking at Jesus' humour without dohg great dissenrice to the 

particulanties of either era. 

At its root, Jewish humour has stemmeci from th& understanding of the covenant. 

Along with the reveience show to Yahweh, there was a sense of familiarity that came from 

behg the people ofthe covaiant. This fear of the covenant God and respect for the covenant 

law was often accompanied by an aggression that was nourished by the relationship 

estabhhed by that sarne wvenant. This familiarity led Jews to realize that although Yahweh 

was deity, his actions had certain human ways about them. And even though the covenant 

Iaw as revered as the word of God, thei. daily experience of and th& familiarity with it often 

4oExamples of schoIady treatmertts of humour in the Hebrew Bible include: Edwin M. 
Good, Irony in the Old Tegamea (Sheffield: A h o n d  Press, 1981), Yehuda Radday and 
Athalya Brenner, eds. On -or a h e  Comc in the Hebre . . 

w Bible (Sheffield: ALmond 
Press, 1990), Conrad Hyers, And God C r m g  (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1987), 
Dale R Davis, "Comic Literature - Tragic Theology: A Study of Judges 17-18, Westminster 

logicai JO- 46 (Spring 1984):156-63, Cheryl Exum, ed. "Tragedy and Comedy in the 
Bible," Semeia 32 (1985): 5-148, Judson Mather, "The Comic Art of the Book of k n e "  

65 (Fall1982): 280-95 and Yehuda Radday, "Sex and Women in Biblical Narrative 
Hwo~." 8.4 (1995): 363-84. 

' Tf. Jakob J. Jonsson, -or and Ironv in the New Testamerit Leiden: E.J. Bdl, 
1985), 51; Bruce D. Chilton, slialilean Rabbi md His Riblp (Wiington: Michael Glazier, 
I984),32-34. 



made it appear as though it was part of their ordinary h m  existence." indeed when they 

were not praising Yahweh for his gracious provision in the covenant they seemed to be 

cornplainkg about why he would dow his wvenant people to be in such dire straits. There 

seems to be an uneasy ambivalence in Judaism that vadates between great pride in being the 

chosen nation and a squimiing unda the demands and cunsequences of the covenant. Doris 

Donnelly contrasts this approach to that found in much of Chnstendom: 

A familiarity with God uncornon in maidine Christian circles is widely 
apparent in Judaism, dong with the acceptace of human emotions before 
Deity. Jews have a long history of weepîng, moaning and raging, as well as 
rejoicing More Yahweh, wMe the Iiturgicai behavior of Christians seems, by 
c o m p d n ,  to be cunsiderabIy more polite and restfained. The conversation 
of the Jew with God was precisely that: a wnversatïon, with a give-and-take 
rarely found, if entirely unheard of, in the Christian way of relating to the 
Creator." 

Such was the level of familiarity with God, that narratives of human boldness before 

him are common in the Hebrew Scriptures (e.g. Abraham (Gen. 18:16-33), Moses (Ex. 33- 

4117) and Job (Job 31:I-40) as well as in rabbinical literature.'' The fact that God was 

experienced in the realm of ordinary life undoubtedly helped to develop the recognition of 

incongmity and paradox in the Jewish consciousness which in tum led to their use of humour 

t3Bermant, m ' s  The Joke?, 5.  

HDo~efly,  "Divine Fony," 387 

45Elie Wiesel records the defiant words of Rebbe Levi-Yitrtiak of Berditchev, "If you 
prefkr the enemy who suffers less than we do, then let the enemy praise yow glory!" and his 
reminder to God "that he too had to ask forgiveness for the hardships he intlicted on his 
people. Thence the p l d  of Yom Kippurim: the request for pardon is reciprod," -1s on 
Ek, trans. by Marion Wiesel (New York: London House, 19721, 107. Wiesel, the 
consummate storyteUer, has w&en stories about biblical characters in Mess- o f w ,  
trans. By Marion Wiesel (New York: Random House, 1976). Cf also Jonsson, Humor and 
bonv,Sl-89. 



and stoiy." Both of these are seen in the rninistry of Jesus. 

From the coveoantal contact of Jewish humour, severai corollaries emerge which have 

given shape to its various expressions. Given the covenarrt relationship, the standard for 

rîghteousness was estabkhed and deMance h m  that standard not only provided the basis for 

judgment but for humour as well." False righteousness unrighteousness and self- 

righteousness were targets for d kuids of humourous gibes. When the standard was broken, 

there was a desire to see the situation remedied and humour was one way of addressing the 

issue. Humour was one way of expressing their devotion to Yahweh and his covenant. 

Another mehgfbl motif in Jewish humour is hope. The present was ofkn painful 

in Jewish experience but it was endured with a sense of "tragic optimism" because it was 

never seen as ultirnate. hael Knox States, "Judaism has never accepted the proposition that 

this [present] disparity is final; it has never yielded to the enticement of cutting off the ideal 

from the aaual, the spirihial Eom the natural, of elevating the religious above-and, in efkt ,  

%eldon C. Lane contends that the major motifs in Jewish theoIogy are evident in six 
major paradoxes as to how tmth is perceived: 1) relating to the domine of creation: 
"spirituality is rooted in earthiness:' 2) relaang to the docallie of God: "the absolute is known 
in the persorG&" 3) relating to the doctrine of man: "fieedom is discovered in obedience;" 4) 
relating to the doctrine of salvation: '3riumph grows out of dering; 5) relating to the 
docuine of the fùtwe (Eschatology): "security is found uncertainty;" and 6) relating to the 
doctrine of sanctification: 'prayer is offered through study," Stem The E- 
of Theolqp (St. h: Bethany Press, 1981), cassette, cf also Krister Stendahl, "The Jewish 
Humor of Jesus," in "The Walter Pope Binns Lecture Senes," (Liberty: Wfiam Jeweii 
College, 1987), 3-7; and especiaily Jonson, hum ou^, 5 1-89 for an extended treatment of 
rab binical humour. 

%rael b o q  'Traditional Roots," 153; William E. Phipps, n e  WI-d Wit of 
bbi J e w  (Louisville: Westminister/John Knox Press, 1993),96. 



sepamthg it nom-the ethical.'* nie messianic hope which ernbodied hope for the Jew kept 

them hoping and srnihg even through v q  trying circumstances. 

While it would be an overstatement to suggest that Jwnsh rabbis of Jesus' era were 

given over to the comic dernent in reality, it rnay safely be assumeci that they understood and 

employed it as  a Mtural part of an existence hailowed by the purposes of Cod and aipulateci 

in his wvenant with them The impression of the humoriessness and seif-righteousness of 

Jewish leaders &en by the evangelists needs to be interpreted in light of the latter's polernic 

purposes. Judging aii Jewish leaders by those directly w&onted by Jesus might lead to a 

jaundiced perspective. It t e s  more sense historicaliy to view Jesus' ministry, with his use 

of lnimorous devices, in ligtd of both Iris coneuniity and discontinuity with his dtural  context 

d e r  solely in light of the latter. The sensible conclusion would be that Jesus reflected some 

of the cornon mores of his &y including a rather Jewish comic sense exhibiteci more often 

in wry, subtle ways than in uproar-ious ones. 

lesus and Humour 

Given his cultural milieu, Jesus was aware of the power of humour, yet the pmiailars 

of this awareness mua be explored. Two approaches wdi be examuied. The first is to 

irrierpret the mininry of Jesus by using rnoàels amined to the humorous perspective and the 

second is to examine his teachings for widences of humorous devices. 

umorous Models of  the Mes- . 

Some are t ernp t ed to interpret Jesus t hrough ienses that emphasite the humorous 



aspea ofhis misnon and message. This approach is wd by many who midy the hinorical 

Jesus. Many dBkhg models of Jesus have been posited as hernienethcal conîmcts for 

imerpretmg his rnbistq." The more fnuMRn-oriemed of these modds tend to emphasize the 

cornical aspect of Christ. Some would assert broadiy that Jenis'  mimstry was aercised 

between the wnric paremheses of the twui incongmities of the incarnarion and the 

resurrectionw Mers put a more particuiar idemity to ttris modei. 

Harvard theologian Harvey Cox r a i d  a few eyebrows almost ttiree decades ago 

&en he niggested that Jenis be viewed as a harlequui. in his words, 

. . . wen in the biblical portrait of Christ there are elernents that can e d y  
aiggest clown symbols. Like the jester, Chrin d e f k  aistom and scom 
crowned heads. Like a wandaing troubadour he has no place to iay his head. 
Like the clown in the Ncus parade. he saririzes exishg authorïty by riding 
imo t o m  replete with regai pag- when he has no a power. Like 
a rnsisael he frequents dinners and parties. At the end he is mmimed by his 
d e s  in a mockiog caricanne of royal paraphemaha. He is crucified ami& 
sniggers and taums with a si@ over his head that lampoons his h-ghable 

Another suggestion is ro view lenis fiom the pmpearve of the uickster, the wiley 

6 i F o r  a bnefdivlrssioo of Jesus research, d Joel B. Green and Scot .McKni_& eds. 
of J w  a d  the Go- (Domers Grove: (ImerVarsity Pres, 1992), s . ~  'QUSI 

of the Historical lesus," by Colin Brown 

. - 
'-Co& Fean.of Fools.140'141, For a view of J e w  as clown, cf Welton Gaddy, 

O- (San Fraocisco: HarpR and Row, 1990). 17-27. 



unscrupulous preternatuml prdcai  joker found in many reiigious mythologies including 

classical religions and North Arnerïoui native traditions? Donald Btais dernonstrates how 

many of J s i s '  actions and words d d  be relatecl to the basic characteristics of the trickster- 

-bis sharing of human and divine dimensions, his flouting of comxnporary mores, his 

mastay over dernom, his ability to change his form, his abdïty to wade capture and his love 

of playfùi interchange. " 

There is a passage in D e  Co c M c  A m s e  of Pet= where Peter inquires 

of the risen Jesus regarding a vision he had seen of the crucifixion: 

'What is is 1 s e ,  O Lord? Is it you done they take, and do you lay hold of 
me? Or who is this who is glad beside you and laughs? And another they 
mike upon his feet and on his feet and on his bands?'' 

The Saviour said to me: "He whom you see beside the tree glad and 
laughmg, thk is the Iivmg Jesus. But he into whose han& and feet they drive 
the nails is his fleshty [iikeness], the "ransom", wtrich [alone J they [are able to] 
put to shame. That came into king &er likeness. But look on him and on 
me!" 

But when I had Iooked, 1 said: "Lord, no one sees yoy let us flee &om 
here!" 

But he said to me: "1 have told you that they [are] blind. But you, see 

T t  Paul Radin, ed. The Trickster: A StuQv in &erican Mian Mythology (New 
York: Scbocken Books [1956] 1972)' Susan Niditch, -d T-en: A Prel~de t~ . - 

ibltcal Folklore (San Francisco: Harper and Row, 1987), and J. Cheryl Exum and Johanna 
B-K Bos, eds. "Reasoning wÏth the Foxes: Fernale Wit in a Worid of Male Power" Sem& 
42 (l88):l-155. 

''Donald Bk, "Wisdom as Trickster Jesus the Chna and Mary, Queen of Heaven 
as Tricher Archetypes'' (Boaon: Tri-Regional Meetmg of the Amencan Academy of 
Religion, 1995, Photocopied), 5-8. CE al- his "Eunapelia: The Dynamics of Divine and 
Human Playfulness, "(MA thesis. University of St. Michael' s CoUege, 1993). 



how h ie  they know what they say.% 

The Gnostic conception of a laugtnng Jesus while the Romans unknowingly cni* 

a subaitute is fùrther expIained by Irenaeus of Lyons as involving a morphic metathesis with 

Simon of ~yrene." 

Passages in the Infancy Co& of T m  relate incidents fiom the ctiildhood of a 

rather cavalier Jesus who created twelve birds out of clay and played with hem on the 

S a b b a M  pronouncecl a fatal curse on a child who knocked against his shoulder," and 

laiighed in dension at the teacher assigned to him in order that he be tau& the Iaw and not 

to cur~e.~' In the SQptua of l%gls C m  the resurrected Jesus shares laughter with his 

disciples who are perplexed at seeing him alive? 

These gnostic pictxires of Jesus deny his Inimamty and make his laughter one of divine 

scum and therefore are rightly to be deemed hereti~al .~ As for viewing Jesus as harlequin 

or tncksta, dthougti thqr are interesthg and instructive to a point, both of thern d e r  from 

the obvious reductionism that disqualifies thern as balanced views of Jesus. 

"W. Schmeemekher, ed. N=-t rev. ed., vo1.2 (Louisde: 
WestmiriisterlJohn Knox Press, 1992), 709. 

%enaeus, &&pt the H m  1.24.4. 

V - K  mot, ed- D e  Apocr~tpM New Tes- (Mord: Clarendon Press, 1993), 
Greek A Text, 75,76. 

'"id., Greek B. Te* 81. 

Yames M. Robinson, ed. n e  N w  in - .  (San Francisco: 
Harper and Row, 1988), 222-26. 



. our in of Jesu 

Many of the books deaihg with humour in the aiinistry of Jesus are popular 

treatments rather than scholarly ones and, therefore, are not given much credibility in the 

academy? However, this thesis-project wiii take a somewhat different approach. Rather 

than attempt to document a humour Christology (Le. a Christology 'fiom above'), which 

ordinady would have been included as part of the theological discussion of the last chapter, 

preference w u  be given to a Christology '&om below'. The nature and purpose of Jesus' 

sense of humour will be esrablished by examinhg some of the sayings of Jesus recorded in the 

gospel accounts. While such an approach may be susceptible to the sarne weakness of 

subjectNity a i t i c i d  in the popular works mentioned above, two procedurai safeguards have 

been posited to regulate this possibility. First, Jesus' ministry will be seen both in continuity 

and discontinuity with its cultural context. If Jewish teachers of Jesus' time can be seen as 

having and using a sense of humour (which is what is assurneci by the brief discussion above 

of the Jewish tradition of humour), then it is a historical probability that Jesus did as weU- 

with dowance given for hirn to give it his characteristic-aIiy personalKed t w i s t .  The second 

safeguard is the assumption that the content and purpose of Jesus' humour would be in 

concert with the major theme of his preaching and teachhg-the kingdom of Gad?* To view 

6LFor example: Cal Samara, The Jorn C m  (New York: Harper and Row, 1985)' 
Shenvood Eliot Wirt, Jesus.- (NashviUe: Thomas Nelson, 1991), Henri Cormier, 
The -or of Jesu (New York: Alba House, 1977), and Etton Tnieblood, ne Humor of 
Ch& (New York: Harper and Row, 1964). Kiischel also displays contempt for a couple of 
German works: 0. Betz, D e r m r  and die F r o w e r  C m  0982) and W. niiede, 

her P w g  0986) in Lauphter. 140. 

a F ~ r  an understanding of the kingdom theme in the ministry of Jesus, cf. George R. 
Beadey-Murray, -rn of ((Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1986), George E. 



the kingdom as a giant joke wodd be blasphemous but the emphasis upon reversal (a fonn 

of incongniity) as a major theme in the theology of the kingdom does dow for the distinct 

possibility of humour. Kingdom values and ethics seem odd indeeci to the average human 

observer. Jesus came preaching a realm of reversal where: "...the 1s t  shall be fmt, and the 

first last" (Matt. 20:16); "...everyone who e d t s  himself skiil be humbled, and he who 

humbles himselfwill be exalted" (Luke 14:l.l); "he who has found his life shd lose it, and he 

who has lost his life for My [Jesus'] sake shall find it" (Mm. 1 0: 3 9); and ". . . whoever wishes 

to be fkst among you s h d  be slave of di" (Mark 10:44).~ 

When the evidaice is seen, it wiU be very dfiicult to agree with the assertion of Jorge 

fiom Eco's Nme of u, "'Our Lord Jesus never told cornedies or fables, but only 

clear parables which degorically instruct us on how to win paradise, and so be it? The 

existence of humour in Jesus' mullstry can hardly be doubted, the extent of it, however, may 

be an ongoing issue. 

The rnatter of a taxonomy of humour for the sayings of Jesus is complicated by at 

least three ambiguities. One is the breadth of the t m  which often encompasses 

Ladd, The Cmspel of the ((Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1959), W. A W I o j 3  of the 
New Te- (Grand Rapids Eerdmans, 1974), Bruce Chilton and J.I.H. McDonald, 

s of the ((Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1987), Bruce Chilton ed., & 
of Je (Philadelphia: 

Fortress Press, 1984), Norman Perrin, Je-e ofthel(inodom: S ~ b o l  and 
hor in New T N  New Testament Library (London: SCM Press, 

1976). 

='For the reversal theme in the Kingdom of God, cf James M Dawsey, The- 
Voice (Macon: Mercer University Press, 1986),145,46; Hyers, -, 47-52; Cote, Holy 

61-64; Hyers, WC Vilsion, 138,139,150-53. 



some material more appropriately temed as '~ayings.'~' More dîfECUIt is the notonous 

ambiguity and overiap among humorous ternis. There is no general agreement on a taxonomy 

of Only a rudimentary classification of humour will be atternpted here. The task 

is lessened by the fact that not ail f o m  of humour nonnally listed in a taxonomy are 

employed by Jesus in the gospel sayings. 

Probably the most problematic matter is the chasm created by recording verbal 

humour in a literary medium. This reacquaints the reader with the issue of subjectivity and 

predisposition in the interpretation of humour. Modem humour theorists dernonstrate that 

certain cornmonalities must exia in any hurnorous act in order for it to be 'fiinny'. Sharing 

u nderstandings in language, life experience, cultural mores and worldview may trigger a 

humorous response given a certain context and W e  this rnight erect enough 

This is seen ui D.W. Sandifer, T h e  Humor of the Absurd in the Parables of Jesus," 
in SBL Seminar Pa=, ed. Eugene Lovering Jr. (Atlanta: Schoiars Press, 1991), 287-97. CE 
Gerhard Fredrich, ed. TheoIoeicai D . . 

ictionarv of the New Testamer& trans. by GeoEey 
Bromiley (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1967), S.V. by F. Hauck and John Dominic 
Crossan, ~ ' 'pn (Philadelphia: Fomess Press, 
1986), >civ-xM. 

66For examples of h u ~ u r  taxonomies, cf Debra Long and Arthur Graesser, ' W t  and 
Humour in Discourse Processing," Discourse Proce= 11 (i988):3 8-44; Bob W. Parrott, 
Ontology of Humor (New York: Philosophical Library, 1982),25-36; John Morreall, 

er S e  (Albany- S U N Y  Press, 1983),60-84; Victor Ras@ -tic Mec- 
of Humor (Dordrecht: D. Reidel, 1985), 24-30; John Ellington, "Wt and Humor in Bible 
Translatio~" The Bible T a  42(1991):305, and Buliard, '%ibiical Humor," 26-29. For 
the purposes of this thesis-prcject, an adoption of Bdard's taxonomy will be used. He 
divided humour into two classes: Class A which is purely conceptual humour and includes: 
wordplay, meiosis, litotes, hyperbole, euphemism, conmdnun, taum, proverb and parable; 
Class B humour is partly conceptual and partiy perceptual and includes: irony, invective, 
caricature, ridicule, sarcasm, burlesque and parody. 

T f .  Victor Raskin, Semantic-- of (Dordrecht: D. Reidel 
Publishing Company, I98S)J -19; and Walter Nash, of ondon: 



barriers to understanding humour in a tirne and place as remote as first cenhiry Palestine, 

there is more. Oral (or verbal) and textuai humour have different dynamics of 

communication. While oral humour has non-verbal clues (or 'triggers') such as facial 

expression, tone of voice and other interpersonai dynamics," textual humour must reiy upon 

textuai triggers which may be more subtle and may be rnissed easily by those not trained or 

predisposed to look for them.* The bibiicd interpreter must then follow whatever textuai 

ches are present in the context to determine whether or not a certain sayhg of Jesus had 

humorous intent without being privy to the original dynamics, his tone of voice or facial 

expressions. W1th these necessary caveats, a mdimentary taxonomy of humorous devices 

excluding paronomasia and its lsndred phenornena may be presented with a major distinction 

drawn between those devices which are inherdy humorous and those which employ broader 

Iiterary devices for humorous purposes. 

Humorous devices 

Satire. It is conmon to view satire as the umbrella term under which ail the other 

inherently humourous devices are grouped." While satire has a narrow definition in reference 

"Michael M u h y ,  -r (Cambridge: Poiity Press, 1988), 48-52. 

'j9Cf. Nash, -, 20-22. 

'OCf Bullard, Uurnor, 29; C. Corydon Randail, "Satire in the Bible" (Ph-D. diss., 
Hebrew Union College, 1969), 27-53; Northrop Frye, "The Nature of Satire", in a 

and Ractice, eds. Charles A Allen and George D. Stephens (Belmont: Wadsworih, 
1962), 15-30. For a view that sees "imny" as the umbreiia term, cf. Edward Greenstein and R. 
Aian Culpepper, "Humor and Wit," in Anchor Bible Dictiow. . * 



to specific Iiterary forms made famous in the ancient worid, it also may be used in a more 

g e n d  sense to d e r  to the satinc "tone or quaiity of art which we may find in any fom."" 

A general definition of satire, then, which outiines both its nature and purpose would be "a 

work or manner that blends a censorious attitude with hurnor and wit for improvhg human 

institutions or humanity. Satirists attempt through laughter not so much to tear down as to 

inspire a rem~deling."~ 

Frye defines the boundaries of satire: "As a tme or attitude ... two things are essential 

to satire. One is wit and humour, the other an object of attack. Attack without humour or 

pure denunciation thus f o m  one of the boundaries of satire; humour without attack, the 

humour of pure gaiety or exuberance, is the other."" Randal1 outlines the characteristics of 

satire as, that which "...aîtacks with a serious purpose and its objects are of importance; that 

it dways has a high aim that extends beyond mere exposure; that, it has a basis in a red Me 

situation; that it involves an elment of wit or deflection which appeais to the imagination, and 

it is dways of a criticai nature."" Two coroilaries of these traits need to be mentioned. One, 

the satinst's critique cornes not 60m a sense of detached cynicism but a personai involvement 

with the objects of critickm in a sense of loving the sinner and hating the sin. The sting of 

satire is more akin to the logic of reduçtio & &surdum than to the pointed nature of ad 

- - -  

"Frye, "Satire," 15. 

'2Holman and Hamion, faandbook, 423, cf Abram, Glossary, 153-56. 

73Frye, "Satire," 1 6.  

74Randall, "Satire," 13. 



hominem anacks, although the latter may be present as well." And two, there is a tacit 

agreement between satirist and the audience as to the propriety of the nibject matter 

addressed and the force of the saîiricai atta~k-'~ In 0 t h  wordq there are certain conventions 

reguIating satire which safeguard the barb of the attack without having the audience tum on 

the satllist in disgust. No matter how clever, the remedy cannot be seen as more repulsive 

than the disease. One example of satire &om the sayings of ksus would be Luke 7:24-28 

where Jesus satirizes the parnpered 'dandies' of the royal court in convast to the integrity and 

selfkacrifice of John the Baptist." 

Irony. Wall the hurnorous or satirical devices found in Scripture, irony has attracted 

the most scholarly atîention. Simply d&ed, irony "...is a double-leveled literary phenomenon 

in which two tiers of meaning stand in some opposition to each other and in which some 

degree of unawareness is expressed or implied.'"' The matter of 'unawareness' in the 

definition refers to the Eict that "...the "punch" of üony depends in part upon some faiihg to 

'%id.; Frye, "Satire," 30. 

'Trye, "Satire," 18. 

"Phipps, Wisdorll, 63. Another example of sanricai juxîapogtion is found in Matthew 
15:l-6, "The Pharisees hterrogated Jesus about his disciples' neglect to wash their hands in 
accordance with tradition. Jesus responded with V h y  do you transgress the commandment 
of God for the sake of your tradition?"vs.3) and then ~ s e d  their casuistry in not honoring 
father and mother. Jesus' direct criticism here is heightened by the juxtaposition of 
handwashing and honoring father and mother: the incon@ty of extemal rituaiism being 
elevated over the profound demand of honouring priests is evident in the juxtaposition of the 
two concerns7' (cf also Mm. 23 :23). Henry B oonstra, "Satire in Matthew", C h  stimtv and * .  . 
L i t e r a  29 (Summer 1980):39. 

?BPaul D. h k e ,  Irppv in the Fourth (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1985), 17. 



see it? 

The target ofthis shidy is what Wayne Booth cds "stable irony". B y  this he means 

the ironic cornmuaication was intendeci by the author (not just perceived in the mind of the 

reader), unamiounced as bang ironic, fixed o n  the newer lever of meaning (i-e. intendhg for 

the sender and perceiver of the irony to share the wmrnon ground of this higher lwel of 

understanding) and finite in that it is aimed at a specific target rather than evexything in 

An understanding of the different types of irony wili aid in giving fùrther refinernent 

to the kind to be studied in this thesis-project. Verbal irony "is a statement in which the 

implicit meanhg imended by the speaker dinm fiom what he ostensibly as sert^."^' lamatic 

irony "involves a situation..in which the audience shares with the author knowledge of which 

a character is ignorant Paul Duke makes the helpfùi distinction between local and 

extended irony: 

L o d  irony occurs at a given point in the text though its punch may depend 
upon knowiedge gained by the reader elsewhere, either in the text or outside 
it, this kind of irony does its work quickiy and its parameters cari be drawn 
rather narrowly- Extended irony demands more development and employs 
scattered hints and devices throughout an episode or an entire work It is 
offen more subtle than local irony, though its eEect in the end is fiequently 

a W a p e  Booth, A Rkor ic  of Irony (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1974), 
5-6. 



just as sharp and may be considerably more forceful.* 

Local irony will be the focus of& research although the rnajonty of scholarly effort explores 

more extended fonns? The reasons for narrowing the field of study this way is that stable, 

local foms ofirony are the more important in understanding the sayings of Jesus. Even with 

this clarification, dealing with scampies of irony d be d i f i i d  to interpret due to the overlap 

between humorous devices. There is an iromc aspect to other deMces such as: hyperbole, 

meiosis, rhetorical questions, sarcasm, parody and euphmism. Therefore, it will be difficult 

to be too emphatic regarding the exact relationship among them. 

Possible examples of irony inchde Jesus' statemems, "And 1 say to you, make ftiends 

for yourselves by means of the mammon of unrighteousness; that when it fails, they may 

receive you into the etemal dwellings" &uke 16:9) and "... ''But now, let him who has a 

purse, take it dong, Uewise also a bag, and let him who has no sword sel1 his robe and buy 

'{Cf. Duke, JronyY 1 1 7- 137; Edwin M. Good, in the Old Testament (Sheffeld: 
Mmond Press, 1981); Jeny Camery-Hoggatt, -3 Go~ospel: Text and Subtea 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992); James Dawsey, nie Voice: Co- 

rn the Go- (Macon: Mercer University Press, 1986); R Alan Culpepper, 
-ofttie& (PMadeiphia: Fortress Press, 1983), 165-180; Gad R OyDay, . . Revelanon in the Fos Gimspel (Philadelphiz Fortress Press, 1986). For a critique of 
Dawsey's view of irony in Luke, cf. Wfiam Kurz, B g a d i n P e - A c t s  (Louisde: 
WeSmUnster/John Knox Press, 1993), 135-55. For comment on the work of M e ,  Culpepper 
and O'Day fiom the d i v e  of speech-act theory, cf. J.E. B ase of Johannine 
Irony Reopened 1: The Problematic Current Situation," Neot 5 0991): 209-20 
and idem, "The Case of Johannùre Irony Reopened II: Suggestions, Altemate Approaches, 
b 'Neotestamemica 25 0991): 221-31. For a deconstructionkt perspective, cf. Stephen D. . .  . Moore, ueracy C n m  the Gospels: The mretic- (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1989), 159-70. 



one" (Luke 22:36)." A case could be made for the ironic interpretation of Luke 8:10. "...Tu 

you it is granted to know the m e s  of the khgdom of God, but to the rest it is in parables; 

in order that SEING THEY MAY NOT SEE, AND MARING THEY MAY NOT 

UNDERSTAND? as w d  as the Markan parallel in 4:10-12." Other passages to have been 

givm iromc interpretations uiclude: Luke 5: 3 2," Luke 1 3 : 3 3*, 9, 7:9790 as weU a number 

of texts in the gospel of ~ohn.~' These few awiples are enough to give a represemative 

sampiing of irony evidem in the sayings of Jesus. 

Invective/Ridide/Denunciationn Invective (and associated temis) is defined as 

"direct [in cuntrast to the indirection of irony] denunciation by the w of derogatory 

zTmeblood, Humm. 102,93; Dawsey, Lukan Voice, 153. 

xTrueblood, .Humor- 91, Dawsey, Lukan V o k *  153. 

"William Ph ipp~  The Wisdom and Wi of Rabbi J u  (Louisville: WestminstedJohn 
Knox Press, 1993), 96. 

lSEiWi Bdhger,  (Grand Rapids Baker, [1848]), 
8U. 

"A composite list of Johannine passages &en iromc interpretations is supplieci 5y 
J.E. Botha: John 1 : 10,11,45,46: 2:9-11,18-20; 3 : 1,2,10; 4: 10- 12,29-3 8; 5: 7,18,39,40,4547; 
6:30,3 1742,S 1,52,M8; 7:3,4,15,1 g72O7 23 f 6 f 7J8,î9,3 S,36,4 l745,46,47,48,5O,S 1,X; 
8: 1 S722,4i ,47,48752,S37S7; 9: 1 6,Z4,27,28J9,4074 1; 1 O:32,33, 1 1 : l6,47,48,49,SO; 1 Z:4- 
6,l 9,25,42; l3:29,36-38; 16: 16,2g730-32; 18: 1-8-1 7- 1 9,B730733,34,38,39; 19:3,5,7,12, 
14,15,19-2228,29,3 8-42; 20: 14- 1 5 .  "lohannine ïroony", 2:2 14. 



epithet~. . . .~~ Such denunciation, however, is not simply malevolent abuse. As Frye explains, 

'Wow invective is never the expression of merely personal hatred, whatwer the motivation 

for it may be .... For effective attack we must reach some khd of impersonal lwel, and that 

commits the attacker.. . to a moral standard.'*3 This kind of ridicule serves the higher 

purposes of satire in generd but may run the risk of "crossing the Iine7' into mean-spirited 

p e m d  attack and alienating the audience in the process. Possible examples of invective in 

the sayings of Jesus would be the "woe" sayings of Matthew 23 : 13 -32 and Luke 1 1 :42-52? 

Sarcasm (literdy "flesh-teariRg7"), in its relation to satire, seeks to resolve an 

incongniity for a higher purpose. It may be defined as ". . . the blatant use of apparent praise 

for di~praise.'~ Sarcasm is less abusive than invective in that it employs inversion as a means 

of deflection so that its sting is a little more indirect? An example fiom the words of Jesus 

would include his retort to the Phansees, "...It is not those who are hedthy who need a 

physician, but those who are dl. But go and Iearn what this means: '1 DESIRE 

COMPASSION, AND NOT SACRIFICE,' for 1 did not corne to cal the righteous but 

sinners" (Matt . 9: 1 2,13). 

32Abrams, Giosqgy, 82. Randail identifies the two main elements of invective as the 
degree of directness of statement and the harshness of the message "Satire," 27. 

g2Frye, "Satire," l8,19. 

g4Harry Boonstra, "Satire," 40. It is ditFcuit to find any written treatment that 
connects the "woe7" oracle with invective although they serve the same purposethat of 
denunciation- 

96Randali, "Satire," 29. 



Burlesque. Rather than the common undemanclhg of burlesque as a bawdy variety 

show incIuding slapstick and striptease," in literary circIes it rders to a saMcal fom. 'The 

essentia quality that makes fbr burlesque is the discrepancy between subject matter and style. 

That is, a style ordinariiy dignified may be used for [a] nonsensical matter, or a style very 

nonsensical may be used to ridicule a weighty subject.'" Tnerefore it is possible to view 

burlesque in terms of high burlesque or parody where the weighty style is used in relation to 

more inconsequentiai subject matter and low burlesque or travesty where a weighty subject 

is addressed in a lesser style." Caricature is another fom of this ex;iggerated imitation in that 

it targets the qualities of a person to produce a rididous effect.'* Matthew 16:2-4 wouid be 

an example of parody. Jesus mimics the meteorological cornpetence of the Pharisees and 

Sadducees only to show their incornpetence in interpreting the signs of the times. In the 

words of D. A Carson, "the proof that they cannot discem the "s ip" is that they ask for a 

sign (v. 1)!"'O1 Travesty might be seen in lesus' use of a children's ditty to indict those who 

refused to q t  either John the Baptist or himseif (Matt U:16:19; Luke 7:31:34). Jesus uses 

caricature Ui highlightmg the hypocrjr of the religious es tabbént;  for example, "You blind 

guides, who saain out a gnat and swallow a camel!" (Matt. 23:24) and the excesses of those 

36Holman and Hannon, fiandbook 65. 

99Cf. Abrarns, Glossarv. 17- 19; Hohan and Harman, kdbook ,  65,344. 

lo0Hoiman and Harmon, fiandbook 7 1. 

:O ID. A. Carson, "Matthew," in ne Ewositor - Y  s Bible Cwentory. ed. Frank E. 
Gaebelein (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1 984), 3 6 1 . 



who make performances of their piety (Mm. 6:2,5, 16). l m  

Hurnorous use of literary devices 

Hyperbole. This figure of speech wbich is Greek for 'c~vershooting'h defined as 

"bold overstafement, or extravagant exaggeration of either for serious or wmic &ectnlm 

Examples of humorous hyperbole abound in the sayings of Jesus: "And why do you look at 

the speck in your brother's eye, but do not notice the log that is in your own eye?" (Man. 

7:3);lLY Yt is easier for a camd to go through the eye of a needle than for a nch man to enter 

the hgdorn of God" (Mark lO:25); and, speaking of carnels, T o u  b h d  guides, who main 

out a gnat and swallow a came1 Wtt. 23:24)!"IM 

Meiosis. Contrary to hyperbole, meiosis, fiom the Greek meaning "lessening," 

"deliberately represents sornething as much less in magnitude or importance that it really 

i ~ . " ' ~  Iastances of meiosis would include: "He [the master] does not thank the slave because 

he did the things which were cornrnanded, does he" (Luke 17:9)?; and "...Ir is not good to 

:c2Phipps W i s h  93; Robert Tanneha B e  Sword of fEis 
Fortress Press, 1979, 52. 

=05Robert H. Stein, 3ne Metbod Me- of Jesus' T e a w  
Westminster Press, 1978), 1 1,12; aiso Phipps, 89. 

(Philadelphia: 

(P hiladelp hia: 



take the children's bread and throw it to the dogs" (Man. l5:26). '* 

Riddle. Riddles are questions which not only display the verbal and Uaeiiectual 

hganiity and playfulness ofthe one who poses them but also requires the same of those who 

wodd be able to answer them. Jesus' statement in John 239, ". ..Destroy this temple, a d  in 

three days I wiu raise it up" is in the form of a riddle.'" 

Paradox. Dehed as "a statement that although seemingiy contradictory or absurd 

may actudy be weii founded or tniq"'Og a paradox is a weil suited vehicle for expressing 

arresting ûuths. Jesus' statement, "AUow the dead to bury their own dead.. . ."(Luke 9:60a) 

could be temed paradoxical. Il0 M e r  paradoxes wouid include: Mark 4:22,25; 

6:4;8:3 5;9:35; lO:4345; l2:41-44; Matthew 5:5;6: 17;7: 15; 18:3,4;21:3 1; 23: 1 1 ,24,27,28; Luke 

4:23; l2:3; 14:fl,24; 18: 14."' 

Proverb. "A saying that briefly and memorably srpresses çome recognized tmth about 

life; originally preserved by oral tradition, though it may be transmitted in written literature 

'O'E-W. Buhger, Eigure~ of S a h  Used in the Bible (Grand Rapids: Baker, [1898]), 
156,157. 

meGeorge R Beasley-Mmy, Word Biblical Cormnemry (Waco: Word Books, 
1987), 40,41; also Stein who lists: Matt. 1 O:M; 1 1 : 1 1,12; l3:52; 19: 12; Mk. 2: 19; 9: 12,13; 
14:48; Lk. l3:32,33; 22:36 as other nddles in the gospels. M e M y  l8,l9. 

:OgHohan and Hannon, fIandbook. 342; cf Abrams, -, 119. 



as ~ e l l . " ~ ' ~  Jesus' statements, "...A city on a Mi cannot be hidden" (Man. 5:14b) and ". . . 

foiiow Me, and 1 wiIl make you Mers of men" (Matt. 4: 19) can be understood as humorous 

proverbs. "3 

Metaphor. Although metaphor firnctions in much broder t e m  than solely humorous 

ones, it can be ernployed for humorous ends. Metaphor is dehed as "an analogy i d e n m g  

one object with an other and ascribing to the fist object one or more or the qualities of the 

~econd.""~ Jesus' reference to Herod as ''that fox" (Luke 13:32) would be an example of 

metaphoncd humou,"' as would his epithets, T o u  are the light of the world" (Man. 5:14a) 

and "You serpents, you brood of vipers ..." (Matt. 23:33).'16 

Simile. Another device with a breadth of fiinction, a simile is "a figure in which a 

s i ia r i ty  between two objects is directly expresseci.. . . "l l7 Humorous similes in the sayings 

of Jesus would indude: "Behold, 1 send you out as sheep in the midst of wolves; therefore 

be as shrewd as serpents and innocent as doves" (Matt. 10:16) and "Woe to' you, scribes and 

n2Hoiman and Harmon, Handbook, 381. 

113Bdard, %Niai Hurnor," 97. Stein iists: Matt. 6:2 l722,Z3,24,27,M; 7: 12,17,18; 
8:22; 10: l6,24,26,27; 1 1 : 19; l2:3O,34,3 5; 1 5: 14; 24:28; 2529; 2652; Mk. 2: 1 ï,2 172Z,27; 
3:24,27; 4:Z 1722,Z5; 7: 15; 8:35,36,37; 9:40,50; 1 O:2S,27,3 1,4334; Lk. 4:23; 5:39; 9:62; 
1 1:47; 12: l5,48; 14: 11; 16: 10; 20: 18; Jn. 3:3,12,20; 4:23; 12:25,36; 15: 14 as proverbs. Not 
al1 are necessarily humorous. Method, 19,18. 

n4Hoiman and Harmon, Handbook 287. 

"'Hoiman and Hannon, w b o o k  445. 



Pbarisees, hypocrites! For you are Wre whitewashed tombs, which on the outside appear 

beautifid, but inside they are fidi of dead men's booes and ail uncleanness" (Matt. 23 :27). "' 

A Fortiori, From the Latin, a hrtioti refers to the kind of argument that moves fiom 

the Iesser to the greater. Granting a certain fa&, it becomes even more compehg on the 

larger sca~e."~ Examples include: "Or what man is there among you, when his son s h d  ask 

for a loaf, wiü give him a stone? Or if he shall ask for a fish, he will not give him a snake, will 

he? Ifyou, then, being evil, know how to give good gifts to your children, how much more 

shall your Father who is in heaven give what is good to those who ask Hun!" (Matt. 7:9: 1 1) 

and, 'Tt is enough for the disciple that he becorne as his teacher, and the slave as his master. 

If they have called the head of the house Beelzebul, how much more the members of his 

household!" (Matt. 10:25).'" 

Rtietorical Question In asking a question for which there is a rather obvious answer, 

the speaker is more interested in increasing the rhetorical impact of his point rather than to 

induce the obligatory response.'*' Examples of Jesus' employment of this technique would 

"estein lists: Matt. 6:29; 12:40; 13:40,43; 24:27; 25:32,33; Mk. 10: 15; 14:48; Lk. 
1018; 11:36; 13:34; 21:34,35; 223 1; In. 156 as examples of similies in the gospels. Method, 
15. 

. . NgHarry Shaw, Dictionay of Literac~ T e m  York: McGraw-W, 1972), n.p. 

12*Stein lists: Matt. 6:23,26,28-30; 10:28,29-3 1 ; 12: 1 1,12; Mk. 2:23-28; Lk. 
1 3 : 1 5,16; 14: 1 -6; 1 8: 1 -8; Jn. 1 3 : 14 as exarnples of a fgdofi. Metho& 20'2 1. 

lWolman and Harrnon, fIâlldbook, 407. 



hciude Matthew 7:94'* and ". . . What did you go out into the wilderness to look at? A reed 

shaken by the wind? But what did you go out to see? A man dressed in soi? clothes? ..." 

(Matt. 11: 7t1,8a).'~ 

Couder Question. Another use of the question, but with a contrasting rhetorical 

efféct is the counter question, designed as a polemical device to silence one's opponents.12' 

Jesus is shown ushg this approach in Matthew 21:24,25 and 22:18,19. 

. . umoses of w o u r  n the Minisw of Je= 

Evidences of beur abound in the ministry of Jesus. Close inspection of the gospels 

would support the perspective of this study, that Jesus often used humorous devices in his 

preaching and teaching. Far fiom being a radical or revkionist perspective on Jesus, it is an 

attempt to view his ministry in relation to his own cultural wntext. lesus' use of humour is 

not without precedent and in one sense places him in continuity with others chosen to speak 

the message of God. What remains to be explored are the purposes Jesus had in mind when 

he employed humorous devices. 

The exact rhetorical strategies for each instance when Jesus used humour mua be 

L22Stein, 25. Stein also lists: Matt. 546'47; 6:25-30; 7:3,4; 10:29; 11:23; 
12:34; 14:31; 18:12; 2337-19,33; 24:45; 2653'54; Mk. 4:13,30,40; 7:18,19; 8:12,17,18,21; 
950; 1 1 : 17: 12:9,24-26; 13:2; 14:6,37,41,48; Lk. 2:49; 6:34,39,46; 1 1 :S-7,40; 12:s l,56; 
l3:2-4,20; 14:28,3 1; 16: 1 1'12; 17:7-9,17,18; l8:7,8; 22:27. Ibid. 

x3Rayrnond Bailey, Jm (Nashvilie: Broadrnan Press, 1990), 58; and 
Bullard, "Bibiical Humor," 103. 

124Boonstra, "Satire," 40; Stein's Iist indudes: Matt. 12:l 1,12,27-29; Mk. 2:6- 
9,19,25,26; 3: l4,23,24; 10:3; 1 1 :27-33; 12: 14- 16; Lk. 7:39-42; 10:26; 13: lS,l6; 14: 1-5. 
W' 24. 



determiDed on the basis of exegetical work on each passage. A broad statement can be made? 

however, as to the generai intent for his use of humour.1Y The general consensus is that 

biblical humow in gaierai and Jesus' humour in parti& is not an end in itselfbut serves the 

higher purposes of t ~ ~ t h . ' ~ ~  To conclude with Bdard: 

Where humor is observed in the sayings of Jesus ..., it is always used to 
heighten or caiI attention to a sober and often lofty insight.. . . The ability to 
perceive the ludicrous was a property of biblical writers and characters, and 
their use of humor, however grim, was to indicate the incongniities between 
the aEtual and the ideal ... a &dus to the knowing srnile-never the raucous 
Iaugh. 12' 

:25There are modem attempts to devise personal strategies for the use of humour- Cf 
Frank J. MacHovec, Humor. Theory History, A ~ p î i m  (Springfield: C.C. Thomas, 1988), 
20-23; David Kaufer, "Irony and Rhetoricd Strategy," -d Rh&& 10 (Spring 
1977):lOO-105; and Debra Long and Arthur Graesser, "Wit and Humor in Discourse 
Processhg," Discourse Processa 1 1 (1988):52-57. While helpful in assuring contemporaxy 
uses of humour, they are of Lirnited use in relation to the biblical texts. 

1 2 C f .  Elton Trueblood, The Humor of Chria (San Francisco: Harper and Row, 1964), 
51; Gary Webster, in the Ribln (St. Louis: Bethany Press, 1960), 105- 16; James 
Dawsey . The Lukan Voice (Macon: Mercer University Press, 1986), 1 53 -55; Boonstra, 
"Satire," 42-44; Radday "Missing the Humour" 32; D.W. Sandifér, ' m e  Hurnor of the 
Absurd in the Parables of Jesus," in SBL Seminar P-, ed. K H. Richards (Chico: Scholars 
Press 1984), 287; and G. Welton Gaddy, God's Clam (Sm Francisco: Harper and Row, 
1990)' 19. 



CHAPTER 3 

RKETONC AS METHODOLOGY: THE RHETORICO-CONTEXTUAL METHOD 

Whiie the Wty of eloquence, which is of great value in urging either evil or 
justice, is in itseff indaferent, why should it not be obtained for the uses of the 
good in the -ce ofthe truth if the evil usurp it for the winning of perverse 
and vain causes in defense of uiiquity and error? 

S t . Augustine 

Introduction 

Passing from foundationai and theoretical rnatters toward more practical ones, an 

exegetical methodology with the ab* to bear the weight of this midy7s assertions is needed. 

SeveraI issues are at  stake in this shifi fiom "how corne?' to "how to." One such issue has 

to do with critical methodologies as a whole. If there is a generai distmst of these 

rnethodologies, how is one to be sure that the choice of any one of them might not prejudice 

the study or sway the results in favor of a theological perspective deemed unacceptable by 

those participating in the workshop? It w i U  be beyond the parameters of this midy and its 

workshop to deal with general questions regarding the use of critical methodologies. 

Therefore, any such discussions must transpire outside the present focus but may be guided 

by at least a representative sampiing of conservative works evaluating the respective critical 



A second issue is more gemme in that it de& with the choice of methodologies-that 

of rhetoncal criticism. What is it that quaMies rhetorical criticism as the method of choice 

for this thesis-project? What qualifies a largely Greco-Roman rnethod as an appropnate 

means by which to understand Holy Scriptme? When TertuGan b e d  his farnous question, 

"What has Athens to do with J d e r n ? " ,  he voiced this perpehial query for aii believers who 

ponder the relationship between the Christian faith and secuiar methodology. While 

eschewing the impact of Greek philosophy upon Christian faith, he was inadvertentiy 

underLvmng his own statement, in that he made it in the form of a rhetorical question, a part 

of the Greek rhetorical tradition The above epigraph illustrates the necessity for the Christian 

believer to  understand the relationship between sacred Scripture and secular methodology. 

Not every believer appears as edightened as Augustine, who was both a teacher of rhetonc 

and a homiletician in his lifetime, when he wrote what is quoted as the epigram above. 

The employment of rhetorical criticism as the preferred exegetical methodology will 

be supported by two lines of argument. The first is historical in nature and wiU trace the 

development of rhetoric and rhetoncal criticism in relation to the hermeneutical and 

homiletid ministries of the church. The second approach will be more conceptuai and will 

=A partial listing of these works would include: G. E. Ladd, The New Testament 2nd 
Cnticism (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1967); Earl D. Radmacher and Robert D. Preus, eds. 

CS hemuic~ and the Bible Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1984); David A. Black and 
David S. Dockery, eds. New Testament Critichm md Intaretatinn (Grand Rapids: 
Zondervan, 1991); D - A  Carson and John D. Woodbridge, eds. Stature and Tmth (Grand 
Rapids: Zondervan, 1983); D.A. Carson and John D. Woodbridge, eds. Hermeneutics. 
Suthori- and Canon (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1986); and 1. Howard Marshail, ed. 
Testament Interpretatjon (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1977). 



dernonstrate the exegetid sufnciency of rhetorical mticism A basic understanding of the 

canons of rhetoric is necessary as is wmprehending the adaptation of George E. Kennedy's 

h e  stage mode1 of hetorical cfiticism proposed in this midy. Since the hl concern of this 

thesis-project is hodetical, the description of  'rhetorico-cornextual' wiii be defended as an 

appropriate description of the entire hermeneuticd and homiletical procas. A few surnmary 

remarks d evaiuate the strengths and weaknesses of this methodology. 

The Historical interaction Between Rbetoric and Homiletics 

The Develo pmem of Rhet oric and Rhetorical C riticism 

Rhetonc as a discipline predates the Chriman Church by several centuries. It 

therefore f o m  part of the background to the milieu in which the fkst Christian preachers 

p r o c b e d  the gospel. Classic. rhetoric has Homeric prearsors as well a multitude of other 

national or regional approaches aich as those noted in OId Testament texts.' Many Iocate its 

genesis in fifth cenniry B.C.E. Sicily where it developed as a way in which-Sicilian citizens 

might defend thernselves successfully in court. Among those tim to dwelop the discipline 

were the Sophins. Their skeptitism regarding philosophical absolutes led them to 

concentrate upon human opinion and how it mi& be iduenced. The rather negative 

appraisal given to the Sophists and the CO@ of the pejorative phrase 'mere sophistry' came 

about not due necessarily to their vanity andor fi-ivolity but their Mure to combine sM1 in 

the verbal ans with a c u n m  for the tmth of the speech or the character of the speaker. 



Isocrates (436-338 B.C.E.), Socrates (469-399 B.C.E.) and Plato (42û-348 B.C.E.) were 

critical of the Sophists' emphases and cornbuteci g r d y  to history's negative appraisal of 

sophistry3 From the very beginnuig rheton had to contend with the impression, whether 

nghtly or wrongiy given, that they were concerneci with mere maners of style or verbal 

ornamemation The Stoic Epictetus d e s ,  "But this faculty of speaking and of ornamenthg 

words, if there is any nich p d a r  f'acility. what else does it do, when there h a p p a  to be 

dimurse about a thmg than to ornent  the words and mange them as hairdressers do the 

hail- 

Pho was üi-disposed toward the disapline because of lis preference for the ' heavenly 

perfections' (or the suretses brought through the facility of philosophical rdection) over the 

mundane and fleeMg mmers of human opinion. He placed the 'knack' of persuasive speech 

ova against the anaiyticd processes of philosophy. Aristotle, however understood them to 

have a compiememary role. Considering rhetoric to be the counterpart of philosophy, he 

argued that rhetoric was a legitimare way in which to approach practical mattm such as 

ethics, poiitics and poetics whereas the more theoretical areas of physics, metaphysics and 

logic were better understood through anaiyt~cai means. Aristotle (3 84-3 22 B .C .E.) then gave 

rhetoric its fnn s y a d c  treatmem. Much of what is now wnsidered the basic categones 

of classical rhetoric were coined and explained by ~ristotle.' 

T h y h  Trible, CA- . .  . ~ e a p o l i s :  Fomess Press, 1994). 6. 

'Chaim Perdman, T h e  New Rhetoric," in Pozpect w o n 6  ed. Lloyd F. Bntzer 
and Edwin Black (Englewood CWs: Prentice-Hall, 197 1 ), 1 S. 

'David S.  Cunningba Eaithfiü Persuasion In Aid of a m c  of C m  
. . 

Theolopv (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1991), 15-18. 



Rhetoric passed £tom the Greeks to the Romans. Cicero (106-43 B.C.E.) built on the 

foundation laid by Aristotle and himself wrote at least seven works on rhetoric. %y his tirne 

the £ive basic principles or canons of rhetoric were weil known- invention fimentiol, stmcture 

or arrangement Idsposirio), style (elocutio/, mernory (mernoria) and deiivery 

fpromnciatiomcti~).~ Qumtillian (40-95 C.E.) systematized rhetoric into a form of pedagogy 

and wrote rfietoricd rnanuals which serveci as classics for centuries. The Roman ideai of the 

rhetor was a "good person speaking well.' 

The rhetoricai tradition had significam impact upon the Chriaian Church in that the 

hellenization of the Mediterranean Worid included training in rhetorïc. Palestine was not 

exempt f?om the tmhhg for citizenship in the Hellenistic ephebate which included lessons in 

rhetoric. Added to that were the many pnvate Roman rhetoncal schools found throughour 

the Empire, inciuding Palestine, where youths could receive an extensive education in 

hetoric.' Therefore it is hardiy sqxising that TertuIlian (c. 1 60-220 C.E.) (Despite his & 

mentioned above), John Chrysonom (c .  347-407 C.E-) and Augustine (354-430 C.E.) 

among other early leaders had substantial backgrounds in rhetoric and brought their talents 

to bear in the proclamation of the gospel. Augustine set the standard for Christian preachers 

- .  
by showing the worth of speaking well in senice of the gospel in Book IV of On Chnnian 

'Craig A. Loscalzo, "Rhetoric," in Concise Encyclo d i a  o f  Preachinq. 

. . . . 'George Kmedy, review of Gr& Rhetorical Onans of C m i a n  Fsiifh: An In-, 
by James L. Kimeavy, Philoso~hy and Rhetonç 22/199û): 77. CE also George Kennedy, 
Clas&d Rhetoric, DO. For examples of rhetoricai argumentation in rabbinical writings, d 
Alan J. Avery-Peck, "Rhetorical Argumentation in Eady Rabbinical Pronouncement Stones," 
serneia 64 (1 994):49-72. 



Doctrine, the first homiletics 'textbook'. He advocated rhetonc in the service of persuading 

believers toward lMng a holy and nghteous life imbuing Cicero's tbreefold aim of the rhetor 

"to teach, to delight, and to persuade" with Christian ~neaning.~ 

Rhetoric suffered a rather serious period of deche for a number of centuries. The 

tirne der the great Latin rhetors saw h i e  progress but only minor adjustments to their 

established synems. Despite a bnef revivd in the Renaissance, rhetoric was static and 

s u ~ v e d  only as a servant tu pedagogyl* 

Three key developments had long standing consequemes for rhetoncal studies. One 

was the proliferation of 'new rhetorics' in the cornmon vernacular replacing the hegemony 

of the classicai Latin rhetorical handbooks. Another was the invention of moveable print and 

the third was the Rarnia refom of the liberai arts cumculum. Peter Ramus 0515-72 C.E.) 

separated grammar and rhetoric as the cosmetic arts fiom 'True ~eason'." The spirit of 

modem rationalism had a devastating effect upon rhetonc and substantiated the cornmon 

opinion that it dealt only with m e r s  of omamentation rather than significant content. This 

paved the way for rationalists k e  Rene Descanes (15964650 C.E.) who eschewed rhetonc 

in his desire for mathematical certainty. The rhetoricians of this modem era began to reflect 

this Zeiteei~ and the sermons of this era foiiowed suit. They tended to be literary 

. . 
gAugustine On Christian Doctrine VI. 17; cf Loscalzo, "Rhetoric." 

:lWfieelm Wueiiner, ''Eliblical Exegesis in the Light of the History and Historicity of 
Rhetoric and the Nature of the Rhetoric of Religion," in m r i c  w e  New Testme~,  
eds. Stanley Poner and Thomas OIbricbt (Shefneld: JSOT Press, 1993), 496,497; cf. also 
Cunningham, Persuasiori, 21. 



masterpieces tàshioned for the mind's eye and devoid of much pathos. With elaborate 

structures only discemable to the Literary eye, these sermons championed the modem spirit 

in seMce of the gospel. Innuentiai rhetoricians of the penod tended to be clencs as well. 

These included George Campbell (1709-96 C.E.), Hu@ Blair (1718-1800 C.E.) and Richard 

Whatley (1787-1863 C.E.) in Britah and John Broadus (1827-95 C.E.) in the United States. 

For the most part, homiletics was the handmaid of rhetoric during this period and ody with 

the establishment of the Beecher Lectures at Yale in 1871 did homiletics start to develop its 

own North American voice. I2 

The r w a l  of classical rhetonc's empbasis upon persuasion oniy began in the present 

century. The move 6rom recognhing rhetoric as ornamentation to that of persuasion and 

argumentation was a graduaI one but succeeded in re-establishment of rhetoric and rhetorical 

criticism (which is defined as "the study of man's past attempts to change the behavior of 

fellow man prirnady through verbal ~yrnbols")~~ as legitirnate disciplines. The work of 

rhetorician Kenneth Burke (1897-1993 C.E.) and the publication of The New Rhetoric. A 

Treatise on Armimentation by Chaim Perelman and Lucie Olbrechts-Tyteca in 1969 as well 

as The Uses of Argument by S. E. Toulmin in 1958 helped to broaden and deepen the 

influence of rhetoric in more recent times. As the modem spirit of optirnism began to be 

replaced by posmiodern relativism, rhetoric was 

:'Don M. Wardlaw, "Homiletics and 
Encvclopedia of Preaching. 

seen increasingly to deai with matters more 

Preaching in N o ~ h  America," in Con& 

"Charles l. Stewart, "Historical Survey: Rhetorical Criticism in Twentieth Cenniry 
America," in Explorations in Rhetoncai Criticism, eds. G. P. Mohrmann, Charles J. Stewart 
and Donovan J. Ochs (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1973), 1. 



substantial than mere style. Wth languge seen at least as a retlection of reality to some and 

as a source of realty to others, rhetonc took on more significance. It began to deal with 

metaphysical, political and social issues and therefore could be ignored no longer. The option 

of dealing with texts in isolation from their situationai contexts and their purposes of 

persuasion vanished. l4 

During the present century, homiletics began to pull away fkom rhetoric to establish 

its own identity and after having done so, has begun to move back towards it in a number of 

ways. Rhetoricai considerations are important for homileticians in regard to determining the 

thought processes and wnsciousness of the congregation; recogniting and understanding the 

'flow' and meaning of Scripture; and deciding upon matters of sermon forrn and ways in 

which the sermon may be communicated in effective ways and means.I5 One point of 

intersection between contemporary rhetoric and homiletics is that of biblicai rhetorical 

criticism, to which we now tum. 

The Development of Biblical Rhetorical Criticism 

It is somewhat pre-emptory to sketch the history of a discipline ail! in its infancy. 

Indeed it is the relative novelty of this approach that has both attracted those who saw its 

potential and bewildered those who saw some of the confusion and lack of unanimity among 

State o stoncd and Co ntem~orarv Rhetoriç, ed. W i e d  B. Horner 
(Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 19831,174-84. 

"Don M. Wardlaw, "Homiletics and Preaching re North America," in Concise 
ncvcl~pedia of P r e a u  and Loscaizo, "Rhetonc." Cf Fred B. Craddock, "1s There Still 

Room for Rhetoric?" in Preachine on the Brink, ed. Martha J. Simmons (Nashvüie: Abingdon 
Press, 1996),66-74 for a contemporary cal1 to use the tools of rhetoric in homiletics. 



its cument practitioners. Despite its nascence, it is not without precurson. Augustine 

published works applying rhetorical methodology to Scripture as did the Venerable Bede (c. 

673-735 C.E.). The Protestant Refomers focused on the rhetoric of Paul. Notable among 

the contributors are Martin Luther 0483-1546 C.E.), Desiderius Erasrnus (c. 1469-1536 C.E.), 

Philip Melanchthon (1497-1560 C.E.) and John Calvin (1509-64 C.E.). Little significant work 

was done until Gerrnany became the centa of rhetorical analysis of the New Testament frorn 

the Iate eighteenth century through until early in the present ~ n t u r y . ' ~  It is a matter of 

agreement among mon that the current practice of biblical rhetoncal criticism cm be traced 

to James Muilenburg's Presidential Address to the Society of Biblical Literature in 1968. The 

address entitled 'Tom Criticism and Beyond" was a cal1 to go past the atomiang tendencies 

of form criticisrn which was preoccupied with individual pericopes and to view texts more 

holistically and aesthetidy. Muilenburg and his students were among the first to apply this 

new nipplementary approach to the Old Testament writùigs and Amos Wilder pioneered the 

. . 
effort in relation to the New Testament with the publishing of his Earlv Christian Rhetoric 

(1964 and 1971). It was Muilenburg who coined the term 'rhetorical criticism7 and, as with al1 

pioneers, reactions are mixed as to his success. He was criticized by some as being 

preoccupied with the stylistic aspects of Scripnire to the neglect of its social and political 

implications" which is somewhat untàir in that his primary role in the development of 

. .  . 
:6Duane F. Watson and Alan J. Hauser, Rhetorical Cnll~ism of the Bible: A 

Comorehensive Bibliowlphv with Notes on Histo and Method (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1994), 
101-105. 

"Cf. Dale Patrick and Men Scult, Rhetoric and BibllcaI Intem . . retatio~ (Sheffield: 
Almond Press, 1990), 1 1- 13; Burton Mack, Rhetoric and the New Testament (Minneapolis: 
Fonress Press, 19901, 13; and C. Clifton Black, " Keeping Up with Recent studies. XVI: 



rhetorical criticism was to give preliminary direction to an infant dis~ipluie.'~ 

Gradually different schoian took this trd blazing work and went in ciBering 

directions with it. Along with Muilenburg's di, they were heeding the work of 

contemporary rtietoricians Iike Wayne Booth, Kemeth Burke and C h a h  Pereirnan who were 

advodng a recognition of all discourse as being persuasive in some way and recornmended 

an increased rhetorical concem for the social implications of a discourse. In relation to 

rhetoricd study of the New Testament in particu!ar, since the Greco-Roman rhetorical 

handbooks had a greater impact upon its literary &eu, the scholars have been giving 

increased attention to this field Ieading to their fist international conference held in 

Heidelberg in 1992. '' 
In an insightfùf history of the developrnent of rhetorical criticisrn to date, Phyllis Trible 

notes it has developed and continues to do so in concert with developments in classical 

rhetoric (i-e. the 'New Rhetonc'), literary critical theory, iiterary study of the Bible and form 

criticisrn-'O 

This has allowed some to take the rhetorical criticism of the Bible in the direction of a 

repristination ofthe classical emphasis upon persuasion (e.g. George Kennedy), others more 

toward reader-response theory (eg. Dale Patrick, Men Schult and Jeny Camery-Hoggatt) 

Rhetoricai Cnticism and Biblical Interpretation," Expository Times 100 (Apd 1989): 254. 

W E  Trible, Rhetohl  Criticism48-52. 

: T E  Stanley E. Porter and Thomas H. Olbricht, eds. JZhetoric and the New 
Testament. E w  from the 1992 Heidelberg Conference (Sheffield: ISOT Press, 1993). 

m, 25-87. Cf also D.F Watson, cXhetoncal Criticism," in 
of Jesus a d  the CJO-. 



and othen to move more toward practical and social criticism (eg. Burton ~ack) . ' '  Vernon 

Robbins has developed a rather eclectic approach which he terms socio-rhetorical 

interpretation He has appîied the approach to the Gospel of Mark22 and has published study 

guides for the gospels and epi~tles?~ With the numbers of divergent approaches to this 

fledgling discipline, it seems obvious that bibtical rhetorical criticism displays the same 

profusion of alternatives as its secuiar counterpan with no clear leader declared. 

In sum, the result to date has been a wide diversity of approaches to rhetorical 

cnticisrn ofthe Bible, each showing a debt to Muilenburg's ground-breaking work and each 

building on the centuries-long relationship between the study of rhetoric and the Christian 

disciplines of preaching and teaching. 

The Rhetorico-Contextual Method 

Rhetorico-Contextual Criticism in Relation to Other Methods 

Once insight into the historical pedigree of rhetorical criticism has been gained, it 

remains to examine its conceptual h e w o r k .  Part of this understanding cornes fiom piacing 

it within the field of other methodologies. McKnight and Malbon warn: 

"Black, c'Rhetorical Cnticism," 255,56; Wilhelm WueUner, "Where is Rhetoncal 
Cnticism Taking Us?" mholic Biblical ûuarterly 49 (July 1987): 453. 

he Teache :-Vernon K. Robbins, Jesus t o-Rhetorical Interpretation of Mark 
rev. ed. (Minneapolis: Fortress/Press, 1992). 

LfVemon K. Robbins, Exploring the Texture of Texts. A Guide to Socio-Rhetoricd 
Inte-ion (Valley Forge: Trinity Press htl, 1996). 

Tapestry of Early Christian 
. . 

Discourse: Rheto Vernon K. Robbins, The ric. Society 
and Ideol~gy Fondon: Routledge, 1996). 



Even when we concentrate upon one critical methodology, we are aware of 
the interpenetration of methodologies, the interpenetration of world views 
supporthg those methodologies, and the socio-political contexts 
intluencing those world views. We are also aware of the local, ad hoc and 
provisionai nature of our own contrii~tions.~ 

E s p e d y  since no one has promoted rhetorical crititism to the necessary exclusion of other 

methods its relation to them is important to understand. 

Forrn criticism has a t i e s  to rhetoricd criticism in that it is concernai with the 

complementarity of fom and content and in determining m&Bful  nits in the text 

(pericopae) as weîi as their Sifz  &ben. The ciifference cornes in the fact that form 

criticism tends to have an atomizing effect upon a text in that it tends to spend more tirne 

dealing with the background, setthgs and foms of each unit. It cannot see the forest for the 

trees (which, in essence, was Muiienburg's criticisn in his programmic presidential addre~s) .~~  

While contemporary developments in fom criticism have addresseci this weakness to some 

extent, it still holds tme that rhetoncal criticism has a greater appreciation for the entire 

extant text . 28 

Redacbon criticisrn shares a concern with rhetorical criticism for the extant text as a 

==Edgar McKnight and Elizabeth Struthers Malbon, "Introduction", in The Neur 
asm and the New Testament eds. E. McKnight and E. Malbon (Valley Forge: 

Trinity Press IntI, 1984), 25. 

. .  . 
"George Kennedy, New T e m e n t  Int-on Throm Rhetoncal Cntiusm 

(Chape1 W: University of North Carolina Press, 1984), 4. 

2BFor an evangelical evaluation of form criticism, cf. D. L. Bock, "Fom Criticism," .. . 
New T- c c  &. David Alan Black and David S. Dockery 

(Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1991), 175-96. 



whole but is more interested in those parts of the text where the influence of the redactor is 

more obvious. The major concem of redaction criticism is theological and tends to deal with 

content over form whereas fietoncal criticism attempts to keep thern in balance.a Canonical 

criticism also Iooks to the extam form of the text but, at least in the way used by James A 

Sanders, is more interested in how ancient traditions are adapted for use within their new 

contexts?' 

Literary cnticism shares the concern of rhetorical cnticisn for the extant text but deais 

with the text as a literary product . Rhetorical criticism is prllnarily concemeci with speech 

aas. To study past spesh  ads does make one dependent upon written texts but the primary 

difference is tu view these texts as they were meant to be heard (Le. their ordaural 

qualities)." While there are some who do not distinguish between iiterary and rhetorical 

crit icism they ignore, purposefblly or otherwise, the peculiar development s in rhetoncal 

d c i s m  or make reference to the discipluie in its early years as practiced by Muilenburg and 

his followers. FoUowas of the 'New Literary Cnticism' mer fiom rhetoricak critics because 

of the former's insistence upon interpreting the text itself to the exclusion of the other 

.. - 
zgKemiedy, -rical a s m ,  4. Cf aiso Martin Warner, "The Fourth Gospel's Art 

of Persuasion," in B e  B i ' b l e a s , ~  ed. Martin Warner (London: Routledge, 1990), 15 5- 
57. 

'OJarnes A Sanders, Torah and C u  (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1972); Richard . . 
N. Souien, Cnticisni, 

. .  . 
2" ed. (Atianta: John Knox Press, 1981) 37; cf 

also M. C. Parsons, "Cmonical Criticism", in 
eds. D.A. Black and D. S. Dockery (Grand Rapids, Zondenaq 1991), 255-94. 

"Kennedy, Rhetc,rical C ntm sm m . .  

- .  . 5 .  Cf aiso AB. Spencer, "Literary Cnticism," in 
ew Tes- C c  eds. D . k  Black and D. S. Dockery (Grand 

Rapids: Zondervan, 199 1 ), 227-54. 



'worlds' affecting the text. 

Proponents of narrative criticisrn, which cm be grouped under the larger umbreila of 

literary d c i s m ,  have commonaiities with rhetorical crÏtics. n ie  canonical shape of the text 

is taken seriously and narrative techniques are used to understand the movement and meaning 

of the texte However namiive critics ofim stop at an aesthetic appreciation of the text rather 

than an understanding of its persuasive intent. What is more is that narrative techniques do 

not seem as suiteci to as many Literary genre as rhetoricd techniques.32 

Stn ic tdsm's  emphasis upon the 'deep' n n i c ~ u e s  of the text to the exclusion of its 

historical contact and authorid intemion ignores the diachronic aspects of interpretation. For 

this reason, hetorical critics rnay find structuralism wanting since rhetorical criticism can be 

viewed as a juncture of diachronic and synchronie rnethod~.'~ 

Poststructural approaches to interpretation move beyond the literary approaches to 

posit the meanhg of a text in the understanding of each individual reader. Reader-response 

theory focuses upon the response of the 'first-the' reader of a iext where each one would 

be called upon to fil1 in the gaps in any text with hisher own preunderstanding. While sucb 

an approach does justice to what is known about the original communication of these texts- 

read aloud to a gathered group-its emphasis upon the reader to the neglect of what is 

:'W~am W. Klein, Craig L. Blomberg and Robert L. Hubbard, Jr., Introduction to 
Biblical Interpretation (Waco: Word Books, 1993), 432,433. 

"Manin Kessler, "A Methodological Sethg for Rhetoricd Criticism," in M and 
n Biblical L i t e r w ,  eds. D. J. A Clines, D.M. GUM, and A I. Hauser 

(Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1982), 7-11. For evangeiical appraisds of mucturdisrn cf men, 
B lomberg and Hubbard, Biblical Intemretat 

. . 
ion, 428-32 and B. Stancil, "Strucn~ralism," in 

flew Testament Criticism and Intemretation, eds. D. A. Black and D. S. Dockery (Grand 
Rapids: Zondentan, 1991), 3194 .  



'behind7 and 'in' the text dows  it to flounder in a sea of relativity?' The reader' s role in 

interpretation is not to be negleaeed," but it requires the diachronie aspect in order to escape 

complete subjectivity. 

Deconstruction seems to be the contemporary reincarnation of Nietzschean nihilism 

which attempts to play different parts of a text against each other in order to undermine any 

fixed meaning in it. This anarchistic and relativistic approach despairs of any meanhg in the 

universe and therefore approaches every text with the assumption that it undemines or 

deconstmct s it self." Rhetorical criticism, which endeavon t O under stand att empt s at 

persuasion, has iittle in common with this approach, and what is more, a fidl scaie adoption 

of deconstruction wouid mean the end of rhetorical criticism and of humour, for that matter 

(when despair des,  all that is left of humour is cruel mockery). 

What seems evident fkom this cursory o v e ~ e w  is that rhetorical criticism is capable 

of cooperating with as many other critical methodologies as the interpreîer deems necessary 

or valid. This flexible nature dows rhetorical criticism to be used by interpreters fiom a 

j4Klein, Blomberg and Hubbard, Biblic- ret& 438-40. 

%4s a matter of fact, some have developed rhetorical criticism in the direction of 
reader-response theory to the point where they are viewed as synonymous (eg. Jerry 
Camery-Hoggatt, of Cid (Peabody: Hendnckson, 1995); Dale Patrick and Men 
S d t ,  M e c  and B i b u  Int- (Sheffield: Almond Press, 1990); and E. P. Sanders 
and Margaret Davies, W i n  the Spoptic Clos- (Philadelplia: Trinity Press Inti, 1989), 
240-51). For a positive treatment of the role of the reader in biblical interpretation fiom an 
evangelid perspective, 6: Klein, Blomberg and Hubbard, B j b l i c a l l 3 8 - 4 5 ;  and 
W. Randolph Tate, -cal I n t e m t i o n  2d ed. (Peabody: Hendrickson, 1 997). 

Wei14 Blomberg and Hubbard, Bibliuerp- 440-43. For an introduction . .  * 
to poststructural criticai studies in the gospels, cf. Stephen D. Moore, Cnticism 
the G o s w  (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989). 



broad spectmm of critical persuasions kduding the target group for this thesis-project. 

The Tenninology of Classical Rhetoric 

To grasp the hetorico-contextuai mode1 proposed for this study, an elementary 

understanding of rhetorical nomenclature is necessary." There are three basic species of 

rhetoric which are interdependent and interpenetrate each other. Judicial or forensic rhetoric 

is concemed with persuading an audience, particularly in a legal setting, regarding a matter 

of tmth or justice. Its t h e  orientation is past since it deais with the evidence being presented 

in order to bring about the desired verdict. The positive form of this rhetoric would be 

defense (apologia) and the negative would be prosecution or accusation." Deliberative or 

hortatory rhetonc seeks to persuade the audience or give advice. It deais more with the 

fùture because the advice is n o d y  aùned at infomwig fbture thought and action, although 

some emphasis upon the present time is appropriate as well. Positively, it is viewed as 

persuasion, negatively as dissuasion and its end is the expedient or inexpedient, possible or 

impossible, necessary or unnecessary, advantageous or harmfùi ." E pideictic or demo nstrative 

rhetoric is ceremonid in nature and is designed either to praise or blame sornething or 

someone to the end of its affumation or rejection. The general time Erame is the present since 

the person or object is being evaluated by what is presently taking place. In its positive 

?'For the sake of those participating in the proposed workshop, the majority of the 
following material can be found in chart form in Appendix A 

jBKennedy, Rhetoncal Criticism, 19,20; Trible, metorical Criticism, 9; Duane F. 
le: Rheto .. . 

Watson, Inventin Amirgme~t and Sty rical Cntilçism of J u b d  2 Peter (Atlanta: 
Scholars Press, 1988), 10. 



expression it is encomium and in the negative it is invecti~e.~ 

The five canons of classical rhetoric were mentioned above in the treatment of the 

historicd development of rhetonc. Only the &a three of the five (i-e. invention (hventzo)), 

arrangement (dispsi~io) and style lelonrtio)) relate to the four factors that comprise the 

rhetorical situation ofany witten text: a speaker or &ter, an audience, a discourse, and the 

occasion or context of the dis~ourse.~' 

Invention (inventio) deals with the planning of the cornent and the arguments to be 

used in the discourse. The desired end of the discourse would be related to the three modes 

of artistic proof (ethos or the speaker's character, (which was wnsidered to be the moa 

persuasive), pathos or feelings and logos or message) in t hat it would either desire to S o m ,  

please or move the audience to action." 

Two modes of reasoning spring out of logos: exampie (or inductive reasoning) and 

argument (deductive reasoning). Examples muid be drawn £iom history, fables, comparisons, 

poetry and court records. The point cornes 60m using comparative, cbntrasting and a 

fortiori argument S. Arguments were made by rnaking deductions f?om accepted axioms. 43 

There are three types of argument, the syilogism, the epicheireme, and the enthymeme. 

The rarest is the syilogisrn which is composed of a major premise which gives the underlying 

p~c ip l e  of the syiiogism, the minor premise which suppons the point of the major premise, 

- -  - - 

%id.; Trible, Rhetorical Criticism, 9. 

': Kennedy, Rhetoncal Criticism, 15. 

:%id., 18- 

;'Watson, Invention, 16,17. 
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and the conclusion More comon is the epicheireme which also consists of three parts; the 

major premise, the minor premise as proof of the major premise and the conclusion. What 

differentiates the epicheireme &om the syilogism is the former rnay be built upon staternents 

that are not necessarily deemed miornatic. An enthymeme could be termed as an incomplete 

syllogism since it is composed by a proposition and supporting reason. The enthymeme 

allows the point to be made indirectly, and sirnilar to the epicheireme, deals with matters 

which are not always axiomatic. Deliberative hetonc tends to depend upon ethos and the use 

of exampies whereas judicial rhetoric often uses the enthymeme? 

In either inductive or deductive argumentation, the speaker would use topics (iopoi) 

or 'places' where he could get his material. These topoi were divided into two kinds 

(cornmon and specitic). Cornmon topics applied to ail three species of rhetoric and ail classes 

of things and included: the possible-impossible, past fact, future facts, more-les, and greater- 

lesser. Specific topics were more p a r t i a h  in that they related to certain classes of things and 

were directly suited to the species of rhetoric. Judicial categories of specific topics included: 

the just-unjust, and equity-inequity. For deliberative rhetoric they were: happiness- 

unhappiness, expediency-ha- honor-dishonor, necessary-unnecessary, the good and degrees 

thereof Epideictic topics included the noble-disgracetiii and ~irtue-Mce.*~ 

A good portion of the strategy of rhetorical discourse could be nimmed up as the way 

in which the speaker's thesis was arnplified by the use of his various 'topics.' 

<=Ibid., 19,20. For a more detaiied description of the various ways to construct 
rhetorical arguments, cf Watson, Inventiok 14-20. 



Arrangement or stn~cturr (di-tio) de& wah rnatters of organization and structure 

so that the discourse as a whole rnight be persuasive. Each form of rhetoric has its own 

intemal logic and structure. The pattern found in many judicid discourses is sVdold (or 

possibly fourfold - a discussion going back to the time of ~uintiIlian)": proem or exordium, 

an introduction that seeks to gain the goodwdi or sympathy of the audience; m a t i o ,  the 

background information is given and the thesis to be defended is stated; pcaritio, where the 

various aspects of the thesis to be proven are listed, sornetunes in the form of the speaker's 

own arguments and ofien in the form of his opponent's; probatio or conlfrmatio, the 

presentation of the proofs for the case argued by the speaker, refutmio, a refutation of 

opposing views to the one defended by the speaker, often with digressions that are designed 

to strengthen the case; andperormo or concIusio, a surnmary and conclusion with an appeal 

to mind, emotion and will." 

A cornmon fom of dehierative dismurse is a simpiified version of the judicial: proem, 

narrutzu (the proposition), confinn~tzo and peroru~zu.'~ Epideictic discourse, which takes 

rnany forms, often b e g h  vith aproem, foliowed by a sequence of amplified topics regarding 

the subject at hand, often using ecphrms (vivid description) and synksis  (comparison), and 

concluding with a perorutio or epilogue." 

Wmnt R. Osborne, The Henneneutical Spiral (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 
1991), 123. 

%id., Kennedy, Rhetorid Citicism, 23,24; Burton L. Mack, Rhetonc and the New 
Testament (Minneapolis: Fonress Press, 1990), 42,43. 

'Kennedy, Ibid. 

4glbid.; Mack aetoriç, 47,48. 



The canon of style ( e l d o )  may be defined as "the fitting of the proper language to 

the invented matter,"M and is divided into two major parts: lexis or diction (the choice of 

words) and synthesis (the way words are put together in phmes, clauses and sentences). The 

area of diction deals with tropes (eg. metaphor, synecdoche, metonymy, hyperbole) while 

synthesis is concemed with the matter of figures (eg. anaphora, apostrophe7 chiasmus)." 

Style is not merely a matter of omamentation. It is purposive in that it aids in the overd 

persuasive intent of the discourse. niere were t h  basic @es in ancient rhetonc: the Grand 

Style which used all the rhetorid means avdable in order to communicate in an ornamental 

and forcefid way; the Middle Style which employed a level of speech below the Grand but 

above the colioquial, relying heavily upon the use of metaphor, and the Plain Style which was 

restrained, colloquial and unequivocal with a heavy reliance upon the use of maxirn~.~  

The Stages of the Rhetonco-Contextual Mode1 

The proposed mode1 is a rninor variation of the one presented by George Kennedy, 

the stages of which he perceives as working together in a circular process." 

The rhetorical unit is somewhat similar to the pericope in form criticism. What defines 

its limits7 however, is that it comprises "an argumentative unit affecthg the reader's reasoning 

SOWatson, Jnve- 22. 

='Kennedy, Rhetoncd Criticism, 26-28. 

5 2  Watson Invention. 24,25. 

53Kennedy, Metoncd Cnticism, 33. 
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or the reader's irnaginati~n."'~ This unit of persuasion is compriseci of a begùuiing, a middle 

and a conclusion and may be seen in the macro sense of a large unit (eg. Matthew 5-7; 

Romans 9- 1 1) or the micro sense of smaller units (eg. Matthew 6: 1-18; Romans 9%-18)? 

Whatever the size of the rhetorical unit identifie4 it must be done in iight of a generai 

appreciation of the rhetorical structure of the entire document. Here is where attention 

should be give to rhetorical devices of opening and closure such as prwm, conclusio, c h i m ,  

and incZw'o rather than relying upon the chapter, verse and pamgraph divisions in the modem 

English translations of the Bible? To gain this appreciation of the text, it is helpful to read 

it over several times fiom different translations if possible. A facility in the original laquages 

is helpful in noting some rhetorical devices not imrnediately evident in the Enghsh translations. 

Such information, however. can be found in commentaries attuned to the literary and 

rhetoricai aspects of the text. Since this thesis-project is directed toward those who do not 

have ability in the onguial langages. it is recornmended that, although other versions may be 

read and refend to in the coune of study, the interpreter use a literal translation like the New 

American Standard Bible as the basic working text. The woodenness of this translation, 

which can cause some barriers in comprehension at times, often serves to display some of the 

rhetorical features of text lost by the emphasis upon the contemporary audience in more 

idiomatic translations. 

Wuelher, "Rhetorical Cnticism," 455. 

"Osborne, Henneneuticaf Spiral, 125. 

%emedy, Rhetorical Criticism, 34. 
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2. Define the Rhetorical Situation of the Unit 

This aspect of  the method is similar to understanding the Siti: Leben of form 

criticism. In the mind ofthe Woncal critic any given text origiaates fiom a certain situation 

or problem to which the text or discourse is considered to be the answer or solution to the 

probfemn The idea of a rhetorical situation is bomowed fiom rhetorician Lloyd Bitzer who 

defines it as "a complex of persons, events, objects, and relations preseming an actuai or 

potential exigence [Le. "an imperfktion marked by wgency, it is a defect, an obstacle, 

something waiting to be done, a thing which is other than it should be (in other words, a 

problem requiring a response)] which can be completely or partially removed if discourse, 

introduced Uno the situation, can so constrain human decision or action as to b ~ g  about the 

significant modincation of the  exigence.'^' The interpreter should pay specid attention to the 

components of this complex (eg. persons, events, objects, time, place and relations) in order 

to understand the rhetorical situation. 

This is a crucial part of the method in that it recognîzes the fact that aii discourse is 

purposive and so it seeks to grasp the basic intent of the unit by understanding why it came 

about. Eçpecially important are the issues of the obstacle or problem that is being faced, the 

composition of the audience of the discourse and the ways and means in which the speaker 

attempts to constrain the audience. 5g Again, referring to the commentaries on occasion cm 

F. Bitzer, "The Rhetorical Situation," -h a n m a o S ,  Supp. Vol. 
(1992): 5,6. 



be helpful in obtahhg some of the needed information. 

3. Determine the Rhetorical Amansment of the Unit 

Along the way, the rhetoricai unit needs to snidied to determine its nature and 

purpose. Three detennhations need to be made during this stage of the process. The 

interpreter is to detemine the species of rhetoric, the question and the stasis of the unit. The 

three species of rhetoric (judicial, deliberative and epideictic) were defmed above, but the 

matters of the question and stasis require explmation. 

Questions are those issues for which two or more answers or opinions are possible. 

Any given text will contain at least one of these questions and the more of hem it contains, 

the more cornplex the text. Questions may be of two types: definite and special or indefinite 

and general. Definite questions relate to and involve things Wte persons, facts and times (Le. 

'definite' things). Indefinite questions involve matters of knowledge and action. Knowledge 

is concerned with whether a thing exists, what it is and the quaiity of its nature. Action deds 

with how to obtain or avoid something and how to use s~mething.~ These indefinite 

questions are somewhat broader and logically pnor to definite questions and function in a 

sirnilar fashion as do universais to particulars. Most often definite questions are found in 

judicial and epideictic rhetoric and indefinite ones in deliberative rhetork6' 

Stasis theory aids in determuiing the basic question of a text around which the whole 

text tums and toward which the audience gives attention. If a text contains several questions 

"Watson, Invention. 1 1. 

a fiid. 



it is very important to be able to determine the most important of these. Stasis theory divides 

questions into maners of fact or conjecture (dealhg with whether a thing is), definition 

(dealhg with what it is) and quaiity (detemuning what kind it is). To apply these stases to 

the argumentation Uivolved in defending an accused: 

With the stasis of fact, the question is whether something was ever done or 
was done by the person accused. The w i s  of definition involves admitting 
the facts while denying they are to be defïned as they have been. With the 
stasis of quaiity, the act is admitteci, but that any wrong was commiaed is 
denied, a c l ah  is made that it is the best course of action to take under the 
circumstances, or there is inquby into the nature of a thing." 

Judicial rhetonc is able to use al1 three basic stases effectively whiie epideictic and 

deliberative rhetonc depend most heaviiy upon the aasis of quality." 

In the sense that the second stage of the model deals with matters of background 

which lads  to understanding the situation out of which the text is derived, this third stage 

analyzes the basic question framed within the text and around which it revolves. 

4. Identiftr the Rhetorical Devices and Sele  of the Unit 

Once issues relating to the unit's background and aim are answered, the interpretive 

process ne& to be honed fiirther by an analysis of the rhetorical techniques and devices used 

by the speaker (writer). This analysis relates to the first three rhetorical canons which relate 

to written documents: invention, arrangement? and style. Pertinent questions to ask at this 

time include: Who or what are the main characters, issues and objects in the text?; What kind 

of proofs does the speaker use (iartificial fonns of documentation or artificial proofs using 



ethos, puthos andor logos)?; Which means of proof (Le. ethos, puthos or logos) is moa 

predorninant?; Does the speaker argue inductively or deductively?; Does the speaker use 

syllogism, epicheireme or enthymme?; What kind(s) of topics are used?; What rhetorical 

structures or arrangements are evident?; What rhetorical devices are used (eg. chiasm, 

repetition, inclusio)?; and What figures of speech and tropes are used in the text? 

These questions need to be supplernented by ones that investigate the fiuiction and 

purpose of the rhetoncal techniques and devices. Ones like: What kind of effkct would this 

have on the audience?; Why would the speaker choose to say this in this way at this Mie? are 

helpful to ask aii through the process as is the wduative question at the end: What is the 

combineci d e c t  of the various techniques and devices in this tex@' This in turn Ieads to the 

final stage in the process. 

A waming here regarding atomization and over-analysis. With such an impressive 

a r d  of rhetorical weapons at one's disposai, an interpreter may begin to see motives that 

woddn't have been present in the original discourse. It is here that it is necessary to remind 

all who use rhetorical criticism that this discipline anaiyzes texts as oralhrai discounes and 

not necessady as iiterary ones- T'here may be times when the oral tradition behind the text 

and the literary f o m  of cornmunicating the text rnay be in tension. These respective f o m  

and logics must be appreciated. Here is where prudence is required. In genres of bibiid 

literature that were origuially htended to be read rather than spoken (Le. apocalyptic and 

more speailaave forms of d o m  literanire), rhetoricai criticism mîy not provide as helpful 

results in interpretation. 



5. Evaluate and Rhetorical Effectiveness of the Unit 

This part of the process is not designed to evaiuate whether a certain biblical writer 

uses good fietoncal technique. It is, rather, a looking back over the entire process to see the 

overaii purpose and movanent of the discoune. The imerpreter observes the ways and means 

of persuasion in the unit and evaluates how it fits into the larger fiamework of the entire 

discourse. Here is where questions about the implications of the unit for both speaker and 

audience are asked. What impact was this unit designed to have on the ancient audience?; 

and to what extent was it successfid in accomplishing the desiireci effect?6' 

6. Contextualue the Mess- and I m ~ a e t  of the UnY 

A final state of the process is necessary in order to take the intendeci impact of the 

message upon the ancient audience and contextualize it for a contemporary grouping of 

believers gathered in a specific place at a specific tirne. In this way contemporary believers 

may connect with the intent of uiat same ancient message and respond accordingly. Without 

this final state of the process, hetorical criticism is merely an acadernic exercise reserved ody 

for the ivory tower. W I e  the contextualization and cornmirnication of this state is not 

emphasized by Kennedy, it is what gounds the entire proceu. The purpose of classicd 

rhetoric was to engender effiveness in concrete situations. It is this concern for the specific 

and concrete that is completed in the appropriate contextuaiization of the onginal intent of 

the discourse into a concrete contemporary situation. 

Contextudization is a term borrowed corn missiology and is capable of a broad 

"Kennedy, -cism, 38; cf. also Watson, Invention, 28. 
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spe- of definibons. For purposes of this study a rather conservative definition wiil be 

adopted: ''Contschializatl 
. . 

on is a dynamic process of the c h c h ' s  reflection, in obedience to 

Christ and his mission in the world, on the interaction of the text as the word of God and the 

context of a spedc human situation.* The importance of this process of 'transiating text 

irrto coatext' for the rfietori~ritextuai modd is obvious. It seeks to understand both the 

message and impact of the message in the anciem cuiture so that both of them &gfn be 

brought to bear in parallel contemporas, situations. in Light of the importance of this stage 

in the interpretive proas,  it was decided to underscore this aspect by terrning the propos& 

Building upon the resuhs of the previous f ie  nates in the modei, the imerpreter takes 

the message and intended impact of the ancien? text and seeks for a way to communicate them 

in a pardiel situation in the contemporary comext. The sped ic i ty  of the comexnialization 

depends upon the dgree of mmlanty berweai the anciem and wmemporary conte~ts.~' The 

"Bnice J. Nicholls. "Cortta;tualizatioh" in New Diction- of Theoloc  For 
treatments of contexnialization Born an wangelical perspecrive, cf Bruce Ncholls, 
Comsmialization: -4 Theolo@ of Gospel and Culture (Downers Grove: ImerVarsity Press, 
1979); Bruce Fleming, , - @ o n  of TheoIow .4n Evaqplical Assesnent (Pasadena: 
WUhn Carey Library, 1980); David Hereselgrave and Edward Rommen, ContexNalizat~on: 

. . 

Meaninas. Methods. and .Models (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1989); and John R W. Stott and 
Robert Coaste, eds. Down to Earth (Grand Rapids: Eerdrnaas, 1980). 

%The pro ces^ of co~ltextualization assumes that bibiical texts are mon often specific 
examples of theological tnrths contexnialized - .  for the original audience. Therefore 
wntextualization involves uncovering the basic message of the ori@ muation so lhat a 
modem paralld miY& be fd and "re-conteuaialized" accordingly. Osborne aiggesü a six- 
stage process for corne- biblical texts imo the comemporary cuntext: 1) detamine 
the Surface meanhg of the text (exegesis); 2) detennùie the deep smcaire principle behind 
the message; 3)  note the original situation; 4) discover the paraiiel muation in the modem 
corn- 5) wme>mialize the message gBiaany to the modem wntext; and 6) d e  a specific 
wmamializatioq ifneeded, to a s p d c  modem wmm C)Iermeneutical Sniral, 336-38). 



value of the rhetoricai andysis of the text is that it is now possible for the interpreter not ody 

to have an understandmg of the basic message of the text and its intendecf impact but du, an 

insight as to how the text was nnictured to get tk message aaou." In service to the proper 

corn- of the text's message and impact, the preacher is free to choose whether the 

rhetoncal strategy used in the text would be the best choice in the contemporary wntext. 

That may very weil be the case, but on occasion some of the rhetorical strategies of modem 

rhetoricians may be bmployed to ensure a proper hearing of the text in the present day." 

An E valuation of Rhet O rical-Contextuai Method 

w h s  of the Method 

Rhetorico-contextuai cnticism holds great promise as a method of imerpretation 

especially in light of homiletical concerns. To begin, it concentrates upon an analysis of the 

extant text. While it does not ignore diachronie analysis, it attempts not to get bogged dom 

izCf Robert TannehiU's remarks: "The text itself wishes to preach, to cal1 forth faith 
and obedience. We will miss the significance of the text's forcefil and imaginative languqe 
if we do not recogriw this. If we do not begin to " f d  the bite" of the text we cannot reaiiy 
appreciate why the text is shaped as it is." (The Sword of His Mo& (Phdadelphia: Fomess 
Press, 1975), 30. 

"T imothy S. Warren, "A Paradigrn for Preaching." Ribliotheca Sacra 48 (Oct-Dec 
1 99 1 ):48 1 . Eg. Craig Loscaizo has adopted Kenneth Burke's rtietoric of identification for 
homileticai purposes CE his Reachino Sermons that Connm 

* .  
(Downers Grove: Int ervarsity 

Press, 1992) and Evangelistic Preachin~ t hat Co- (Downers Grove: Int ervarsity Press, 
1995). This may indeed be a valid rhetorical strategy for sorne texts given the current societal 
prejudice against authoritative proclamation. It is the contention of many that the 
predorninate forrn of rhetoric in the Bible is authoritative proclamation rather than rational - .  - 
persuasion Cf Kennedy, RhetpDcal Cntia~m, 6,104107; and David Jasper, "In the Sermon 
which 1 have just completed, wherever I said Aristotie, 1 meant St. P d " ,  in The Bible a 

ed. Martin Warner (London: Routledge, 1990),13 6. 



in what can become a time coIlSuming and overly cerebral exercise. This concem with the 

extant text helps it to maintain some perspective on the atomkhg tendencies of the purely 

diachronie methods so that an interpreter may gain a sense of the flow of a text both in its 

immediate and larger comexts. 

cri tical methodology among 

disciplines. 

This attn'bute also makes it more acceptable as an appropriate 

those who are somewhat suspicious of any or al1 of these 

Another valuable quality of rhetorico-contextual criticism is its concreteness. Since 

ancient times, rhetoric has been interesteci in the particularities of real situations-reai people 

deaiing with reai situations. This part of the process which takes special note of the social 

context of speaker, audience and discourse is specially apropos to the concems of the 

preacher. A sense of groundedness, practicality and incarnation will keep the preacher true 

to the good news of God-with-us when he speaks to the needs of concrete people facing 

concrete obstacles (not ail of which are in the church parking lot!). There is a sense in which 

that which is most personal and concrete can also be the most applicable to others who face 

sUnilar situations. Rhetorical analysis can be of real service in this regard in that it never lets 

the interpreter forget that these discourses were addresseci to specific rhetoncal situations. 

Of benefit as well is the rhetorico-contextual emphasis upon the purposiveness of al1 

discourse. There is intent behind ail discourse. The speaker desires some end and uses 

differing devices to persuade his audience toward it. Language does more than inform, it 

persuades, teases into action, pleases, challenges, inspires and condemns. It is not onIy 

informs, it functions. This emphasis upon persuasion 

intellectualizing tendencies that have been so strong 

is a profitable corrective to 

in the past both societally 

Our 

and 



homileticdy. To be in line with this understanding of language is mandatory for the 

contemporary preacher. If the original biblical text had a particular aim shouid not the 

preacher's sermon on that text reflect that sarne purpose? The preacher who jumps on a text 

and 'rides off madly in al1 directions' bas failed to see the divine intent for the opportunity 

&en to admhkter the Word of Gd. As the preacher ascertains the intention of the bibiical 

text, a window into the mïnd and will of God is gained and the proclamation of that message 

with power and conviction is made possible. AU effective preaching is purposive as is 

Uitllnated in a long-standing definition of the semion: "The sermon is an oral address, to the 

popular min& upon religious tmth, as wntained in the Scriptures, elaborately treated, with 

a view to pers~asion.'~ 

In order to understand the nawe of the persuasive arguments in the text, it would 

stand to reason that this form of andysis has not abandon4 the conception of authorial 

intention. As a matter of fact Kennedy States, 

Rhetorical cnticism takes the text as we have it, whether the work of a single 
author or the produa of editing, and looks at it fiom the point of view of the 
author's or editor's intent, the unifieci results, and how it would be perceived 
by an audience of near c~ntemporaries.'~ 

The fact that authorial intention is upheld by Kennedy (as it was by Muilenburg), has 

provoked some criticism from within the New Critical and Poststmcturalist camps.R 

'OAusfh~ phelps, The %m of Pr- (New York: Charles Scri'bner's Sons, 1895), 
21, quoted in Harold Knott, How to Pre~are a se mi^^ (Cincinnati: Christian Restoration 
Association, 1977), 15,16. 



However, notwdhstanding the considerable influence of the so-called "intentional fallacy3," 

thoughttùl contemporq critics who have not totally capitulateci to the relativism of the 

radical critics or political advocacy groups stiU hold a place for authorid intention in the 

interpretive pro~ess.'~ 

Rhetonco-contextual criticism refiises to bifùrcate form and content in a discourse. 

Although t is not the oniy methodology that does so, rhetoriw-contextual analysis maintains 

that the medium and the message are intimately related (not identicai as in the mistaken 

emphasis of Marshall MacLuhan). The upshot of this emphasis is that form and style are 

important, both in the interpreting of the discourse and in the proclamation of the sermon 

based upon that discourse. niey become part of what the discourse is saying and meaning. 

The preacher, then, must become a student of ancient forms and methods of argumentation 

-,The classicd statement of the 'intentional fallacy' was made by W. K. Wirnsatt, Jr. 
and Monroe C. Beardsley: "[Tlhe design or intention of the author is neither available nor 
desirable as a standard for judging the success of a work of literary art" ("The Lntentional 
Fallacy," in The Verbal Icon (Lexington: University of Kentuclq Press, 1954), 3). The 
modem cntics took this as  a hermeneutid axiom without bothenng to note what the original 
authors meant by the statement (a delicious example of irony, to be sure). Wimsatt later 
rernarked, "What we meant in 1945, and what in effect 1 think we managed to say, was that 
the closest one could ever çet to the artist7s intending or meaning mind, outside his work, 
would çtiu be short of his effective intention or operative mind as it appears in the work itself 
and can be read fiom the work" (Genesis: An Argument Resumed" Day of the Leopards 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1976), 36; quoted in WendeU Harris, "Intention", in 

f Concepts . . 
Dictionary O in 1.1terary Criticisrn and Theory (New York: Greenwood Press, 
1992), 164.). This understanding of the 'intentional fdacy7 is not neariy as damaging to 
modem evangelical hmeneutics, which does give voice to the aspects in and in fiont of the 
text, than it is to the methods of the pioneers of modem hermeneutics Iike Frederick 
Schleiemacher (1768-1834 C.E.). 

''CE Black, "Rhetorical Cnticism," 256. Tnble's comments are representative of this 
rnindset, "Texts do reveal authon: their resources, knowledge, issues, perspectives? and skills, 
yet authoriai intention constitutes a part, not the whole, of rneaning" (Rhetorical Cntic' ~snl, 
96, 97). 



as weU as contemporary ones if the message is to be contextualized fhiithfully. 

Findy, rhetorico-contextuai cnticism has promise as a hermeneutical methodology 

for the very reason that it is not a method, technicaiiy speaking, as much as an art. There are 

technical parts of the methoâology as there are in any art, but the process c d s  for more than 

rote application of certain principles. One's aesthetic and intuitive appreciation for the 

discourse are large &ors in beconiing proficient in rhetorico-contextual analysis. These are 

also faculties encouraged in modem homiletic theory in relation to the construction of 

 sermon^.^' In the words of Phyiiïs Tible, 'Experirnent; play with the text; be gracefid in 

articulation.. . . Work and play, stniggle and serendipity, yield the rhetorical h i t  . "16 

m 
It might be easy to overiook some of the diEculties inherent within this method since 

it has such potential. Howwer, like in all other instances, there are matters that might temper 

its usefùlness and c d  for carefid examination. The first of these is the tlip side of the fast 

advanîage listed above. The very fact that rhetorical criticism is an art ailows a great deal of 

room for subjectivity. This may explain the fact that no two rhetoricai-contextual critics seem 

to agree on the results of their interpretations. Each interpretation may be as unique as the 

75Eg. Elizabeth Achtemeier, Creative Pr- (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1980); 
idem, P r e a c h i w  Art (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1984); Thomas Troeger, 

a Sermon (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1990); Warren W. Wiersbe, Prea- . . (Wheaton: V~ctor Books, 1994); and Paul Wilson, Imapination of . . 
fie Heart (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1988). 



individual interpreteren This may be partiy due to the fact that this discipline is still 

dweloping, but nevertheless such vast disagreement among the scholars rnay not bode well 

for the perceived stability of the method. It is obviously impossible to expect complete 

agreement. but the rnargin of disagreement might be lessened somewhat by maintainhg a 

balance between the synchronie and diachronie aspects of interpretation and by resisting the 

temptation to over-analyze the text beyond any reasonable expectations for the original 

audience's possible understanding of it. 

Another issue relates to the degree of applicability classical rhetorical categories have 

on the shidy of the Christian ScriptUres. Do rhetoncd standards composed in ancient Greece 

apply 'across the board' to discourses written by authors with no or linle training in this 

tradition? Do ail or any Saipture passages fit neatiy into these preconceived structures? Are 

rhetorical categones by themselves sufficient to interpret eveiy text? Put another way, "The 

adequacy of strictly rhetoncal canons for interpreting ail texts of ail genres with persuasive 

intent is a debatable premise, which rhetorical critics need to think thr~ugh.'~' It is clear that 

one can take this method too far and force it upon Scripture just to satise ancient Greek 

rhetors. While this method is valuable, the interpreter does well to respect the creativity of 

the biblical writers and not to err by falling prey to reductionism." 

This potential pitfaU might challenge the propriety of using a Greco-Roman method 

on the Christian gospels; echoes of Temillian's query recorded above. The challenge may 

Hermeneuticd Spiral, 124. 

'aBlack, "Rhetoncal Cnticism," 257. 

'asborne, Hmeneutical Spiral, 124; Watson and Hauser, Rhetoncal Criticism, 1 1 1 . 
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corne at two levels: first, the theoretical one of the suitability of a HeUenistic discipline with 

a Hebraic document; and second, the practicai matter of nomenclature (wi0 the labelhg of 

the parts of a Hebraic document with Greek t e m  not lead to an amficial grid being foisted 

upon the text and jaundice its interpretation?). 

The theoretical issue aems 6om the perception common in theological circles that 

Hebrew thought and Greek thought are very distinct; the former emphasiting active forms 

and the latter, static. James Barr warned against such a strict dichotomp and it is best not 

to repeat the error. 

Even ifthe argument is based more on the appiicabiiity of Greek rhetorical f o m  for 

Hebraic literature, it is best not to press the point, given the hi& degree of Heilenization 

evident in first century C.E. Palestine as weiI as the rest of the Mediterranean basin." 

The question of nomenclature is one to be settied inductively rather than priori- 

Documentation of rabbinicd pronouncernent storiesR aiggests the suitability of using at least 

rudimentary rhetoncai terminology to interpret gospel pronouncement stories (Le. chteiai). 

Moreover, this thesis-project will not demand the use of precise rhetorical terminology but 

rather will promote the abiiity to recognize and analyze the basic structure of the rhetorical 

arguments in the gospel sayings. 

'OJames Barr, The S-m (London: SCM Press, 196 1 ), 8-20; 
D. A Carson, -cal F a l k  (Grand Rapids: Baker, l984), 4445. 

a 'N.T. Wright, The New Testament and the Peo le of Cid (MuineapoIis: Fortress 
Press, 1992), 15266; Shaye J.D. Cohen, From the w e e s  to the (Philadelphia: 
Westminster Press, 1 987), 34-45. 

Wh.n J. Avery-Peck, 'ahetoncd Argumentation in Edy Rabbibical Pronouncement 
Stones." Semeia 64 (1 994):49-72. 



While the concretenes of the rhetori~~-~~rxtexîud approach is listed as an asset, there 

is a possible danger involved in it as wel. This is obviously a matter of personal opinion, but 

ofien the s o d  aspect ofthe rhetorical situation ofthe on@ and conternporary context can 

be ernphasjzed to the point that it overshadows the message of discourse. The emphasis then 

is upon the "dynamics of personal and social identification and tran~fonnation"~~ which can 

reIatMze the entire process and underait authod intention. The concreteness and the social 

aspects of determinhg the rhetorical situation are an attractive part of the method, and do 

open the doors for us to hear other voices nom ciSering theological and socio-economic 

groups. The problem may corne when this one part of the method is aliowed to over-ride the 

rest? In that case there would be nothing to tune the growing chorus and so symphony 

becomes cacophony. 

If, howwer, the warnings of these potentid weaknesses are heeded and the necessary 

adjustments are made, the rhetorico-contextual mode1 would appear to be an appropriate 

methodology, given the conservative theological orientation of both the author and the 

participants in the workshop. 

g3 Wueiiner, "Rhetoricai Cnticism," 46 1. 

" A n  example of this in action is found in the work of Burton Mack who does an 
admirable job of anaiyzhg the rhetonc of the New Testament only to dismiss it as an 
unsuitable paraciigm for today's world Uoric;, 93-102). The normativeness of Scripture is 
at the whim of social ideology . 



CHAPTER 4 

RHETORIC AS METHODOLOGY IN THE GûSPELS: THE GOSPEL SAYINGS 

The appearance in our àme of Christ the hadequin and the Lord of the Dance 
should provide a double cause for rejoicing. Not only does he draw us into 
the dance of Me, he also restores an essemial aspect of our f&h that in the 
awfùi seriousness of our age we had neariy forgotten. 

Hantey Cox 

As the foaiç of thîs shxdy narrows f b m  the more general to the specific, attention is 

directed toward the gospels and how the proposai methodology is to be applied to the 

humour in the gospel sayings. A few background m e r s  regarding the gospels are 

necessary, however, before a concrete example of this process can be given. Some of those 

in the group targeted for the workshop portion of the study may have (and in some cases, do 

have) a rather out-dated and untenable understanding of the nature and composition of the 

gospeis. Therefore any fhitful study must begin by updating their knowledge of what the 

gospels are and are not, and how they were (are) composeci and arranged. 

The Christian Gospels 

The Christian gospels as a genre are unique documents. Each of hem uicludes 

teachings of Christ imbedded within narrative accounts of his deeds, both miradous and 

more rmdane. While each gospel focuses upon Christ, they are not written by him, but by 



others who followed him and who were motivated and guided by the Holy Spirit to tell his 

story. Each had their own reasons for doing ço and an original target audience in mind 

throughout the process. The r&t is four canonid stories of Jesus the Christ which convey 

both a stading unity of perspective in some ways and a rich (and to some, perplexing) 

diversity in detail. 

Study of the gospels up umil the eighteenth cenniry was largely a matter of 

harrnonizuig the accounts of each of the gospel writers into one smooth and coherent 

narrative. Certain doubts about this approach to the gospels wincided with increased 

suspicion of the authoritative nature of the Bible as a whole. To this day, in some circles, 

those who criticize the harrnonUation of the gospels are suspecteci as having a low view of 

biblical inspiration. This, of course, is not necessarily the case. Doubting the value of 

hamonkation does not necessariiy mean that one does not suppose there is one grand 

historical narrative of the lie and teachings of Christ of which each gospel is a particular 

witness. What is doubted, however, is that this one grand narrative cm be const~cted 

mechanisticaily by a hannonization of the component parts.' This is not doubted on 

theologicd grounds but practid ones. Dierem communities need to hear the story of Jesus 

and each of these communities is unique. Therefore when a story is told to a particular group, 

certain aspects may be emphasized in a different fashion than ifthe same aory was told to 

another group. To patch these stories together in a 'Bible-in-a-blender' approach does not 

do justice to the inte@ty of each story as an inspireci account of the incarnate Christ. It is 

:D. A. Carson, Dougias I. Moo, and Leon Moms, Introduction to the New 
Testament (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1992), S2,5 3. 



therefore pari of the genius of the gospels that there are four accounts which, despite basic 

agreement, diffa in context, chronology, emphasis and exact wording.' 

A Genre for the Gospels 

Part of recopninng the integrity of each gospel is the disaission of an appropriate 

genre for the gospels. Ju- in the middie of the secund cemury, was the fkst to refer to 

canonical accounts of Jesus' mirgaq as "gospels," tmis giving them a unique designation.' 

The heart of the subsequent debate has b e n  over the degree of miqueness amï'buted to the 

gospels as a dimnct genre. Are they a generis or do they bear enough resemblance to 

existing genre in the antient worfd to be included in an existing category? Whiie many 

comemporary scholars prefer the former, several suggestions have been proposed in regard 

to the ber, the most popular one being that of the Greco-Roman biography.' Althou@ the 

classification of a genre for the gospels is somewhat unsure. what is obvious is that there is 

nothing inhererrt within them which demands or men welcomes excessive hamionization- 

There are some characteristics which type these mernoirs of the  ess si ah.' One 

Gordon Fee and Dougias Stuan How to Read the Bible for NI Its Worth Grand 
Rapids: Zondman, 1982), 105. 

'Carson Mm, and Momis, Introduction, 46. 

'Cf David E. Aune, The Sew Testament in Its Literarv EnMronmenf (Philadelphia: 
9 A C o m w w g  WeSnrrinSter Press, 1987), 17-76; Richard A Bunidge, What are the Gosds. 

eco-Roman BiogCppIly (Cambridge: Cambridge UNvenity Press, 1992); and Philip 
L. Shder, thed Ckacter  of Matthew (Philadelphia: 
Fomess Press, 1982). 

'Cf Sidney Greidanus, The Modern Preacher and the Anciem Te= (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1988), 266-68. 



would be th& ernphasis upon prociamaticm. Mark begins his account of the rninistry of Jesus 

by saying," ... J e s u  came into Galilee, preaching the gospel of God" (1 Mb). The gospels are 

accounts of the ntinimy of Jesus designed not a much to inform as to cd to repentance and 

fàith. In the words of John, "these [signs] have been witten that you may believe that Jesus 

is the Christ, the Son of Gad, and that beiieving you rnay have Iife in His name" (20:31). 

The content ofthis preaching is found in Jesus b i f a n d  the theme of bis preaching. 

This gospel or "good news" is focused on the person of Jesus of Nazareth-he zs the good 

news. In his own preaching, the major theme is categorized as "the gospeI" (Mk 1:14; Lk 

20:1), the 'Kingdom of Gd'' (Man: 4:17; Lk 4:43; 8: 1; 16: 16) or "the gospel of the kingdom 

(Man 4:23). The good news of the kingdom is embodied in the king himself. 

The Composition of the Gospels 

Part of the task of interpreting the gospels is to understand the basic nature of their 

composition. The best in conservative scholanhip holds that each gospel writer is telling this 

story of Jesus fiom a certain perspective and for a certain purpose. Each gospel writer is both 

historian and theologian and therefore each written gospel will display these two concems: 

one for the horizon of the mininry of Jesus and the other for the horizon of their audience. 

The seledon of content, arrangement and modification of that cornent is guided by these foci. 

In the words of Fee and Stuart, "...the nature of the Gospels is a given; they are two-level 

documents whether we like it or not.'* 

"ead the Bible, 106. 



The opening words of Luke's gospel may provide a mode1 for this process: 

Inasmuch as many have undertaken to compile an account of the things 
accompiished among us, jus as those who eom the beginning were 
eyewitnesses and servants of the word have handed them down to u s  it 
seemed fining for me as weU, having investigated ev-g careuy fiom 
the beginning, to write it out for you in consecutive order, most excellent 
Theophilus; so that you might know the exact mrth about the things you have 
been taught (l:1-4). 

This text suggests three stages hvolved in the writing of the gospel: the b e l  of the 

c'eyewitnesses and servants of the word" who handed down the d d s  of the ministq of 

Jesus; others who already had "hdertaken to compile an account" of the rninistry of Jesus; 

and the gospel writer k s e i f  who sat down to relay his own 'orderiy" account of this same 

Me to his audience.' Both oral and w&en sources,then, were avaiiable to the gospel writers. 

How one mi@ view this process then, is that with a large number of oral and w&en 

sources available, each gospel writer, guided by the Holy Spirit, selected and adapted these 

sources into an account of the ministry of Jesus which reflected his own post-resurrection 

undentandhg of the events and the needs of his panicular a~dience.~ There is no room here 

'For an explanaiion of how hhexes, "in consecutive ordei" (l:3 NASB) does not 
mean complete chronological exactitude, cf 1. Howard Marshail, Cornmentan, on L& 
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1979), 43. 

@For an expanded treatrnent of this process of composition, cc Carson, Moo, and 
Morris, Jntrod~ction, 20-45. 

Tf Fee and Stuart, &ad The Bibla 107-109; 114-16. For conservative treatrnents of 
the particdar emphases of each gospel writer, cf Richard A Burridge, Four Cispels: One 
Jesus? (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans 1994); R T. France, w e w :  Ev- Teack 
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1989); Raiph Martin, Ev- Th-(Grand 
Rapids: Zondervan, 1972); 1. Howard Marshall, Luke: (Grand 
Rapids: Zondervan, 1970); Stephen Smalley, lehn. E v v  (London: 
Paternoster Press, 1978). 



to assume the evangelists were irresponsible or dishonest with these sources. Eack however, 

would take these sources, some imbedding the teachings of Jesus in their original contexts and 

some not, and mange them into a faitfil and purposefùi account of the ministry of Jesus. 

Interpretation of the Gospels 

The gospels themselves give us a mode1 for interpretation. In the way that each 

gospel writer took the stories of the mlliistry of Jesus and composed his story of Jesus for his 

audience, the contemporary preacher rnay f o h w  by perforrning the same service for an 

audience in the present. The task of interpreting the gospels in the present is more cornplex, 

however, since attention must be given to both the horizon of the original context and that 

of the canonicai context before contextualization for the contemporary audience is possible. 

To begin, each pericope needs to be examuiai in light of its parailels in other gospels. 

The purpose of this is not necessarily to harmonize them but to gain an appreciation of both 

the distinctiveness of each gospel and the variety of contexts in which the same matenal is 

found.IO The use of a synopsis of gospel texts, rather than a harmony of the gospels would 

be helpful in this process." A greater understanding of the onginal context of the pencope 

should result through this exercise. 

Even though the original and canonical contexts are complementary, the latter must 

take precedence for the preacher so that the canonicai use of the source may be determined 

'Tee and Stuart, -, 110. 

"The best of these in Greek and English is K. Aland, ed, Synopsis of the Four 
w p e 1 ~  (New York: United Bible Societies, 1970). For a detded method of how to use a 
synopsis, cf Gordon D. Fee, New Testament Ex- (Phiiadelphia: Westminster Press, 
1983), 1 O 1 -09. 



in order to guide the contemporary task of contextualking the message. In the words of 

Greidanus, 

In approachhg the text, then, the Me-setting of the Gospel writer is primary, 
but it, in tum, leads the preacher to the life-setting of Jesus. Consequentiy, 
in preaching one need not choose one We-setting over another but must do 
justice to both as they corne to expression in a particular Gospel. This 
procedure wdl fiequently be quite naturai since the purpose of the Gospel 
writer is usuaIly an extension of the purpose of p es us. l2 

Once a broad appreciation is gained of the hermeneutical and homiletical tasks involved in the 

gospels, more specific dwelopments in the rhetoncal cnticism of the gospel sayings may be 

outiined. 

The Rhetorico-Contextual Criticism of Gospel Sayings 

Recently some of the findings of biblical scholars have shed new li@t on how the 

gospel sayinys may be viewed. Up until the mid 1980's, gospel sayings were anaiyzed more 

for a hiaorical understanding of their sources than for the rhetoncal impact of their canonical 

form. Eady form critics. while composing taxonomies of the different forrns of gospel 

material." were still preoccupied with how these forms related to source-critical issues. 

:'Modern Preacher, 3 01. 

"CE the folowing chart of taxonomies, reproduced from Carson, Moo, and Morris. 
Introduction, 22: 

Brirf uynp IJ€ lerus in t Pararligms A p r p h t h c v  Pmwunccn~rnt Scmcs 
contat tc-g., .Mark l2:13-17. 
which dimua in l a '  wyng 
"Givc io Guar w î u c  is Gcsais 
and to <*od wha is GodS-I 

Stona a b o u t  Icna' miraculous Tala Mincie Stones Minclc Storm 
dccds (cg.. the t'ceding of the 
5000) 

Storics that mignih, Jaus as a Lcgcnds Hiaortcai S t m a  & Stonu about lesus 
'hero" (cg.. LulrrS story about Lcgcnds 
Jaus in the tanpk at twclvc 
y- of (2:ri-szl) 
Tuchini: of  Jesus ~ h i c h  dws nor krancsis Domin~cd Savinss S a y p  anri Parables 
climax in a single uving (ce;.. 
the Loni's Pnvcrt 



Whatever scholars üke Rudolf Bultmann and Martin Dibelius uncovered relating to the 

rhetoric of the gospel rernained sublimated to t heir ot her pursuits. l4 Study of gospel sayings 

was guided by the fonn critical t em  "pronouncement story" coined by Vincent Taylor until 

the literary critical term "aphorism" gained prominence among scholar~.~' Change came in 

North America largely through the translation of preliminaq exercises (known as 

proevmnasmata) - - found in rhetorical handbooks from Greco-Roman antiquity. Preliminary 

work has been spearheaded by the Chreia Project at the Institute for Antiquity and 

Christianity of Claremont Graduate School and leading scholars in this new field normally 

have had some contact with this proup.16 

The Chreia 

The application of the rhetorical method pioneered by Kennedy to the gospels has not 

been successfid when scholars have approached an entire gospel as a rhetorical unit. This is 

largely due to the fact that ancient rhetoric is incapable of anaiyzing narrative categories of 

;For a history of the development of rhetorical criticism in the gospels, cf Bunon 
Mack and Vernon K. Robbins, Patterns of Persuasion in the Gospel5 (Sonoma: Polebridge 
Press, 1989), 1-29. 

"Among others, John Dominic Crossan has given considerable attention to the study 
of aphonsms in the gospels. CE In Framents. The Aphonsms of Jesus (New York: Harper 
and Row, 1983); and Sayines Parallels (Philadelpia: Fonress Press, 1986). 

'"Mack and Robbins, Pattern, 27-29. 



plot development . " Positive results fiom rhetorical analysis would corne as the focus 

narrowed to the patterns of argumentation in smailer units. It is at this point that the study 

of the ancient çhrei  has contributed a great deal to the rhetorical andysis of the gospels. 

A çhreig (pronounceci 'cray-a') to quote rhetorician Aelius Theoa (ca. 50-100 C.E.), 

is "a concise statement of action amibuteci with aptness to some specified character or to 

something d o g o u s  to a character."lg A modem working definition is "a saying or act that 

is well-aimed or apt, expressed concisely, attnbuted to a person, and regarded as usefùl for 

Iiving."lg The primary source of the chreiai ('cray-eye') are the mm (prehmary 

exercises) of the ancient rhetorical handbooks. The oropvmnasmab began to appear in the 

first cenniry B.C.E. although Theon's is the eariïest extant text. These preliminary exercises 

served as a transition fi-om the basic literary studies to the rhetorical cuniculum of secondary 

.. . 
:'Dume Watson and Aian Hauser, Rhetoncai Cnticism of the Bible (Leiden: E. J. 

Brill, 1994), 1 16. 

:eQuoted in James Buag "The Chreia in the Synoptic Gospels," Biblical Theolw 
BuIletin 16 (1986): 132. 

lgRonald F. Hock and Edward N. 07Neii, eds. Th 
* .  * 1 

1: The P r o g y m m m i ~  Tsds and Translations (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1986), 26; quoted in 
Vemon Robbins, "The Chreig" in Greco-Roman Literature and The New Testament, ed. 
David E. Aune (Atlanta' Scholan Press, 1988)' 2. A rwised definition of the pronouncement 
story, affecteci by the discovery of the & e i ~  is: "...a brief narrative in which the chatic (and 
oflen fioal) element is a pronouncement either in speech or action or a combination of speech 
and action. There are two main parts of a pronouncement aory: the pronouncernent and its 
setting, i.e., the response and the situation provoking the response. The pronouncement is 
closely associated with the main character who is the author or recipient of the speech or 
action. Both the setting and the pronouncement contribute to the rhetoricai goal of the 
sto ry," Vemon Robbins, 4. A- Quotes a n d d o t e s  (Sonoma: Polebridge Press, 
1989), xi. Cf. Rabbins, "A Rhetorical Typology For Classüjring and Analyzing 
Pronouncernent Stones," 1984 SBL Se- Papers, ed. Kent Harold Richards (Chiw: 
Scholars Press, 1984)' 94. 



education in the Greco-Roman world. This 'hetoric for beginners' program ailowed students 

to develop rhetorical skills on the basis of well-known titerary material." These &A 

normally consiaed of the words and deeds of notables such as kings, phiiosophers and 

military leaders as weii as ordinary citizens. An essential feature of the ches ,  then, was that 

they were central to both oral and written argumentation which forged a link between oral 

f o m  ofrhetorical speech on one hand and Iiterary fonns of namitive or discursive literature 

on the other." Therefore the import of the çSreiai for the interpretation of the gospel sayings 

becomes evident irnmediately . 

Types of Chreiai 

In the classification of the more than one thousand extant chre i ,  three main types 

emerge: sayings chrei ,  action chreiai, and mixed chreiai. 

Sayings Chrei;ir 

According to Theon, sayings çhreiai are "those which make their point by means of 

words without an actioq'" Under the rubric of sayings chniai, there is a further classification 

into statement. response, and double chreiai. 

The statement chreia might be prompted by a specific situation as in Mark 1: 16'17, 

"And as He was going along by the Sea of Galilee, He saw Simon and Andrew, the brother 

=ùBurton Mack, "Elaboration of the Chreia in the Hellenistic School," in Patterns of 
Persuasion in the Go&, eds. Burton Mack and Vernon Robbins (Sonoma: Polebridge 
Press, I989), 33. 

::Watson and Hauser, Rhetorical Criticisrn, 1 17, Mack, "Elaboration", 32. 



of Simon, casting a net in the sea; for they were fishermen. And Jesus said to them, "Follow 

Me7 and I wiIi make you becorne fishers of men"; or by no particular circumnance as in Mark 

1 : 1 4, 1 5, "And d e r  Iohn had been taken into aistody, Jesus came into Galilee, preaching the 

gospel of God, and saying, "The t h e  is fultiued, and the kingdom of God is at hand; repent 

and believe in the g~spel ."~ 

A response çheia is whae the sa& reçponds to a previous statement or speech and 

can take the form of a simple 'les" or "no" m e r  to a question as in Mark 152, "And Pilate 

questioned Hun, "Are You the King of the lews?" And answering He said to him, "It is as 

you say;" or with more information as evidenced in Iohn the Baptist's a m e r s  to the 

questions of the repentant in Luke 330-14; or with a word of exphnation or advice like in 

Luke 13:22-24, "And He was passing through f?om one city and d a g e  to another, teaching, 

and proceeding on Kis way to Jerusalem. And someone said to Kun, "Lord, are there just 

a fav who are being saved?' And He said to them, "Strive ro enter by the narrow door, for 

many, I tell o u ,  will seek to enter and wiil not be able;" or simply a response to a rernark 

rather than a question as in iManhew 8:18-20, "Now when Jesus saw a crowd around Him 

He gave orders to depm to the other side. And a certain scribe came and said to Kim., 

"Teacher, 1 WU folIow You wherever You go." And Jesus said to him, "The foxes have 

hcles, and the birds of the air have nens; but the Son of Man has nowhere to Iay His head."" 

A double shreia contains two sayings, one which n o d y  rebuts the other as  in 

Matthew 3 :U- 15% "Then Jesus arrived fiom Galilee at the Jordan coming to John, to be 



baptized by him But John trieci to prevent Him saying, "1 have need to be baptized by Yoy 

and do You corne to me? But Jesus mering said to him, "Permit it at this time; for in this 

way it is fimng for us to fulfül al1 righteou~ness."~ 

Action 

in Theon's words, action ç k G  are "those which reveal some thought without 

speech."" These are very rare in that moa actions are coupied with words. Action ~hreiai 

rnay have either active or passive action in "either the situation prompting the action or the 

response to the situation?' Both active and passive elernents are seen in Mark 1451, 52. 

"And a ce- young man was following Hm, wearing nothing but a h e n  sheet over his 

naked body, and they seized him. But he lefi the linen sheet behind and escaped naked." A 

passive action chreia in regard to Jesus is seen in Mark 1: 12,13, "And immediately the Spirit 

impelled Kun to go out into the wiiderness. And He was in the wildemess forty days being 

tempted by Satan; and He was with the wild beasts, and the ansels were ministe~g to 

Him. "" 

,Mixai Chreiai 

These are "those which share characteristics of both the sayings-type and the action- 

%id., 7. 

"Quoted in Butts, "Chreia '' 1 32. 

=-Dune Watson, "Chreia/Aphorism," in Dictionan, of Jesus and the Cmsvels. 

=?Rabbins, "Chreia.," 8,9. 



and saying in the precipitating situation or in the resulting response or in both. Examples 

inchide: Luke 19:45,46, "And He entered the temple and began to cast out those who were 

selling, sa* to h m ,  "It is writteq 'AND MY HOUSE SHALL BE A HOUSE OF 

PRAYER' but you have made it a ROBBERS' DEN"; and Matthew 12%-50: 

While He was spealang to the multitudes, betiold, His mother and brothers were 
nandmg ourside, seelaog to speak to Him And m m m e  said to Hïrn, "Behold, Your 
mother and Your hothers are standing outside seeking to speak to You." But He 
answered the one who was tellùlg Hun and said, "Who is My mother and who are M y  
brothers'?" And met chmg out His hand toward His disciples, He said, "Behold, M y  
mother and M y  hothas! For whoever does the will of My Father who is in heavw 
he is M y  brother and sister and rnother? 

,Vanoen o f  P m e n ~ t ' o n  o f  the Chrem[ . . 
J 

As weIl as c h s d j & g  the Theun had a hetoricai concan regardhg the various 

ways they mi-& be presented in an argument or a narrative. He presemed twelve manners 

whereby çhreiai miCI& be presemed. 

In the m e r  of a RXZ&L the s h r ~  mi@ indude a bit of gnomic wisdom as in John 

4: .I3_ 44. ".And afkerthe IWO days He went fonh nom there [Le. Samaria] hto Galilee For 

Jenis Himseiftestified that a prophet has no honor in his own coumry."" 

Presemed in the marner of an explanation a rnay give aippon to a natemm 

Wce in Luke 9:49,50, "And John m e r e d  and said "Master, we saw someone casting out 

dernom in Your m; and we aied to h ide r  him because he does not follow dons wÏth us. " 

IQuoted in Buns, "Cheia,' U2. 

--RobbUisl "Ch*" 9. 

%id., 13. 



But Jesus said to h h ,  "Do not hinder him, for he who is not against you is for you-"* 

An example of a ch& presented with wit mi@ be Manhew 8:2 1,22: "And another 

to him, "FoUow Me; and ailow the dead to bury their own dead." j3 

Some a may be presented in the form of a syiiogism as in Manhew 12: 22-28, 

Then there was brought to Hun a demon-possessed man who was blind and 
du&, and He healed hun, w, thaz the dumb man spoke and saw. And aii the 
rdtitude were amazed, and began to say, "This man carmot be the Son of 
David, can he?" But when the Pharisees heard i they said, "This maa casts 
out démons only by Beelzebul the d e r  of the demons" And lmowing their 
thoqhs He said to thern, 'Any hgdom cüvided against &if is laid waste; 
and any city or house divided against itself carmot stand. And if Satan c a s  
out Satan, he is dMded againn himseK how then simil his -dom stand? 
And if1 by Beelzebul GIS out danons, by whom do your sons cast them out? 
Consequdy, they shd be your judges. But if 1 cast out demons by the 
Spirit of God, then the kingdom o f  God bas corne upon you."% 

Othen may be fomulated as enthymemes requiring the reader to make a dedudon 

about çomeuiuig only implied. An example nEght be Luke l9:8-lO: 

And Zaccheus nopped and said to the Lord, "Behold, Lord, halfof my possessions 
1 wiU give to the poor, and if 1 have deffauded anyone of anythmg 1 wiii give back 
four times as mch" And Iears said to him. 'Today dvaion has come to this house, 
because he, too, is a son of Abraham. For the Son of iMan has corne to seek and to 
save that which was Io~t".~' 

A çhreia may be presented with an example as in Luke 6:l-5: 

Now ir came about that on a certain Sabbah He was passing through some 



grainfields; and His disciples were picking and eating the heads of grais 
rubbing them in their han&. But some of the Pharisees said, 'Why do you do 
what is not l a f i  on the Sabbath?" And Jesus answering them said, "Have 
you not even read what David did when he was hungry, he and those who 
were with him, how he entered the house of Go4 and took and ate the 
co11sec~ated bread which is not lawfid for any to eat except the pnests alone, 
and gave it to his companions?" And He was saying to them, "The Son of 
Man is Lord of the Sabbath."M 

Some are presented in the manner of a wish such as in Manhew 

"O lerusalem, Jerusalem, who kills the prophets and aones those who are 
sent to her! How oflen 1 wanted to gather your chiidren together, the way 
a hm gathers her chicks under her wings and you were not Wiuîng. Behold, 
your house is being lefi to you desolate! For 1 say to yoy f?om now on you 
s h d  not see Me until you sayYy'J3LESSED IS HE WHO COMES M THE 
NAME OF THE  LORD!"^' 

It is aiso possible for a && to be presented in a symbolic manner like Jesus7 

remarks in Luke 8:19-21: 

And his mother and brothers came to Hm, and they were unable to get to 
Hun because of the crowd. And it was reported to Hkn, "Your mother and 
Your brothers are standing outside, wishing to see You." But He answered 
and said to them, 'My mother and My brothm are these who hear the word 
of God and do it."38 

C h r e i  may occur in a figurative rnanner as in John 15: 1-3 : 

"1 am the mie vine, and My Father is the vine dresser. Every branch in Me 
that does not bear fhit, He takes away; and every branch that bears bruit, He 
prunes it7 that it may bear more h i t .  You are already clean because of the 



word which I have spoken to y ~ u . ' ' ~ ~  

Some may be found using double entendre as in the farnous dialogue 

between Jesus and Niwdemus in John 3:I-3: 

Now there was a man of the Pharisees, narned Nicodemus, a d e r  of the Jews; 
this man came to him by n i a  and said to E h . ,  "bi, we know that You 
have corne f?om God as a teacher, for no one can do these signs that You do 
unless God is with him" Jesus answered and said to hun, "Truiy, truîy, 1 say 
to yoy uniess one is bom again, he cannot see the kingdom of ad. '*  

On occasion a c h &  may be presented with a change of subject as in Jesus' 

enigmatic response in John 12:20-26: 

Now there were certain Greeks among those who were going up to worship 
at the feasr; and therdore came to Philip, who was fiom Bethsaida of Galilee, 
and began to ask him, saying. "Sir, we wish to see Jesus." Philip came and 
told Andrew; Andrew and Philip came, and they told Jesus. And Jesus 
answered them, sayuig." The hour has corne for the Son of Man to be 
glorified. Tnily, tnily, 1 say to yoq unless a grain of wheat fds  into the earth 
and dies, it remains by itseff done; but ifit dies, it bean much f i t .  He who 
loves his life loses it; and he who hates his Life in this world shall keep it to Me 
etemal. Ifanyone serves Me, let him follow Me; and where 1 am, there shail 
My servant also be; if anyone serves Me7 the Father wiU honor him.'*' 

And M y ,  a çhreia may contain a combination of these manners of presentation. An 

exarnple which combines an enthymeme with wit might be Matthew 7:9-11: 

"Or what man is there among you, when his son shall ask him for a loaf, will 
give him a stone? Or if he shaii ask for a fish, he will not give him a snake, 
wiU he? Ifyou then being evil, know how to give good gifts to your children, 
how rnuch more shaü your Father who is in heaven give what is good to those 



who ask H3n!'JZ 

Along with the classifidon of chreiai and their manners of presentation, the ancient 

rhetoricians supply another hel pfil insight . Moa rhet orical handbooks include exercises for 

elaborating chreiai in several ways. These elaboration exercises were designed to develop the 

rhetorical sWs of the students by taking the basic rhetorical form, the çhreia and developing 

it in various ways for different purposes or occasions. Theon includes eight such topics for 

the elaboration of the chreiai: 1) recitation (where the çhreia is given in the same or similar 

words); 2) idection (displayhg the chreia with variety in nurnber and in the various cases of 

the langage); 3) commentq (including a comment in fa-~or of the chreia); 4) critique 

(including a Ratement antithetical to the assertion of the ~hreia); 5) expansion (reciting the 

chreia at greater length); 6) abbreviation (putting the &Q& in more concise form); 7) 

refùtation (arguing for the irnpossibitity, tàlsity or implausibility of the çhreiaY s assertion); and 

8) confirmation (writing a shon essay in favor of the cheia's assertion and the ethos of its 

source ifneed be)." These topics seem to tall natudy  into couplets with recitation/inflection 

and expansion/ abbreviation designed to he1p the mident with rhetorical style and delivery and 

cornmentary/critique and refutation/confirmation to aid in analysis and argumentation? 

"Mack, "Elaboration," 36. CE also Watson, "ChreiaIAphorism" in Dictionary of 
Jesus and the Cils&; and Robbins, "Chreia", 17. 

"lbid. For a detailed account on how these exercises were employed in the ancient 
rhetorical schools, cf. pp.37-41. A more nuanced treatment of chreia recitation, abbreviation, 
expansion and elaboration may be found in Vernon K. Robbins, "Introduction: Using 



Several ancient rhetoricians had their own versions of these topics and methods of 

argumentation with the increased emphasis being directed away fkom the variety of topics to 

ways in which these topics might becorne cornplementary aspects of a 'complete argument' 

(See Table 1 ) .  

Table 1''' 

f 2 3 4 5 6 
The Standarcf Ariamena' Hernogenes' ~ h e  ~omplete me Amplifi- Hcrmogcnn' 
Speech Form Supporting supporting Arguxnent ation of a Ehboraaon 

Arqwncnts kgunients (Rhtr. d Her ) Themc 
(Rhct. ad A l a . )  (Rhef. ad Hcr I 

1 .  PmoimioniGurdium 1 .  h ~ o r n i l ~ ~ t / P r a i s c  

2 Dicgcsi~/N~rratio hposi t io RrJ Z Paraphrase/Chm3 

k t 1 4  Ratio 3. kationale 

3. Pistr~/.~qurnrntaiio Gnfirmatio Pronunt10 

Gurnaito 

Conmry S~meKontrary Conirano 4. Contrary 

S i d a r  Analogy Simiic Simiic 5. Analogy 

Ga~tplc &ernplum Eumpfum 6. Example 

LcwerXrcater AmplifirPtio 

fudgmeno Iudicatio 7. Judgrnmt 

4. E~IIOQDS/CO~ICIUSIO Gnpltsio Conclusro 8. Exhortahon 

Hermogenes of Tarsus. a second century C . E. rhetoncian presented an elaboration exercise 

consisting of eight topics whkh suppon the basic chreia as a thesis (cf Coiumn 36 in Table 

1 above)? Some of these topics may be observed in the following exarnples of what appear 

to be elaborated chreiai in the gospels: 

Rhetorical Discussions of the Chreia to Interpret Pronouncement Stories." Semeia 64 
(1994):ix->ni and Miriam Dean-Otting and Vernon K. Robbins. "Biblical Sources for 
Pronouncement Stones in the Gospels." Semeia 64 (1994):95- 1 15. 



1. Mark 9: 38-41 

A. Description of the situation 

John said to Him, "Teacher, we saw someone casting out 

demons in your narne, and we tried to hinder t h  because he was not 

following us." 

B. Exhortation 

But Jesus said, "Do not hinder hun.. ." 

C. Rationale 

" . . . for there is no one who shaii perfom a miracle in ml 

soon affenvard to speak evil of me." 

D. Statement from the contrary. 

'Tor he who is not against us is for us." 

E. Authoritative conclusion with an example. 

1 narne, and be ab1 

"For whoever gives you a cup of water to drink because'of your name as 

followers of Christ, truly I Say to you, he shall iose his reward?' 

LI. Matthew 12:I-8 

A. Description of the situation 

"At that time Jesus went on the Sabbath through the grainfields and His 

disciples became hungry and began to pick the heads of grain and eat. But 

when the Pharisees saw i they said to him, "Behold, Your disciples do what 

is not la&l on the Sabbath." 



But He said to them, "Have you not read what David did, when he berne 

hungry, he and his companions; how he entered the house of God, and they 

ate the co~l~ecrated bread, which was not lawful for him to eat, nor for those 

6 t h  him, but for the priests alone?' 

C. Argument from d o g y  

"Or have you not read in the Law, that on the Sabbath the pnests in the 

temple break the Sabbath and are innocent?" 

D. Argument f?om cornparison 

"But I say to you, that something greater than the temple is here." 

E. Argument from the contrary based on citation of authority, "But if you had 

known what this rneans, '1 DESIRE COMPASSION, AND NOT A 

SACRIFTCE,' you would not have condemned the innocent." 

F. Rationale 

"For the son of Man is Lord of the Sabbath.'+* 

This understanding of the composition of the gospels suggests that those texts labeled 

as pronouncement nones are in many cases elaborated ghreii:' and the gospels themselves, 

at their root, are hetorical documents with argumentation designed to persuade.s0 W e  this 

4gWatson and Hauser, jthetorical Criticisni, 118. 

"Vernon K. Robbins, "Writing as a Rhetoricai Art in Plutarch and the Gospels, " in 
Persuasive Artistry, ed. Duane F. Watson (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1991), 168. 



understanding has implications for how each gospel writer may have handled his sources, " 
the primary spin off for this study is related to its effect upon the interpretation of the gospel 

sayings. The process of interpreting the sayings then, wiii include the identification of species 

of rhetonc in the çl~reia.,'~ as weU as the kinds of argumentation employed in it . 

The Importance of chreiai for hterpretation of Gospel Sayings 

The interpretation of the gospels as rhetorical documents is significant for gospei 

studies in general and for the subject of this thesis-project in particular. In general terms, 

rhetorical shidy of the gospels is not only in concert with their intent but sheds light on the 

nature of their composition. Examples of chreiai found in Palestine and used by rabbis at the 

t h e  of Jesus have been uncovered and cla~sified.~' Even though these Jewish chreiai do not 

foiiow completely the umicate Greco-Roman rhetorical forms it is undeniable that they were 

both abundant and popular in first century C.E. ~alestine." AU of this adds some credence 

"The suggestion wodd be that each gospel writer elaborated a given çhreia in Iight 
of his audience and rhetorical purposes. A possible example might be the account of Jesus 
blessing the children. Matthew's account (19: 13- 15) is a more condensed version of Mark's 
(10:13-16) (Watson, "Chreia/Aphorism," in Dictionary of J e s u  the Crospels). 

"Robbins asserts that since the primary purpose of the chreia is to feanire the main 
character of the story, most chreiai are at root epideictic or demonstrative rhetoric. The 
primary species of rhetoric in a given chrei% however, is determined by the final rhetorical 
goal of the text, and so al- may be judicial (forensic) or dehierative (hortatory) in nature C'A 
Rhetorical Typology for Classifying and Analyzhg Pronouncement Stories," in SBL Serninar 
m, ed. K H. Richards (Chico: Scholars- Press, 1984), 95-97). 

':Watson and Hauser, Rhetorical Criticism 118. 

SaGeorge W. Buchanan, Jesus. The King and His Kirigdorq (Macon: Mercer 
University Press, 1984), 65-68; Man J. Avery-Peck, "Rhetorical Argumentation in Early 
Rabbinicd Pronouncement Stories," semeia 64 ( 1 994):49-72. 



to the ranark of Papias recordexi by Eusebnis, ht., "'Peter gave his teaching in &eia for~n,'"~ 

and gives addd support to the idea that Palestine in general and the gospel writers in 

particular would have been familiar with the use of çhreg in literary composition. In 

addition, comparative studies performed on both Greco-Roman and Christian &a 
demonstrate impressive reliability in their transmission over the centuries." 

The chrefi are significant also in terms of understanding the humour in gospel 

sayings. As has already been demonstrated, the pithy comrnents contained in many &a 
are prone to humorous interpretation. This is not to say, of course, that ai i  Efirei~ contain 

witty repartee but it does assert that humour is often evident. When realizing that a good 

many çhreii. corne from the main character's response to some question or situation, the 

possibility of that response highlighting the perceived incongruity or humour in it is 

enhanced." Humour is a fiequent phenornenon in c h i a i  firom the Cyrenaic and Cynic 

schools where the clever rejoinder was considered to be the ideal and the audience was ofien 

left speechiess or in confusion.sg Burton Mack makes the observation that "the chreiai of 

Iesus bear striking resemblance to the çhreiai of the ~ynics."'~ While this insight does not 

guarantee the existence of humour in gospel sayings, it may predispose one toward both 

Wistory of the Church, 3. 39. 1 5 quoted in Butts, "Chreia," 13 8. 

57B~tts, "Chreia," 13 3. 

5EMack, "Elaboration," 47'48; R. Bracht Branham, "Authoriwg Humor: Lucian's 
Dernonax and Cynic Rhetoric," Semeia 64 ( 1 994): 3 3 -48. 



looking for it and recognkhg it. 

The and Rhetoricu-Comexniai Interpretation 

The above disaission necessitat:es some adjustments in the basic mode1 for rhetorico- 

contextuai interpretation presented in the previous chapter. Whiie the fint two and Iast two 

stages of the pro- remain mhanged, some fine-nining is needed in stages three and four. 

3. Determine the - o r i d  A-ment of- 

The rather compiicated process of d e t e m g  the hetorical species, questions and 

stasis of the unit may be somewhat Nnplified when appiied to what is known about 

in the gospels. Many of these detailed determinations regardhg questions and stasis are 

sirnplified by d e t e m g  the basic or thesis of the unit and its eiaboration and/or 

supporthg arguments. The choice of the taxonorny used is not as important as gaining an 

appreciation of the rhetorical structure of the unit. One might use Hermogenes' taxonomy 

or the simpler fourfold standard speech form of exordm (introduction), m a t i o  

(background and thesis, mgumenratio (argumentation) and conchsio (summary and 

conclusion) or some eclectic blend of the options detailed in Table 1. When anaiyzed as a 

shreia or elaborated çhrelâ, the unit 's rhetorical species and magement help to determine 

each other in light of the rhetorical goal of the unit. 

&ge 4. Identi the Rbetorical Devices and Smle of&_Unig 

To the list of questions to be asked of the text in this unit, two more might be added: 

What humorous devices are used?; and What are the intended eEkcts of these devices upon 



the audience? The m e r s  to these questions would then contribute to the detemwiation of 

the overall rhetorical effectiveness of the unit (stage 5) and to the wntsmialization of the 

message to the contemporary audience (stage 6). 

A Test Case - Mark 10: 17-27 

For purposes of w o n ,  Mark's accoum of the nch young man will be imerpreted 

by using the proposed rhetorico-contexnial model. This passage has pamllels in Matthew 

19:16-26 and Luke 1838-27. Since this test case will serve as  a paradigm for those 

participating in the proposed workship, it will be restricted to the use of  the English text. 

L Detemine the IUewkai 

The task of determining the rhetoricd unit is made more d i f n d t  by the potemial 

inclusion of verses 28-31. If included, the text would be composeci of three parts: W. 17-22; 

W. 23-27; and W. 28-31. rU1 three are related to the theme of discipleship, and ail include 

examples of sa idon  tenninology nich as: "etemai life," "treasure in heaven," "Kingdom of 

God" and "saved." They are related by the joumey motif which begins in 10: l a, "And rising 

up, He went from there ro the region of Judea ..." since 10:17 begins with referace to a 

jowiey and then 10:32a r& back to it, "And t h 9  were on the road, going to Jerusalem ... 77 

which would function as a sort of I I I C I U S Z ~  for the unit. Howwer, this may not be as 

conclusive when note is taken of the many other references to this j o m e y  to and around 

J d e r n  (eglO:46; 11:1,11,12,15,19,20,27; 13:13; 14:26,32). in the Matthean and Lukan 

pardiek, this third section is co~ected grammatically to the previous two ("Then Peter 

m e r e d  and said to Him..."(Matt. 19:27), "and Peter said ... "mk. 18:28)) by a conjunction 



but that is not the case in Mark's account. 

Grarited that the three sections are iinked by theme, however so is the previous section 

10: 13-16 on the blessùig of the chüdren and the niceaihg sections 10:32-34 on Jesus' 

prediction of his death and 10:35-45 on the request of James and John Nice they also speak 

of walking the way of the cross in discipleship. The conception of the 'kingdom of God' 

which is woven throughout this gospei, has a simm rnmiber of occurrences in thk cornsct 

(eg. 9: 1,47; 10: 14,I S,Z3,24,25; 12:34; 13%). The parameters of the text should be 

determined thedore by matters of interna1 wherence with the realization that many of the 

sections in this part of the gospel share a common theme. On this basis, then, W. 17-27 have 

b e n  chosen as the text in question These two sections (W. 17-22 and W. 23-27) fit together 

in the n o 4  -Marcan pattern of a private explanation to the disciples after a public evmt or 

wmmem (but even then, seldorn do the disnples 'get it'). Also, Jesus' explanatory comrnems 

in W. 23-27 are enveloped by the reperition of his "lwkingn at the disciples (w 23,27) which 

wodd not ody h e m @  the comern of his wmmems to them and connect with his "lookhg" 

at the rich man in v.21 but also serve as an inclusio for the unit? 

2. Define the Rhetoncal Situation o f  the Unit, 

The background disaissed d e r  the previous nage helps to determine the rhetorical 

situation of the unit- Mark 10:17-27 is found in a comext emphasizing discipleship in the 

kingdom of God th begns with Peter's corif ion in 8: 27-3 0 and the nicceeding prediction 

of the passion and cal1 to discipleship in 8 3  1-38 and goes through u n d  Jesus arrives in 



JeruSalem in 1 1: 1. The intermediate context is concerned with entfance into the kingdom as 

evidenced by the blessing of the children in 10: 13-M ("Tnily 1 say to you, whoever does not 

receive the &dom of God like a child shall not enter it at ali* v. 15) and the text currently 

under examination (" ... How hard it will be for those who are wealthy to enter the kingdorn 

of God" v. 23b). 

The issue addressed on the hiaorical Ievel of Jesus and the disciples is that of 

discipleship; how one becornes a part of the eschatologicai kingdorn. The caii to discipleship 

is radical and requires a reversai of values fkom conventionai noms within Iudaism in that 

children are exdted and the law abiding nch (one who has kept the law ever since he was a 

child (v. 20)) are humbled. Human accomplishment is downplayed ("Then who can be 

saved?" (v. 26) and "With men it is impossible ..."( v. 27)) and divine enablement is 

ernpiiasized (". . .ail things are possible with God" (v. 27)). 

The life issue on the ûinonical level is sirnilar, assuming the traditionai setting of 

Mark's gospel. If indeed Mark was writing in Rome to Roman Chnians who were facing 

difficulties from penecutions and fdse teachings, the emphasis upon the suffering of Jesus 

wodd address both these issues. Correctkg false Christologies whch were over-emphasizing 

the divine aspect of Jesus at the expense of his humanity and seeing Chnst 's passion as a 

paradigm for discipleship were both addressed in Mark's emphasis upon Jesus' ~uffenng.~' 

Therefore in the light of the difficulties of waiking the way of the cross, which for many in 

*Mark's audience might include renunciation of wealth and ~ a a l  position and du, could 

include marîyrdorn, some encouragement would be appreciated. This needful respite would 

':CE Martin, LVark, 65-70, 145-62. 
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underscore the important truth that one's taste of the kingdom (Le. salvation both here and 

yet to wme) rests upon the power of God and not upon those rich by standards of the world. 

As a matter of fact, God tends to prefer and to reward those whom are lowly by woridly 

standards such as children (1 0: 13-16) and the apostles (1 O:28-31). 

The text falls naturaiIy into two related (W. 17-22; W. 23-27); both being 

sayings a. The first codd be termed a response or a cd story and the second a 

starment &eia or a thesis ~ t o r y . ~ ~  Although all çhreii tend to be undergirded by epideictic 

rhetoric since they display in some way the &os of the main character (who is of course, 

Jesus in this case)," these two çhreiai are more deiiberative or honatory in terms of their 

overall rhetorical goal. W e  these &ei& do give insight into the character of Jesus, the 

main rhetorical goal is hortatory both on the historieal and canonical Ievels. In the former it 

is the rich mm and the disciples whom are being exhoned and in the latter level it would be 

Mark's audience. 

An anaiysis of the rhetorical arrangement of tnese a might be: 

Mark 10: 17-22 

A. Description of the situation 

And as He was setting out on a journey, a man ran up to Hun and knelt before 

Him, and began asking Him, "Good Teacher, what shaii I do to 

62The term ' 'cd story" and "thesis story" are take fiom Robbins, c4Rhetoricd 
Typology," 98- 1 OS. 



inherit etemal Me?" 

B. Argument from judgment 

And Jesus said to him, "Why do you cal1 Me good? No one is good except 

God above." 

C. Argument nom citation of an authonty 

"You know the comrnandments, 'DO NOT MURDES DO NOT COMMlT 

ADULTERY, DO NOT STEAL, DO NOT BEAR FALSE WITNESS, DO 

NOT DEFRAUD, HONOR YOUR FATHER AND MOTHER.'" 

D. Response/Rejoinder 

And he said to Kim, "Teacher, I -have kept all these things from my yourh up." 

E. Exhortation 

And lookuig at hm, Jesus felt a love for him, and said to him," ...g O and sel1 

al1 you possess, and give to the poor, and you shd have treasure in heaven; 

and corne foUow Me." 

F. Rationaie 

"One thing you lack.. ." 

G. Response 

But at these words his face fell, and he went away grieved, for he was one 

who owned much property. 



The C h i m e s i s  

And lesus, looking around, said to His disciples, "How hard it will be for 

those wbo are weaithy to enter the kingdom of God!" 

Response 

And the disciples were amazed at His words. 

Argument fiom recitatiodrepetition 

But Jesus answered agah and said to them, "Children, how hard it is to enter 

the kingdom of Gad!" 

Argument fiom analogy 

"It is easia for a carne1 to go through the eye of a needle than for a rich man 

to enter the kingdom of God." 

ResponselRejoinder 

And they were even more astonished and said to Him, "Then who can be 

saved?" 

Rationale 

Looking upon them, Jesus said, "Wth men it is impossible, but not with God; 

for al1 things are possible with God." 

The main point of this unit is understood by comprehending that the question of the 

nch man about what he could do to inherit etemal life is answered by Jesus' statement of its 

human impossibility bpt divine possibility. 



4. Identie the Rhetorical Devic-d Style of the 1Jnit. 

The movement of the text goes îrom an encounter between Jesus and the rich man to 

one between Jesus and his disciples-f?om the specific to the generai. The comrnon theme is 

entrance into the kingdom of God. in both cases, the dynamic is suppiied by lesus' words and 

the reactions they elicit. The personal dynamics between the two encounters are reiatively 

similar because Jesus seems kindly disposed toward the rich man (e.g. "And loohg at him, 

Jesus felt a love for him.. .." v 21) and the disciples (e.g.) Jesus' reference to hem as 

"Children.. . ." v 24) and they both reciprocate (the rich man kneels before Jesus and calls him 

"Good Teache? and the disciples again are astonished by their master). Even lesus' retort 

regarding the rich man's use of the appellation "Good Teacher" does not necessarily cast a 

polemical tone to their encounter. Given the unit's emphasis upon the divine in salvation, 

lesus' response is proper in Light of the Jewish reticence of applying the same adjectives to 

both God and humans." Therefore the dynamics of the encounters in this unit surround the 

words of Jesus and their radical rhetonc, which according to Kennedy at least, is typical of 

the Markan style? Appeal is made directly to divine authority and little rhetorical support 

is given outside of the divine source of the assertions. The appeai of the unit then is made 

deductively, premised upon divine authority and proceeds to make its point through the 

content of the message (logos) although the message does elicit emotional reaction (pathos) 

64CE C. S. Mann, MarkL Anchor Bible Vol. 27 (New York: Doubleday 1986)' 399; 
Wiam Lane' The Gospel Accordb to Mark. The New International Commentary on the 
New Testament (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans 1974). 364, 365; Vincent Taylor, The Gospel 

rip to St. (London: MacMillan, 1963), 425. 

Wew Testament Interpretation, 7. 



in the ori@ audience. The reactions to Jesus' worck rnove ffom grief (v. 22) to amazement 

(v. 24) to astonishment (v. 26). 

In terms of rhetorical devices, the repetition of Jesus' "l~oking'~ (W. 2l,23,27) 

underscores the import of his words as weii as s e h g  as an ir~cZusio for the second section 

of the unit. The repetition of Jesus7 exclamation "How hard.. ." (W. 23,24) underscores the 

point of human impotence in iight of divine omnipotence (v. 27). The summary saying in 

10:27 is made more memorable by an ABCBA chiastic structure. 

The humourous device in the unit is found in 10:25 which is an obvious example of 

the humorous use of hyperbole. The sheer irnpom'biiity and absurdày of human ability in light 

of saivation is demonstrated humourousIy by a juxtaposition of two opposites. The camel, 

which is feanired f?quently in lesus7 humour, is the largest animal common to Palestine whiie 

the needle eye is the srnaIlest of openingg hence the humorous in~ongniity.~~ The humour 

in this instance serves as an analogy in Jesus's argument, highlighting, in memorable fahion, 

the impotence of human ment in relation to salvation. 

5. Evaluate the Rhetorical EFfectiveaess of the Unit, 

In analyzing the rhetorical impact of the unit, it rnay be concluded that the radical 

nature of its message is developed and supported by the overd movement of the unit-the 

anangement of the arguments and the responses of the onginal audience-so that it comes to 

a C ~ Y  in the conclucihg saying of 10:27, "with men it is impossible, but not with God; for 

al1 things are possible with God." The message is effective in the historical context as 

"Sandifer, "Humor of the Absurd," 296; Lane, && 369. 



demonstrated by Peter's response in 10:28. The effectiveness in the canonicai context can 

only be surmised. It would seem probable, however, that a radical message such as the one 

containecl in this unit wouid be welcomed encouragement for believers who need reassurance 

in the midst of a hostile environment. 

6. Contertualizc the Meggggeged Impact of the Unit, 

If indeed the message of the unit is the power of God in relation to çalvation in 

opposition to those considered to be empowered and in favour of the disenffanchised, 

contemporary parallels can be found. The greatea challenge to the process of 

contextualization cornes in deaüng with the different dynamics involved at present within the 

Christian community. Many North Arnerican believers have more in common with the nch 

man than with the early Christian community. Despite the relative duence  of today's 

church, the overaii attitude toward wealth has deched since early Palestine. Rather than 

serve as a sign of divine approval, wealth (especially the wealth of others!) is often viewed 

with the suspicion that it may be iU-gotten. 

In spite of these ciifferences, the rhetoncai "shock treatrnent" observed in the biblical 

text would appear to be the best option in communicating the message today. Depending 

upon the specific context of the modem sermon on this unit, some change might be made in 

the identity of the "antagonist" in the first section of the unit. This person needs 

to persor@ the one '%ho has it aii" to the contemporary audience and that will change fiom 

context to context. 

As far as the use of humour in the contemporary conte- care shouid be taken to 

allow it to perfom a fiction analogous to the original text -that of a memorable supporting 
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analogy to the main message. Frederick Buecher may have captureci the essence of this 

saying for the modem day by stating ". . .that for a rich man to get to Heaven is about as easy 

as for a Cadillac to get through a revolving d o ~ r . ' ~ ~  However, in the opinion of the author, 

the original absurdity might be better served by stating "it is easier to drive a Cadilac through 

a keyhole than for a rich (or religious, etc.) person to enter the kingdom (or "receive salvation 

or eternal life" etc.)." 

Once the humour in the saying has been contextualized, its rhetorical bct ion in the 

onguial text needs to be replicated in the preacher's contemporary context. For purposes of 

illustration, a sermon on Mark 10: 17-27 entitled "Divine Divestment" delivered by William 

H.  ill limon' will be presented with editonal comments gennaine to this study enclosed 

within square brackets. W&on preached this sermon in the Duke Universisr Chapei, on the 

Twenty- first S unday aft er Pentecost .69 

The Danish philosopher, Soren Kierkegaard, came home d e r  church one Sunday and 

wrote of his disgust at what happened there: 

In the magnificent cathedrai the Honorable and Right Reverend Geheime-General 
Ober-Hof Pradikant, the elect favorite of the fashionable worid, appears before an 
elect Company and preaches with emotion upon the text he himself elected: "God hath 
elected the base things of the world, and the things are despised" und nobody !aughs. 
(A track Upon Christendom, [944 

qWishful Thinkirig rev. ed. (San Francisco: Harper Collins, 1993), 98. 

6 e P e c i i l ~ ~ e e c h  (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1992), 67-74. 

"William Willimon, i n t e ~ e w  by author, 12 Iune 1997, Nova Scotia Aacdturai 
College, Tmro, Nova Scotia. 



To&y 1 am to preach on Mark 10:17-27. The story of Jesus and the Rich Man. Rick 

Lischer, Professor of Preaching at the Divinity Schooi, was supposed to preach on this text. 

1 thought that I asked him to preach on this text on this &y. Two weeks ago Rick told me 

that he had not heard about it, had never received a letter fkom me, and was planning to be 

at his fortieth high school reunion. That is no excuse. He was supposed to preach on this 

ts<t. Now I have to preach on this text. I had to leave my beach house yesterday, get in my 

$15,000 car, and drive to my $1 50,000 home, in order to preach to you on this text. I 

wonder if when 1 am done, any of you wili laugh m e  W h o n  must deal with the difEering 

contexts between the original audience and his contemporary audience, including himself. 

Few attending Duke Chape1 cm identie with Mark's original audience in terms of socio- 

economic natus. Willimon uses a rhetorical strategy of identification here to assure his 

audience that he is just as perplexed by Jesus' words as they will bel. 

Let us put this episode in context. Jesus has just blessed ctllidren (1 0: 13- 16). Jesus 

was lecturing away one day, everybody trying to pay attention, everybody taking notes on his 

theology lecture. But his disciples said, "Master, send these children away." 

They were being distracted by the children. Somebody has pulled sornebody else's 

hair. Somebody was rolhg around in the dirt, wrestling with somebody else. "Master, send 

these children away." 

Do you remember what Jesus did on that occasion? Mark says that he took a child 

and placed the child in the midst of them. In other words, this helpless, small, ignorant, 

vulnerable, and dependent linle child, the one whom we in Our society place at the rnargins 

of our society, Jesus put in the mida of them. We put children out on the fringes of Our 



society. After all, they are unproductive, dependent, and winerable. We have progressed to 

the point where o u  society treats its very young and its very old the same way: namely, we 

institutionalize them. We put them away in instinitions and pay people to look after thern. 

Mer ail, both the very young and the very old make no contribution to society: t h q  are 

unproductive, dependent, s ~ Q I Z .  

The airious thing is that Jesus took those whom we put a .  the h g e  of society and 

put hem ris& in the middle of the disciples. Those whom we regard as distraction from the 

really important things, Jesus put in the midde of us in a last &ch &on to help us pay 

attention. 

It is as 5Jesu.s warited to say, "You want to get into my kingdom? The ody way to 

get into my -dom is to be v a y  srnaii, very Me, very needy. There will be no adults in my 

kingdom, no self-sufficient, iiierated autonomous, independan adults. There wifl cnly be 

children. Here is a kingdom that has a very s m d  door." 

At any rate* Iesus has just shocked the disciples by pulling a child out of the crowd 

and putting the child in the rnidst of thern. 

As fate would have it, this episode is foiiowed by another in which anything but a 

little, w e  needy, dependent, and srnail chdd cornes fonh to Jesus. Mark says the person 

who came to Jesus was "a rich man." Manhew, when he tells the nory, says that he was 

"young". Luke says that he was a "ruler." But al1 three Gospels agree that, whether he is 

young a ruler, or what, he is rich. 

This rich man cornes to Jesus saying that he wants some of this "Etemal Life" Iesus 

has to offer. Evidently, despite the fact that he is rich, despite his haking many things, he 



doesn't have "Eternal Life." So he asked lesus, "What must I do to have etemal life?,, 

What m u t  1 do (evidently, he has been very aiccessful at his doing) to get etemal Me. 

"Eternal Lifey' is just ,motber way of saying "kingdom of God" in Mark's Gospel. "How can 

1 get into your kingdom," asked the young man who has been very successfui at getting to 

the top of this world's kingdom. 

Jesus responds, "You want to get into this kingdom? Simple. AU you have to do to 

get in God's kingdom is to obey all the commandments. Don't worship anything but God. 

don't commit addtery, don't steal, don? lie, don? Ml, don't be envious of anythùig anybody 

else has, keep the Sabbath, miff Iike that." 

Robert Capon says that in invoking the anythuig-but-simple-to-follow Ten 

Commandments, Jesus expected this hi& achiever to recoil and say something like, "Gosb 

Jesus. when you put it like th* why in the world should 1 be going out looking for something 

else to do, when I have done such a lousy job of doing the things that 1 have aiready been 

commanded to do?" 

But this young man was a hard-core success. So he replied, "Gosh, Jesus, I have 

done dl that since 1 was a kid in Sunday School." Evidently, this young man is a bigger 

success than even Jesus thought. He has not oniy been successful at gening material things 

but he has been a spintual success as well. [lt is not necessary to assume that the nch man's 

answer m g h t  Jesus by surprise in order to make rhetorical sense of the unit. Worthy of note 

is the fact that Iesus quotes commandments fkom the 'second tablet' of the Law relating to 

social relationships. The rich man's success at keeping them aii (which should be taken at 

face value) not oniy indicates the high level of his religious accomplishments but might dso 



be subtle hint (or even a "set up" by Jesus) to suggest that he might not be as "nch toward 

God," to use Luke7s phrase7 (Le. in relation to the first tablet of the Law) as it wodd est 

appearl- 

In the context of that day, the young man's success at keeping the Ten 

Comrnandments would not be that surprising. M e r  all, because he is nch, he has plenty of 

free time on his han& pl- of t h e  to study the Bible and to do what the Bible commands. 

Ifhe needs to take aii weekend off to smdy the Bible, go to church, and do good things, he 

can afEord it. It was believed that rich people had been blessed by God. One way they had 

been blessed is with enough free t h e  to be a success at religion. 

1 very well rernember the woman who told me, when 1 urged her to come to my 

church, that she found it difncult to come to church on Sunday rnorning. When 1 asked her 

why, she rather embarrassingiy explained, "Look, I am a waitress. 1 work ten hours a day, 

six days a week as a waitress. On Sunday moming, when I wake up, 1 can hardly get out of 

bed. Worse, my feet are ço swollen, 1 m o t  set on rny Sunday shoes. That's why 1 don't 

come to church. " 

Because they thought that the rich were blessed with enough free time to read and 

obey the Bible, hire expensive psychotherapists, go to affluent universities [here Willirnon 

cornes closer to making the connection between his audience and the rich young man], and 

ponder the mystenes of life, you can imagine their shock when Jesus tums to this rnatenally 

and spiritually nch young man and says, "So you have succeeded in obeying the Ten 

Commandments? Then let me ask you to do just one teeny wemy little thing for me. Go, sel1 

al! you have, and give it to the poor, and come follow me and you will have treasure in 



heaven. " 

To werybody's arnazernent, Jesus considered the young man's weaith, not as a sign 

of divine favor, but as a big problem. 

"Strip down, raffle your Porsche, liquidate your portfolio, break free and give it ail 

to the poor." In other words, strip down, throw away your crutches, become weak, little, 

small, poor, and vulnerable. You can't get in here, unless you corne as a little child. Didn't 

1 say this kingdom has a very small door? 

With that, Mark says, the young man slumped down, got real depressed, got into his 

Porsche, and drove away. 

You see, this is a c d  stov. it is very similar to other c d  stories in the Gospel of 

Mark (1: 16-20; 2: 14; 10146-52). Someone is being invited to join up with ksus and become 

a disciple. Interestingly enough in those stories of Jesus' c d  and invitation, people corne 

forth and follow. In this story, the man walks away. He walks away because he is rich. 

As he is walking away, Jesus tunis to his disciples 00:23-27), to us, to the church, and 

says out loud, "Man, it is really hard to get one of these rich ones into my kingdom." 

One of the disciples says, "How hard is it, Jesus?" 

Jesus says, "Its hard. In fact, 1 would say it is about as hard for one of these rich 

people to get into rny kingdom as to shove a m e 1  through the eye of a needle." [At this 

point Willimon rnight have continued the contemporizing of the biblical text by insening 

sornething like, "Now in Our time he might have said "It's about as hard to drive a Cadillac 

through a keyhole (or in this case, 'a Porsche through a pin hole') as it is for one of these nch 

people to get into my kingdom."] 



That hard! 

C m  you see why I wanted Rick Lisher to preach on this text and not me? Let's face 

it, by the standards of that day, by the standards of this day, we know where we would find 

Our place in this story. We are the rich young man. He is us ali over [the identification 

between hirnselS his audience and the rich young man is now complete-he 'has' us!]. 

Anuradhi Vittachi (Earth Conference One, 1989) asks us to imagine the world as a 

village with one hundred families: 

if this metaphoricai village consists of one hundred fàmilies ... sixty-five 
carmot read. Some eighty farnilies have no members who have flown on 
airplanes, and seventy have no drinking water at home. About s i m  families 
occupy ten percent of the village, while jua seven own sîxty percent of the 
land.. . Oniy one family has a university education. 

The rich young man is us al1 over. 

And I redy wish 1 couid help you out of this "easier for a camel to get through the 

eye of a needle than for a rich person to enter the kingdom" text. Creative homiletical 

attempts to change one Greek letter so that the word will not be "camel" but rather "rope" 

will not work. Jesus said camel, not rope. (Besides. it would be no easy thing to get a rope 

through the eye of a needle anyway!) Around the ninth century, some creative preacher 

ciaimed that there was a gate in Jerusalem named "The Needle7s Eye" so that Jesus was 

talking about how difficult it was to get a M y  loaded carne1 through this relatively narrow 

gate. No, that is an invention of a preacher like me who, back in the ninth century, probably 

had to preach this text to a congregation like us. 

The disciples spoke for us dl, "God! Who can be saved?" 

And Jesus replies, "It's hard. It's hard. Impossible, for rich people to enter the 



kingdom. In facS it is impossiile for anybdy to enter this kingdom. But with God, al1 things 

are possible, even this." 

Just in case you watched the previous episode with Jesus receiving and blessing the 

little chiid ( 10: 13-16) and thought th it was a sweet, nice, easy thing to come to Jesus, Mark 

records this. We can only come to Jesus as a srnail, needy, little child. But there is nothuig 

sweet or nice about it. It's hard. 

As a preacher, I must not make this sound easy. It's hard. In fact, its is impossible. 

Then Jesus says, " With G d  even this is possible, " It is even possible for someone who is 

rich to divest and get into the kingdom. And I don't know whether that it good news or bad. 

Jesus has clearly taught that you can only come into this kingdom as a child, as someone who 

is needy, mal1 and poor. How can we come into this kingdom when we are al1 big, grown 

up, self-sufficient, weil-to-do, and scored high on the SAT? Jesus says, "With God it is 

possible." That is, with Go4 it is possible that, given enough tirne, we will get stripped down, 

made smdl, impoverished, divested. 

With Gd, that is possible? This world's lcingdorns belong to those who sing "I Am 

JUS a Material Girl" and "It's Money that Maîters." You can't imagine the possibility of our 

being able to let go, strip d o m  and divest of those things to which we so mthlessly cling in 

this life. But with God, Jesus prsmises, it may be possible. And l dm 'I bmw whelher îha~ 

is a promise or a rhreat. 

As we go through Iifk, getting our advanced degrees, eaming our salaries, driving Our 

cars, paying our mortgages, we had better look over Our shoulder. Men we get al1 secure, 

set-up7 insureci, and well-fixed, there may be that old Pursuer behind us, just waiting to jump 



us in order to dives us. W~th God, it's possible. Lamar W&amson says, "Ifthis message 

does not take our breath away, ifwe are not shocked, grieved, or amazed, we have either not 

yet heard it or heard it so oRen that we do not really hear it anymore." 

M e r  we spirituaiize it, explain it away, this text sits there, grhnhg a? us. It looks 

around at us all. We exclaim. "Tt's hard! Who then can be saved?Wth God it may be 

possible. 

She w a  to Hondruas with the hike Chape1 Mission team on ha spring break. Went 

to help the poor in Honduras, spent her spring break Living with a poor f d y  in the 

mountains of Honduras, sleeping on a dirt floor, iiving without electricity or running water. 

In the evenings she sat with the f a d y  in the twilight, singing, listering to stories 

around the fire. In that family, the elders were chenshed, the children were adored. 

"That f ~ l y , "  she said later, "made me think of my family. Compared with that 

f d y  in Honruras, my family is dysfinctional. Why is it that we have so much, yet have so 

littIe of what matters?' 

She went to Honduras to help the poor and surprise! She got helped. She went there 

rich; she rehimed poor. Which is good news because Jesus says, nobody who's rich and big 

can get into his kingdom. But then this good news: With God even the impossible is possible. 

Or is this bad news? 

You make the call. 

As Athol Gill sums it up in Life on the R d :  

This is the ody  time in the gospels that we are specifically told of a person 
declining the cd of Jesus - and, let the Western church mark and 
understand, he does so because of his material possessions! The young man 
who had such great potential disappears with the stage and we hear nothing 



more about him. Even his name has been forgotten. 

C. S. Lewis once noted, 'Wow al1 things are possible. AU things are possible. It is 

even possible to get a large came1 through the small eye of a needle. ïhat's possible. But it 

will be extrernely hard on the cme l .  " 



C W T E R  5 

HUMOUR AS HEURISTIC: WORKSHOP DESIGN 

Where there is no belief in the s o a  there is very little drama.. . . Either one is 
serious about salvation or one is not. And it is well to realize that the 
maximum amount of seriousness adrnits the maximum amount of cornedy. 
Only if we are secure in our beiiefs can we see the cornical side of the 
universe. 

F'lannery O'Connor 

Introductioa 

The ultimate purpose of this thesis-project is intensely practical. It aims at giving the 

d s t e r  a new and/or supplementary perspective f?om which to engage in mini-, especidy 

in the ministry of preaching. To this end the more theoretical studies of the previous chapters 

are now to be applied for the practicai use of those who will attend the workshop component 

of the snidy. 

The material presented to this point not only points toward the workshop but &O will 

serve, in a condensed fashion, as some required background readings for the workshop 

participants. The logic employed in the presentations of the chapters of the study will serve. 

in large part, as the paradigm for the workshop design. In particular, matters of the definition 

of humour and its cognate terms are foundational, followed by the main theones of humour. 

At this point the matter ofhow one's sense of humour might be enbanced is to be addressed. 

Once parîicipants become more acquainted with these foundational issues, then a taxonomy 
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of hurnorous devices could be introduced with examples fiom the teachings of Jesus. 

Atta the introduction to humour, the herrneneutical issues may be highlighted gMng 

the workshop participants an increased appreciation for rhetorico-contextual interpretation. 

This increased appreciation would be aimed toward the gospels in general and the gospel 

sayings in particular. A chance to employ the rhetonw-contextual method in relation to a 

humorous saying wouid round out the workshop experience. 

A Rationale for the Choice of Workshop Participants 

Professional education in Chxistian ministry should reflect and contribute to one's 

rninistry comext. The author's context of ministry is primady one of educatulg church 

leadenhip (i.e. teaching in a d Bible coikge) among a smali fdowship of conservative and 

independent churches (the Christian Churches and Churches of Christ) in a relatively isolated 

geographical location (the Province of Prince Edward Island). For this thesis-project to have 

relevance to the practice of ministry, it wiii reflect severai characteristics dictated by the 

ministq context. Fim, it will be sensitive to the prevaihg theological understandings of 

those in the group while at the same thne attempting to supplement their knowledge and 

aptitudes. Second, the project will target a rather smdi group of individuals since the 

author's educational ministry area is s d  and is in the closest geographicai proximity to only 

sixteen Christian Churches and Churches of Christ on Prince Edward Island.. While the 

workshop will be publicized in broder circles, the primary rninistry area remah small indeed. 

Due to the restrictions in workshop size several Limitations present themselves in tems of 

evaluatory rnethods. The aims of the thesis-project are most amenable to quantitative 



methods of evaiuation but any sampling wiIl not be large enough to be statistically sigrilficant. 

Therefore evaluation of the workshop will combine quantitative methods with more 

qualitative ones which are more applicable to the size of the sampling. 

There can be few adjustments made to those chosen as a target group without 

violating the htegrity of the ministry context. Even though the majority of the author7s 

educational ministry is among shidents preparing for church leadership, a close working 

relationship with nearby supporthg churches is indispensible. The ministries of those 

currently serving these churches have a great impact upon the lives of the congregations as 

weil as those preparing for service. To enhance these ministries as weil as those of shidents 

within the college program logically would reap the greatest harvest for the entûe ministry 

context. At one time the author entertained the idea of limiting the workshop to only mlliistry 

students but that would have narrowed the sampling further and would have produced a 

rather specialized course in a smail college which is stmggling j u s  to offer core cumcular 

courses. 

A Rationale for the Workshop Format 

The intensive, short-term workshop format has been chosen for the purposes of this 

thesis-project. Some of the reasons for this choice aiready have been intimated. However, 

a Ml ratiode of this choice will become obvious as more is understood about the workshop 

format. A workshop is "a relatively short-term, intensive, problem-focused leamhg 

experience that actively involves participants in the identification and anafysis of problems and 



in the development and evahtion of solutions."' 

Workshops as adult ducational formats have certain advantages as well as limitations. 

Thomas Sork considers the advantages to be: increased numben able to participate due to a 

workshop's short tem nature; a workshop is very transportable eom location to location; 

results of the workshop may be implemented irnmediately in the participants' contexts; 

participants are forced to interact in novel ways to accomplish goals due to the intensive 

nature of the workshop; participants c m  concentrate on the issues at hand since they are 

removed from the distractions of their nanirai environment; well-designed workshops 

facilitate sharpened problem-solving skills; and are wnvenient in that they require few 

changes in roorn arrangement or equipmed 

The limitations of the workshop format are: fatigue or information overload may be 

possible; there is hie time to correct learning problems when they become apparent; fatigue 

also may take its toU on the leader of the workshop; there is littie oppominity to correct 

problerns ifthey arise; the tirne constraints make it dificult to provide individuai feedback to 

participants; and some who attend workshops do not possess the ability to engage in the 

particpatory leaming so necessary in the workshop experience.' 

Obviously the workshop format is better suited to some contexts than others. Sork, 

again, is helpful in determinhg when one should consider using it in preference to other short- 

. . 
Thomas Sork, "The Workshop as a Unique Instructional Format." in Pesignn and 

Implementinn Effective Workshops, ed. Thomas Sork (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1984), 
5 .  



term education formats: 

Fi&, the workshop shouid be used in situaaons where the learning objectives 
ernphasize problem solving.. . . Second, the workshop shouid be used for 
solving probfm tfmt are relatively cornplex and generalized and that require 
intensive adysis .  ...Tfnrd, workshops shouid be used in situations where the 
resowces necessaiy to engage in problem sohing are mailable and where they 
can be effectiveiy mcorporated uito workshop actRrities during a concentrated 
period of time.. . .Fou&. . . only if sWed leadership is availabl e.. . . Ffi.. . only 
if participants corne wi& or can be provided with, the group process skills 
that they need to engage in effective problem solving....Sunh, the workshop 
should be used m situations wtiere it is important to rernove participants nom 
their "nahiral" enviromnent to bnng about the desired changes in capabilities.' 

Given these guidelines, the workshop format would sem to be the most appropriate 

@en the content of the thesis-project and the proposed target group. Therefore a workshop 

offierd on the campus whae the author is ernployed to a group mimbenng between men and 

fifieen would be the most appropriate scenario.' 

Needs Assessrnent for Workrhop 

In order to ground the assumptions of this mtdy with the realities of the targeted 

participants for the workshp, a needs assessrnent exercise was wmpleted. Permission was 

-ed to consider those a r-ulariy scheduled momhly meeting of the local Church 

of CEnistlChnman C h c h  &sten as a focus group6 to respond to several questions related 

'The mmber betweai swen and Meen is the opinion of Mary Pankowski who stares 
this site is large mou& for a signtficant exchange of ideas but srnaii enough to encourage 
informality, spomeity and participation. "Creaung Participatory, Task-Onented Learmng 

. . 
Emironmerds," in u d  w e  W o m ,  ed. Thomas Sork (San Francisco: 
Jossey-Bass, 1984), 13. 

For a basic description of the nature and Fundons of a foais group, cf Richard A. 
Knieger, Foais G r o u  20d ed. (Thousand Oaks: Sage Publications, 1 994), 20,2 1 . 



to humour, homiletics and rhetorical criticisrn The first twenty minutes of the meeting on 

June 19, 1997 was given to this matter. With the author seMng as administrator, the seven 

ministers responded to the following questions: 

1. What is your view on the relationship of humour to the Christian faith? 

2. How hponant  is it for a preacher to have a good sense of humour? 

- not important at aii 
- not very important 

important - 
very important 
- completely essentid 

3. How would you rate your own sense of humoufl 

poor 
- average 
- above average 

exceiîent - 
4. How often on average do you use humour in your sermons? 

5.  For what purposes do you presently use humour in p u r  sermons? 
(check as rnany as apply) 

- to gain rapport with the audience/congregation 
to regain the audience's attention - 
to introduce difncult subjects - 
to increase retention of sermon content - 
to de& t a i o n  in the audience - 
to introduce the sennon - 
to break down the audience's defenses againn the semon's aim - 
out of habit 



other - 
6. What is the role of rhetonc in the i n t e m o n  of Scripture? 

7. What examples fiom the Gospels can you cite which demonstrate lesus' sense of humour? 

8. How many semons have you preached on lesus' humorous sayings? 

- 3-5 
- 5-10 

more than 10 

9. Would you be willing to commit yourseif to participate in a 24-  workshop, complete 
with pre-workshop readings, designed to help you recognize and preach some of the 
humorous sayings in the Gospels? 

no, 1 cannot - 
yes, depending on when the workshop is oEered 
yes, I will definitely participate 

10. Which dates in the autumn season would be most convenient for you? 

First choice 
Second Choice 
Third Choice 

Office Phone 
Home Phone 

The questions were designed to accomplish several objectives: 1) to determine th& 

level of integration of humour and the Christian fait h; 2) to ascertain their opinions as to r he 

importance and use of humour in pastoral ministry; 3) to access their understanding of 

rhetorical cnticism in biblical interpretation; 4) to test their perception of Jesus' sense of 



humour; 5) to masure the number of sermons they have preached on Jesus' humorous 

sayhgs; and 6) to detamine their level of interest and availability in tems of participating in 

the workshop. 

Establishing and maintaining a non-threatening environment for this exercise was 

important in order to receive an accurate reading of their opinions and knowledge of the 

subject and to ensure a positive motivation toward their participation in the workshop. 

Before they answered the questions, the nature of the exercise was eqIained as not judging 

their cornpetence but merely assessing the need for the proposed workshop. Three questions 

surfàced as they responded to the questionnaire. nie first was a matter of clarification on the 

wording in question 4 as to the difFerence between "often" and "a lot". Recogninng the 

possible semantic difference between persons, the preference for such generic terniinology 

was expressed over the option of asking for a numericd estimate of uses of humour in 

preaching. The latter option was show to be rather unwieldy. The second request was in 

relation to the proposed cost for the workshop (an inevitable question arnong a gathering of 

ministers!). Since the workshop is to be offered part of a thesis-project, they were assured 

that they would bear no financiai responsibiiity for the workshop and that their investment 

would be in their commitment of tirne and energy. 

The results of this exercise coincided well with the expectations of the author. The 

&st question, "What is your view on the relationship of humour to the Christian?' eiicited 

a variety of responses. Two gave generic responses underscoring the importance of humour 

without any supponing argumentation; two mentioned humour as a pastoral resource in 

dealing with d E d t  life situations; two made reference to Jesus' sense of humour; and ody 



one saw any connedion between humour and God's orders of creation and salvation. 

Keeping the format of the questions as one requiring a short answer rather than multiple 

choice was deliberate. Answers to the question suggest a lack of theological grounding 

wherein a view of humour is integrated into a Christian woddview. 

Questions 2 and 3 related to theu personal evaluations of the value of a sease of 

humour for the mulister and how they rated this ability within themselves. It was hardly 

surprising to see that five of than considered a good sense of humour to be "very important" 

and with two stating it was "completely essentiai." In terms of ~e~evduation,  five felt their 

own sense of humour was "average" and two rated themseives as "above average." There 

would be few today who considered themselves to have a poor sense of humour. The 

tendency to give socially desirable anmers is a cornmon occurrence in needs assessrnent 

exercises. ' 
Humour in preaching was the subject of the next two questions. They were asked 

how often they used humour in their sermons. Four responded with c'sometirnes" and three 

with "ofien". W e  this question leaves the aspects of types of humour and its quality 

unanswered, oneself is seldom the best judge in these m e r s .  Question 5 was a check iist 

of the purposes of humour in their preaching. AU of the options presented were checked off 

at least three times except for two which were not chosen by any present. The fkst of these 

was '?O breakdown the audience's defenses against the sexmon's aim" which in actuality was 

a negative expression of the option '?O introduce difncult subjects" and the latter was chosen 

'Elayne M. Harris, "Plannùlg and 
and ImplementirigEffective Workshpps, 

Managing Workshops for Results," in 
ed. Thomas Sork (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 



three tirnes. The other option left out was 'out ofhabit", and again what others see as a habit 

in a person may not be viewed as such by the penon himself. The options given related more 

to the rhetoricd issues of semon delivery rather than any humour present in the rhetorical 

structure of the biblical text . 

Question 6 asked, "What is the role of rhetoric in the -ion of Scripture?" 

Oniy one respondent demonstrated any knowledge of issues related to rhetorical criticism. 

This is an area in which few, if any, of those who participateci would have any working 

knowledge. 

As far as supplying examples of .Jesus7 sense of humour, the results were more 

promising. While two could not supply any specinc examples, five contributed good Lists 

considering the Iength of tirne allowed for the exercise. Arnong the most fkequently cited 

were: the came1 through the eye of a needle (Matt. 19:24; Mk 10:25; Luke 18: 25) and the 

speck in your brother's eye and plank in your own (Man 7:3,4; Luke 6: 41742) which were 

mentioned three times each. Reference to the humour in the feeding of the 5000 also was 

cited three times which lefi the author pondering what they saw in that pericope that he did 

not. 

In terrns of numbers of sermons preached on Jesus' humorous sayings, four admitted 

to not preaching any. One cited the "3-5" option and two the "5- 10" choice. It is interesthg 

to note tbat those who have preached these sermons were in the main the most senior among 

the others in terms of years of rninistry-with one ministry spanning over four decades. 

Given these figures, this group has not given much homiletical attention to the hurnorous 

sayings of ksus. 



In summîng up the results of the questionaire, it would appear that those assembleci 

as the foais group were open toward the desirability of humour but sull lack a theologically 

grounded sense of the role of humour and the hermeneutical ability to address the humorous 

sayings in a rhetorically-sensitive fashion Hence the conclusion would be that the need for 

the proposed workshop of this study exists within the author's m h i s t q  context. 

Workshop Planning Model 

Due to the unique circumstances of this workshop in that it was related to personal 

research rather than a commercially viable or a church sponsored event, some of the normal 

steps for planning a workshop were altered. The mode1 to be employed is a follows: 

1. Determine needs or problem of a target group 

2. Select workshop personnel 

3 .  Develop the learning design 

-1ist leaniing objectkes 

-determine structure and content of workshop schedule 

4. Select aids and methods to support learning design 

5. Select a location and date for the workshop 

6. Publicize the workshop 

7. Conduct the workshop 

8. Evaiuate the workshop.' 

ICf. Elayne M. Harris, "Planning and Managing", 45-52. Cf. James A. Davies, . . 
"Seminars and Workshops, "in The Christian Educator's Handbook on &Mt Educatiori, eds. 
Kenneth Gangel and James Wioit (Wheaton: Victor Books, 1993), 325-38 for more detailed 
planning models. 



Determine Needs or Problem of a Targeî Group 

As stated above in the rationale for the chosen target group, those presently 

ministering to Church of ChridChnstian Churches on Prince Edward Island were targeted 

as the primary participants for the workshop dong with sorne upper-class college students 

preparnig for minisay. The problern statement, supported by needs assessment, may now be 

repeated fiom the introduction of the thesis-project: there is a peîceived need for many 

preachers seiting conservative churches to increase their understandhg of humour in its 

relation to the Christian faith. A greater appreciation of the theologicai underpinnings of 

humour may eee the preacher to recognize humorous elements and devices in the process of 

bibiical interpretation which wiil in tum impact the preaching of those texts. Therefore, this 

thesis-project is an attempt to facilitate a greater appreciation of the humorous perspective 

as it relates to the Christian faith in general and biblical interpretation in particular and to 

supply a specific methodology whereby particuiar manifestations of humour found in selected 

gospel sayings might be understood and comrnunicated to a c~ntemporar~ audience. 

Select Workshop Personnel 

The matter of workshop presenter had dready been decided, for bener or worse, as 

the author of the thesis-project. Three other key persons were needed for the workshop to 

be successful. ln groups of seven to fifteen participants, a facilitator and recorderklerk are 

needed.g Both these positions are designed to enhance group dynamics. The third person 

needed is an external evaluator for the workshop to evaluate matters of workshop design and 

gPPankowski, "Learning Environments," 
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learner satisfaction, 

The raciiitator is a person who helps create and maintain a healthy learning clirnate in 

the workshop. According to Pankoswki: 

The facilitator is a neutral servant of the group who does not evaluate or 
contribute ideas but who focuses group energy on a cornmon task, suggests 
afteniative methods and procedures, protects individuals and thek ideas f?om 
attack, and encourages individual members to participate. Doyle and Strauss 
çuggest several &cilitation techniques: cleady defining the role of the 
faciltator as the steward of the group; getting participants to agree on a 
common problern and process before the workshop begins; ccboomeranging" 
problem back to group manberr (for ercample, ï h a t ' s  a good question. Who 
laiows the aflswer?"'); bang positive, complimenthg the group; avoid tallcing 
too much; supporthg the recorder, a c q t h g  the inevitability of mistakes; and 
helping to educate workshop members about group dynami~s.'~ 

A perron as important as this should not be selected by chance but appointed by the 

presenter befo re the worksho p and suitably rewarded afkemard. 

The task of the recorder is to enhance cornmuaication by creating a group memory 

of what group participants are saying. l' Tools for this assignment include felt pens and large 

newsprint pads or plastic sheets on the wds. Enough is required of the recorder that the job 

mi@ be rotated a bit. Davies suggests that an dert facilitator may "appoint" a person who 

has dominated the discussion to act as recorder.12 Recorders are to be rewarded tangibly as 



- 
This person should be one weil-versed in educational theory and praaice, especidly 

in tht of adult contimiing &cation A qualifieci evaluator is to be invited to attend, observe 

and evaiuate the workshop. The task of the extemal evaiuator is to assess the a r e -  of 

workshop design and irnplementation, leamer participation and skills of workshop leader. 

Questions reiatuig to the workshop design might uiclude: What are the leamllig objectives for 

the workshop?; Are there enough or too rnany objectives?; Are the objectives redstic and 

measurable?; What is the overd impression of the workshop design?; What are the mengths 

and wealaiesses of the design?; What is the number and quality of leamhg strategies used in 

the workshop?; Which leaniing strategies shouid be adjusted, deleted or replaced and which 

should not?; What adjunments need to be made to the workshop design?; Were there any 

deviations fkom the workshop design?; how many and wh)n 

Questions dealing with leamer participation might be: How rnany panicipated in the 

workshop?; How does the number of participants masure up tu what was anticipated?; How 

involved, enthused and cooperative were the participants in the sessions of the workshop?; 

Did they stay for the entire workshop? 

Leader skills rnight be assessed by asking these questions: Did he know his subject 

well?; Was he organized and prepared?; How were his oral style and deiivery?; Was he 

enthusiastic?; Did he pace the amount of learning for the midents appropriately?; Did he 

handle questions and interruptions weii?; Did he maintah interest among workshop 

participants? 



It is important that the evaluator offers a hdphi p m p d v e  *out upsnting an 

optimum learning environment. In practical terms, insights and evaiuations should be 

reserved until after the workshop udess they mi& be of help More it is complete. 

Comments need to be made priMteiy a d  conmuctively. For ail iments and purposes during 

the workshop, the evahntor ne& to be a benevolent and silent presence. This person should 

be chosen with care and suitably remunerated as weil. 

Dwelop the Learning Design 

A l d g  plan begins with the 1-g objectives. Rather than complicate matta  

with a hon of cornplex objectives, Harris mggens any given workshop should have no more 

than tfiree or four." A lin of learning objectives for the workshop are a s  follows: 

Upon cornpldon of the workshop the parücipant will have: 

1. -heard and responded to the thesis upholdiog the importance of the role of 

humour in the Christian faith, 

3 - 4 m e d  Es own sense of humour and panicipated in exercises ro enhance 

it; 

* 
3 .  -displayed increased understanding of the rationale and methodolog of 

rhetoricwontexnial interpretation as it relates to the gospel sayings: 

4. -applied the proposed rhetorico-contexnial mode1 in relation to the humour 

' - " P h m g  and Managuig," 49. For helpful t r m  regarding the nature, purpose 
and development of Iearning objectives, cf. Warren S. Benson," Senhg and Achieiing 

hristian Fducato k an Addt Educatio Objectives for Adult Leamjng," in n e  C r's Handboo % 
eds. Kanieth O. Gangel and James C. Wilhoit (Wheatos Victor Books, 1993): 15 8-77; and 
J. Wiarn Pfeiffer and M e t t e  C .  Bdow, Desi- SkiUs in Human Resource D w e l o p m ~  . . 

(San Diego: University ksociates, 1988), 27-31. 



in a gospel saying. 

On the basis of these learning objectives, the following workshop schedule was 

proposed: 

Fridav Sessions 

Registration and Rehdments 

IntrOctuction to the Workshop 

Defking Humour 

El&esbment Break 

Theones of Humour 

Intmktion to a Theology of Humour (Mutholog)-) 

Supper Break 

V Humour Enhancement 

EMkshment Break 

VI Jesus and Humour 

Saturdav Sessions 

VII introduction CO Rhetoric 

Vm Rhetonc and the Gospeis 

Refresbment Break 

The Rhetorico-Conteaial Mode1 

Lunch Break 

Research and Writing 

Refreshment Break 

Supper Break 



XI Reporting Session 

XII Evaluation 

Select Aids and Methods to Support Lemhg Design 

The next step in the planning process plots ways in which the general learning 

objectives of the workshop might best be brought to bear in each of the proposed sessions. 

Various leaniirig strategies and teaching aids are mggesteci for use both before and during the 

presentation of the workshop. 

Some materials are to be sent out in advance to the workshop participants. These 

exercises and readings are to d o w  the participants to prepare themselves for the workshop 

expenence in areas of its subject matter which might be UnfarniIiar to many of them. The 

package sent to each participant includes three humour inventories (one to be completed as 

self-evaiuation by the participant, the remaining two ais0 focus upon the pMcipant and are 

to be completed by a coleague and spouse or signifiant other), readings taken f?om chapters 

in the thesis highlighting thetoncal criticism especially in Iight of the gospeis and an 

expianation of the proposed rhetonco-contextual mode1 and an example of how it is used in 

relation to a humorous saying of lesus. These prelirninary exercises and readings are to be 

accompanied by a cover letter explainhg what needs to be done before the workshop and 

what each participant needs to bring to it. 

Session 1 

Part of the introduction to the workshop is to open up a perspective to faith and 



mhistq which may not have been considered legitimate in the experience of some who wodd 

attend. The workshop is to begin with the group listening to a song written and perfomed 

on the tape by Michiel Card. The song r e f i  to Jesus as "God's Own Fooi" and Iyric sheets 

will be distributed so that both the message and music of the song might be appreciated. 

After personal introductions are completed, aü the participants wiii be asked to wrïte 

d o m  the objectives they have for this workshop. Each will be enco-ed to think of 

anywhere fiom one to four personal objectives and then d e r  d c i e n t  time is given, they will 

be encouraged to share some of tbese objectives with the entire group. Some discussion (and 

probably some laughter) undoubtedly may arise fiom this interchange. 

At this point the four objectives mentioned above will be communicated with the 

group and then the floor wili be opened to whatwer wmments or questions might arise. 

SSiQQu 

The task of dehhg  humour needs to be set in proper perspective for fear that the 

process to be taken so seriously that the main lesson is missed. Therefore this session wili 

begin with the use of an overhead transparency of a Gary Larson cartoon entitled bcDefining 

Humor." Participants will then be led in a word association exercise which encourages them 

to vocaIize the words that corne to them when the term "humoui' is mentioned. 

With the aid of a listening sheet, a presentation wiU be made by the leader explainhg 

the nature of the relationship between humour and related tems. At the conclusion of the 

presentation, the workshop participants wdi be dMded into smaiîer groups and given the task 

of fomdating their own definitions of "humour" and "sense of humour". An overhead 

transparency with definitions of these two terms Eom the M o r d  &gl& D i c t i o w  will be 
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displayed in order to give some direction to the groups. 

The session on humour theories rnay seem unnecessafy to some but will serve a usefùi 

purpose in the process of coming to a theoiogically grounded understanding of humour. Part 

of that realization cornes fiom the recognition that many explmations of the phenornenon of 

humour exist and corning to some conclusions about the nature of humour does not require 

a penon to approve of every theory or expression of humour. Part of what is accomplished 

by a theory of any given subject is a standard by *ch alterative explanations and expressions 

of the subject are judged. 

The content of this section is potentially overwheiming and so a presentation of the 

basic materiai wiU be made by the leader aided by the use of listening sheets by the workshop 

participants. Ody three main theories of humour will be presented and opportunities for 

questions and cornments will be incorporateci in the session. Foliowing the presentations, the 

participants will ressemble in their small groups and discuss the following three questions: 

1) Can you think of a joke which austrates the workings of each of the t h e  main theories 

of hurnoufl (i.e. what are they?); 2) Which of the three major theories of humour makes the 

most sense (or in this case, non-sense)?; and 3) What would your evaluation be, from a 

Christian perspective, of each of these humour theories? A time for sharing the results of this 

discussion would conclude this session. 



h i o n  N 

A theoreticai understanding ofhumour is to be interpreted by a theoiogicd perspective 

in the minds of Christian believers. This session is a quick grounding in the principles of a 

theological understanding of humour, which for purposes of this workshop is dubbed "Mirth- 

ology ." hiring the presemation of the material, the participants will be encouraged to fouow 

dong by participating in a exercise cded "webbing." Each person will be given a handout 

with web-like figures on it. Each centrai idea of the lecturette will be placed in the rniddle 

circle of a web and the subordinate but comected ideas may each be placed on one of the 

extending webs. 

A t h e  to evaluate the content of this session wili be provided by inviting the goup 

to respond to selected biblical passages which have been used to discourage the use of 

humour. A general t h e  for questions and reaction from the entire group is designed to give 

attention to any issues raised among workshop participants. 

Session V 

This session is intended to build upon the findings of the previous one in aiding each 

one at the workshop to enhance their humourous appreciation and practice. To begin, a 

handout, taken f?om Chapter 2 of the thesis-project deaiing with enhancing one's humorous 

perspective, will be discussed with the entire group. FoIiowing this exercise, the participants 

wiil divide into their small groups and complete some humour enhancement exercises. The 

session will conclude with an evaluation of the Humour Quotient Instruments which they 

were given to complete before coming to the workshop. Participants WU be given time to 



evaIuate th& scores, weighting how they scored themsefves in cornparison to how they were 

viewed by spouses and co-workers. Graphs wdi be given to each in order to plot the 

respective scores. Questions to be asked by each on in relation to their scores might be: What 

are the strengths of my sense of humour? What are the weaknesses? What strategies might 

I employ to improve my sense of humour? 

This is a transition session where the application of humour is made to the rninistry 

of Jesus. The entire group will view two video clips from "The Media Bible" on the gospel 

of Luke (6:39-49; 7:24-35) and attempt to detect the humorous sayings mentioned in them. 

Foilowing this a handout expiaining the major types of humour found in the gospels dong 

with examples of each will be explained. Upon discussing the various f o n s  of humour and 

what they share in common, the group wiiî revisit the same video clips ro see if their 

perception of humorous sayings has sharpened or increased at ail. 

Session Wi 

Rhetorical concems wiU dominate this session. The workshop participants w3.l be 

@en a quick summary and oveniew of the history and important concepts of rhetoric. The 

majority of the rhetorical tenns explained will be found in a table reproduced in Appendix A 

of this thesis-project. Conclusion to this session will corne with a discussion of what rhetoric 

can contribute to hermeneutics and homiletics as weii as the potential mis-uses of this 

discipline. 



Session 

This particular session as well as the following one is designed to CO-ordinate with the 

assigned reading given to the workshop participants in advance. Fundamental to an 

understanding of how rhetoric may aid the interpretation of gospel sayings is a working 

knowledge of the chrai. Part of the task of this session is to explain the nature, purpose and 

f o m  of the chrei~. The participants will be consulting their copies of the assigned reading 

regarding the c i  as the discussion of the subject ensues. Time will be taken to answer 

questions and concems that arise. An exercise where the entire group participates in 

analyzing an eiaborated çhreia (Mat 7: 1-5) which contains a humorous devise d l  conclude 

this part of the workshop on the relationship of rhetoric to the gospels. 

Session IX 

Working in concert with the assigned readings completed by each participant, this 

session will cover how the rhetorico-contextual model proposed by this thesis-project may 

be used in interpreting a gospel saying which includes a humorous device. The text case of 

Mark 10: 17-27 which was given as assigned reading may be consulted as the steps in the 

model are worked through. Overhead transparencies will be used to aid in this process. 

Questions and comments both during and after the exercise will be enwuraged and addressed. 

Sssion X 

Participants will be guided in a long session of hands-on application of the proposed 

model. Each one will be allowed to choose a gospel saying fkom a printed list and then be 

dismissed to a çhidy area close to the reference materials needed to perform this exercise. A 



handout giving a su- of matters relating to the date, audience and purpose of each of 

the synoptic gospeis will be distributed in order to save them some time in the interpretation 

process. The workshop leader will be fke to move among hem, answering questions and 

giving directions and suggestions where needed. What tbis session is designed to do is to 

offer an oppom>nity for each participant to work through the process for himseif while 

guidance is available. In terms of outcornes of this exercise, each one is to determine the 

meaning of the saying, the type and hction of humour in the saying and how he might go 

about cornmunicm this ail to a contemporary audience. This wiu not necessarily take the 

form of a full sermon rnanuscnpt but the basic aims and communication strategy (Le. 

structure) should be estabfished. 

A time for sharing the resuits of the research will give an oppoxtunity for each 

workshop participant to presem his fïndings and receive feedback on his work. Part of the 

workshop experience will be to benefit fiom the insights of other participants. This should 

contribute to the overaii motivation of  each one to continue to practice what was begun in 

the workshop setting. The conclusion of this rather intensive leaniing expenence wiIl ailow 

for the sharing of some laughter as the entire group benefits fiom the exarnples of Jesus' 

humour. 

. ion XB 

The final session is reserved for matters of evaluation. Each participant wiii be 

required to complete a written questionnaire evaluating the workshop. The final moments 



wiii be spent wrapping up the "loose endsy7 and expressing thanks to those who had special 

tasks in the production and presentation of the workshop. A responsive litany encouraging 

joy and humour will conclude this session and the entire workshop. 

Select a Location and Date for the Workshop 

Given the resource re!quiremerrts of the workshop, the logical location for it would be 

on site at Maritime Christian College. There aii the audio-visual resources are available as 

weii as the reseafch resources needed for the research component of the workshop. Kitchen 

facilities are available for the refieshment breaks; a large room complete with projection 

saeen and space for a humour resource display as well as places for the small groups to meer 

will be sufficient for the main sessions of the workshop. This location is not as secluded as 

a retreat center, which would probably supply the optimum conditions for the workshop7I4 

but is a neutrai location for the participants and does have the needed iibrary resources. 

The date of November 21, 22, 1997 was chosen in response to the preferences of 

those polled in the focus group. This date occurs before the busy season of Christmas and 

afler the normal rush of launchhg the f d  church progams. Since ministen have notoriously 

cluttered calendars, it was important to choose a t h e  mon convenient to the majority. 

Publicize the Workshop 

Due to the nature of the target group and the workshop leader's relationship with 

them, publicity was largely through personai contact. The process began four months before 

:<Cf. I. William PfeifTer and Arleae C. Bdow, S u s  in Human Resourcg 
. . 

Developmenf (San Diego: University Associates, Inc., 1988), 105- 1 14 for a detaiied 
discussion of workshops site seleetion. 



the date of the workshop by m a h g  a general announcement to a ministeriai meeting. From 

that point, successive announcernents were made at similar meetings but the majonty of the 

publicity has been through personal conversations. By maimaioing communication with the 

miriisters in the areq it mon becarne obvious which ones were interested and which were not. 

The priority for the publicity of this workshop was to maintain lines of communication with 

those who expressed an interest. Each potentüll participant was sent written material 

regardmg the deta& of the workshop as well as the pre-workshop readings and assignmems. 

A confirmation cal1 the &y before the workshop was to gain a firm determination of those 

who were planning to attend. 

Conduct the Workshop 

The workshop took place on the proposed dates in the proposed location ~ i t h  twelve 

participants in attendance. Ms. Dawn MacKUinon M.A served as facilitator and -Ws Sandy 

Sutherland -34.R.E. served as extenial evaluator. Mr. and Mrs. Les and Cette Farewell, 

resident supervisors at Maritime Christian College were in charge of refreshment breaks. -4 

few participants had some scheduling probiems but the majority were able to attend most of 

the workshop. The materials *en to each participant in the workshop are found in Appendix 

E. 

Evaluate the Workshop 

Evaluation strategies are to take various forms and target various aspects of the 

workshop design and implementation Ieanier participation, Iearner satisfaction and leamer 



knowledge, skill and attitudes." In order to enwe p a t e r  accuracy in evaluation, a 

triangulaton of evaiuative saategies was employed. A questionnaire a. the conclusion of the 

workshop was designed to gauge the participants7 wduation of the areas relating to 

workshop design and implementation, leamer satisfaction and ieamer knowledge, skiils and 

amtudes. Personai interviews with participants (seiected at random) d e r  the workshop are 

to cover sirmlar areas of evahiation These interviews were conducted after the workshop by 

the ficibor in orda to enwurage more honest responses. Copies of the forms used for the 

participants7 post-workshop evaiuation and the poa-workshop interviews are found in 

Appendix F. The observation and evaiuation of an extemal evaiuation addressed areas of 

workshop design and implementation learner participation as weii as assessrnent of the 

leader's skills. 

This workshop experience had to overcorne a few potential difficulties. One was a 

target audience whïch is not ahvays en-c regarding continuhg education oppomuiities 

and has personal schedule problems which make it hard for most to commit two full days to 

a workshop. Another was the massive amount of marerial to be covered in a short period of 

tirne without ovenuhelrmng those in attendance. Regardless of the challenges, it remains the 

belief of the author tha~  aich an educationai Bcperience may serve as a cataiya to improve the 

personal perspective and professional skills of those who couid attend. 

='For discussions of workshop evduation, cf Jeanette Goodaein and Leonard D. 
Goodstein," A Matrix for Evaluating Training," in a e  1991 Annual: Dweloping Humw 
Resourw ed. J. William Pfieifi (San Diego: University Associates, 1 99 1 ), 267-85; Davies, 
"Seminars and Workshops," 333-37; and Ronald M. Cervero, "Evaluating Workshop . . iementinuecfi Irnplementation and 0utwmes7" in Desi-mng and Inip 've Workshom ed. 
Thomas J. Sork (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Inc., l984), 55-67. 



HUMOUR AS HOMILETIC: HUMOUR IN SELECTED SAYINGS 
OF JESUS 

Why should Christians be such happy people? It is good for our Gd; it gives 
Him honor among men when we are glad. It is good for us; it makes us 
strong. 'The joy of the Lord is your strength' (Neh 9: 10). It is good for the 
ungodly' when thqt see Chnstiaas giad, they long to be believers themselves. 
It is good for our Wow C h r h h q  it mdorts them and tends to cher them. 

Charles Spurgeon 

Introduction 

Giving credence to the old saw "the proof of the pudding is in the tasllng," the task 

of this chapter will be to presmt the worklligs of the proposed rhetorico-contextual model 

in relation to severai humorous gospel sayings. The validity of this thesis-project depends 

upon the concepnial and practical utility of the proposed method which is to be evaluated by 

its hermeneutical and homileticai treatment of the biblical text as w d  as iits utility to the 

preaching miniaer who desires to present a sermon on that text. 

Shce the he~uneneutiml and homiletical purposes of ttris thesis-project have been very 

narrowly defined - namely, to a treatment of the sayings of Jesus which contain humorous 

devices - no broad clairns have been made. What rem- to be seen is whether or not 

rhetorico-contexnial interpretation can produce credible r d t s  fiom the humorous sayings 

of Jesus. This is not to say that George Kennedy's basic model (dong with the basic 

adaptanom suggested in this thesis-project) cannot be appiied to other genres or nib-genres 
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(e.p parable, narrative, oracle, etc.). However, such application of the model is beyond the 

purposes of th study. Ewmples of the mode1 in action wül be linrited, then, to a prearranged 

fist of gospel sayings which comain humorow devices.' 

The degree of practid utility for the preaching minister is dm an important factor 

in judging the effectiveness of the model. For this reason, the rnajority of the matenal 

presented in this chapter cornes fiom the research done by the workshop participants 

themselves. Tie allotted for personai application of the rhetorko-contextual mode1 was 

limited by the workshop f o m t  tu the space of three and one-hall hours, obviously not 

enoupfi time io prepare a sermon manuscript, especially by employing a method so new and 

u-ar to them. The tirne was sufficient, however, to measure wbether or not the basics 

of the method were workable. 

The fïrst example is a developmem by the author of the sample çhreia exegeted by aii 

the workshop panicipants in their s m d  groups and the remainder are wnples of individual 

exegetical treatments of tacts chosen ftom the seiected list of humorous sayings given at the 

workshop. 

Matthew 7: 1-5 

1 .  Detemine the Rhetorical Unit 

Matthew 7: 1-5 is found as pan of the larger unit of 7: 1 - 12 which in tum is found 

The list of passages distn'buted to the workshop participants as ewmples to interpret 
included: Marr. 7:6; Luke 11:  37-41; Luke 1 1: 9: 13; Luke 12: 35-40; Matt. 18: 2 1,22; Mark 
2: 15- 17; Matt 10: 24-33; Luke 14: 15-35; Luke 9: 57-62; Matt. 6: 2-4; Luke 7: 24-35 and 
Matt. 23: 27,28. A more comprehensive lia of gospel passages considered to be hurnorous 
is found in Appendix C. 



within the Matthean discourse commonly labeled 'The Sermon on the Mount" (Man 5-7). 

Matthew 7: 1-5 foliows the section of the Sermon (6: 19-34) which urges the practice of 

Kkigdom values (cf. 6: 19, "Do not lay up for yourselves treasues upon earth, where moth 

and mst destroy, and where tbieves break in and steai;" and 6:33, 'But seek est fis 

Kingdom and His righteousness; and al1 these things sW be added to you."), and precedes 

admonitiom for disCernmeni C D o  not give what is holy to dogs.. . .7: 6) and prayer (7: 74) and 

a çtatement of the Golden Rule (7: 12). The comection between these four parts of 7: 1 - 12 

is not immediately apparent. D. A Carson suggests a corrunuation of the theme begun in 520 

in the cd for a kingdom righteousness that surpasses that of the scribes and  hansee es.^ In 

light of this eau, Jesus uses the six antitheses (5:2 198)  as examples of the former over the 

latter, wams against hypocrisy (6: 1 - 1 8), urges kingdom pgspeaives (6: 1 9-3 4), wams against 

judgmaaalimi (7: 1-5) and lack of discemment (7: 6), urges prayedihess (7: 7- 1 1 ), and sums 

up with the exhortation of 7: 12. 

The section of 7: 1-5 stands on its own in relation to this development. There are 

comectiom in the text with what precedes: the relationship between 7: 1 and the fifth petition 

of the Lord's prayer (6: 12); and the term "hypocrite" (75) with the treatment of the same 

in 6: 1 - 1 8. The change fiom the end of 6: 1 9-3 4 and the proverbial saying in 7: 6 would suggest 

7: 1-5 is a proper rhetorical unit. Added to this is the repetition of paraüelism (pardon the 

redundancy!) in the text since there is some forrn of paraUelism in every verse. AU these 

-Dm A. Carson, ccMatthew" in The -or s Bible Co-, - 7 -  ed. Frank 
Gaebelein (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1 984), 1 82. 

'Donald A. Hagner, W e w  Word Bible Commentaries, Vol. 33a (Waco: Word 
Books, 19931,168. 



factors would underscore that Matthew 7: 1-5 should be the boundaries of the textual unit. 

2. Define the Rhetorical Situation of the Unit 

The issues addressed by the Sermon on the Mount as a whole display Manhew's 

pedagogicai style and Jewish orientation. If Matthew approaches his account of the life of 

Jesus with a Jewish emphasis,' the issues of We and righteousness in the Messianic kingdom 

should receive detailed treatment. Issues relating to seff-rightwus judgmentalism would be 

a natural outcome of the previous exhortations which include, 'Werefore you are to be 

perfect, as your heavenly Father is perfect" (5:48). Pastoral possibilities springing fkom the 

rather human propensity toward a censonous spirit would be al the motivation Matthew 

would need to use these words of Jesus in order to teach the messianic cornmunity proper 

attitudes toward judging each other. Matthew's pastoral intent for this text is underscoreci 

by the use of "brother" in 7:3,4,5 which is an indication that it is pointed prirnaiily at the 

Christian comm~nity.~ 

3. Determine the Rhetorical Arrangement of the Unit 

This text is a statement çhreia with a honatory or deliberative intent in both hiaoncal 

and canonical levels. It can be analyzed in the foiiowing fashion: 

'Robert H. Gundry, A Survev of the New T- rev. ed. (Grand Rapids: 
Zondervan, 1981), 84,85; D.A Carson, Douglas I. Moo and Leon Moms, &I Introduction 

the New Testamerit (Gnuid Rapids: Zondervan, 1992), 80,8 1. 



Statement of Thesis/Chr& as Exhortation. 

Do not judge lest you be judged. 

Rationale 

For in the way you judge, you will be judged; 

Repetition of Rationale 

And by your standard of masure, it will be measured to you. 

Example in Rhetoncal Question Form 

And why do you look at the speck that is in your brother7 s eye but do not notice the 

log that is in your own eye? 

Repetition of Example in Rhetorical Question Fom 

Or how can you say to your brother, 'Let me take the speck out of your eye? And 

behold the log is in your own eye? 

Concluding Exhortation/Expansion of the C h r i  

You hypocrite, first take the log out of your own eye, and then you wiii see clearly 

to take the speck out of your brother's eye. 

What becornes apparent in the text is the movement from the succinct prohibition of 

judgrnent to the appropriate attitude in which judging might be accomplished among members 

of the believing cornmunity. The movement in the a does not contradict the initial 

prohibition in 7:l but iiiustrates the broad semantic range of the verb '20 judge"! 



4. Idente the Rhetorid Devices and Styie of the Unit 

In terms of appeal, the text argues deductively and is de- by the authoritative 

prohibition which amies the weight of eschatological divine retnbution-the phrases". . .lest 

you be judged" (7: 1 ), ". . .you will be judged" (7:2), and ". . .it will be measured to you" (7:2) 

are divine passives. Proofs center on logos (the message itseif) and ethos (the authority 

inherent and perceiveci in the speaker). 

As far as rhetoricd devices are concerned, the most prominent would be the use of 

pardleiism which is aident in every verse of the text. The rapid fire repetition and tight 

construction found in 7: 1,2 rnight suggest a proverbial fonn or at least some form of word 

play.' 

The hetorid question is repeated in 7:3, 4 and serves as the rhetorical form for the 

humorous device employed in the passage which is an obvious example of hyperbole. To 

even picture the image of one with a log in his own eye attendhg to a speck of sawdust in 

another7s is both ludicrous and rhetoncaly effective. The exaggeration of the*case makes the 

fom of the rhetoncal question more powerful. A rhetorical question highlights the obvious 

in question form and this outrageous bit of hyperbole only serves to make the point even more 

seff-evident. It is important to note that the humour in this text serves the rhetoricai function 

of a seIf-evident example of the issue in question - the appropnate parameters for exercising 

judgment in the Christian cornrnunity. 

The prevailing tone of the passage has an "edge" to it. It is couched in largely 

negative terms, starting with the opening prohibition, carrying through the rationale and 



examples and concluding wïth the vocative "you hypocrite" (75). The severity of tone might 

suggest the prdence  ofa censonous attitude witbin the church and the "tough medicine" 

needed to address the issue. Stiffwamings are most natural in ciifficuit situations. 

5. Evaluate the Rhetorical Effectiveness of the Unit 

Assuming that seif-nghteous judgmentalism is the issue being addressed, special 

rhetorical measures are required. What makes such a situation so rhetoricaiiy challenging is 

the s e l f - d m o n  of those being exhorted. There are none so blind as those who think they 

can see (John 9:41). Someuillig rather ciramatic is needed to cause them (us) to awaken &om 

their (our) ~e~righteous  siumber. The two main rhetoricai strategies utiiized in this text to 

combat this mindset are: threat of divine retnbution and ~e~condemat ion through the use 

of hetoncai questions. Given the context of the beiieving community, it is hard to imagine 

any more effective rhetoricai strategies. The sidar strategies used by the prophet Nathan 

in conf?onting King David with his sins (2 Samuel 12: 1-1 5) are brought to mkd. 

6. Contextualize the Message and Impact of the Unit 

A censorious spirit is not only an ancient phenornenon and so the contextualization 

of this passage should not require any hermeneutical slight-of-hand. The consistency of the 

human propensity toward judgmentalism supplies the bridge needed to land this text in the 

contemporw situation. Even in the postmodern milieu of toleration and pluralism, many 

believers who have embraced the spirit of the age still may be judgmentai-especially about 

those who are judgmentai ! Therefore most congregations wouid have concrete situations 

analogous to the one addressed by Matthew. 



In searching for a way to contextube the humour7 the ihstrative purposes of it in 

the original text must be kept in rnind. As far as the constituent parts of the hyperbole are 

concemed, specks and logs remain part of the contemporary wTlSCiousness and so the sheer 

abswdity is readily expenenced by completely or largely maintauiing the same terminology. 

Due to familiarity with the speckflog idiom, a preacher might want to txy to recreate its 

rhetorkal impact in some c r h e  way. Eugene Peterson's paraphrase is p a d d y  niccessful: 

"It's easy to see a m d g e  on your neighbor's tace and be oblivious to the ugly sneer on your 

own Do you have the nerve to say. 'Ln me wash your face for yoy7 when your own face 

is distorted by contempt?" Peterson maintains the honatory "edge" of the text but his 

example of the smudge on the fhce tends to diminish the absurdity of the humour and thus its 

rhetorical impact. The contsrtualized humour probably should maintain the connection with 

seeing (note the repetition of c'seehg'' vocabulary in the text: "look," "n~t ice~~'  "eye," (7:3), 

"eye," "behold," (7:4), c'eye777 ""sey7 (7.5)) due to its important connection to passing 

judgrnent. One possible rendering might be: "Why cm you notice the grain of sand in your 

brother's eye and not notice the whole sandbox in your own?" 

Tbe sermon which cornes £?om this tart should minor the strong honatory tone of the 

text while striving to allow the basis for the exhortation to proceed from the words of Jesus 

and not the position of the contemporary preacher. To place the locus of authority for the 

sermon in the penon of the preacher could papetuate the very attitude in the preacher which 

is condemned in the text. Such irony would be too much to bear. 

Given the necesgty ofidentification in the preacher's rhetorical suategy for this text, 



the basic structure of the sermon's main body muid employ the fom of the rhetorical 

question. This device was employed by Jesus in the original historical context and would 

have been effective with Matthew's target audience. The needs of most contemporary 

churches may closely appro>cimate the canonicai corrtext-self-rghteous judgmentalism among 

and between members of the church is very much a contemporary problem. To have Jesus 

rather than the preacher ask the rhetorical questions would be fûndarnental to the 

cumrmuiication strategy of the sermon. W~th this basic strategic focus stated, the foliowing 

is a sarnple sermon based upon Matthew 7:l-5: 

o Err IS Buman. But to J u w  

James is certainly on to something when he compares the word of God to a rnirror. 

To paraphrase his point, he says we can look at the Word in the sarne way we can glance in 

a mkor. The image is short-iived and we rnay soon forget what we saw. Maybe some of 

you are k e  me and are just as glad thai's the way it is! But when we are serious about God's 

Word and want to do what d teils us to do, we take a go@ hard, long look, and this tirne the 

picture stays with us. That's lames' point, but we're left to wonder what to do when we 

don't like what we see in this mirror. What if, afier a good, long look, we don? look good 

long? Really seeing that reflection in the mirror of God's Word cm be unsettling to say the 

Ieast. I've had the opportdty to be in the dressing rooms backstage at the theatre. Just for 

fun 1 sat in h n t  of one of those mirrors surrounded by the bright makeup lights. The man 

staring back at me was at least ten years older than 1 was, had more grey hair and other facial 

hegularities I'd rather not mention. 

Yes, a long look in God's mirror is always helpflll, but not aiways easy. Some texts 



are harder to look in than others - some are so dowmight threatenîng to us that we would 

ratherjust break the mirror and put up with the seven year's bad hick. This moming Matthew 

is holding up a doozy nght in fiont of our faces. 

Do not judge, or you too di be judged. For in the same way you judge 
othen, you d bejudged, and with the meanire you use, it wiii be meawed 
to you. Why do you look at the speck of sawdust in your brother's eye and 
pay no attention to the pl& in your own eye? How can you say to your 
brother, 'let me take the speck out of your eye,' when ail the tirne there is a 
plank in your own eye? You hypocrite, fkst ta!!e the plank out of your own 
eye, and then you wiU see clearfy to remove the speck f?om your brother's eye 
(Matt 7 :1-5 NIV). 

Do you like what you see in this rnirror? 1s everything all right? Everythuig the way 

it should be and where it should be? Maybe-if we only take a quick glance. But if we sit 

down and gaze at the image for awhiie, nasty blemishes may start to appear. When Jesus is 

taking us to task for being judgmentd with each other-with one another as believers-this 

mirror can be devastating to a lot of us. 

As a matter of fan as  1 was pouring over this text in preparation for this mornine, 

busily pondering and writing in my midy at home, I had to suspend my work to settie a 

domestic dispute. One of the kids had "bonowed" a Linle toy fiom another without 

permission. Then he Ion it. A pretty open and shut case. The borrower was in the wrong 

and the 'borrowee' was in the ri-&. So 1 called the borrower into my midy to give him "the 

lecture." Things were gohg like they were ~ p p o s e d  to, until I reclined in my chair at the 

climax of my lecture and my back hit up againa my desk. The same desk I bought fiom the 

coliege where I teach-or at least 1 thought I bought. In that moment of revelation-and 1 

could have s w o m  1 heard Jesus snickering in the background4 came to me t h  1 had 

forgotten to pay for the desk. 1 hadn't bought my desk, I'd "borrowed" it. How 
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embarrassing! And 1 don't even have a &or in my midy! 

Maybe you have aq>erienced mnetbg sinilar. You've got a brother dead to rim. 

You see a fàdt or a sin in a sister that is just beggmg to be corrected to the glory of Goci, of 

course and for the 'good of the body'. Just when you have that Chstian brother or sister in 

your sigb, then it aiI back fk  on you. Jesus knows us pretty weil and that is why he wams 

us to think about our o v e  criticai attitudes toward each other. 

Hïs words corne near the end of the Sermon on the Mount., that part of Matthew's 

gospel where Jesus tells us how to live according to G d ' s  will, to be good citizens in G d ' s  

Kingdom He has a lot to say about the way we should live - how our desire and ability to 

do what God wants aeeds to corne ri@ nom within us. It's to be a genuine expression of 

our new life in Jesus. As a matter of fàct he says that unles ow rightewmess is more 

authentic than that of the reiigious leaders of his &y7 weyU never mer Godys Kingdom 

(5:20).  Even though these scrï'bes and Pharisees looked good on the outside, their hearts 

weren't right with God. A lot of what they did was simply showing ~ f f - - h o S  hotdo&. 

Jesus CIAS through aii that extenialism and says t h  tnie goodness and holiness is an 

inside job - a matter of  the proper attitude. An airinide thar seeks God's  Kingdom and bis 

kind of living Jesus even makes fun of the big show put on by masy of these reiigious 

leaders. They look so fwkh next to the tnie standard of what God says is importam. AU 

that show and they are misang the point! They mike up the band but have missed the 

parade. That is why Jesus wams to be @ d y  clear. Kis standards go below the airface 

to the inner paru of  our very selves. We can't be saisfied with nirface salvation So our 

prayers are for God7s d and groaning for his kingdom to corne. Our wants are for bis 



lsngdom and bis @- and not merely adanal, materiai things. And ourpdgins one 

another, our relationships with one another rmrst reflect this deep co&mmt to God's 

kingdom 

So what Jesus is saying to us in this text is utis: before you are tempted to be harsh, 

critical or j u d g p d  of another Chrimao who has shed ,  let me ask you a couple of 

questions. The fint question is simply: V h y  are you minding m ~ !  bunness?'' 

There is no mistake ahut  it - judguig belongs to God. It is lesus' turf, no? ours. 

Jesus is very Jewkh here and doem't corne ri@ out and say tbat God alone is the judge. 

Paul is bold and cornes ri@ out and says d.  "It is the Lord who judges me" 11 Cor 4:4). 

W b e a J e s u s s a y s u ~ w e ~ o t h e n , w e ~ ~ ~ t h a t i s h i s p o i m .  ItisGodwhodoes 

the JUQLIUJ He is pige, that ' s his job. So wtKn we are aitical of each other we are nepping 

on God7s  toes - only he has the ri& to judge and c o n d m  

When you thVik about it, it &es good -, doem't it? Mer ail, Gd did m a t e  

us; he alone is God and has the right as weli as aU the knowledge to make an accuTate 

judgnem. We are prone to dweii on menials, to go with what looks good on the outside. 

Its that old Pharisee impulse again. Ody God caa look through the gtitz and -&er on the 

outside and get to tbe heart of the matter. Only he knows ail the reasons and seasons of our 

% and so we need to fi& the temptation to ty to give him a hand. 

There is a rea.üy good reason to keep ourjudging j a w s  wired shut. Jenis y l s  t h  

God will judge us with the sarne severiry t h  we use on others. So ifwe are hard on o w  

brotbas and Saers, he Mn be hard on us. 'Yow, 1 thiak 1 know what youTre thidmg You 

are saying 'Weil in that case, I won't say anythtng againn my fellow Chrishm and on the 



Day of Jucigmem God is going to look the other way and let me id But that's not the point. 

Remernber that jud& is a matter of internai attitude like everything else in God's kingdom. 

So we aren't tying God's han& by behg apathetic toward sin in the lives of other Christians. 

God Ïs sall hoIy and wiil judge sin - theirs and ours. This principle relates to Our experience 

of God's perfect judgment. When we are hanh to 0th- in a weak anempt to make 

ourseives look good, Gd's rigineous judgrnent s e e ~  ali the more dwastating when he takes 

that same &or and shoves it m h n t  of our faces. Do you rernember that T.V. commercial 

that cornes on dunng the hockey game on Saturday nights? It says, "You know the kind of 

thuigs that cm give you a deligtrtful bill." It goes on to list a few iike: %The tax department 

called-thqr owe you money." The last one they mention is: "The math teacher that failed you 

calls to ask you for ajob." Now there's a thrill and...there's the point. We get back what we 

give out. That should remind us to be b d  and fau knowing one day we, too- will surely face 

God's throne of judgment . 

Jesus is ri@ and his question stands. What are we doing minding his business? Our 

judgments are so limited, shortsighted and selfish. We've seen so rnany exaxnples of how 

human judgement ha fdlen short. People labeled Robert Fulton a fool when he attempted 

to build his steamboat. Even his financial backen wanîed their names kept secret because 

they didn't wam anyone to know their involvement is such an absurd idea. Thomas Edison's 

first grade teacher sent a note home with him suggesting that he be taken out of school 

because he was "too stupid to lem." Lee Iacocca heard the same condernnation when he 

promoted the production of the Ford ;Mustang and later the first rninNan. Jesus wants to save 

the Wear and tear on his church and to save us the embarrassrnent of failing Our own tests. 



So he says, 'Let it go and leave the judging to God.' 

As ifJesus' first question isn't to@ enough to m e r ,  he asks us another one. This 

time he asks, 'Why don? you mind your own business?' We could probably see it coming, 

but ofien our problem is that we & think we are rninding our own business. That's why 

Jesus asked us the previous question k t  - because or@ w b  we understand that ultimately 

judgment belongs to God, can we keep our noses in our own business. 

Jesus even starts to toy with us here. He shows us the most ridicuious situation we 

could imagine and then lets us know we've been looking in a rnirror all dong. He says it in 

this way, 'Why do you look at the speck of sawdust in your brother's eye and pay no 

attention to the plank in you own eye?" And then he asks again, "How c m  you say to your 

brother, 'Let me take the speck out of your eye,' When d the tirne there is a plank in you 

own eye?" It's pretty silly isn't it? Can you picture some wel meaning busybody trying to 

take sawdust out of someone else's eye with a huge timber hanging out of their own? Pure 

self-righteousiess! Probably even funnier if you had grown up in a carpenter's shop. Since 

most of us are more tàmiliar with the beach, we rnight say, 'Why do you make such a big deal 

about a grain of sand in your brother's eye and ignore the sandbox in your own?' Pretty silly 

picture, isn't it? 

To step back for a moment, we reaiize that Jesus has us all dead to rights. We ail can 

be hypercritical of others on occasion and can feel justifmi in doing so. 'Its for their own 

good7, we Say. But it's not-and ai l  Jesus has to do is to ask the right questions and we 

condemn ourseives with Our own obvious answers. We feel like the wnductor on a train to 

Brussels who had ali the passengers change trains before he reaiized & was the one on the 



wrong train. 

Since we are caught up with externais, we think watchg for sin in the iives of our 

bmthers and sisters shows our hohess. Jesus dwsn7t cal1 us holy, he calls us hypocrites. He 

says we need to take the log out ofour own eye before we attend to the lïves of othen. And 

by realinng how fooiish we must look with the log in our own eye we can see how important 

it is to mind Our own business first- 

A sirnilar thing happens to King David, if you recatl, in his whole sordid affair with 

Bathsheba. Afier coIILmitting adultery, David tries to wver bis tracks by arrmgùig the 

murder of her Inisband. The deed is done - end ofstom as far as David is concemed. He 

gets back to his kuigly duties. But God sen& the proph& Nathan with a story that ruffles his 

royal feathers. There was a nch man with many fiocks and a poor man with oniy one little 

lamb. One &y when the rich man had Company, he stole the poor man's lamb and served it 

for supper. David is so mad that he intempts and pronounces a death sentence on the nch 

man. We already know he's a goner-royal roadkill. He's condemned himseifwith his own 

words. Sound familiar? 

Jesus' point is simple. He asks us to be more concemed with what is going on inside 

of ourselves before we worry about what's wrong with someone else. To take care of our 

own glass houses before we cast the first stone (to mix our metaphors!). 

Again we ask, is Jesus t@g to say we are not to care about what goes on in the lives 

of other Christians? No, not at all. As a matter of fact he says that we need to take care of 

the huge log in our own eyes and then we're fiee to help others with their specks of sawdust. 

So judging isn't necessarily wrong so long as we have judged ourselves first. Then if it's for 



their good and not ours, we can help others with those instances of s in -  those irritating, 

festering bits of evii that start s m d  and gradualiy infect the whole body. The apostle Paul 

agrees when he tells the Galatians h t ,  "...ifsomeone is caught in a sin, you who are spiritual 

should restore him gentiy. But watch yourself, or you also may be tempteci" (6:1). 

So we have two questions to keep in mind when those critical thoughts pop in our 

heads; when somethiog that another believer does that bothers or angers us. They are Jesus' 

questions-not mine. He asks, 'Why are you minding my business?"; and "Why don? you 

mind your own business?" Be carefiil how you answer. It rnay be too revealing. You may 

just see something in yourself you'd rather ignore. But that's what happens when you take 

a good long look in this rnirror. AU of sudden, al1 you can see is yourself with something 

huge hanging out of your eye. 1 don't know what that object might be for you - maybe a 

car, a vault full of money, some huge token of power or popularity - 1 can't see what's in 

yours. It's too hard to see amund this big desk that's in mine! Whatever it is, its what is 

keeping you away from God and everyone else in the church. The choice is-simple enough: 

either remove that ten foot pole or leam to live ten feet away. You be the judge. 



Matthew 23: 27,2219 

1. Determine the Rhetoricd Unit 

Matthew 23:27,28 is part of a longer discourse which &ends from 23: 13-36. This 

longer discourse is a series of woes and wamings against the scribes and Pharisees. Matthew 

23:27,28 is one of the "woes" in the extended discourse. 

2. Define the Rhetorical Situation of the Unit 

This situation is a discourse by Jesus directly'' to the scribes and Pharisees 

imrnediately d e r  he has wamed the crowds and his disciples to 'do as they say but don? do 

as they do' (23:3). The words are intended to diredy denounce the scribes and Pharisees for 

their hypocrisy. It is &Il of strong Ianguage, hyperbole and analogy that is a direct and 

shocking &ont to their position of respect and authority. This confiict between Jesus and 

the religious leaders is one that has been building throughout Matthew's gospel and now 

pours out of Jesus in the specific direction of the scribes and Pharisees. Matthew, speakuig 

to a Iewish audience, spends more time on these sayings than the other evangelists. 

You cm imagine Jesus looking over the heads of the crowd to the h e l y  dressed, 

phylactexy-wearing group out on the enges of the group. He has jua told his disciples and 

)This passage was chosen by Brian Metzger, a minister in Sumerside, PE. This 
section is the result of his work on the text during the 3.5 hour portion of the workshop 
designated for personal research. 

10According to 23:1, this discourse was delivered to the crowds and his disciples, 
which given the tirne (Passover) and location (temple) could have included some religious 
leaders in the crowd (Carson, "Matthew," 471) but invective does not need to be deiivered 
directiy in order to be effective. In other words, these '%voes" might have been generai public 
denunciations given in the hub of Jewish reiigious Me. 



the crowd not to be like the Pharisees. He then goes on to descriibed thek nature as spirituaUy 

deceptive with the underlyhg issue throughout the diatribe as being one of hypocrisy in 

spintual leadership - what you see is not what you get. l1 

3 .  Determine the Rhetorical Arrangement of the Unit 

Beginning in 23 : 13 and proceeding through 23 :33, the argument is developed. The 

argument begins with a denunciation foilowed by a rationale (23:U). This pattern continues 

through 23:33 with an authoritative conclusion found in 23:34-36. '' These denunciations ail 

take the fom of sayings W. Rhetoncal questions are used in the argument in 23: 17'18, 

33.  

An analysis of the discourse would be: 

23: 13 Invective and rationaie 

23: 14 Invective and rationaleI3 

23:15 Invective and rationde 

23: 16 Invective 

23117 Rhetorical question 

23: 18 Statement of quotation 

IlSuch an indiciment of the Iewish religious leaders7 hypocrisy, especidy since it was 
deiivered right in the temple (24: l), would have served Matthew's pedagogical purpose in 
showing how in Iesus the New has U e d  and surpasseci the Old (represented by the 
hypocriticai scribes and Pharisees). 

Wuson sees a chiastic structure in the seven woes and ends the section at 23 :32 with 
1 1 :33-36 as the authoritative conclusion. ' M a n h e ~ ~ ~ "  477, 484. 

lMatthew 23 : 14 is a disputed text. 



R h e t o b i  question 

Rationale 

Invective and rationaie 

Invective 

Invective and rationaie 

Argument from analogy 

Invective and argument from analogy 

Invective and rat iode 

Invective 

4. Identlfy the Rhetorical Devices and Style of the Unit 

The apped of this passage is based on the authority of Christ to judge but also on the 

exposure of the Pharisees' hypocrisy. The reasonùig is inductive, taking specific examples 

of hypocrisy to draw the conclusion of guilt (cf 23:3 1)14 This is the reason we don? want 

to be iike them. It is acombination ofparhosand logus. Specifics are cited but in a way that 

was guaranteed to create an exnotional response. 

The repetition throughout the discourse builds to a crescendo as the guilty verdict is 

announced. The humour found is 23:27,28 is the juxtaposition of the outside and inside? 

beauty and rot. It is an invective. 

- - - -  - - 

:<The various denunciations are argued in deductive fahion with the invective 
followed by a supporthg rationale. The use of rhetorical questions is a rather deductive 
approach as well (cf 23:17,18,33). However, the group of invectives take together as a 
group have cumulative effect which appean to be rather inductive in its appeai. 
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5 .  Evaluate the Rhetoricd Effectveness of the Unit 

The overall e f f i  can be seen in the way it builds its case to a forcefil final verdict on 

the hypocrisy of the Pharisees (23: 34,35) peeling back the veneer of righteousness with each 

'koe" and concludes with rot and sefandemnation. The impact of the humour is effective 

to mate an inmediate emotional response as something everyone wouid see but in its beauty 

be condernnhg itseif to being avoided, alone, unclean; a testimony to the rot inside. This 

certainly wouid have b e n  a startling exhortation to the crowd as well as a clear message to 

the Pharisees. 

6. Contextualize the Message and Impact of the Unit 

The message of the unit is a direct wamhg aga& the dangers of negiecting the inner 

IXe in favour of superficial piety. [f the church ever has had a tirne when leaders did not face 

this ternptation, 1 don't know when it would be. The forcehi images and dire wamings 

would serve us today as much as they did then. With our use of fiowers at funerals and even 

expensive, beautifid caskets, the cornparison would be easy. However, the religious 

comection of uncleanness and death is less clear. Prirnarily though, the thesis of warning 

aga& the destructive nature of hypocrisy and its nature of disquahfjnng a person to minister 

before the Lord is niIl easy to grasp. 

The humour would be less invective with the absence of the specific characters [Le. 

the scribes and Pharisees] but still the juxtaposition to stir disgust for hypocrisy among the 

hearers could be maintained. Possible contemporary examples rnight be: a prostitute in a 

wedding gown or a crystal bedpan. 



A sermon on Matthaiv 23 : 13-36 might be entitied "The Woa and the Waming," or 

"Mqoring in the Minors," and couid develop the statemem that "our interior Me before God 

is more important than how we look before others." if the sennon was deiivered to a group 

of leaders, the main sermon divisions could include: Coafused Pnorities; Temptation to 

Pretend; and a Fatal Fiaw. A m o n  delivered to the congregation as a whole might use the 

divisions: Switched Price Tags, Empty Promises; and a Fatal rlaw. 

Luke 957-62'' 

1. Determine the Rhetoricd Unit 

The parameters of this passage are determineci accurateiy by the paragaph divisions in the 

New American Standard Bible. l6 

2. Define the Rhetorical Situation of  the Unit 

The rhetoical muation is found as Jesus and bis disciples are walking fiom one village 

to another a f k  ha* been barred from a Samaritan village. So as Jesus is on the rnove, the 

questions askd of Jesus and his cails for people to foilow him take on a more irnrnediate and 

urgent sense. 

T h e  work on this passage was done by Alan Beck, minister in Murray River, PE. 

"The opening pbrase of 9:%, "As th- were waiking d o m  the roa ci..." would be a 
theniatic continuation of the travel therne of 9: 5 1,56. Luke 10: 1 beguis with "Mer thk  . . ." 
niggesting that 9 5 7 4 2  does hdeed stand as the rhetorical unit, while it is pan of the Iarger 
discourse in Luke 9: 5 1 - 1 W?. 



3. Daennine the Rhetorical Arrangement of the Unit 

This t e a  is a collection of of actions and words" and cm be d y z e d  as 

sunoundmg the centrd theme of Jeais' caii to foilow him. It codd be analyzed in this way: 

Proposition: Foiiow Me 959 

It seems like verse 59 should be mentioned fim because it is the centrai theme of the 

text, repeated in three cases. 

Response: 1 will follow You Wherever You go. 957. 

W~.R& (usllig hyperbole): The Foxes have holes, and the buds of the air have nests, 

but the Son of Man bas nowhere to lay Hïs head. 959 

Restating proposition: Follow Me! 9: 59 

Response: Permit me first to go and bury my father. 959 

Another w m i q  (again using hyperbole): .Uow the dead to bury th& own dead: but 

as for you, go and proclaim everywhere the Kingdom of God. 9:60 

Third response: 1 will follow You. Lord; but fxst pennit me to say goodbye to those 

at home. 9% 1 .  

Waniing Response: No one. after putting his hand to the plow and lookin~ bach is 

fit for the Kingdom of God. 932" 

:-Tt is a collection of double chreiai; 9:57,58; 9:59,60; 93562. 

'This a d y s ~ ~  tends to combine rhetoricd and thematic feahires in its approach and 
does not take the content of the çhreiai in canonicai order. 



4. I d e n e  the Rhetoricd Devices and Styie of the Umt 

Jesw and tiis dimples are traveiing on the road to another village and this seems to 

be the basis for aiî three individual conversations. Jesus gives the command. "Folow Me!" 

but does not give any rhetorical reasons, Save his own divine authority, for the people to do 

this. It wouid seem that the preaching of the Eüngdom of God is the highest, the oniy reason 

given to follow him It is higher than any f k d y  obligation or advamage (9:60) as well as any 

sense of populanty or prestige (this poor lad couldn't even go and "brag" that he was giving 

up werything to foilow lesus; 9: 6 1 ). 

The humorous devices found here are: hyperbole in 958 (Jesus certauily did have 

places to stay, eat and sleep, though they rnight not be his ' O W ~  so it is hyperbole to claim 

otherwise); irony in 9:60 (William Barclay contends that the man's parents weren't dead at 

d; what he was saying, in fact, was that he wanted to rernain at home until his parents were 

dead, which mi@ be years in the furure. He also gives an example of an Arab prince in the 

modem &y to back up his claim. Jesus certainly wasn't advocating abandoning a son's 

responnbility to his parents and f d y ,  cf John 19:26,27);'~ s a r q  possibly also a hint of 

rravesty in 932 (wmparing plowing a field with preaching the Kingdom. This humour is not 

'fumy ha-ha' but they are cutthg remks desiqed to shake the hearers out of their 

cornplacency, or to deter thern from following him for any kind of personal gain. 

:'Byron LVcCane presemes the seme of irony in this statement but does so by 
referring to the practice of secondary buriai as the last rinial in the mouming process. The 
reference to "the dead" in both cases would refer to physical deah, cf. "Let the Dead Bury 
Their ûwn Dead": Seconday Burial and Matt 8:21-22," Harvard Theological Review 83.1 
(1 990): 40-43. 



5. Evaluate the Rhetorical Effectiveness of the Unit 

This text leaves the individuais with no doubt about the response they should have to 

Jesus-either follow him or be lefi b e b d .  To those who heard this message first, the 

conclusion would be obvious-there was no materiai, M y  or social obligation that should 

hinder hem 6orn following Jesus. This message wodd have been a big encouragement at the 

beginning of the Roman persecution of the Church. 

6. Contextualize the Message and impact of the Unit 

The foiiowing is a sennon based on Luke 957-62: 

Introduction 

"Follow me!" Jesus is recorded saying that several tïmes in the pages of Scnpture. 

Matt 4: 19 - "Follow me . . . and I will make you fishers of men." 

Matt 16:24 - "Kanyone would corne after me he must deny himself and take up his 

cross and follow me." 

John 2 1:29 - (Mer Peter's betrayal Jesus says to him) "Follow me! 

But here Jesus is waiking d o m  the road and he is cding people to "Follow Me7', 

both in a literal and in a spintuai sense. 

Now, today, we can't see Jesus waiking down the road, so we are Iimited to the 

spiritual sense of his cal1 and so this moming 1 want to look at the three people who where 

wiiiing to foUow lesus. 



Pro~osition 

Jesus commands us to foUow b, regardes of the wst to our personal cornfort, our 

family problems or Our family connections. - 
The first man seems to start the whole stoq in motion, aithough I suspect that perhaps 

it is in response to Jesus' cd to follow him. 

"1'11 follow you where you go." He says. 

NOTE: Iesus doesn't discourage the man and sneer at him and say "Sure you will" 

in a nasty way. But he does wam him, and us, by his next comment. "Foxes have holes, birds 

have nests, but the Son of Man has nowhere to Iay his head." 

Im't that interesthg here is God in the flesh, Creator of heaven and earth saying he 

has no where to lay his head. The cattle on a thousand bills are his, yet he has no where to 

lay his head - ridiculous, isn't it? But that's the way it is with us sometimes. 

In today's tems it might be like a young person going forward at a camp meeting. 

AU expected it, happy about it. Or perhaps it happened in Church, it is so easy - everyone is 

excited for you, everyone wants to see you walk down the aisle and accept Jesus. And Iesus 

is exciteci about it too-but he wants to warn us-we might not be powerfùi or rich or senled, 

he cenauiiy wasn't. We might even feel like we have nothing, but that's the joke, isn't it? 

We are children of the King! AU the weaith of heaven belongs to us! The short term might 

look bleak at times but wait! Heaven belongs to the chiidren of the King! 



2. Familv Connectiong 

Jesus certarmy cornmands the next man to "toUow W. And the man is willing, "Just 

let me go and bury my father fûst ." 

How sad, here's this poor man walking with Jesus and his father is laying dead at 

home. 

But notice - Jesus doesn't sympathize, ' l e t  the dead bury their own dead." He 

callously says. Sounds rather insensitive, doesn't it? But 1 want you to note sornething here. 

In Palestine of that day, and in this day, for that rnatter, the dead are buxied as soon as 

possible, on the &y they die, if at ail possible. Jesus knows full weli that this man's father is 

alive and weli. What he is asking for is permission to stay home, permission not to foilow 

Jesus, until his father died, perhaps years in the future. 

So how does that impact us today? We ail have family obligations that could keep us 

From following Jesus. Perhaps it is an unbelieving parent who doesn't want us to go to 

church, doesn't want us to be baptized, doesn't want us to foilow Jesus. I know a woman 

whose husband was like that. He did everything in his power to keep her and the children 

fiorn going to church. Some would say that he made her life a living hell. But she knew the 

difference. My mother-in-law would rather put up with a iiving hell than condernn herself and 

her children to an e t e d  heu. She kept going to church, and today aIi but the youngest two 

of her seven children have accepted Jesus as Lord and Savior. Quite a testirnony. 

3. Familv Ties 

The last person who said they would follow lesus said "Let me fira go home and say 

good-bye to my family." 
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Now, most of us wodd say, 'What7s wrong with that?" Sounds reasonable, doesn't 

it? And notice, Jesus didn't say that the man couldn't go, He just d e s  this statement, "No 

one who puts his hand to the plow and looks back is fit for service in the Kingdom of God." 

Sometimes, far from being a problem in our Christian lives, our fàmilies can be Our 

rock, so much so that we tend to put o u  trust in them instead of puthg Our trust in our 

Father, Our trust in Jesus. And rhat seems to be the case here. This person wanted to go 

home, perhaps to bask in the warm glow of farnily and fiiends. 

1 can speak fiom personal experience here. My family is great, what fellowship we 

sbare! How hard it is to leave them But I need to iisten to lesus. Sure, go home, say good- 

bye - then get back to work. Don2 Iay around, moping about what you are giving up. The 

fact is you are gainllig so much more! 

Conclusion 

"Follow Me!" That's the command. 

'Tollow Me!" That's the challenge. 

"Foliow Me!" WU you obey? Will you follow the King? 

Casting off al1 hindrances, al1 fetters? "Follow Me!" Jesus commands. Will you obey? 



Luke 7:~4-35~' 

1. Determine the RhetoricaI Unit 

Luke's point in the text is to answer John's question to Jesus, "Are you the one who 

was to corne, or should we expect someone else?" Although 7:24-35 is a separate incident, 

it is related to 7: 18-23 which precedes it and the purpose of the entire text is not just to define 

John but also his relation to Jesus. John's question is answered in 7:22, 23 and his relation 

to Jesus is addressed in 7:27,28 29; 33-35, 

2. Dehe  the Rhetoricd Situation of the Unit 

Jesus has just completed two stories: one the faith of a Gentile and how Jesus heded 

this outsider's servant; and the other, the raising of a broken-hearted widow's only son. The 

text is followed by Jesus showing compassion to a prostitute and exdting her faith above a 

Pharisee' S. 

The John the Baptist stories have parts in common with these othen: the hearing of 

the sick and preachuig to the poor outcast (7:22, 23); also John's austerity in contrast to the 

Pharisee's ostentation. Two of the stories (the centurion and the prostitute) also contrast the 

m e  fàith of the outsiders with the poor faith of the Pharisee as do the John the Baptist stories 

(7:29-34). 

While there are these common elements in its four stones, which are part of Luke's 

goal in shanng Jesus' concem for the disenfianchised, still the main point of our story is 

:OThe work on this passage was done by Cailum Beck, part-time minister in New 
Glasgow, PE and part-the instructor in Old Testament at Maritime Christian College in 
Charlottetown, PE. 



somewhat different- It cornes more under Luke's desire to show God's plan of salvation. 

John is the transition point between the two covenants. The text primarily is rneant to make 

a theologic.1 point regarding the relation of the covenants. Jesus is the fulfillment of the Old 

Testament promises, but the text dso indirectiy supports Luke's other conceni to show God's 

love for the dise&anchised who have pure hearts. 

Nolland, interestingiy, takes 7: 18-35 as the central theme of chapter seven; what 

precede and follow it iilustrates the main point of Jesus being the Messiah who performs 

wonders. '' 

3. Determine the Rhetorical Arrangement of the Unit 

The anangement seems to be that of an honest question, the answer and concluding 

exhortation, in dialogue fo- alrnost Socratic. Both sub-pencopae (7: 18-23 ; 7:24-3 5) 

exhibit this dialogue form, but a cautionary comment should be made. The question in each 

sub-pen'cope is the same, i-e. "1s Jesus the Messiah?' In the second sub-pericope the question 

is assumeci but not stated. Jesus7 questions in 7:24,25 are not part of the honest question but 

the beginning of his answer to the unstated question. In other words, he answers the sarne 

question, '1s Jesus the Messiah? in two different ways. The first one points to his miracles and 

indiredy to Old Testament prophecy (Isa 35:5,6), the second explains God's plan to send a 

prophet before the Messiah, and that John and Jesus are the fiilment of this plan. The 

"John Nolland Luke 1-9:20 Word Biblical Commentaries, Vol. 35A (Waco: Word 
Books, 1989), 3 13. 



caution then is not to confuse the rhetorical questions of 7:23,25 with the unstated question 

b e h d  them (7: 1 9). They are the beginnings of the answer in the second sub-pencope." 

4. Identfy the Rhetoricai Devices and Style of the Unit 

Outside of the question-answer and exhortaeon fhnework, there are many rhetorical 

devices Jesus uses to make his point. Jesus' answer to John's question is indirect and 

evocative since it invites fiuther, deeper refiection. Jesus does not say directiy, "Yes I am" 

to John's question but gives hun the raw material which inevitably wouid Iead him to the only 

Iogical conclusion. The power in the answer for John is not just that the miracles nippon 

lesus' claim to be Mes* but they also evoke the Old Testament prophecies which predict 

the Messiah's miradous and evangelistic work (e-g Isa 35:5,6; 61 : 1). The proof is not only 

in the signs but aiso in the prophecies. John would therefore conclude, 'Yes, Jesus is 

powerfii, a unique being and this is ail part of God's eternal plan.' 

There are rhetorical questions and exaggerated cornparisons used in 7:24-26- What 

a beautifid, hilarious contrast Jesus lays out between the wind-swayed reed and the preny- 

appareled man with the wdd, haiy prophet of the desen who equivocated on nothing! 

Jesus rnakes a declarative and authoritative pronouncement in 7:26-28a ". . .one who 

is more than a prophet ... for he is the forerumer of the Messiah. He was the greatest man 

who ever lived." 

==The rhetoriml arrangement of the text inchdes a response chreia (7: 18-23) and two 
statement chreiG (7:22, 24-28; 31-35) separated by a bnef editorial comment (7:29,30). 



There is a shocking declarationn made in 7:28b," ... he who is least in the kingdom 

of God is gratter than he." This would stun the origllial audience and has the same effect 

today, causing us to ponder the statement. 

Low burlesque is employed in 7:31,32 where Jesus maka a comparkon of the great 

men of the time by using a playground ditty- There is the personification of Wisdom in 73 5 .  

5. Evaiuate the Rhetorical Effectiveness of the Unit 

Relating t O the question-answer and exhortation arrangement, the issue is raiseci 

cleariy, answered powemilly and the waniing against unbelief is made effectively. Jesus' 

indirect answer (7:22,23) is so much more powerful than a straight "Yes." The latter 

evenRiaUy would be doubted again; anyone can claim almost anything. Jesus' answer gives 

John and the reader the matenal to answer the doubt whenever it would rise again. 

The contrasts Jesus makes between John and the people d o  are blown by every wind 

of doctrine as well as that of the gorgeously-appareled to the great prophet are very effective. 

Again a prosaic response by Jesus rnight have been flat and unconvincing. But because of his 

rhetorical questions and word pictues, the image of this great, uncompromising prophet rises 

to fuil force in one's mind so when Jesus then calls him "more than a prophet", how can 

anyone help but give assent? 

The authontative dechrations (7:26-28a) do have the air of one speaking with 

authority. The shocking declaration (7:28b) [a paradox] muis the reader into reflection on 

its meaning. How could a simple Christian be greater than an awesome prophet? 

=Te. a paradox. 



The diny (7:3 1,32) is so p o w m  and aming in exposing the whUiy unbelief of the 

Pharisees, regardhg both John and Jesus. When they should have accepted them bth,  they 

rejected the tim for one reason and the second for precisely the opposite reason 

7:3sU is an effective final chailenge to the Pharisees [and the readers]: "What are you 

gohg to do with these truths'?" 

6. Contexnialize the Message and Impact of the Unit 

The question pose. by John is relevant, dtimately relevant to di men. It codd be 

considered the most important question of all: 'Who do ~QIJ say 1 am?" Jesus' m e r  points 

us to many important mnhs: a) the compassionate work of the Messiah for the dowmrodden; 

b) the incredible power rndésted in the Messiah, even to the poim of raising the dead; c) 

the Old Testament prophecks of the foreninna and Messiah have been fùlfilled and God's 

plan is coming to h i t i o n  and; d) the superiority of the New Covenant to the OId (7:28b). 

Luke II:  9-13" 

1. Determine the Metorid Unir 

The rhetorical unit wouid aicompass 1 1 : 1 - 13 since this vihole text deais with the issue 

of prayer. The text builds from the initial requen of 1 1 : 1 and 1 1 2- 13 is rnarked off by 

" 7 3 5  is a prover€d sa- according to Fred Craddock (Atlama: John Knox 
Press, 1990), 103. 

"The work on this passage was done by John MacDonald, eider from Crossroads, 
PE and professor of Old Tenament and Languages at ?rIariume Chnnian Collqe, 
Charlottetown, PE. 



2. Define the Rhetorical Situation of the Unit 

Luke sets this rhetoncal unit in the locale of a place of prayer to which Jesus had 

retireci. When he had finished, one of his disciples (one of the twelve?) asked him to teach 

them to pray. Does Luke not intend for us to assume that they had seen something 

signrficantly different in the way Jesus approached bis Father and so he wanted his audience 

(a rather motley crew) to learn that they too could approach him quite simply, readily, 

urgentiy and contidently. It is interesthg that both Matthew the Jew and Luke the Gentile 

felt the need to hclude this teaching moment - even though in a different Sitz im LebenL 

3 .  Determine the Rhetorical Arrangement of the Umt 

The basic mangernent of the text flows &om 1 1 : 1 : 

A Exhonation 11:  la 

". . . Lord, teach us to pray.. ." 

B. Rationaie 1l: lb  

"... jus  as John also taught his disciples." 

C. Example of Content 1 1 :2-4 

D. Example of Constancy 1 15-8 

E. Example of Confidence 1 1 : 9: 1 3 



Each of the examples is comected to the previous portion with a coordinating 

"and"." 

4. Identiq the Rhetorical Devices and Style of the Unit 

The basic type of rhetonc in the unit is hortatory and the rhetoncal goal is inteiiectual 

in that it desires to teach about prayer. The modes of proof used are logos (1 1:2-4) and 

pathos (1 1 : 5- 13), with a combination of deductive and inductive reasonhg employed. 

In terms of rhetoncal devices used: proem in Il:  la; the repetiîion of ''fathe? in 

11:2,13; the repetition of "and" to comect sections of the text (1 1:2,5,9); and the 5 

repetitions of "ask" in 1 1 :9,13. 

The humorous devices in the text are found in 1 1 : 1 1,12 in the form of rhetoncal 

questions which contain some hyperbole and maybe a touch of travesty. 

5. Evaluate the Rhetorical Effecbveness of the Unit 

As we approach this passage f?om the rhetoncal perspective, we see buke being very 

deliberate in his purpose. It is not to teach the disciples whal to pray but how by a pattern 

or model, or even betrer maybe, by concepts, then with a sense of mission and in an attitude 

of trust. 

''This passage takes the basic form of a response chrek. 



Interestùigly we conchide hem with the gift of the Spirit (again!) nom the Apostle of 

the Spirit. Walter Liefèld refers us to "AdS 2:33; Luke 24:49; Acts 1 :4 where the Holy Spirit 

is pr~mised."~ Strangely he avoids Acts 2:38 which seems to be a much closer pardel. 

With a confimation of the goodness of our Heavenly Father, Luke leaves us with a 

rhetorical question (1 1: 13). He leaves that topic right there! The next t b g  Jesus is doing 

is casting out demons (1 1 : 14). We have to draw our own conclusions! 

6. Contextufie the Message and Impact the Unit 

The humour of the rhetoncai questions mi& be contextualized like this: if one of you 

fathers is asked by his son for a hamburger, you wouldn't give him a chunk of pavement, 

would you?; or i fhe  asked for a chocolate bar, would you give him a sewer rat?; or ifhe 

asked for a cat, you wouldn't give him a skunk, would you? 

A sermon outline on this text mi& include these main points: The Quality of Prayer, 

1 1 : 1 -4; the Quality of Persistence, 1 1 : 5-8; and the Quaiity of Parenthood, 1 1 : 9- 1 3. 29 

Za Wata Liefeld, "Zuke7" in n e  E m t o r  s Bible Co- Fr& Gaebelein, ed. 
(Grand Rapids: Zondeman, l984), 949. 

2gThe preliminary stages of this sermoniniig were the basis for an extemporaneous 
sermon delivered at the Crossroads Church, November 30, 1997, when the rninister was 
unable to preach due to ilines. There is no manuscript or taped copy of the sennon available. 



CHAPTER 7 

HUMOUR IN RETROSPECT: THESIS-PROJECT CONCLUSIONS 

Christian life has never flourished in a mood of unrelenthg seriousness. 
Raîher, it thrives in an atmosphere of Senous joyfulness - the kind calleci for 
by our Lord when he invites us to be M y  in the world, but not of the world, 
Such is the comic burden of our faith. 

Richard Cote 

The time has corne to make a final pronouncement on the proposed marriage 

ceremony involving humour, hermeneutics and homiIetics presented at the beginning of the 

thesis-project. Questions abound: 1s this a good match? Are these three suitable for each 

other? 1s it possible to seairr the bais of a strong relationship so quickiy? An evaluation of 

the workshop d l  attempt to answer these questions. 

The nature of the study necessitated means of evaiuation which were more qualitative 

than quantitative and descriptive rather than inferential.' The sarnpling of participants in the 

workshop was too s m d  to present statisticaily sigruficant data by nomial standards and the 

overali pwposes of the thesis-project related more to description than prediction, hence the 

quali t ative-descn ptive emphasis. In order to ailow for the trimgdation of evaluative 

strategies, the workshop was evaluated by means of an extemal evaluator, pst-workshop 

'For an explanation of descriptive analysis and iarentid statistical analysis, cf 
Richard E. Davies, W o o k  for Boctor of Praia (Washington: University Press 
of America, 1984), 159,160. 



evaluation forms completed by each participant and randomly selected post-workshop 

interviews with two participants. The results of aIl three evaluation strategies will be 

presented at which tirne sorne general interpretations and conclusions wili be drawn. 

The Externai Evaluator 

Mrs. Sandy Sutherland served as extemal evaiuator for the workshop. Mrs. 

Sutherland holds the M. R E. degree from Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary and has 

served as Miniaer of Christian Education in United Baptist Churches in RiveMew, N.B. 

(1979 - 1983) and Wolfville, NS (1 986-1989) as weil as an instnictor in Christian Education 

at Atlantic Baptist Coflege, Moncton, NB (1983 - 1986). Presentiy she serves in muiistw 

with her husband in Truro, NS as pastor's d e ,  mother, church volunteer, elementary school 

volunteer, retreat speaker and adult workshop leader. 

Mrs. Sutherland's presence at the workshop was unobtnisive and weii-received. She 

participated in alI the sessions and d group activities in the process of her evaiuation. Her 

persona1 comrnents to the leader at the tirne of the workshop were spoken in pnvate and were 

both supportive and constructive. Her written evaluation considered the matten of facilities, 

workshop objectives, organization of workshop material, variety of teaching-leamhg methods 

used, use of methods instructor's presentations, instructor's rapport with participants and 

student participation. The evaluation in each of these areas included general ratings and then 

some practical suggestions for improvement. Her evaluation was as follows: 

Facility 

The facilities were excellent. The room was arranged to accommodate the use of a 



variety of teachuig-.-leaming meihods. AU equipment was set up and prepared for use before 

the session began. Chairs and tables were arrangeci to fàcilitate group discussion. 

Objectives 

The workshop objectives were good. Wntten objectives were appropriately clear and 

focused on the participants. 

a t i o n s  

Although the written objectives were clear and focused on the participants, 

"Objectives #I and #3" couid have been strengthened by t ehg  how the desired behavior 

would be measured. For example, "Objective #3" could read "Upon completion of the 

workshop, the participant wiU have displayed an increased understanding of the rationale and 

methodology of rhetorico-contexhial interpretation as it relates to the Gospel sayings 

participating in group discussions and.. . ." 

hoductory curnments sounded somewhat apologetic. A strong presentation of the 

practical value to be gained by participating in the workshop would have been more 

motivating. 

Organization of Workshop Material 

The organization of the material was good. Usually, the content of each session built 

very effectively on the content of the sessions that preceded it. 

An explanation of the comection between a couple of the content units would have 



facilitated the leanillig experience. For example, it wouid have been helpfid to hear how the 

humorous devices (session VI) fit together with the humour theones (Session 0). It would 

also have been helpful to have heard a clear explmation between the section on rhetoric 

(Session VLI) and the ç b r e ~  (Session Vm). 

Some of the participants found the '&& elaboration' dissecting exercise (in Session 

vm) confiisuip. It would have been helpful to have had the idormation and exercise 

presented befoz the information on dmoric. It wouid aiso have been helpful to have had the 

chreig elaboration exercise demonstrated in the large group &si. 

Variety of Teaching - Leaniing Methods Used 

This was excellent. There were several "expressive" methods used to provide 

feedback and help participants grapple with content. There were methods, such as the video 

exercise, that aiiowed participants to make their own discoveries. AU of these methods were 

exceptional choices for impacting the Ieaniing process. 

Use of Methods 

This was generally very weil done. For example, the fact that the instnictor was 

available to help participants with their research projects made the use of that particular 

leaming method especidy effective. 

tiong 

The "webbing" exercise (in Session IV) was a creative way to clanfi content. 

However, because it was a new approach for rnost of the participants, it would have been 

helpfùl if they had been guided through it with more detaiied instruction. 
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The elaboration s m d  group aercise would have been more productive if it had 

been demonstrated in the large group first. 

Instnictor ' s Presentations 

These were very good. The instnictor was always weii prepared and enthusiastic 

about the material he was presenting. The instmctor's presentations were well organized and 

he consistently explallied ditFcult words and new terminology. 

-estions 

Although the uisthictor usually provided helpfùl examples and effective illustrations, 

there were two sections where examples would have made the matenai clearer and easier to 

grasp. It would have been helpful, for instance, to have generd examples of humorous 

devices before the biblical examples were given. And although most of the section on 

rhetoncal terminology (Session W) was strong with good examples, the two sub sections 

on "kinds of reasoning" and "types of argumentation" were not. 

hstructor's Rapport With Participants 

Excellent. The insmictor appeared relaxed and at ease with both his presentation and 

the comments and questions of the participants. The instructor consistently invited questions 

and consciously reserved more tirne for these in sections where the content was harder to 

grasp. He was aiso adept at keeping group discussion on topic and following from one 

concept to the next. The instmctor was usudy afknhg of the participant's comments and 

made corrections sensitively . The instructor also appeared sensitive to balanced t hinking, to 

differing styles of humour, to the participant's comprehension of the materials, and to the 
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learning process itself. 

tioas 

Participants wodd probably have enjoyed more tirne to discuss the matenal on 

humour. 

Student Participation 

This was excellent. There were tweive participants and at lease eight or nine of them 

made regular contributions in the iarge group discussions. 

estions 

Participants may have felt cornfiortable more quicWy ifthey had al1 been gven the 

opportunity to speak (even jua their names) in the opening session. 

Partici pan t Post- Worksho p Evaluation Foms 

Each participant was asked to complete an evaiuation form at the conclusion of the 

workshop. Ten were completed, with the occasionai question omitted. Table 2 below 

includes the raw data (i .  e. number of answers numencal totais and the rnean) fiom seven of 

the ten questions on the evduation form which employed numerical options (the evaluation 

form is found in Appendix F). 



TABLE 2 

n= number t = total rn = mean 

Question 1 n=10 t== 

Question 2 n=IO i-4 1 

Question 3 n=lO t=39 

Question 4 n=10 t=3 7 

Question 7 of Teaching Methods 

lectures n=8 t=24 

iistening sheets n=8 t=24 

group discussions n=8 t=24 

webbing exercise n=6 t=15 

handouts n=8 t=24 

video presentation n=8 t=23 

humour exercises n=7 t=2 1 

Song and lyric sheet n=7 t=19 

overhead tramparencies n=8 t=S 1 

Humor Quotient Instrument n=7 t=2 1 

Question 7 Ouaiity of Teaching Methods 

lectures n=10 t-45 

Listening sheets n=9 t=3 5 

group discussions n=10 t = =  

webbing exercises n=9 t=3 1 

handouts n=IO t-46 

video presentation n=10 t=3 9 

humour exercises n=9 t--40 

Song and lyric sheet n=8 t=26 



overhead transparencies 

Humour Quotierrt instrument 

Question 8 

Question 9 

knowledge 

organization 

style and delivery 

responsiveness 

leaming ciimate 

encouraging participation 

feedback 

clear presentation 

ent husiasm 

Pace and arnount of learning 

handling questions and intemptions 

maintainkg interen 

n=IO t=3 7 

IF-9 ~ 3 2  

n=lO t=30 

Workshop Leader 

n=iO L-30 

n=10 r-30 

n=10 t=30 

n=lO t=30 

n=10 ~29.5 

n=10 r-30 

n=10 t=29 

n=10 t=3 O 

n=10 r-30 

n=IO -29.5 

n=10 t=30 

n=10 t=3 O 

Four questions on the evaiuation form were designed for personai responses rather 

numerical options (Question 8 had both). Some of these comments were helpful in gaining 

an appreciation of participant's evaluation of the workshop. 

When asked what parts of the workshop would most likely be appiied to their 

miramies they nated: "seeing humour where I nwer thought it existai"; "an understanding 

of rhetoric in biblical interpretation" (this one was mentioned three times); ï h e  abundance 

of humour in Scripture" (memioned rwice); "the ability to c w  rhetorical units for preachg 



and teachmg the Bible" (memioned twice); and "an appreciation of the rhetoric-ai aspects of 

the gospel's composition" (rndoned twice). 

Question 6 asked what they thought mi& be added to the workshop, expanded or 

deleted. The coments were: "more rime was needed to grasp the rhetoricd conceptsn 

(merrtoned three h); -more tirne &ed to diruss the results of the individual research;" 

"delete the "webbmg" exercise) and "do more condennng and proof-reading in the advanced 

reading rnaterials." 

In relation to thar merail reaction to the workshop, they comrnented: "1 got Eu more 

out of ït than 1 wer expected;" 'it helped to reinforce what I took in semioary;" "it m e d  

ody as an d o r t  to assist with a requiremem for a doctoral program and ended up as a good 

and refreshùis learning experience;" 'the quality of the presemations, spirit and exercises 

were al top notch;" and "it was particularly good to study wÏth others at this level." 

The lm question asked for aogestions as to how the workshop leader's technique 

be improved. The aigeestions were: "more tirne needed to cover aii the materiai" (this 

was mentioned three rimes); Zhere was too much Iecturing at poims instead of muil p u p  

wo*" and "some of the sessions on Friday were too long." 

Post-Workshop Intemews 

Of the tweIve pa.rticipams in the workshop, oniy four anended every minute of every 

session. Scheduling problems, tardiness and wklrer n o m  conditions were contributhg 

factors to tbis s ~ o n .  in the main however, moa everyone attended at large majoriry of 

the workshop. For the manen penaining ro the personal imerview, it was decided that only 

those who anended the emire workshop would be considered as potmd candidates. Of 
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these four, two were chosen at random The intenriews were conducted on December 3,1997 

by the workshop facihator, Dawn MacKimon. Ms. MacKimon is a therapist by vocation 

and was chosen to conduct the interviews for that reason and to assure a certain measure of 

accuracy in the responses. The interview questions can be found in Appendk F. 

ïhe fim question was, "In what ways were the workshop objectives helpful to your 

preserrt/fÙture ministry"' Both responded to the effect that an understanding of how rhetoric 

might be applied to studying Scripnire and, in tum, to their sermons was the most helpful 

aspect of the objectives. Neither responded to the next question which asked about ways in 

which the objectives were not helpful or relevant. 

The third question asked their opinion about the workshop design. One responded 

that the introductory session of the workshop was already found in the advanced reading 

assignment (therefore was redundant ). Another comment was that the workshop was ''vexy 

weli designecl in t h  there was a good variety in means of presentation; it was relevant to the 

audience." 

In response to a question regarding which teaching methods/leaming strategies the? 

moa appreciated, both mentioned the lectures as valuable sources of information. One said. 

"Even though =me topics were heavy, Biayne's presentation and communication of his 

material was easy to understand." One of the respondents aiso mentioned the srnail group 

activities as very helpfil while the other liaed them as unfavorable due to the mixnire of 

personalities in his group. 

As to the parts of the workshop which were mon applicable to their miniaries, one 

responded that he appreciated the practicai application of the leaniing to a minin- context 



as weU as the group's participation in r-ching the &&a from Matthew 7 because "it was 

helpful to hear the perspective of othen." The other liaed the help given in biblicai 

interpretation and in the understanding of rhetorical devices such as exaggeration. 

Question 7 asked, "What were the strengths of the workshop?" One lined: me 

presentaton was very educationai; the level at which it was presented was very good; and the 

smaü size of the group. The other mentioned: the leader knew the topic well and presented 

it well and exhibited an ability to handle the questions and observations of others. ln t m s  

of weaknesses one mentioned the fact that only two women were involved (and they were 

serving as fiacilator and evaluator) and the other noted the difficulty in getting a cornmitment 

f?om dl the participants to attend ai i  the sessions 

No suggestions were made as to how the workshop niight be improved. In descnbing 

their overall reactions to the workshop, one said, "1 was very impressed," "the workshop was 

very well-pianned;" " the topic suited the audience;" and, "it was excellent - a very good 

job in each area." The other added: "it was very helpful in everyday practicai ministry;" and 

"1 wouid be willing to go to another workshop of its kind." 

hterpretation of Evaluative Data 

The matter of interpreting descriptive/quaiitative data will always mn the nsk of being 

biased in some way. However, taking the data £tom the three dserent evaluative nrategies 

dong with an appraisai of the sarnples of some of the participants' personal research found 

in the previous chapter, some c~nclusions may be drawn. These conclusions could be 

grouped under the mbncs of general strengths of thesis-project and areas for improvement 

a d o r  adjustment. 



General Strengths of the Thesis-Project 

The basic problem addressed in the introductory remarks of the thesis-project was 

corroborated by the needs assessmait perfomed. The author's persona1 interests in the areas 

of humour, herxneneutics and homiletics sufficiently dovetailed with the situation described 

in the needs assessrnent to formufate a remediai response to this situation. in orders words, 

the thesis-project was relevant enough to the target group that it proved to be effective. 

The generai tenor of the data would support the conclusion that the thesis-project was 

succasfiil in meeting the four objectives stated at the beginning of the workshop. Evaluative 

data were largely positive and participation in the workshop was high and enthusiastic. The 

participants left the workshop with increased appreciation for and skills in understanding 

humour and rhetorico-contextual interpretation. LI sum, the thesis-project proved to be 

effective, engaging and relevant to the needs of the participants. 

Although there seemed to be an overd sense of interest regarding ail the areas 

covered in the workshop, a sense of unevenness was evident in tenns of skills. The parts of 

the workshop dealing with humour posed Little problem to the participants and they 

responded with such enthusiasm to the rnaterial on the composition of the gospels that it 

threatened to sidetrack the flow of the workshop. In the areas of rhetorical terminology and 

chreig elaboration, however, the ski11 levels flagged a little. This was observable in the 

sampla of individual research on humorous gospel sayings presented in the previous chapter. 

This is certainly understandable given the massive amounts of texminology to comprehend, 

not to mention the need to develop a facility or "feei" for the use of an approach to biblical 

interpretation completely new to rnost of them. Ski11 in rhetorical analysis takes time, but the 



basics were communicated in the workshop and moa were sufficiently impressed by the 

approach to have it play some role in their future attempts at biblicai interpretation - 

especiaiiy of the gospel sayings. 

Another matter of strength in the thesis-project was the rapport between workshop 

leader and the participants. The generai sense of goodwdi helped to produce a climate where 

the leader was at ease and participants were freed to grapple with new ideas. To predict how 

similar input would be received in a dEerent context would be difncult to say. However, 

given the parameters of the thesis-project, this prevailing attitude was responsible, in part at 

least, for the relative success. 

Areas for Improvement andor Adjustment 

Areas of strength appear to be more general, but aspects of the thesis-project which 

could have been Unproved can be more detailed. Particular areas of weakness become evident 

in the course of the study and are to be addressed as such in order to complete the evaluation 

process and make the necessary adjustments should the project be offered again. 

One area to be addressed is that of time. Several expressed the need for more tirne, 

especiaiiy in the sessions dealing with rhetoric. This needs to be baianced with the reality that 

many already had dZEculty in attending the sessions that were offered. To lengthen the 

workshop might be counterproductive, therefore other options might be considered. It could 

be possible to shorten a few of the humour sessions to &ee up a little more time for the 

rhetoric sessions. Another option rnight be to separate the material on humour from the 

material on rhetoric and present them on consecutive weekends. This would aiiow for more 

time for the rhetoric sessions in particular as well as for sharing the results of the individuai 



research. It niight dso d o w  for more t h e  to be spent on the homiletical development of the 

humorous gospel sayings. Of the triad of humour, henneneutics and homiietics, the latter 

received the least treatment. To split the input over two occasions, however, might present 

more scheduling problems. 

Other areas of adjustment wodd include small changes. Rather than opt for changing 

the order of the sessions on rhetonc and the ghreiai, more examples and illustrations for the 

rhetoncal terminology and working through an example of the analysis of a chreb elaboration 

with the entire group before dismissing them to their srnall groups would dissipate the 

confusion and d o w  the original logic of presentation to remain intact. 

A few other changes might include: the use of some icebreaker activities at the 

beginning of the workshop; dropping the "webbing" exercise due to its novelty and the 

constmints of time which would prohibit its needed explanation; and more thought given to 

the composition of the s m d  groups since they were such a vital part of the workshop 

experience. 

Concluding Rernarks 

Upon completion of the thesis-project, a few final reflections corne to mind. The 

study was proposai iuitially by using the image o î a  marnage ceremony. At this point, 'Mer  

the ceremony," much lies ahead. A foundation has been put in place. It wili serve as a base 

for future endeavors (Appendixes A-D are designed to &cifitate fùrther exploration in the area 

of the rhetoriw-contextual interpretation of humorous gospel sayings). Supplied with basic 

commitments and skills, the participants wili be equipped to approach their task of biblical 

interpretation and preaching in a dEerent lie. Even outside the rather contrived parameters 
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of specially-seiected humorous gospel sayings, the participants now wili be able to "tickle7' 

each text and $it "laughs," be able to interpret the humour appropriateiy. 

The end of the process of course, is to interpret the content and intent of Scripture 

in accurate and relevant ways to the glory of the One who ordained the foolishness of 

preaching. In the insightfûl and compelling words of Michael Card: 

When we in our foolishness thought we were wise, 
He played the fool and He opened our eyes. 
When we in our weakness believed we were strong, 
He became helpless to show we were wrong. 

And so we follow God's own fool; 
For only thz fooiish can tell 
Believe the unbelievable, corne be a fool as wetl.' 

'Michael Card, The Lifg, vol. 2 cassette, Sparrow, 1988. 
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-the speaker or author 

-the speech or text 

-the audience or reader 

-the occasion or situation 

TYPES OF CXMMLrNICATION; 

Judicid Deliberative 
(Forensic) (Hortatory) 
Rhetoric Rhetoric 

Focus: justice expediency 

Setting: law court public assemb 

Purpose: to persuade to persuade 

Tirne: past h u r e  

Emphasis: speech audience 

W W N -  

-the intellectuai goal of teaching 

-the emotional goal of touching the feelings 

Epideictic 
(Demonstrative) 
Rhetoric 

public ceremony 

to please or inspire 

present 

speaker 

-the aesthetic goal of pleasing so as to hold attention 

-the volitional goal of persuasion 



ÇkhJONS OF EWETORIC: 

Invention (invenzio) 

Structure Idi~positio) 

Style /elocutio) 

discovery of materid suirable to the occasion 

arrangemm of the material in an organized 
whole 

choice of appropriate words; use of tropes 
and figures of speech 

formularion of nmemonic syaerns as 
preparation for oral delivery 

fianires of oral pr-on 

MODES OF PROOF: 

1. hanificial - the use of doaimentauon to prove a ?oim 

2. .4rtificiai or artistic 

a) pathos - the quality of motion evoked by an oration 

b) ethos - the perceiveci quality of the orator's charmer 

C) lqqm - the content or message of the oration 

KI'c?)S OF REASOSTNG* (which s p ~ g  from the logos) 

1. Inductive reasonine - the use of examples in reasoning 

2. Deductïve reasoning - the use of arguments by making deductions f?om accepted 

1. Sflo@sm - a fom of argument built upon an axiomatic major premise foilowed by a 
minor premise and a conclusion 



2. Epicheirerne - a form of argument built upon a non-miodc major premise foiiowed 
by a miwr premise and a conclusion 

3. Emhymeme - a fom of argument consisting of a proposition (not necessarily axiomdc) 
and a supporthg reason 

PARTS OF AN M G 1 . m ;  . . 

the beginning, in which the author -gins memion or 
establish credibility or both 

m a t i o  background or m m  for the disaission 

propsirio proposition, thesis, or ckief theme 

v i t i o  detineazion of the neps to be followed in the discussion 

co@nnaÏo probalio proof and evidence in nippon of the proposition 

co&ran'o refimzio refirtation or chine of Mequacies in the opposing 
viewpoim 

perorario comIzuio conclusion key p o h  or cds  for adon 

ASSOCI.4TED RHETONCAL TERMS 

Aphorism a concise natemm of a principle or p r q  gken in poimed 
words; an rdage or maxim. 

Chiasmus a pattern in which the second pan is balanced a g h ~  the h but 
with the parts reversai. Eg %e sabbazh was made for man and 
nor man for the sabbath" IhLark 2127). 

non-literal q d e  of speech &ch involves t6e substitution several 
words in the place of others 



a rhetond device in which the opening phrase or ide. is repeated, 
paraphrased, or othenvise returned to at the close. Eg. Psalrn 8. 

a text which contains a series of admonitions, u d y  ethical and 
eclectic in nature and expressed generally rather than for a specinc 
situation. 

Pronouncement Story brief narratives which acist in order to ernbody a sayùig or 
pronouncement. Eg. MarklZ:13-17. 

Trope 

a way of thinking about a given subject, or a geoeral heading under 
which arguments are grouped for a p a m d a r  subject. 

non-literal style of speech which involves the substitution of one 
word for another. Eg. The metaphor, "The moon was blood." 



HUMOUR TERMINOLOGY 

A Fortion 

Burlesque 

Comedy 

Conundmm 

Counter Question 

Double entendre 

Farce 

Humour 

Hyperbole 

Pavect ive 

An argument from the lesser to the greater. Granting a 
certain fact, it becomes even more compehg on the larger 
scale. 

A humorous device which highlights the discrepancy 
between subject matter style; exaggerated imitation. High 
Burlesque or Parody is when a weighty style is used in 
relation to more inconsequentiai nibjbe matter. Low 
Burlesque or Travesty is where a weighîy subject is 
addressed in a lesser style. Caricature targets the qualities 
of a person to produce a rididous efféct. 

A drama which tells the story of cornmon people who 
experience caiamity and gracious or fortuitous reversai. 

A nddle whose answer involves a p u .  Eg. When is a door 
not a door? When it's ajar. 

A question asked in response to one asked by one's 
opponent in order to silence the opponent. 

A statement that is deiiberately ambiguous, huiged upon a 
word which has more than one possible meaning. Eg. The 
man who refiised to eat rabbit stew because he didn't like 
hair (hare) in his food. 

A light, ciramatic composition marked by broady satirical 
comedy and an improbable plot. 

(1) the quality of being arnusing or cornical. (2) the ability to 
perceive, enjoy, or express what is cornical or funny. 

Bold overstatement, or extravagant exaggeration of fact in 
order to make a point. 

A direct denunciation by the use of derogatory descriptions. 
The use of invective is not to express personal hatred but 



Joke 

Lampoon 

Litotes 

Malapropism 

Meiosis 

Metaphor 

Paradox 

Paranomasia 

commits the one using it and the one at which it is aimed to 
a moral standard, 

A humorous device in which two levels of meaning stand in 
some opposition to each other and in which some level of 
unawareness is expressed or Mplied. The "punch" of irony 
depends in part upon someone failing to see it. 

Something said or done to provoke laughter or amusement, 
especially a brief oral narrative with a climactic, humorous 
twist. 

Broad satire, especidy when intended to ridicule a person. 

A figure of speech in which sornething is expressed by a 
negation of the contrary. Eg. "Mt a few.. ." 

A humorous usage of a wrong word or expression; a bad 
pun. Eg. "He was a child progeny." 

A deliberate understatement, representing something as 
muçh less in magnitude or importance than it really is. 

An analogy iden twg  one object with another and 
ascribing to the fist object one or more of the qualities of 
the second. 

A statement which combines seemingly contradictory or 
absurd elements that m y  actuaiiy be well founded or true. 

The technique of punning by changing a letter or syllable. 
Eg. "His sword is better than his word." 

A saying that briefly and memorably expresses some 
recognized tmth about life. 

A play on words that are either identical in sound or very 
similar in sound, but are sharply different in meaning. 

A witty or funny observation or response, usually made on 
the spur of the moment. 



Repartee The power or art of responding quickiy, srnoothly, 
pobtedly, and wittily, or an exchange of such responses. 

Rhetoricai Question A question for which there is a rather obvious answer but 
the speaker is more interested in increasing the rhetorical 
impact of his point than to induce the nght answer. 

Sarcasm 

Satire 

Saw 

Simile 

Wit 

A question designed to test the mentai agility and ingenuity 
of the audience. 

The blatant use of apparent praise for dispraise. Its sting is 
less direct shce it uses inversion as a means of deflection. 

A work or marner which blends a censorious attitude with 
humour for the purpose of improving human institutions or 
hurnanity. The satirist 's goal is to go beyond tearing down 
to inspire a remodelling. 

A familiar and ofien trite sayhg. 

A figure in which a similarity between two objects is directly 
expressed by the use of "like" or "as." 

An unintentional transposition of sounds in spoken 
language. Eg. "Let me show you to your seat" becomes 
"Let me sew you to your sheet." 

The power to evoke amusement by remarks demonstrating 
verbal feiicity or ingenuity and swifl perception, usually of 
the incongrnous. A statement which is brief, timely, defi, 
contnved and surprising. 



HUMOROUS PASSAGES IN THE GOSPELS 

(Taken principally fkum Jonsson, Trueblood and Botha) 

Matthew 2: 12 
2: 16 
4: 1-1 1 
4: 19 
5: 13 
5: 15 
5: 19 
520 
5:23,24 
5:25 
6:2-4 
6: 5 
6: 7 
6125-34 
6:30 
7:3,4 
716 
7:9,10 
7: 12 
7: 15 
7: 16 
8: 18-32 
9: 5 
9: 12 
9: 15 
10: 16 
10:24,25 
1 O:3O,3 1 
11:7,8 
11116-19 
lî:27 
13 :24-3O 
1344 
l4:25,26 
15:s 
1514 



Mark 

Luke 



John 



CLAS SIC SERMONS ON HUMOUR 

"Humour and Fa&" 

"He that sitteth in the heavens shall Iaugh the Lord shd have them in 
derision" (Psalm 2: 4) 

This word of the Second Psalm is the only instance in the Bible in which laugtner is 

atûiibuted to God God is not frequentiy thought of as possessing a sense of humour, though 

that quality would have to be attriibuted to p e r f i  personality. There are critics of religion 

who regard it as deficient in the sense of humour, and they can poim to the fm that there is 

M e  laugha in the Bible. Why is it that Scriptural literature, though filleci with rejoicing and 

songs of praise, is not panidarly disthguished for the expression of Iaughter? There are 

many sayings of Jesus which berray a touch of ironic humour, but on the whoIe one must 

agree witb the critics who do not h d  much humour or laughter in the Bible. 

This supposed defêct wiq ho wever, appear less remarkable if the relation of humour 

to faith is undemood. Humour is, in fact, a prelude to and laughter is the beginning of 

prayer. &&ter rmist be hard in the outer wuns of religions; and the echoes of d shodd 

resound in the sancniary, but there is no laughter in the holy of holies. There laughter is 

swailowed up in prayer and himour is hifilied by faith. 

The i . e  relation between hurnour and fi&b is derived fiom the fkct that both deai 

Sm of @kw York Chades Srnier's Sons, 1946), 1 1 1-31. 



and with the inwnpities of our existence. Humour is concerneci with the immediate 

inca-es of Hie and f~ with the uitimate ones. Both humour and hith are expressions 

of the 6eedorn of the human spirit, of its capaciity to stand outside of He, and itseK and view 

the whole scene. But any view of the whole immediateiy creates the problem of how the 

inwngniities of We are to be dealt with; for the &on to understand the We, and our place 

in k, d o m  us with mconsistezlcies and incongrtities which do not fit h o  any neat picnire 

of the whole. Laughter is our reaction to immediate iucongniities and those which do not 

affect us essemially. Faith is the ody possible response to the ultimate incungmities of 

existence wbich threaten the very meaning of o u  Me. 

We lm& at what? At the sight of a fo01 upon the throne of the king; or the proud 

man sufféring &orn some indignity; or the child introducing its irrelwancies imo the 

conversaion of the mature. We laugh at the]l~dapoation of things which do not fit together. 

A boy slipping on the ice is not fùnny. Slipping on the ice is fùnny only ifit happas to one 

whose dignity is upset. A favorite deiice of dramatias, who have no other rwurces of 

humour. is to introduce some kelevmt interest imo the central theme of the drama by way 

of the conversation of maid or buder. If this irrelevance is to be really fimny, however, it 

m m  have some more profound rehion to the theme than the conversor hended- This i s  to 

say that humour manages to resolve inwngniities by the ciismvery of another lwel of 

congniity. We !au& at the p u d  man slipping on the ice, not merely beww the contras 

between his dhgity and hk lmdigdid pli& strikes us as fumry, but but we f d  that his 

discomfmre is a poehcally jus  rebuke of his di@ty. T h  we deal with hunediate 

incongruities, in which we are not too seriously involved and wbïch open no gap in the 



coherence of life in nich a way as to threaten us essentiaüy. But there are profound 

inwngxuities *ch contain such a threat. Man's vay  position in the universe is inwngnious. 

That is the problem of fiith, and not of humour. Man is so great and yet so smaIi, so 

sipdicant and yet w> hsi@cant. "On the one han4" says Edward Beiiamy in The Religion 

of Sol ih ty ,  "is the personai iife of man, an atorn, a grain of sand on a boundless shore, a 

bubble of a foam flecked ocean, a life bearing a proportion to the mass of past, present and 

future, so infinitesimai as to deS. the imagination. On the other hand is a certain other We, 

as it were a spark of the universai Me, insatiable in aspiration, greedy of infhity, asserting 

solidarity with ai i  things and aU existence, even while subjecî to the limtations of space and 

the." That is the contrast. 

When man sumeys the world he seerns to be the very center of it; and his rnind 

appears to be the unQing power which makes sense out of the whole. But this sarne man 

reduced to the b i t s  of his animal existence, is a little animalde, preserving a precarious 

moment of existence witbin the vastness of space and tirne. There is a profound incongruity 

between the "inner" and the "outer" world, or between the wof d as viewed from man's 

perspective, and the man in the world as viewed kom a more ultimate perspective. The 

inwngnrity becornes even more profound when it is wnsidered that it is the same man who 

assumes the ultimate perspective from which he finds himseif SQ Uisi@cant. 

Philosophers seek to overcome this basic inwngniity by reducing one world to the 

dimension of the other; or raising one perspective to the height of the other. But neither a 

purely naturalistic nor a consistently ideaiinic system of philosophy is ever completely 

plausible. There are ultimate incongniities of life which can be resolved by faith but not by 



reason. Reason can look at them only fiom one standpoint or another, thereby denying the 

incuqpities &ch it seeks to soive. They are also too profound to be resolved or dealt with 

by laughter. If laughter seeks to deal with the ultimate issues of Mie it turns into a bitter 

humour. This means that it has been overwhelmed by the inwngruity. Laughter is thus not 

rnerely a vestibule to faith but also a "no-man's land" between faith and despair. We laugh 

cheerfilly at the incongmîties on the d a c e  of Me; but if we have no other resource but 

humour to deai with those which reach below the surfàce, our lauptiter becornes an expression 

of Our sense of the meaningiessness of iife. 

II 

Laughter is a sane and healtffil response to the innocent foibles of men; and even to 

sorne which are not innocent. AU betray moods and afkctions, conceits and idiosyncrasies, 

which could becorne the source of great annoyance to us ifwe took them too seriously. It 

is better to laugh at them. A sense of humour is indispensable to men of flairs who have the 

duty of o r e  th& Mowmen in common endeavors. It reduces the fictions of life and 

makes the foibles of men toierable. There is, in the laughter with which we observe and greet 

the foibles of others, a nice mixaire of mercy and judgment, of censure and forbearance. We 

would not laugh if we regarded these foibles as dtogether fining and proper. There is 

judgment, therefore, in Our Iaugher. But we also prove by the laughter that we do not take 

the annoyance too seriously. However, if our fellows commit a serious offense against the 

cornmon gooci, laughter no longer avails. If we continue to indulge in it, the dement of 

forbearance is cornpletely eliminated from it. Laughter against real evil is bitter. Such bitter 

laughter of derision has its use as an instrument of condemnation. But there is no power in 



it to deter the evil against which it is directed. 

There were those who thought that some muld laugh Mussolini and Hitler out of 

court. Laughter has sometimes contributed to the loss of prestige of dying oligarchies and 

social systems. Thus Cervantes' Don Quixote contributed to the decline of feudalism, and 

Boccaccio's Decameron helped to signai the decay of medieval asceticism. But laughter 

done never destroys a great seat of power and authority in hiaory. Its efficacy is limiteci to 

preserving the self-respect of the slave against the master. It does not extend to the 

destruction of slavery. Thus al1 the victims of tyranny availed themselves of the weapon of 

wit to preserve their sense of personal self-respect. Laughter provided them with a little 

private wodd in which they could transvalue the values of the tyrant, and reduce his pompous 

power to the level of the ridiculous. Yet there is evidence that the most insderable forms 

of tymmy (as in the concentdon camps, for instance) could not be ameliorated by laughter. 

Laughter may hun to bittemess when it faces serious evil, partly because it senses its 

impotence. But, in any case, senous evil must be seriously dealt with. The bittemess of 

dension is serious enough; but where is the resource of forgiveness to corne frorn? It was 

present in the original forbearance of laughter; but it can not be brought back into the 

bittemess of dension. The contradiction between judgment and mercy can not be resolved 

by humour but only by vicarious pain. 

Thus we laugh at our children when they betray the jealous conceits of childhood. 

These are the first buds of sin which grow in the soil of the original sin of our comrnon 

hurnanity. But when sin has conceived and brought forth its full fiuit, our laughter is too 

ambiguous to deal with the chiid's offense; or ifit is not ambiguous it becomes roo bitter. If 



we retain the origuial forbearance oflaughter in our judgment it tums into harmfùl indulgence. 

Parental judgment is aiways codfonted with the necessity of relating rigorous judgment 

creatively to the goodness of mercy. That relation can be achieved only as the parent himself 

suffers under the judgments which are exacted. Not humour but the cross is the meeting 

point of justice and rnercy, once both judgment and mercy have become explicit. Laughter 

can express both together, when neither is M y  defined. But, when it becornes necessary to 

define each explicitly, laughter can no longer contain them both. Mercy is expeIied and only 

bittemess remains. 

What is true of our judgments of each other is true of the judgment of God. In the 

word ofour text God is pictured laughing at man and having hirn in derision because of the 

vanity of man's imagination and pretensions. There is no suggestion of a provisional geniality 

in this divine Iaughter. Derisiveness is pure judgement. It is not possible to resolve the 

contradiction between mercy and judgment, on the level of the divine, though humour, 

because the divine judgment is ultimate judgment. That contradiction, which remains an 

unsolved mystery in the Old Testament, is resolved only as God is revealed in Christ. There 

is no humour but suffering in that revelation. There is, as we have observed, a good deal of 

ironic humour in the sayings of Christ. But there is no humour in the scene of Christ upon 

the Cross. The only humour on Calvary is the derisive laughter of those who cried, "He 

saved others; himselfhe can not Save. .. .If he be the son of God let him corne down from the 

cross"; and the ironic inscription on the cross, ordered by Pilate: "The King of the Jews." 

These ironic and derisive observations were the naturd reactions of common sense to 

dimensions of revelation which transcend common sense. Since they could not be 



comprehended by f ~ t h ,  they prornpted ironic laughter. 

There is no humour in the cross because of the justice and the mercy of God are M y  

revealed in it. In that revelation God's justice is made the more terrible because the sin of 

man is disclosed in its fÙU dimension. It is a rebeiiion against God from which God himself 

suffers. God can not remit the consequences of sin; yet He does show mercy by taking the 

consequences upon and into Himseif. This is the main burden of the disclosure of God in 

Christ. This is the final due to mystery of the devine character. Mercy and justice are 

provisionally contained in laughter, and the contradiction between them is tentatively resolved 

in the sense of humour. But the final remlution of justice, M y  developed, and of mercy, full 

matured, is possible only when the sharp edge of justice is tumeci upon the executor of 

judgment without being blunted. This painful scperience of vicarious suffering is far removed 

from laughter. Only an echo of the sense of humour remains in it. The echo is the 

recognition in the sense of humour that judgment and rnercy belong together, even though 

they seem to be contradictoq. But there is no knowledge in the sense of humour of how the 

two are related to each other and how the contradiction between them is to be resolved. 

III 

The sense of humour is even more important provisiondy in dealing with Our own 

sins than in dealing with the sins of others. Humour is a proof of the capacity of the self to 

gain a vantage point fiom which it is able to look at itself. The sense of humour is thus a by- 

product of self-transcendence. People with a sense of hurnor do not take themselves too 

seriously. They are able to "stand off' from themselves, see thernselves in perspective, and 

recognùe the ludicrous and absurd aspects of their pretensions. Ali of us ought to be  ready 



to Iaugh at ourselves because all of us are a littîe h y  in our foibles, conceits and 

pretemions. What is fiumy about us is precisely that we take ourselves too seriously. We are 

rather insigiuticant Little bundles of energy and vitality in a vast organization of Me. But we 

pretend that we are the very center of this organization. This pretension is ludicrous; and its 

absurdity increases with lack of awareness of it. The less we are able to laugh at ourselves 

the more it becomes necessary and inevitable that others Iaugh at us. 

It is significant that little chiidren are reaiiy very sober though they f k l y  indulge in 

a iaughter which expresses a pure animai joy of existence. But they do not develop the 

capacity of real humour until the fXth or sVah year, at which t h e  they may be able to laugh 

at thernselves and at others. At about this age their intense preoccupation with self and with 

an immediate task at hand is partly mitigated. The sense of humour grows, in other words, 

with the capacity of self-transcendence. If we cm gain some perspective upon Our own self 

we are bound to Bnd the self s pretensions a little fumy. 

This means that the ability to laugh at oneseifis the prelude to the sense of contrition. 

Laughter is a vestibule to the temple of confession. But laughter is not able to deal with the 

problem of sins of the self in any ultimate way. lfwe become fully conscious of the tragedy 

of sui we recognize that Our preoccupation with self, our exorbitant demands upon Me, Our 

insistence that we receive more anention than our needs deserve, affect our neighbors 

hamifiilly and dehud thern of their rightfiil due. If we recognize the real evil of sin, laughter 

can not ded with the problem Lfwe continue to laugh d e r  having recognized the depth of 

evil, Our laughter becomes the instrument of irresponsibiiity. Laughter is thus not only the 

vestibule of the temple of confession but the no-man's land between cynicism and contrition. 



Laughter may express a mood which takes neither the self nor Me seriously. If we take life 

seriously but ourselves not too seriously, we case to laugh. The contradiction in man 

benveen "the good that he would and does not do, and the evil that he wouid not do, and 

does" is no laughing matter. 

There is fimhermore anouier dimension in g&e contrition which laughter does not 

contain. It is the awareness of behg judged firom beyond oursehes. There is sornething more 

than self-judgment in genuhe contrition. 'For me it is a smaü thing to be judged of men," 

deciares St. Paul, "neither judge I myself; for 1 know nothing against myself; he who judges 

me is the Lord." In an ultimate sense the self never knows anything against itself. The self 

of today may judge the sers action ofyesterday as 4. But that means that the self of today 

is the good self. We are to judge our actions through self-judgrnent. But we do not become 

aware of the deep root of eMI actions in such judgments. We may judge Our sins but we do 

not judge ourselves as sinners. The knowledge that we are sinners, and that inordinate desires 

spring fiom a heart inordinately devoted to itselÇ is a reiigious knowledge'which, in a sense, 

is never achieved except in prayer. Then we experience with St. Paul that "he who judges us 

is the Lord." There is no laugher in that experience. There is only pain. The genuine joy of 

reconciliation with Go& which is possible only as the 6uit of genuine repentance, is a joy 

which stands beyond laughter though it need not compietely exclude laughter. 

To suggest that the sense of humour is the beginning, but not the end, of a proper 

humiiity does not mean that the final h i t  of true contrition destroys aii vestiges of the seed 

fiom which it sprang. The saintliest men fiequently have a humourous g h t  in their eyes. 

Thqr retain the capacity to la@ at both themeives and at others. They do not laugh in their 



prayers because it is a solemn experience to be judged of Gud and to stand under the mtiny 

of HUn fiom whom no secras are &id. But the absence of laughter as a sufksed eiement in 

all expenence. There is indeed proper laugher on the other side of the experience of 

repentance. It is the laughter of those who have been released both fiom the tyranny of the 

law and h m  the slavery of pretending to be b a e r  than they are. To know oneself a sinner, 

to have no illusions about the se& and no inchtion to appear better than we are, either in 

the sight of man or of Go& and to know oneself forgiven and released âom sin, it is the 

occasion for a new joy. This joy expresses itselfin an a b e r a n c e  of w k h  laughter is not the 

only, but is certainly one, expression. 

N 

We have deait thus fàr with humour as  a reaction to the incongruities in the ckacter 

of seifand its neighbors. We have discovered it to be a hedthy, but an ultirnately unavailing, 

method of dealing with the evils of h u m  nature. But men fàce other incoagruities than 

those which human foibles and weaknesses present. Human existence itseif is filled with 

incongmities. Life does not make sense as easiiy as those phiiosophers, who think they have 

charted and comprehended everything in a nice system of rationality, would have us believe. 

Man's life is redy based upon a vast incongruity. 

Man is a creature who shares ail the weaknesses of the other creatures of the worid. 

Yet he is a s u b h e  mature who holds the ages within his memory and touches the h g e s  

of the eternai in his irnaglliation When he looks into the wodd within, he fin& depths within 

depths of mystery which are never completely fathomed. Man is a spirit; and arnong the 

qualities of bis spirit are the capacity to regard himseIf and the world; and to specdate on the 



meankg of the whole. This man, is when he is the observer, the very cemer of  the universe. 

Yet the same man "brings his yean to an end Wte a taie that is told." This man groweîh up 

like gras in the moniing which in the evening is att down and withereth. The brevity of 

human existence is the moa vivid expression and c h  of human weakness. 

The hwngniity of man's greatness and weakness, of his monality and immortality, 

is the source of this temptatim to eviI. Some mai seek to escape fkom their greatness to their 

weakness; they try to deny the eeedom of their spirit in order to achieve the serenity of 

nature- Some men seek to escape fkom th& weakness to th& gremess. But these simple 

methods of escape are uriaMiling The eort to escape h o  the weakness of nature leads not 

to the desired serenity but to senniality. ïhe &on to escape fiom weakness to greatness 

leads not to the seairity but to the evils of a spinaiality wtnch denies the creanirely limitations 

of human existence. 

The philosophies of the aga have sou@ to bridge the chami between the inner and 

outer wodd baween the world of t h o w  in which man is so geat and the worid of physical 

extension in which man is so s d  and impotent. But philosophy can not bridge the chasm. 

It cm only pretend to do so by reducing one world to the dimensions of the other. Thus 

naruralins, marmialists, mechanists, and dl phiiosophers, who view the worid as prllnarily a 

system of physical relationships, constmct a universe of meaning from which man in the full 

dimension of spirit can h d  no home. The idedisic philosophen, on the other hanci, 

constmct a worid of rational coherence in which muid is the very stuff of order, the very 

foundation of existence. But thar synems do not do justice to the Large areas of chaos in the 



world; and they fail to give an adequate account of man himseK who is something les, as 

weU as something more, than muid. 

The sense of humour is in many respects, a more adequate resource for the 

incungruiîies of life than the spirit of philosophy. If we are able to laugh at the curious quirks 

of fortune in which the system of order and meaning which each Me constructs within and 

around itself is invaded, we at least do not make the mistake of prematurely reducing the 

irrational to a nice system. ïhings "happen" to us. We make our plans for a career, and 

siclmess fiusmes us. We plan our Ise, and war reduces all plans to chaos. The storms and 

funes of the world of nature, which can so easiiy reduce our private schemes to confusion, 

do of course have their own Iaws. 'Ihey "happen" accordhg to a discemible system of 

causality. There is no question about the fact that there are systems of order in the worîd. 

But it is not so easy to discm a total system of order and meanhg which will comprehend 

the various levels of existence in orderîy whole. 

To meet the disappointments and frustrations of Me, the irrationalities and 

comingencies with laugher, is a high form of wisdorn. Such laiighter does not obscure or de@ 

the dark irrationality. It merely yields to it without too much motion and friction. A 

humorous acceptance of fate is really the expression of a high form of self-detachment. If 

men do no: :&e :her;;selves iuu x i i w u ~ i ~ ,  if i i i g  iiavr sume sase of the precarious nature 

of the human enterprise, they prove that they are îooking at the whole drama of Me not 

mereîy eom the ciraimscribed point of their own interests but tiom some further and higher 

vantage point. One thinks for instance of the profound wisdom which undedies the capacity 

of laughter in the Negro people. Confronted with the cruelties of slavery, and socially too 



impotent to throw of the yoke, they leamed to make their unpalatable situation more 

suffirable by laughter. There was of course a deep pathos maed with the humour, a proof 

of the fkct that laughter had reached its very limit. 

There is indeed a limit to laughter in dealhg with Me's fhtmtions. We can laugh at 

all of life's s u .  inationalities. We preserve our sanity for the moa wely if we do not try 

to reduœ the whole crazy quitt of events in wbch we move to a prmture and illusory order. 

But the dtimate inmagniities of human &aice can not be Yaughed oE" We can not laugh 

at death. We do try of wune. 

A war eni is particularly fruitfid of Galgenhumor (gaiiows humour). Soldiers are 

known on occasion to engage in hysterical laugfiter when nerves are tense before the battle. 

They speak facetiously of the possible dire fate which might befa this or that man of the 

company. "Sergeanf" a soldier is reponed to have said before a recent battie, "don't let this 

Me fellow go into battie before me. He isn't big enough to stop the b u k t  meant for me." 

The joke was receNed with uproarious good humour by the assembleci cornrades. But when 

the "litde felow" died in battie the next day, w q o n e  felt a Me a s b e d  of the joke. At any 

rate it was quite Liadequate to deal with the depth and breadth of the problem of death 

Ifwe persist in laughter when deaimg with the final problern of human existence, when 

we tum life into a comedy we aiso d u c e  it to a meamngless~ess. That is why laughter, when 

presse- to sohe the &.hate issue, tums into a vehicle of bittemess rather than joy. To laugh 

at Lifé in the ultimate sense means to scom it. There is a note of dension in that laughter and 

an element of despair in that derision. 



Iust as laugbter is the "no-rnan's land" between cynicism and contrition when we deal 

with the incongruous element of evil in our own soui, so is it also the area between despair 

and faith when dealuig with evil and incongmity in the world about us. Our provisional 

amusement with the irratiod and unpredictable fortunes which invade the order and purpose 

of our life must move either toward bittemess or faith, when we consider not this or that 

hstration and this or that contingent event, but when we are forced to face the issue of the 

basic incongruity of death. 

Either we have a faith f?om the standpoint of which we are able to Say, "1 am 

persuaded, that neither death, nor Me. ..shall be able to separate us fiom the love of God, 

which is in Christ Jesus our Lord" (Rom. 8:38-39); or we are overwhehned by the inconpity 

of death and are forceci to say with Ecclesiastes: "1 said in mine heart concerning the state of 

the sons of men.. .that they rnight see that they themselves are beasts. For that which befdeth 

the sons of men bemeth b a s ;  ... as the one dieth, so dieth the other; yea, they have aii one 

breath, so that man has no preeminence about a beast for ail is vanity" (Eccles. 3:18-19). 

The final problem of human existence is denved f?om the fact that in one context and 

fiom one perspective man has no preeminence about the beast; and yet from another 

perspective his preeminence is very great. No beast cornes to the melancholy conclusion that 

"al1 is vanity"; for the purposes of its life do not o u t m  its power, and death does not 

therefore invade its Me as an irrelevance. Furthemore it has no prevision of its own end and 

is therefore not ternpted to melancholy. Man's melancholy over the prospect of death is the 

proof of his partial transcendence over the natural process which ends in death. But this is 



oniy a partial transcendence and man's power is not great enough to secure his own 

immortaiity . 

This problem of man, so perfectly and finaIly symboiized in the fact of death, can be 

solved neither by proving that he has no preeminence about the beast, nor yet proving that 

his preeminence is a guarantee that death has no final dominion over him. Man is both great 

and small both strong and weak, both involved in and free of the lirnits of nature; and he is 

a unity of strength and weakness of spirit and creatureliness. There is therefore no possibility 

of man extricating himself by his own power f?om the predicament of his amphibious aate. 

The Christian faith declares that the ultimate order and meanhg of the world lies in 

the power and wisdom of God who is both Lord of the whole wodd of creation and the father 

of human spirits. It believes that the incongmities of human existence are finaliy overcome 

by the power and the love of God, and that the love which Christ revealed is finaliy sufficient 

to overcome the contradiction of death. 

This fàith is not some vestigial remnant of a aeduious and prescientific-age with which 

"scientific" generations may dispense. There is no power in any science or philosophy, 

whether in a pre- or postscientific age, to leap the chasm of incongruity by pure thought. 

Thought which beguis on one side of the chasm can do no more than deny the reality on the 

other side. It seeks either to prove that death is no reaiity on the other side. It seeks either 

to prove that death is no reality because spirit is etend, or that spirit is not etemal because 

death is a realty. But the reai situation is that man, as a part of the naturai world, bnngs his 

yean to an end like a tale that is told; and that man as a fke spirit finds the brevity of his 

years incongnious and death an irrationality; and that man as a unity of body and spirt cm 



neither by taking thought d u c e  the dimension of pure spirit. Either his incomplete and 

hstrated He is completed by a power greater than his own, or it is not completed. 

Faith is therefore the f i a i  -ph over incongmity, the finai assertion of the 

meanlligfulness of existence. There is no other triumph and will be none, no matter how 

rnuch human knowledge is enlarged. Faith is the final assertion of the fkeedom of the human 

spirit, but also the final acceptance of the weakness of man and the final solution for the 

problem of Me through the disavowd of any final solutions in the power of man. 

Insofar as the sense of humour is a recognition of incongmity, it is more profound 

than any philosophy which seeks to devour incongnùty in reason. But the sense of humour 

remains healthy only when it deals with imrnediate issues and faces the obvious and surface 

irrationalities. It must move toward faith or sink into despair when the dtimate issues are 

raised. 

That is why there is laughter in the vestiiuie of the temple, the echo of laughter in the 

temple itself, but only faith and payer, and no laughter, in the holy of holies. 



"God and Laughtef' 

George ~uttrick' 

He that sitteth in the heavens shaU laugh 
the Lord shall have them in dension. 

Psalm 2:4. KJV 

When the Lord tumed again the captivity of Zion, 
we were like them that drearn. 
Then was our mouth filled with laughter, 
and Our tongue with singing. 

Psalm 126: 1-2, EUV 

"Just so, 1 tell you, there is joy before the angels of God 
over one simer who repents." 

Luke 15:lO 

Laughter is a strange portent. Ln a world held in mystery, in seeming nothingness, a 

world in which we cm neither prove God nor escape him, Our faces pucker in miles. In a 

generation that cornpetes in destructive weapons until final destruction looms, a carioon 

appean in nie Boston Globe showhg Uncle Sam as a hitchhiker while two Russian sputniks 

flash past him, one of them with a little grinning dog on board. We laugh at our own 

predicament. We joke even about death. A friend of mine, a bishop, is still chuckfing over 

a pompous, humorless mortician who congrahilated him on "your graveside manner." We 

can quip even in the act or moment of death, as when the not-so saint iy Charles II apologized 

for being "so unconscionable a time in dying." Ln a world dark with griefs and hollow with 

:Semons Preached in a University Church (Nashville: Abingdon Press, (1987)), 5 1 - 
57. 



graves we laugh. Even in war and sorrow we pity the man who cannot laugh. Why? Here 

are some comments that you can use to better purpose than 1. 

I 

There seems to be laughter in creation itself and if so, that is the basic laughter. On 

the first day of history, so the Bible tells us, "the moniing stars sang together." Every new 

springhe breaks hto the gaiety of flowering meadows and purluig strearns. "The trees. ..clap 

their hands"; the littie hilis skip me lambs." These phrases corne, of course, fiom our minds, 

but not without beckonings fiom nature. This laughter of crearion may seem to us to be 

mockery when sorrow strikes, but it accords with our joyous moods. There is even a comic 

side to nature. A row of penguins looks for all the world like the speakers' table at the annual 

banquet of the National Association of Manufacturers. The small boy nghtly exclaimed on 

fht sight of a came4 "1 don't believe it." Chiidren's books, which are quite as important as 

Our philosophies, feature this comic side of animal life. No somber God could ever have 

made a bullfrog or a girafFe. 

This creation-laughter we see in little children. Nietzsche said gioomily: "Man ... 

alone suffers so excruciatingly that he was compelled to invent laughter." But man did not 

invent laughter, or anything else, except fiom materials given to his hand. Who taught a child 

to laugh? Who needs to do any such teaching? You Say that they imitate the chuckling of 

their parents? That only presses the question further back, even supposing it to be a valid 

question. Chiidren laugh as birds sing: because they are made that way. We listen to a child7 s 

laughter, listen guiltily, and wish that Our laughter were as unspoiled. 



Theologians and preachers sometirnes discuss the "duty of cheerfûlness." It is a 

contradiction in terms and a homble phrase in any event. Say, rather, that laughter is native 

and that our worid has tirnes and occasions that provoke it and that if we do not then laugh, 

we çtult@ ourselves. The Harvard man who placed an advextisement in The Crimson for the 

sale of a bike, offering as inducement for a bike that it "knows its own way to Wellesley," 

is a benefactor in our cornrnunity. The Anglican hymnbook has a hymn that should be in 

every handbook, "Glad that I live am 1." The Bible says again with deep wisdom: "There is 

... a time to weep and a time to laugh." We should not choke the laughter because tears 

sometirnes stain our days. The laughter has its own rightful time and place. If people laugh 

even on the way home fiom a funeral (as they do, as any wise pastor c m  tell you), perhaps 

they should: that release is given in Our pent-up sorrow. We beiieve despite our rnorbid 

moods that creation-laughter is basic. There remains for us what Browning cdled "the wild 

joys of living." 

II 

There is also the laughter of man's dilemma. We quip by nature at Our own predicament. 

Because the dilernma is a dilemma. because the predicament is dways mked with human 

guilt, this laughter has elernents of derision, and it is never far From tears. Nature has cancer 

as well as flowering fields, death as weil as binh; and human nature has monumental self- 

idolatries as well as neighborly kindness. Who can doubt this ambiguity in nature? It 

confronts us wherever we walk and wherever we stay. Who can doubt this ambiguity in 

human nature? Think of Hitler dancing a jig when France sunendered, and think of the long 

failure of aatesmanship that was left with no better expedient than to  fight his fire with fire. 



in "this ambiguous earth" we can aill Iaugh, but the laughter is now inevitably "mixeci." It 

has undertones ofseIf-condemnaion and overtones of irony. in bad men it becomes a bitter 

trampling sarcasm; and in good men, a meful smile. 

We should examine with more care this typical laughter of Our adult life, for laughter 

also has gifis of wisdom. When are we ourselves cornic? Whenever we try to Iive beyond 

the bounds of Our ordained nature. And these bounds? We are in the material order and 

cannot escape it, men though we are never content with it; at the same time we see ourselves 

in the riahird order, fkom a stance above our eanhborn Me, which we still cannot escape. The 

bounds of our nature are those of a precarious Iine between time - which does not content 

us - and eteniity - into which we cannot M ourselves. Whenever we leave that line, we 

become cornic. Henri Bergson argues that man becomes comic when he acts iike a thing, that 

i s  when he nnks below the ordained line of creaturehood; Alexander Bain likewise proposes 

that humor is always the humor of man's "degradation." Both are ri& but both perhaps faii 

to see that man is comic when he tries to live above the line, when he poses & an angei or as 

his own god, as well as when he seeks a lower order of life. 

Consider instances of a man becorning laughable because he is posing as a wiser or 

holier man than human nature grants - the comedy of his trying v d y  to iive above the line 

of precarious creaturehood. Ashes fiom a man's pipe on an upper balcony are carried by a 

whirnsicd wind into the dimer of a man eating on a lower balcony. Says the one: "Why do 

you knock your ashes on to my terrace?' Says the other: "Why do you place your terrace 

underneath rny pipe?" Neither man has power to cormol even the minor forces and 

vicissitudes of Me, and both are angry in consequence because they are not gods or angels. 



Thus our "dculated risks" in statesmaaship or in the building of apartment-house balconies 

are always miscalculateci. Our terdjmg defenses do not defend, for our adversaq tries to 

outdo us in terror. Thus comedy, and irony, and guiit and tears. To take another instance: 

a hobo Eilluig on a wimer slide that boys are ushg would not be b n y ,  for we wodd be sorry 

for h h  as a victim of new misfortune piled on old misfortune; but if a bishop thus fell while 

wearing fidl rega& or a professor dressed for a graduation cerernony, he would detuùteiy be 

comic; for nobody c m  be as good as a bishop is supposed to be, or as wise as a professor 

sometimes thinks he is. We try to tive above the he, and becorne comic. 

Now take an imance of comedy and laughter that cornes of life below the line of 

creaturehood. Two men h i t a ~ g  a horse; the one providuig the forequarters and the other 

the hindquarters with a horseskin thrown over them to wmplete the disguise, always bring 

meniment, especially in an ice show; for the men are acting as les than men by sinking into 

horse nature (what Bain calls "degradation"), and the pseudo-hors is trying to be more than 

a horse since horses do not skate. Similarly with the cartoon showing a m m  in the subway, 

with a pigeon on each shouider. "Where are you taking them?" He was asked; and he 

answered, ''Don't ask me: they got on at F&y-ninth Street." The man was less than a man, 

for he had becorne a perch for pigeons; the pigeons were more than pigeons, for they were 

imitating foolish humans who bedevil themselves with subways. Naniraiism merits no 

rebunal, for men have aiways laughed it out of wun. A man sinking into the naturd order 

is aagicaUy comic (for example, the red nose of a dninkard: wood is paimed red, not noses); 

and that laughter againn naniralism is a stronger retort t h  any argument. 



But mark the tragedy of our thus leaving the ihe of our ordained nanue. We know 

in these instances that we are neither animais nor angeis. So we become seK-estranged, and 

estrangeci h m  the me ground of  our nature in Gd. In that seIf-es~angemem we imagine 

that God is laughing at us: "He that sineth in the heavens shall la@: the Lord shall have 

them in derision" Pehaps God is laughing, perhaps he does hoid us in derision., if there is 

that in God which in the deeps of his mystery answers to these Inman terms. fhere is 

"wrath" in God - the protest of his "pity." Always men have dirnly sensed t h  derision 

ItiSinneIIiaa-"~unabmguishab 
. . 

le hugher rose among the gods." Haven bu&, wÏth 

tears. at our foolish attempts to be more than men or less than men. That our boasted 

defenses should now darken over us as a find threat, that our refusal to codiom the r d  

problern (our constitutional a m i -  and price) should lead us hto  a fienetic cornpetition in 

sputniks. thar our science should becorne instmm of our suicide: that Our wealth should 

by our purwt of it become taxed povary, that our iictories shodd reappear as defeat - this 

is the irony of history: "He that sittnh in the heavens shall lm&.' Creaiont s laughter is 

sheer joy, but addt laughter in man's dilemma is close to tears and shame. A cenain nory 

t e k  of a doctor's impaeence whai he could find nothing wrong with his patient: "Why don3 

you forget yourselr Go see the clown Cirumaldi and lau&." Said the patient: '1 am 

Grumddi . '+ 

m 

Ba thae is another b d  of Iaqhter? the h e a h g  lauphter of redemption. It is not a 

chiid's lauc.ehter, and it is not man's dilemma laughter. It is the joy of a new binh. Francis 

knew child's laugtner in his eariiest yean in Assisi; and he koew adult iaughter when as an 



umuty y& m that Gay he was the T e  of the party-" not d o u t  knowing and @hg some 

reai happiness; but the tlrird laughter he did not h o w  until with vows of proverty he gave 

himselfto God baore a hi& ahara Then and thae joy was bom in him by which he preached 

to the sparrows and danced m the Mllage square. This laugtita is the laiighter of childlikeness 

beyond childishness. Perhaps our Me is a pilgiimage ffom childish hghter through the 

iaughter of our puiity dilemma, to the chiidlike iaughter that cornes of God's forgMng and 

renewing grace. Many a man hes and dies only in the ruefbhess of that middle temi. 

Can we h d  any parable of this best Iaughtej? The m a i l  boy decided to nui away 

from home: "1 do not like this nasty house." Aiways we rebel against the wak of 

c r ~ e h o o d .  His mother told him that she was sony for tiis desire but that she wouid help 

pack The lad was plucky: he left, scafcely able to lift the Luggage. Where to go? When he 

reached the sidewallc, he sat there on the step betwem the garden path and the adewdk. 

Where shall we go, where can we go, when we try to leave our tnmmness? Kis parents 

watched f h m  behind window arrtains. Soon he returned, swing fàce cheerffüly: "I've been 

away a long time." They agreed: "Was it a nice journei>" But, oh the joy of the 

homemmhg for thern and for hm! Tven so, 1 td you, there is joy More the angels of God 

over one Ynna who r e p ~ . "  This is the word of C m .  This is the joy that he rwealed to 

ou. worid. The beUs of heaven ri& whenwer a man nims fkom his penerted skiUs and his 

insensate pride, fiom bis poor attempts to live an animal Me, to mist in the Power and the 

Love - the God who can lift him when he cannot iifl himseK 

Another parable- since here story is better far th argument? In the sequel to 7he 

. . 
PzI@m 's Prqgress C h s t m a  (Piigrmi's &e), her chfldrwi, and a fiend cded Mercy fobw 



him to the Celestid City. Christiana asks Mercy: 'What was the matter that you did laugh 

in your sleep to-mght? I suppose you was in a dream." Yes, Mercy had dreamed. She saw 

herself bemoariuig the hardness of her heart, with people about her who were impatient of her 

cornplairit: "At this, some laughed at me, some cded me fml, and some began to thrust me 

about" - the eanhy m e r  to those ill-content with merely an earthy We. Then an angel 

came: "Mercy, what aileth thee?" As ifshe knew! Oniy angels kww! "Peace be to thee!" 

Then she saw hefseifclothed in dver and gold, led by the angel through the skies to a throne, 

which was not "densioq" for he who sat there said gently: uWelcome, daughter." Said 

Mercy: "So I woke ... but 1 laugh?" She laughed and cried, with tears no longer biner but 

rather childlike and at peace. "When the Lord turned again the captivity of Zion, we were 

like than that dream T'en was our mouth fded with laughter, and our tongue with singhg." 

N 

Even the laughter of our dilemma is laughter, as if we knew unawares that the 

dilemma is always held in light. To the portent of laughter Chnnian faith gves the Chnst- 

event, the historical drama of uncoercive love. So we rnay now choose how to laugh. We 

can laugh because Me despite its darkness is good: "Glad that I Live am L" That is basic 

laughter, and sadness maywait itsturn. We can laugh too loud: that is dilemma-laughter, its 

loudness confêshg its inseairity. We can laugh ruefuily, with realisrn for rm' s failures, yet 

with kin* judgment since we also are "in the same condemnation," weU knowing that adult 

laughter is never far from tean. Are there not two faces over the proscenium arch of the 

theater, which pomay our monal lifè-a laughuig face and a weeping face? 



But ifwe will, we may laugh in the midst of the storm in 'hrlmixed'' laughter. We can 

"becorne as Little children," in a new chiidlikeness, beyond childishness and beyond the 

adulthood that has known too many roads and too many doors. We c m  laugh even in an 

atomic age, even in the storm that we have raiseci in our own unmliness: 

WeU r o m  the Storm to those that hear 

A deeper voice across the stom.' 

"Be of good cheer, 1 have overcome the world." "Be of good cheer": laugh! Beyond the 

clinging doubt and beyond the unmly deed - God. Has he not "found" us in Jesus Christ? 

So thut door is always open - into laughter. 

'T~MYso~ ,  In Memoriam, sec. cxxvi, st. 1 .  



APPENDE E 

WORKSHOP MATERIALS 

Pre- Worksho~ Mateds: 

1. Information Letter to Potential Workshop Participants 

2. Memo Sent with Pre-Workshop Assignments 

3 .  Assigned Readings: The Rhetorico-Contextual Method; Chapter 3, pp. 106-14. 
The Chreiai and Mark 10: 17-27 Test Case; Chapter 4. 

4. Humour Quotient Instrument 

Workshop Materids: 

1. Lyric Sheet to "God's Own Fooi." 

2. Workshop Purposes and Objectives. 

3 .  Workshop Schedule. 

4. Gary Larson Cartoon; "Analyzing Humor." 

5. Listening Sheet "Inlaws and Outlaws: Humour Cognates." 

6 .  Definitions of "Humour7' and "Sense of Humour" f?om O>cfordQ&v .  

7. Listening Sheet "Humour Theories." 

8. Smail Group Questions on Humour Theories. 

9. Webbing Exercise for Presentation on Mirthology. 

10. Listing of Passages which Condemn Frivolous and Filthy Speech. 

1 1. Handout on Humour Enhancement; Chapter 2, pp. 56-60. 

12. Humour Exercises. 

13. Scoring Graph for the Humour Quotient Instrument. 



14. Questions for Evaluating and hproving Sense of Humour. 

15. "Jesus and Humour: The Quest for the Kysterical Jesus" Handout. 

16. "Rhetoric Terrninology" Handout. CE APPENDIX A 

17. Çhreia Types, Presentations and Elaboration Handout. 

18. chreia Elaboration Exercise: Matthew 7: 1-5. 

19. Handout on Mark 10: 17- 19 and the Rhetorico-Contextual Method 

20. List of Hurnorous Passages from the Synoptic Gospels. 

2 1 .  Handout on Synoptic Gospel Introductions. 

22. Litany of Thanks for Al1 Good Humour and Abiding loy. 



MEMO Re: Proclaiming the Messiah's Mirth Workshop 

Things You Need to Know: 

- The workshop will be held on November 21,f 2, 1997 at Maritime Christian College 
503 University Ave. 
Charlottetown, PE 
CIA 724 
(902) 628-8887 
(902) 892-3959 (fax) 

- There will be no registration tee for the workshop. Refieshment breaks will be supplied 
but you will be responsible for your own meals during the course ofthe workshop 
(Le. Fnday supper, Saturday lunch and supper). 

- There wiII be a dispiay of humour resources at the workshop. This will be for purposes 
of display only. These resources may be ordered after the workshop is over. 

- Because the workshop will cover a great deal of material in a short time, it is important 
for you to be at a4 the sessions on both days of the workshop. 

Things You Need to Do Before the Workshop: 

- Read the assigned readings sent to you in advance. 

- Compiete the Humour Quotient Instrument. One is for your own self-evaluation, 
another is for your spouse's (or best friend's) evaluation of you and the third is 
for a close CO-worker's evaluation of your sense of humour. 

Things You Need to Bring to the Workshop: 

- Your completed reading assignments. 

- Your completed Humour Quotient Instruments (3) .  

- New Amencan Standard Bible as wel1 as pen and paper. 

See you at the workshop!!! 



Dear Workshop Participant, 

Enclosed are the readings to be cornpleted before the "Proclaiming the Messiah's 
Mirth" workshop. There are a couple of things you need to know about this 
assignment. 

-the first seven pages give an outline of the model I am proposing for the 
interpretation of humour in the gospel sayings. 

-the rest of the matenal is from another chapter in my thesis-project and deals with 
how the model relates to the gospels specifically and gives a test case for 
the model using Mark 10: 1 7-27. 

Don't panic if some of the rhetoncal terms used in the readings are not 
familiar to you. We'll try to clear away the fog during the workshop. So please go on 
reading even if ail the terms don't make sense. 

Jua in case you wonder how ail this talk about rhetonc fits into understanding and 
preaching Jesus' humour, here is the purpose statement of my thesis-project : 

This thesis-project is an attempt to facilitate a greater appreciation of the 
humourous perspective as it relates to the Christian faith in general and biblical 
interpretation in particular and JO supplv a specific methodolom whereb~ 
particular manifestations of humour found in selectedgps~el sayings might bc 
understood and communicated to a contem~orarv audience, 

1 hope that helps a bit. Enjoy the reaciing ! ! 



Humour Quotient Instrument 

Su bject: 

Place the number best representing the answer to each question in the blanks provided. 
The subject of this exercise is the one to whom the pronouns 'q" "mey" and "my" refer. 
Please be honest! 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Mildl y 
Disagree 

Enjoyment of Humour 

1. 1 enjoy being around people who make me laugh. 
2. I generally look for sitcoms or other funny programs to watch on TV. 
3. When 1 pick up a magazine, 1 generdy look at the cartoons in it fira. 
4. When I go to the movies, my preference is generaily to see a good comedy. 
5. It is important to me to have a lot of humour in my Me. 

Seriousness and Negative Mood 

6 .  1 am in a serious £rame of mind most of the t h e .  
7. I get annoyed by people who are playful w N e  on the job. 
8. 1 tend to have a pessunistic outlook on Me. 
9. 1 am often in a negative mood (angry, anxious, saci, or depressed). 
10. 1 often feel hstrated (either on the job or at home). 

Playfuloess and Positive Mood 

- 1 1. 1 ofien adopt a playfid attitude in everyday life. 
12. I am a very spontaneous penon. 
13. 1 have a lot of fbn in my Iife. 
14. 1 have an optimistic outlook on life. 
15. I am often in a positive mood. 



Laughter 

16. I have a good belly laugh many times every &y. 
17. 1 have a heartier, more robust Iaugh than most people. 
1 8. 1 am an emotionally expressive person in generd. 
19. 1 feel comfonable Iaughuig, even when others aren't. 
20. One or both of my parents laughed a lot when I was growing up. 

Verbal Humour 

I enjoy playing games or doing word p d e s ,  etc. that d o w  me to play with 
language. 
I ofien tell jokes. 
1 often tell funny stories. 
I often create my own spontaneous pum. 
1 ofien make other spontaneous witty remarks (other than those in #s 22-24). 

Finding Humour in Everyday Life 

26.1 ofken find humour in the incidents that occur on the job. 
27. I ofien find humour in the incidents that occur at home. 
28. 1 often find humour in the incidents that occur outside work and family settings. 
29. I often share with others the fumy incidents 1 observe, or that happen to me. 
30.1 am better at finding humour in everyday Me than most people 1 know. 

Laughing at Yourself 

3 1. I have no trouble poking fun at physical quaiities of myself that I don't like. 
32. 1 often find humour in my own blunders or embarrassing incidents that happen 

to me. 
33. I often share with others the humour of my blunders or embarrassing incidents. 
34. 1 find it easy to laugh when 1 am the butt of someone else's joke. 
35. I have no difficulty teiiing jokes in which I am the bun of the joke. 

Humour Under Stress 

36. My sense of humour rarely abandons me under stress. 
37. 1 often seek out mass media humour (TV, cartoons, etc.) when under stress. 
38. I often use my sense of humour on the job to reduce stress and maintain 

effectiveness. 
39. 1 often use my sense of humour to control the effect of stress on my mood. 
40. My sense of humour is my most effective tool in coping with Me stress. 



Humour Quotient Instrument 

CORING: 

A. Add the numerical values of your answers for questions # 1-5, 11-30 

B. Multiply the sum of answers of questions # 31-35 by 1.5 

C.  Multiply the sum of answers to questions # 36-10 by 2 

D. Add these three sums together 

E. Add the numerical values of your answers to questions #640 

F. Subtract the sum from #E from #D 

(Source: Paul E. McGhee Ph.D.) 



God's Own Fool 

It seems I've imaginecl Him all of my life 
as the wisest of all rnankind; 

But if God's holy wisdom is fmlish to men, 
He must have seemed out of His mind. 
For even His f d y  said He was mad 

and the priests said, "A demon's to blame"; 
but God in the fom of this angry young man 

could not have seemed perfectly sane. 

When we in our foolishness thought we were wise, 
He played the fool and He opened our eyes. 

When we in our weakness believed we were strong 
He became helpless to show we were wrong. 

And so we follow God's own fool; 
for only the foolish can teil 
Believe the unbelievable, 
Corne be a fool as well. 

So corne lose your Life for a carpenter's son, 
for a mad-man who died for a dream. 

Then you'U have the faith His first followers haci, 
and you'll feel the weight of the beam. 

So surrender the hunger to Say you must know, 
have the courage to say "1 believe." 

For the power of paradox opens your eyes 
and blinds those who Say they can see. 

Michael Card 
Used with permission 

CCLI #880528 



Purposes and Objectives 

This thesis-project is an attempt to facilitate a greater 
appreciation of the humorous perspective as it relates to the 
Christian faith in general and biblicai interpretation in particular 
and to supply a specific methodology whereby particular 
manifestations of humour found in selected gospel sayings might 
be understood and communicated to a contemporary audience. 

Upon completion of the workshop the participant will have: 

1. Heard and responded to the thesis which upholds the 
importance of the role of humour in the Christian life; 

2. Evaluated his own sense of humour and participated in 
exercises to enhance it; 

3. Displayed an increased understanding of the rationale and 
methodology of rhetorico-contextual interpretation as it 
relates to the gospel sayings; 

4. Applied the proposed rhetorico-contextual mode1 in 
relation to the humour in a gospel saying. 



Proclaiming the Messiah's Mirth Workshop 

November 21,22,1997 

Registration and Refreshments 
Introduction to the Workshop 
Defining Humour 
Refres hment Break 
Theories of Humour 
Introducîion to a Theology of Humour 
(Mirt hology) 

Supper Break 

Humour Enhancement 
Refreshment Break 
Jesus and Humour 

aturdav Sessions 

Introduction to Rhetoric 
Rhetoric and the Gospels 
Refreshment Break 
The Rhetorico-Contextual ~Model 

Lunch Break 

Research and Writing 
Refres hment Break 

Supper Break 

Reporting Session 
Workshop Evaluation 





INLAWS AND OUTLAWS: TERMS RELATED TO 
"HUMOUR" 

Listening Sheet 

a) The main characteristics of "wit' are 

b) "Wit'' may differ fiom "humour" in that it is primarily 
while "humour" is a bit more 

2. "Laughter" 

a) "Laughter" is related to "humour" as is to 

b) Not al1 laughter is brought on by 

C) Three types of "laughter" are: fùnny Y 

-Y and 



3. "Play" 

a) A is a prerequisite to a 
sense of humour. 

b) The chief attributes of "play" are: 

4. 'Joy" 

a) Joy is a which cornes from 
and is expressed even in the 
midst of 

b) Therefore "oy" can be both a of "humour" and 
of "humour." 

5 .  "Comedy" 

a) "Comedy" is really a drarnatic 

b) "Comedy" tells the stov of people who 
experience and 



De finitions 

Humour, is that quality of action, speech, or writing 
which excites amusement; oddity, jocularity, 
facetiousness, comicality, fun. 

A sense of humour is the faculty of perceiving what 
is, ludicrous or amusing, or of expressing it in speech, 
writing or other composition; jocose imagination or 

Oxford English Dictionary 



HUMOUR THEORIES 

Listening Sheet 

1. Theories 

a) These are the predominate theories since the 

Period. 

b) These theones see humour as a form of 

which establishes at the expense of 

2. Theories 

a) These theones state that humour results fiom a 

whenever someone is 

b) is probably the most 

renowned person to hold this view. 



3. Theories 

a) The essence of humour is the one receives 

when is perceived. 

b) There are many ways of perceiving such as: 

expectations, 

opposites and 

similarities. 

c) For to be humorous it needs to be 

accompanied by an 



Humour Theories 

Discussion Starters 

1. Think of one joke that would demonstrate each of the three 
major theories of humour. 

2. Which of these three main theories seems to be the best? 

3. Evaluate each of the three major theories from a Christian 
perspective. 

4. Compose your own theory of humour. 









Oh yeah, well what about these? 

Proverbs 19: 1.3 

Luke 6:25 

Ephesians 4:29; 5:4 

Colossians 3:8 

1 Timothy 6:20 

2 Timothy 2: 16 

Titus 2:7,8 

James 4:9 



Humour Enhancing Exercises 

What's in a Word? 

Find the smdler word inside the big word whch relates to the due. 

radio commercial 

Unemployed young lady 

Joy in being together RELATIONSHlP 

A tremendous berg MAGNIFICENT 

A group of air conditioning salesmen CONVENTION 

An angry display FIREWORKS 

Tabby's time off VACATION 

Going to the same dekatessen FIDELITY 

Rope inventory RECORDING 

Defence from decay 

Openly sneaky 

Staff of a jeweiry store 

Relaxing combatant 

PROTECTION 

OBVIOUSLY 

MANAGEMENT 

W S T L E R  



Upright browning STANDING 

Unsuccessful track circling COLLAPSED 

Finding a blanket DISCOVERY 

Annoying decaying metal FRUSTRATED 

Porch builder OCCUPATION 

Headgear for any occasion WHATEVER 

President of a knife company EXECUTIVE 

(Source: Laurence Peter and Bill Dana) 

Multiple Meanings 

Try to thmk of as many meanings as possible for the following words: 

chair: 

table: 

pen: 

book: 

fan : 

bow: 

down: 

page: 



lot: 

key : 

Attempt to compose a humorous definition for the following words: 
..*..~.....*.~............................---.........*.*............~..............*.......................--*..*.*...... 
SAMPLE: 

"privatize:" "Mike Hammer, Sam Spade and Philip Marlowe" 

"loin cloth:" "what you have to do if you want to work in the g m e n t  
district" 

crock: 

debate: 

delight : 

fùngi: 

insane: 

mutilate: 

vit am in 

(Source: Paul E. McGhee, Ph-D.) 



Here is a simple way to compose your own exaggeration jokes s r l a r  
to those made famous by Johnny Carson: 

1. Pick a subject. 

2. Make a Iist of associations to this subject, using only noms. 

3. Pick an adjective to describe the subject. 

4. Make another list of associations for the above adjective (nouns or verbs). 

5 .  Find words within the two lists (fiorn #s 2 &4) that you cm meaningfully 
comect. Connect them in a statement that makes sense in an 
exaggerated or absurd way. 

........................................................................................................................ 
SAMPLE: 

He was so rich that he bought his dog a boy. 

He's so clumsy he trips over cordless phones. 
........................................................................................................................ 

(Source: Paul E. McGhee Ph.D) 

Fuiding Hidden Co~ect ions 

Try listing terms related to two different subjects and then attempt to 
see ways in which you might observe humorous connections between the 
two. Try it with the two subjects of tourists and baseball. 



SAMPLE: 

What do you wish evev tourist would do? Make a home m. 
.................................. ~.....*.....~.-.~.....*.......*..........~..~..*..-.............*...*.*---..-*.-. 

Key Phrase 

To the very brave, another way of exercising your humorous 
perception is to take a key word or phrase whch is capable of differing 
interpretations, and use it to create your own joke. 

SAMPLE: 

"Stop coughing" 

A young mortician7s apprentice lost a coflin out of the back of the 
hearse while he was driving up a steep M. As the c o f i  rolled down the 
hill, the young man ran d e r  it in desperation. As it rolled through town, he 
ran into the dmg store, al1 out of breath and asked the pharmacist, "Do you 
have anything to stop this 'coffin7?" 

Try your own phrase or word. You might want to use: 

"Bear with me" 

"That is the point" 



Humour Quotient Instrument 

Jesus 

Jerry Seinfeld 

1 Woody Allen 

Milton Berle 
- - - - - - - - - 



Humour Quotient Instrument 

Evaluation Questions 

1. What are the strengths of my sense of humour? 

2. What are the weaknesses of my sense of humour? 

3. What strategies might 1 employ to improve my sense of 
humour? 



JESUS AM> BUMOUR: THE QUEST FOR THE HYSTERICAL JESUS 

Satire. Satire is a work or manner that blends a cemorious attitude witb humour and wit 
for improving human institutions or humanity. Satirists anernpt through laughter 
not so much to tear down as to inspire a remodeiling. Saririns are often p e m d y  
involved with the objects of criticism and realize that their proposed remedy must 
not be seen by the audience as more repulsive than the disease. 

Luke 7:24-28 

Lrooy. i r o ~  is a double-levelled literary phenornenon in which two tiers of meaning 
stand in some opposition to each other and in which some degree of unawareness 
is expressed or implied. The "punch" of irony depends in part upon someone 
failing to see it. Local irony ocnirs at a given poim in the text though its punch 
may depend upon knowledge W e d  by the reader elsewhere, either in the text or 
outside it. 

Luke 5:32; 13:33; 22136 Mark 7:9 John 2: 19 

Lovective. invective is direct denunciation (in contrast to the indirect approach of irony) 
by the use of derogatory descriptions. The use of invective is not to express 
personal hatred but commits the one using it and the one at wfiich it is aimed to a 
mord standard. 

Manhew 23:13-32 Luke 1I;42-52 

Sarcasm. Sarcasm (literally "flesh-tearing") is the blatam use of apparent praise for 
dispraise. It is less direct than invective in that it employs inversion as a mûans of 
defleaion w, that its mng is a linle more indirect. 



Burlesque. The essence of burlesque is a discrepancy between subject matter and d e .  
High Burlesque or parody is where weighty style is used in relation to more 
uiconsequential subject matter. Low Burlesque or travesty is where a weighty 
subject is addressed in a lesser style. Caricature is another form of this 
exaggerated imitation Ui that it targets the qualities of a p a n  to produce a 
rididous e f f i .  

Parody. Matthew 1 6: 2-4 

Caricature: Matthew 6:2,5,16; 23:24 

Hy perboie. Hyperbole is bold overnaternent, or extravagant exaggeration of fact, either 
for serious or comic eEect. 

LMatthew 73; 33:24 Mark 1025 

Meiosis. Meiosis deliberately rspresents somethïng as much less in magnitude or 
importance than it really is. 

Luke 17:9 

Riddle. -4 nddle is a question designeci to test the mentd @ty and ingenuity of the 
audience. 

Parados A paradox is a statement that although seemingiy contradictory or abnird may 
achiaiiy be well founded or tme. 



Proverb. A proverù is a saying that briefly and memorably expresses some recognized 
truth about Me. 

Matthew 5: 14 Mark 6:4 Luke 4:23 

Metaphor. A metaphor is an analogy identifjmg one object with another and ascribing 
to the first object one or more of the qualities of the second. 

Luke 13:32 Matthew 23:33 

Simile. A simile is a figure in which a similarity between two objects is directly 
expressed. 

Matthew 10: 16; 23 : 27 

A Fortiori. This is an argument corn the lesser to the pater. Granting a cenain fact, 
it becomes even more compelling on the larger scale. 

Matthew 7:9-11; 10:25 

Rhetorical Question. This is a question for which there is a rather obvious answer but 
the speaker is more interested in increasing the rhetorical impact of his point than 
to induce the right answer. 

Matthew 719-1 1; 11:7,8 

Counter Question. A counter question is a question asked in response to one asked by 
one's opponent in order to silence the opponent. 

Matthew 2 1 :34,25; 22: 18,19 



The Chreiai 

Saying Chreiai 

Statement Chreiai 

Response Chreiai 

Double Chreiai 

Action Chreiai 

Mixed Chreiai 

iManners of Presentation of the Chreiai: 

as a maxim 

as an explanation 

with wit 

as a syllogism 



as an enthymeme 

with an example 

as a wish 

in symbolic manner 

in a figurative manner 

using double entendre 

with a change of subject 

with a combination of some of the above 

Elaboration of the Chreiai 



Matthew 7: 1-5 

Do not judge lest you be judged. 

For in the way you judge, you will be judged; 

and by your standard of rneasure, it will be measured to you. 

And why do you look at the speck that is in your brother's eye 
but do not notice the log that is in your own eye? 

Or how can you Say to your brother, 'Let me take the speck 
out of your eye,' and behold, the log is in your own eye? 

You hypocrite, first take the log out of your own eye, and then 
you will see clearly to take the speck out of your brother's eye. 



1. Determiire the Rhetorical Unit. 
17 'And as He was setthg out on a journey, a man ran up to Hlm 
and bknelt before Him, and began asking Hh, "Good Teacher, what 
shail 1 do to cinherit etemal llfe?" 
18 And lesus said to him, "Why do you c d  Me good? No one 1s 
good except God done. 2. Define the Rhetorical Situation of the Unit. 
19 'Yeu know the commandments, aDo NOT MURDER, DO NOT COMMIT 
ADtJïlERY, DO NOT STEAL, DO NOT BUP FALSE WITNESS, DO nOt defraud, 
HONOR YOUR FATHER AND MOTHER.'" 
20 And he sald to Him, "Teacher, I have kept aal l  these things fmm 
my youth up." 
21 And laoking at hlm, Jesus felt a love for Mm, and said io hlm, 

3. Determitle the Rhetorical Arrangement o f  the Unit. 

"One thing you-lack go-and seîi ail you possess, and give to the poor, 
and you shall have atreasure in heaven; and corne, foliow Me." 
22 But at these words Ihis face feu, and he went away grieved, for 
he was one who owned much pmperty. 
23 And lesus, looking amund, "said to Hls disclples, "aHow hard it 4. Identify the Hlietorical Deviccs and Style of the Unit. 
wiU be for those who a~ wealthy to enter the kingdom of God!" 
24 And the disciples Were amazed at Hls words. But Jesus 
*answered again and *said to theri, "Chiidren, how harâ it is 'to 
enter the kingdom of Cod! 
25 “ait is easier for a carne1 to go Uirough the eye of l a  needle than 
for a rich man to enter the kingdom of God." 
26 And they were even mo6 astonlshed and said lto Him, "qhen 
who can be saved?" 
27 Looking upon thern, Jesus *said, "Wih men it is impossible, but 
not with Cod; for al1 things are possible with God." 

S. Evaluate the Hlieturical Effectiveness of  the Unit. 

6. Contextualize the Message and Impact of the Unit. 



Humorous Sayings in the Synoptic Gospels 

1. Matt 7:6 

2 .  Luke 6:39-45 

3. Mark 4:2 1-23 

4. Matt 23:23,24 

5. Luke 2 1:37-41 

6 .  Luke 11:9-13 

7. Luke 12:3540 

8. Matt 18:21,22 

9. Mark 215-17 

10. Matt 10:24-33 

1 1 .  Luke 14:25-35 

12. Luke 957-62 

13. Matt 6:2-4 

14. Luke 7:24-35 

15. Matt 23:37,28 

Pearls before swine 

Blind leading the blind; speck and log; tree and 
h i t  

Lamp under a basket 

Straining gnats, swdowing camels 

Outside and inside the bowl 

Snake for fish; scorpion for an egg 

Householder and the thief 

Seventy times seven 

Healthy don't need a doctor 

SIave/master; hais numbered 

Cost of discipleship; salt Iosing saltiness 

Dead bury their own dead 

Sounding trumpets; left hand right hand 

John the Baptist; children's Song 

Whitewashed tombs 



Gospel Introductions 

For purposes of ready reference in the interpre~g of gospel sayings fiom the 
Synoptics this basic guide gives ody SUmmarized opinions representing recent opinions 
among conservative biblical scholars. The task of detemiining date, destination and 
purpose of these documents is a difficult one and conclusions are tentative at bea. 
However, these 'best guesses' do ground the respective gospels in some historical context 
which is helpfbl for interpreting them. Most consider each gospel to have catechetical 
purposes in mind for the readers as weif as evangelistic ones. Traditional authorship of 
each gospel is assumed. 

Matthew 

Matthew exhibits a teacher's heart as weii as that of an evangelist. He targets his 
gospel to a Jewish audience to show Jesus to be the promised Messiah in order to bring 
Jews to faith in him and confirm those in their faith after their conversion. While the 
Jewish bent of Matthew's gospel is evident, it dso looks upon the mission among the 
Gentifes in a favourable light prornpting Roberi Gundry to term it "a Jewish Christian 
gospel with a universal outlook." Matuiew probably wrote this gospel in Syria, possibly in 
Antioch in the mid 60's of the first century. 

Mark 

Mark spends more time dealing with what Jesus did rather than what he taught. 
The fast Pace and frequent Latùllsms among other factors suggest a Roman audience. 
Beyond Mark7 s desire to evangeiize are the pastoral purposes of his gospel. Many 
Christians in Rome were facing difficulties from persecutions and false teachings. Mark 
emphasizes the suffering of Jesus both to give a paradigm for discipleship and to correct 
the tendency to overemphasize Jesus' divinity at the expense of his humanity. He 
probably wrote his gospel £iom Rome anywhere fkorn the late 50's to the rnid 60's in the 
first century. 

Luke 

Luke points his gospel toward a Gentile audience while not forgetting the 
relationship in salvation history between the two covenants-old and new. The third 
gospel is universal in scope and has a special interest in those who were disenfhnchised 
(eg. women, children, Gentiles, sinners, etc.). Luke's message of salvation emphasizes the 
sovereign plan and activity of God to save ali the nations through his Son. The upshot of 



this gospel among those already saved is that it would give reassurance to any Gentile 
believer who felt out of place in a movement with Jewish ongins as weil as to any Jewish 
believer who was troubled by the influx of Gentiles into the church or at the lack of 
response to the gospel among his fellow Jews. Luke probably wrote his gospel in Rome 
(or possibly in Greece) before 70 AD. 

Sources 

More detaiis regarding these matters may be found in books of New Tenament 
Introduction or New Testament Survey. Other books of interest rnight be: RT. France, 
Matthew: Evang- (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1989), Rdph ~Vartin, Mark: 
Evan~eli- Theolo- (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1972), 1. Howard Marshall, 
Hstorian and nieplpeiari (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1970), and Richard A. Bumdge, 
Four Gospels: One Jm (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1994). 



1 Litnny OfThanks For Alt 

1 Good Humour  And Abiding Joy 

People: For  al1 that which ma kes us Irugli  a t  uurselves, and 
brings lifc into perspective; 
Glory be to tbee, O Lord. 

Leader: For the spirit of humour which binds 11s to oiir 
neighbor in the joy. of lauglii!ig together; 
Glory be to thee, O Lord. 

People: F o r  the truth thsi humour brings tu mir lives, 
gently reminding us o f  our  frnilty and foibles; 
Glory be to tlree, (3 Lord. 

Leader: For al1 redeemiiig Iiuinoiir t liat saves iis fioiii takiiig 
ourselves aiid our projects loo serioiisly; 
Glory be to tliee, O Lord. 

People: For  al l  singers and miisici;ins, h r  al1 wlio wurk in 
form and colour to increuso the joy of lire; 
G lory  be to thee, O Lurtl. 

fBeople: F o r  al1 who serve men and women by joining mirth 
wit l i  charity, humour  with healing, and comedy 

. Ui th  t1.utIi; 
Glory be  to thee, O Lord. 

I.eiitlci~: For dl joy tlint Iiciglitens oiir lives. kiiidles our Iiearts. 
alid eiiliaiices our faces witli a mile; 
Glory be to thee, O Lord. 

People: For  the good news of  the Gospel that lifts the burden 
of the heart  and brings the merriment o f  
reconcilia lion; 
G l o r y  be to t h e ,  O Lord. 

(Source: Lee van Rensbiirg) 

Ixatler: For al1 wlio serve tliee witli iiiirtli, aiid clicci., iiiiti 

gladiiess. aiid joyfiiliiess; 
Gloi4y bc to tliee, 0 1.oi.d. 



WORKSHOP EVALUATION FORMS 

Post-Workshop Evaluation 

Prociaiming the Messiah's Minh - November 2 1,22, 1997 

We would be grateful ifyou wouid take the Nne to complete this evaluation 
questionnaire in order to help in assessing the workshop. Your sincere and constructive 
cornments will be greatl y ap preciated. Thank-you. 

1. Did this worksh~p meet its objectives? (Please check one) 

1. Not at al1 2. - To a d I  extent 
4.- To a great extent 5 .  - Full y 
PIease comment: 

2. How much of the program did you understand? 

1 -- None 2. Not much 3.- Sorne 
3. Most 5.  Ni 
Please explain: 

3 .  How relevant was the workshop to your leamine ne&? 

4. Did this workshop develop skilis necessary to carry out your current/furure ministry 
successfully? 

1. Airnost none 2. - To a small extent 
4.- To a g e a t  extent 5. Very relevant 

3 .  - To some extent 

5 .  The leaniing fiom this workshop that I am mon likely to apply to rny ministry is 
(please explain bnefly): 



6.  What topics do you think should be added to the program, expanded, or deleted? 

7. H o w  usefid and appropriate were the foilowing teaching methods used in the 
workshop? 

(Please circle where applicable) 

Scale_ 
1 - Too much 
2 - Not enough 
3 - Good enough 
O - Not applicable 

Group Discussions 2 2 3 0  

Humour Exercises 1 2 3 0  

Song and Lyric Sheet 1 2 3 0  

ûverhead Transparencies 1 2 3 O 

Humour Quotient uistniment 1 2 3 O 



Scale. 
I - Poor 
2 - Below Average 
3 - Average 
4 - Above Average 
5 - Excellent 
O - Not Applicable 

Lectures 1 2 3 4 5 0  

Listening Sheets 1 2 3 4 5 0  

Group Discussions 1 2 3 4 5 0  

Webbing Exercise 1 2 3 4 5 0  

Handouts 1 2 3 4 5 0  

Video Presentation 1 2 3 4 5 0  

Humour Exercises 1 2 3 4 5 0  

Song and Lyric Sheet 1 2 3 4 5 0  

Humour Quotient instrument 1 2 3 4 5 O 

Others ( please s p i @ )  

8. What was your overd reaction to this workshop? 

1. - Quite negative 2.- Neutrd 3 -- Quite positive 
Please comment: 



9. Please rate the workshop leader in the following areas: 

SGIk 
1 - Poor 
2 - Fair 
3 - Excellent 

Knowledge of subject 

Organization and preparation 

Style and delivery 

Responsiveness to participants 

Creating appropriate leatning climate 

Encouraging participation by ail members of the workshop 

Provision of good feedback 

Clear presentation of learning points 

Pace and amount of leaming 

Handling questions and interruptions 
p p p p p p p - - - - - - -  

Maintaining interest 

10. How could the workshop leader's technique be improved? 

Thank-you for taking tirne to give us your comrnents. 
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Evaluation Interview 

Name Date 

1. In what ways were the workshop objectives helpful to your presentfihire ministry? 

2. ln what ways were they not helpful or relevant? 

3 .  What are your cornments about how the workshop was designed? 

4. Which teaching methodsAearning strategies did you appreciate the most? Why? 

5. Which did you appreciate the least? Why? 



6.  Which parts of the workshop were most applicable to your ministry? 

7. What were the strengths of the workshop? 

8. What were the weaknesses? 

9. What would you suggest to improve the workshop? 

10. Please describe your overall reaction to the workshop. 
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